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for the year 2004. If so, turn straight to the special
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reviews. On the speaker front, we feature Leema's big'n'bold Xavier
floorstander [ page 59] as well as MartinLogan's latest multichannel
speaker system [ page 54], featuring the
charmingly- named Fresco ( to hang on the wall)
and Grotto ( the subwoofer, of course).
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performance of the company's dearer models —
not to mention their impressive casework — at a
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If you're intending to upgrade avinyl- playing
system, check out anew development from Michell, the addition of
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the new NC power supply to the excellent Orbe record deck [ page
48]. But if you are more inclined to consider adding an SACD player,
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you'll turn instead to our review of the Marantz SA8400 [ page 54].
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Expo [ page 70] and report from the Milan TOP Audio show [ page

In this issue, we complete our coverage of the Hi Fi Show & AV
87]. And don't forget you'll also find our annual index [ page 105],
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listing equipment reviews and features from 2004, including the
contents of 2004's four issues of AVTech.
Finally, it's time to announce the winner of our spectacular Showtime competition, aTacT system, worth £ 20,000 as installed and
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'On the 4-channel front,' wrote Donald Aldous in his ' Soundings' column for
January 1974, ' no one system or technique appears to be winning outright
the "quadraphonic" battle.' He went on to discuss work being done in the UK
to create 'amhisonics'. Tested in the same issue was the Marantz 4100
four- channel amplifier, with its set of four output power meters. As supplied,
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it could decode SQ matrix quad, but not QS: to replayJVC's discrete fourchannel discs you'd need to add aseparate CD-4demodulator. No-one won
the quadraphonic battle, which ended with the major players all retreating
hack to two- channel. But Ambisonics has lived on, with some recordings on
Nimbus now getting anew lease of life as multichannel DVDs.
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Ken Kessler reports from Italy's high-end show

The HiFi News Awards showcase the finest hi-f products of 2004, as selected by
our panel of expert reviewers. Our comprehensi -round- up of this year's most
Fi News
celebrated kit starts on page 17. Here you'll al' find listings of the Hi Industry Awards, presented during the Hi Fi Sho & AV Expo 2004. The Industry
Awards, in association with BADA and Inside Hi i& AV, recognise outstanding
technological innovation, as well as companies :ad individuals who have made
outstanding contributions to standards of custo er service in the industry.
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Phono stage is set for Musical Fidelity
January sees the launch of Musical Fidelity's
new kW phono stage, described by the company
as ' essentially exactly the same as the original
kW preamp's phono stage'. Claimed to offer an
excellent signal-to-noise ratio, a 'very accurate'
phono cartridge EQ, wide overload margin, low
distortion and flexible operation, the product will
retail at £ 1999.
The officially released figures of the kW's
performance certainly make interesting reading.
Its m-cnoise ratio is better than —75dB,
meaning virtually no audible noise from the
phono electronics, and its stage equalisation is
'completely accurate' up to 20kHz and
'substantially accurate' to 100kHz. The kW
possesses both RIAA and I
EC equalisation, so
the committed phonoista can select the

impedance is 3.5 ohms, lower than many power

'at afraction of the cost'. With distortion over no

preferred EQ to suit his or her recordings.

amps, and amaximum output of 42 volts.

more than 0.005% across wide bandwidth,

Musical Fidelity is keen to emphasise the

The New Year also sees the release of alimited

'excellent' noise ratio and dynamic range and art

exemplary audiophile credentials of the product:

edition kW hybrid pre-amp, using mu-vista

output current capacity of 5amps, it produces

a 49dB overload margin on m-m and 43db on

tubes. Adirect descendant of the original

roughly 20 watts into 8ohms, effectively

m- m means that it is impossible to ever overload

limited run preamp of 2003, this one shares

capable of driving an efficient loudspeaker. It is

the input stage.' The kW also boasts switchable
resistance and capacitance settings. Output

similar technical specification and neutral

expected to retail at £2499.

colouring, bet is offered, so runs the PR blurb,

www.musicalfidelity.com

QED expands range with Silver Micro

Arcam 'budget AV

QED has added Silver Micro speaker cable to its

Arcam has recently launched ababy brother to

range. Billed as a ' high quality silver-plated

the £ 1300 AVR300 home cinema receiver. The

figure eight speaker cable' the product draws on

AVR250 — costing £ 1000 — promises to be aless

the same technology as the company's Silver

expensive but ' ultimately effective' addition to

Anniversary cable, with two conductors arranged

the Arcam range. It uses aCrystal CD49400 DSP

side by side in afigure-of-eight geometry. Each

with 24- bit and 32- bit processing, along with

conductor consists of silver-plated 99.999%

multiple 24- bit Wolfson DACs and ADCs.
With seven channels of audio and wide range

oxygen-free copper strands. The whole is
insulated by alow-density polyethylene jacket

of cinema processing and decoding options

which gives the cable more compact

(including DTS 96/24, Dolby Digital EX, Pro

dimensions than the Silver Anniversary at

Logic I
lx ), the ' 250 looks well capable of

only 6.1mm x2.8mm.

impressing'. Well, that's what the PR puff says.
Power output is 7x75 watts, and connectivity

The cable works by maximising the cross

includes three component and RGB video

sectional area, and therefore conductance, of
the copper conductors, which minimises the

outer signal path. The suggested selling price is

inputs, including upconversion of composite and

voltage drop across the cable. This is further

£3.50 per metre.

S-video signals to component or RGB.

enhanced by the silver plating of the individual

Veda Products, 01279 501111

Arcam, 01223 203200.

strands which reduces the resistance of the

wymqed.co.uk

www.arcam.co.uk

Kraftwerk make machine music on PMC 5.1 system
ACHIN ElIA C
AeHIN PlitC
'
1111
Kraftwerk: krazy technokrats choose PMC

ampli‘ication. The new monitor system is installed

reputed to fulfil their respective creative roles

in the group's Kling Kiang studio in Düsseldorf

from widely spaced positions in the control room,

wherethey are working on post-production and

accentuating the need for monitoring that retains

mixing of live material from their 2004 World Tour.
Band members Ralf Hütter, Florian Schneider,

its signal accuracy at the most peripheral
extremes of the soundstage. It's claimed that the

Fritz Hilpert and Henning Schmitz apparently

PMC IB2S-A monitor system delivers excellent

undertook an exhaustive series of comparative

dispersion, maintaining an superb level of image

listening tests with various unconfirmed brands

integrity throughout the I
ister ing environment,

before choosing PMC gear. The auditions were

allowing listeners to sit, stand and walk around

conducted using awide range of musical genres,

without experiencing detrimental sonic artefacts.

Kraftwerk, the famously enigmatic electro pop

including Kraftwerk's recently remastered back

Kraftwerk intend releasing their 2004 Tour Live

pioneers, have taken delivery of aPMC IB2S-A 5.1

catalogue and current live material.

CD and DVD in the near future.

surround system, powered by Bryston PP300

www.hifinews.co.uk

During the production process, Kraftwerk are

www.pmc-speakers.co.uk
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BPI passes buck on file-share standards

Arm grips web radio

The news that the UK's British Phonographic Industry

Taylor refuses to give

Technology giant Arm has

(BPI) is now suing music file sharers does not mean an

any figures for the

shown major interest in

end to copy- protected CDs; nor does it signal acommon

damages sought but

wireless internet radio

standard for legal downloading, comparable to aCD

the IFPI is more open

technology, through its

bought anywhere that plays anywhere writes Barry Fox.

and expects an

investment in Reciva, one of

Witness the comments of Jay Berman, chairman and

average of several

the pioneers of the new

CEO of world trade body the IFPI: ' Copy- protection is a

thousand Euros per

technology. More than

decision for individual companies. It always was and it

person. Actions

17,000 radio stations now

will remain so. There are over 150 legal sites round the

brought in March

broadcast over the internet,

world, 100 in Europe, with over 25 in the UK. We want a

against 80 people in

but are generally only

common platform and interoperability. But asingle

Germany and Denmark have netted damages of up to

accessible via acomputer

platform doesn't exist.

13,000 Euros per offender.

with aweb connection. ARM's

'We are music companies, not technology companies.

Berman: ' We just sell music'

Geoff Taylor admits that as yet, no one has been sued.

hope is that Reciva will be

We sell music, we don't develop technology. We have to

The BPI has simply got the IP addresses of 28 people,

the first company to provide

talk to the CE industry and the computer industry. They

and must now seek court orders to try and find the

cheap, compact, portable

have proprietary systems and are proud of them. We are

owners' names and addresses.The BPI will then try to

internet radios that are

now talking with Microsoft and Apple about Digital

settle before suing.

commercially available.

Rights Management.'

www.reciva.com

Jay Berman defends the recent case of the

In addition to 28 UK actions being brought, 100

12-year-old girl sued in the USA: 'We don't screen for

cases are also being launched in Austria, adding to 174

political correctness. We only look for the level of

in Denmark, 50 in France, 100 in Germany, seven in

activity. We don't know who we are dealing with until we

The number of Region 2 DVD

Italy and over 5700 actions brought in the US over the

get the name and address for the IP address. The mother

releases with DTS Digital

last six months. The actions are against people who are

of the 12-year-old settled as soon as she found out what

Surround

uploading, not downloading, and they are under civil,

her daughter had been doing.'

soundtracks

not criminal, law. The UK targets have been using

continues to

KaZaA, Imesh, Grokster, Bearshare and Win MX.

Darko now with DIS

rise with the

•

DoNNit D
o

Asked if any of the panel had ever downloaded an MP3
file instead of buying aCD, pop svengali Pete Waterman

'UK offenders will not get acriminal record,' says BPI

admitted what many ClYbuyers surely suspect: 'We are

release of 10

lawyer Geoff Taylor. 'We want damages. We have not

in the record industry. If we want something we just call

very different

ruled out going after down loaders later.'

EMI and they send it over.'

titles. Some
are fairly

Wireless iPod hits the road

mainstream,
some ripe for discovery, and
some are plain execrable

Here's something for the insatiable gadget fan. Monster has launched

(Space Truckers, anyone?).

the iCarPlay Wireless Plus add-on for the Apple i
Pod. This latest

The releases are as follows:

addition to Monster accessory range allows you to play your

He//raiser — 4 DVD box set

iPod through your car stereo wirelessly, using the FM

special edition ( Anchor Bay

frequency band. Handily, the unit simultaneously charges

UK); Slipstream; Space

your iPod. Connecting is atouch ingenious too: it simply a

Truckers; Conspiracy; Death

matter of tuning your car stereo to any clear FM station, then

Machine; Dawn of the Dead

...for your iPod

2004 Remake ( all from

pleasure on the M25

tuning the iCarPlay Wireless Plus to the same station. Retail
price for the iCarPlay is £80. Monster, 01923 431 634

Entertainment In Video);
Donnie Darko — Director's Cut
(Metrodome); The Grudge
(Ju-on) from Premier Asia; A
Children Of The Corn box set
from Anchor Bay UK; and The

Ruark Acoustics has announced

play take it on the move. Extra

brightly when the station is tuned

Cooler from Tartan Video.

details of the forthcoming Model

features include an input for an

on centre. Ruark's aim with the

One Platinum Edition Tivoli radio.

TDK gets NXT to you

external source and outputs for

Model One Table Radio is to

This will be available in two

recording and headphones.

'provide higher fidelity sound for

TDK is once again banking on

finishes, Piano Black and Piano

NXT's flat panel technology to

Walnut at asuggested retail price of

adiscrete-component FM tuner

admirable indeed.

give it an edge with anew

£150. Already acclaimed for its

technology, originally developed for

www.ruark.net

mini sound system, launched

excellent sound quality from atiny

mobile phones and never before

The Model One Table Radio uses

in Australia. The NX-02CD is

unit, the mono AM/FM Model One

used in an FM radio. This device is

stylish- looking affair that

Radio is easy to use via three basic

claimed to result in more stations

utilises NXT technology to

controls, for volume, power and

being received that than other

incorporate two transparent

band, while station selection is via

costly receivers. The 5:1 gear ratio

speakers. It is expected to

an analogue dial.

tuning dial allows for smaller and

retail at AUS$299.00,

8

Model One Tivoli goes platinum

The Model One uses abuilt-in AC

more precise movements of the

roughly about £ 120.

power supply, while a12-volt jack

actual tuning mechanisms and a

www.nxtsounit coin

on the back makes it possible to

green LED indicator light glows
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less size and cost'. Which is
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B&W Bowers & Wilkins

THE NEW B&W

1

SUBWOOFER

Thinking outside the box
Ever seen asquare bubble? No, can't say we have, either. And there's agood
reason. Flat sides and corners can't cope with air that's under pressure. If bubbles
were box-shaped, they'd burst. That's why pounding air pressures trapped inside the
average compact subwoofer produce so much extra, unwanted vibration. Instead of
equilibrium, you get rattle and hum.
B&W's revolutionary new PV1 compact subwoofer gets around all that by simply
mirroring nature. It's asphere, which means it can make abig sound in asmall space.
No ' box effects' or standing waves. Pressure and resonances are smoothed around
its rigid aluminium shell. Which is just as well, given its 500W amplifier, back-to-back
8-inch drive units and surprising internal volume. (A sphere can accommodate more
space than any other form with the same surface area, don't you know).

emeneur

It looks good, it sounds amazing, and it's as solid as arock. You could even rest your
coffee on it if it wasn't so round.

AWARDS 2009
BEST SUBWOOPER
OVES £ 900
BIM PV1

WHAT HIFi?
fOu180

AWARDS 2004
TECHNOLOGY AWARD
NOMINEE
RAW PV1

www.bwspeakers.com
For more information on the B&W PV1 please visit our site, or call + 44 (0)1903 221 500

Sources

Nairn sells pro version of NAP 250 to Beeb
Naim Audio has developed aprofessional version of the NAP 250— and

equipped with balanced XLR inputs and

has announced that its first order has just been delivered. The customer is

Speakon connectors (Type NL2MP) for pro

BBC News, and Naim's product aims to aid technical directors improve

monitors.The 250 Pro boast acontinuous

sound-balancing for output. In fact, the 250 Pro amp was designed after

power output (8ohms) of 80 Watts.

consultation with BBC engineers, and can be used with the type of speaker

Frequency response is quoted as 2Hz-65kHz.

cables in use in professional studios as well as Naim's own NACA5, being

WWW. n
ai
m-audio.com

CIRCE
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QED

-

Sennheiser's
budding ideas
Sennheiser has

'

0.9k:

d

Pilee:'

0

0

unveiled the latest
versions of its i
near bud headphones.

Denon develops, but stays faithful to DVD

There are two versions
of these: first, the £ 15
MX450, which are claimed to

The £ 230 DVD-1910 is Denon's

Audio is provided by 24-bit/192kHz

cinema package, which replaces

offer excellent improvements in

cheapest DVD player to include an

audio DACs, with aclaimed wide

the SYS-770S0, adding what are

sound for such acheap upgrade to

all-digital DVI connection.

dynamic range and excellent

claimed by the company to be

apersonal stereo, including good

Shunning the DVD-Audio and SACD

signal-to-noise ratio. Compatibility

better video and audio DACs, Pro

bass performance. The MX550 in-

multichannel music formats—

with CD- Rs, including those

Logic I
lx processing- while

ear headphones costs £25 and

which Denon believes are awaste of

carrying MP3, Windows Media

reducing the price by 25% to £ 750.

offer the same kind of sound

money on players at this price point

Audio, JPEG and Kodak Picture CD

—has apparently given Denon

files, ensures that the unit will be

PAL progressive scan via

greater scope to improve core

able to play auseful range of home

component outputs and the latest

but also include an integrated

functionality such as video and

multimedia files.

video decoding options, including

volume control built into the cord,

Dolby Virtual Speaker, for improved

which is handy for those with

sound for movies.

Denon has included the same

The player is claimed to be able to
deliver'superb' pictures to aDVI or

The DV- 550S0 player includes

improvements over
poor-quality, supplied headphones

kind of multimedia playback

sound from only two speakers, and

personal stereos that are supplied

functionality on its OVO550S0

Dolby Headphone, which recreates

without aremote, such as Apple's
ubiquitous iPod.

HDMI compatible display, such as

player, while similarly eschewing

the surround experience for

the latest plasmas or projectors.

the virtues of multichannel music

personal listening.

Also, twin 54M Hz video DACs and a

on this budget DVD player, one

Both sets of headphones come

Available with the DVD player as a

complete with aconvenient ' cord

Faroujda DCDi PAL progressive

that's only available in tandem with

pair for £ 500, the 6.1 surround

scan chip , giving 'great pictures' via

the matching, slimline AV receiver,

receiver boasts 6x100 watt output,

and safe storage.

component outputs, while an RGB

the AVR-550S0. The player forms

along with asubwoofer output.

www.sennheiser.co.uk

Scart output is also on offer.

part of the DHT-550SD home

www.denon.co.uk

rewind' protective case for handy

A new designer home for your hi-fi...
If you're in the market for
some swanky furniture for
your much- loved high-end
kit, then two new ranges
available now could fit the
bill. Sound Organisation has
launched its all- new ZSeries
range, which boasts three
models, all priced at £219: a
five-shelf 500mm-wide
hi-fi unit; athree-shelf 900mm-

shelf is height adjustable and features

wide home cinema unit and, for the first time, a

ventilation slots. Space is provided for all the

four-shelf mid-size 640mm-wide unit, targeted

cables to be correctly routed and there are slots

at buyers of the latest 24in to 32in screens. But

to run cables vertically between the shelves. The

you'll have to get the trusty screwdriver out,

top of the cabinet is extended at the rear edge so

because the units are supplied flat packed.

that it can be placed 'flush to the wall' even

Visit www.soundorganisation.net for details.

where the room contains large skirting boards.

Alittle further up the scale, Arca Nuevo

10
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Arca Nuevo: good wood

The feet are adjustable to compensate for

furniture is now available in three different

uneven floors, and the doors, which boast a

models, each finished in achoice of oak, walnut,

dampened closing action, are easily removable.

maple or cherry real wood veneers. Each internal

Phew! Prices start from £445.

www.hifinews.co.0 k

"A Certifiable

Masterpiece"

"This is to debut amplifiers
what Led Zeppelin Iwas to debut LP's"
Ken Kessler, Hifi News. February 2004

—
T • A Gao Turntable with SME arm

T + A Vio Valve Amplifier

T + A are the number ihigh end brand in Germany and with reviews like this,
is it any wonder? T + A products fall into two main categories with some of
the most Audiophile products currently available on the market, in one, as well
as some of the most stylish A/V products available in the other, both of which
just happen to look stunning and sound stunning.

T + A K6 DVD
system

T + A Cziterion TCIi
T • A Criterion Tali
"Make no mistake this is afine reproducer, whose
hallmark is undoubtedly the excellent
electrostatic tweeter.
Martin Co/km,
HiR News, April 2003

T • A llift DVD system
"You'll know it's money
well spent because it
delivers the goods."
Ken Kotler,
IliFi News, March too;

T+ATalis
speakers
T • A Talis speakers
"These speakers floored me. Perhaps it was
became Iwas expecting the worst tinselly 'German'
sound and all but ended up witnessing the best
performance of the group."
IliFi Choice, Marcb 2002

T.A UK DEALERS
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20 years

musical pleasure for the listener

20 years

of the world's best rated audio and video cables

20 years

of the world's best rated analogue and digital cables

20 years

of metallurgic perfection

20 years

of love and care for our customers

20 years

of guaranteed quality ( Life- Long Warranty)

20 years

of ground- breaking technological innovation

Sources

For when money is an object...
Emotive Excellence has announced the

bass column is actively driven by external

arrival of the Clef, acheaper version of its

amplifiers. The looks are certainly

all- metal Model One speaker, incorporating

stunning, too, and, as the firm says: 'We

some of the high-end elements of its

believe the aesthetics of our equipment to

cost- no-object sibling.
The Clef uses apatent-pending

be of paramount importance and they must
exemplify good design.'
The Clef system starts with the full-range

resonance-control system that shapes,
directs and absorbs sound energy inside

floorstanders, expected to retail for about

the cabinet, creating — as it'sclaimed by

£12,000. And if that sounds abit rich for a

Emotive Excellence— ' extraordinary

'budget' model, bear in mind that the

dynamics. An external crossover enables

Model One costs more than £60,000 — the

active drive, time and phase alignment and

price of atwo- bed terrace in Abergavenny.

room correction, while aseparate stereo

Emotive Excellence, 01453 843682

Revo brings DAB to the dashboard

lxos' bargain
interconnects

Designed and developed in the

interiors, while the white, backlit

DAB radio. The kit comprises a

UK, the Revo radio allows you to

LCD was chosen with driving

rechargeable battery pack and a

Ixos has announced its latest

pair of in-ear headphones.

affordable stereo interconnect

listen DAB digital radio at
home, in your car, or

safety in mind. The Revo is
on sale now for £200.
The £ 50 Revo Dock,

elsewhere on the move.
The unit comes with
amounting cradle
that attaches it to

Revo, 0870 350 0355,

upgrade, the XFA09. Costing just

vAvw.revo.co.uk

£20, the one-metre XFA09 is a
standard RCA stereo connector,

an aluminium cradle that

which is claimed to offer avast

includes adigital-out

improvement over the typically

connection, allows you to

your existing car stereo,

connect the radio to your hi-fi or

substandard interconnects that are

and it can be installed

boom box.

supplied with most — even

yourself, otherwise there's a
fixed £50 nationwide UK

IR remote control and an

installation fee.

extendable DAB antenna.

The chrome and black device is

high-quality— audio and video

The Dock also comes with an

equipment.
The XFA09 uses high-quality PC
oxygen-free copper conductor for a

On its February 2005 release, a

designed to look at home in even

£50 Revo ' Go' package will allow

the most stylish of vehicle

the unit to be used as aportable

more transparent sound, and goldDAB in the Dock: yours for £ 50, mate

plated metal RCA plugs for vastly
improved contact.

Wolfson's DCs
for ` prosumers'
Wolfson Microelectronics has

Laser- cut wall mounts
from Wilson Benesch

lxos, 01844 219012,
www.ixoscable.com

Events

launched anew family of

It seems that more and more Wilson

high-performance 24- bit stereo

Benesch loudspeakers are being sold

ADCs for high-performance

for Home Cinema applications and,

6-9 January 2005

recordable media devices, such as

according to the company, customers

recordable DVD Players, high-end

have requested wall mounts for the

International CES, Las Vegas,
Nevada, USA. Organised by the

sound cards and studio audio

Wilson Benesch Arc (which retails at

Consumer Electronics Association

processing equipment. The range

£2500) to use at the rear and the

is aimed at ' professional and

Wilson Benesch CENTRE — no prizes

prestige consumer markets', a

for guessing where this one sits— on the

sector referred to in company

the market for £ 1800.

literature as ' prosumers'.
Utilising advanced mixed signal

'Serious speakers need serious mountings,' crows the press release, and
there's certainly alimit to the levity in the way these wall mounts are

techniques in multi bit sigma-delta

constructed: hewn by laser from lOmm steel plate in true Wilson Benesch

design, plus aproprietary cascade

style, the mount is apparently 'astunning and elegant artefact that

topology, the chips maximise

guarantees no loss of performance'.

signal-to-noise ratio, up to 111dB,

Uttra-rigid and secure mounting is combined with easy adjustment in

resulting in clean, accurate sound

every direction.The mounts cost £250 apair and come in two attractive

in compact and convenient surface

finishes: standard black and regal silver, and are matched to your

of America. + 1 (866) 233 7968
www ces web. org
25-27 February 2005
Sound & Vision Bristol 2005,
the 18th year of this popular
show. Marriott City Centre Hotel,
Lower Castle Street, Bristol.
Adults £ 7, OAPs £ 3.50. Please
note that tickets cannot be
bought in advance.
www.bristolshow.co.uk

mount packages.

loudspeaker, as the picture shows. All the bits and bobs are supplied too.

20 March 2005

Wolfson Microelectronics, 0131

They come complete with brick wall mounting studs.

Vintage Valve and Vinyl Fair,

272 7000. www.wolfsonmicro.com

Wilson Benesch, 01142 852 656. WWW. W Ison-benesch.com

Westgate Hall, Canterbury, Kent
CT1 2BT. Admission from 10.00

Guarantee yourself acopy of i-Fi News every month
Call our subscriptions hotline now on 01622 778778
www. hifi news. co. uk

to 16.00, £ 5.00 Early admission
from 09.00, £ 10.00.
www. vintagevalvevinyl.corn
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6 key elements to Contemporary Art

SERIES

X-616
Dimensionsiw x cl x h,cm):65x35x29

CP-6371
Mmensions(w x d x h,cm):35x65x127

The Six:
• Top mounted tweeter avoiding diffraction for
more natural sound imaging.
• Elegantly sloped cabinet design to enhance
sound dispersion and time phase coherency.
. High-grade mirror-imaged finish on gloss black,
gloss sliver, gloss white.
. High-grade furniture-quality real wood tweeter
cover and wood side panel reinforcement.
• Base chamber design, to increase weight by

CP-6381

fill in leads or sand and better bass control.

Mmensionsfw x d x h,cm):35x65x127

. Designed by Dr. Joseph D'Appolito
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USHER AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
67 Kai- Fong Street Sec.1 Taipei 100 Taiwan Te1:886-2-23816299 Fax:886-2-23711053 E-rnalhusherOms1111.hinet.net

Opinion

Barry

Fox
hat's next? Clear signposts came up from the
demonstration rooms and panel sessions at this year's
Heathrow show. There is now arapidly emerging split
between stereo for music listening and multi-channel surround
for video. Few people are interested in surround for music.
Lack of software has virtually killed off DVD-Audio; SACDs are
selling mainly as CDs. Vinyl is increasingly popular. The old
Finial laser turntable has been re-vamped and can now play all
sizes of grooved disc — for £ 10,500. But a £350 record
cleaning system is an essential bundled extra because the
laser cannot shovel dirt from the groove like astylus, so the
optics read any specks of dust as music. Repeated cleaning
may do as much damage to vinyl as playing it with astylus.
The next hot topic will be whether Europe wants or needs
high-definition TV and yet more channels of surround. Sister
publication AVTech had collared the first sample of a £20,000
three-chip DLP Screenplay 777 projector from InFocus to fill a

If any new format is
to succeed, it has to
be 6dB subjectively
better in video
quality, audio quality,
and/or convenience

20ft screen with true High
Definition movie clips ( 720p, with
each picture built from 720 lines),
with aseven-channel surround
system including two 1000 watt
sub-woofers. The pictures were
stunning, the sound gut-busting,
but few homes need a20ft screen
and fewer wives and neighbours
will tolerate the sound levels.
In asmaller room, the £5000
single-chip Screenplay 7205 was
projecting conventional PAL DVD
material up-converted to 576p by

its on-board Faroudja processor. For most homes and screen
sizes the picture quality may well be good enough. Sony ran a
split-screen demonstration from Blu-ray Disc which compared
true HDTV clips from Lawrence of Arabia at 25Mb/s with
enhanced 9.8Mb/s DVD material. But the comparison was
between 1080i ( 1080- line pictures built by interlacing) and
up-converted NTSC video. So the improvement from using true
HDTV is more marked than when PAL is enhanced.
As the sun set on Heathrow, anew audio battle — between
DTS lossless coding and MLP lossless coding — was already
brewing. DTS is initially using Lossless Digital Sound for
cinema movies. The first public screening was in June, of the
large-format film Sacred Planet at the North American
Museum of Ancient Life in Utah. You can be pretty sure it will
eventually spin off down into consumer applications.
Says Mike Archer, Director of Cinema at DTS. 'The
introduction of Lossless to the large format film industry is the
first step towards enhancing film playback for all formats.'
DTS describes lossless coding as ' made possible by anew
extension to the DTS Coherent Acoustics codec, which is used
in applications including home theatre... With this new
development, DTS is able to offer asingle, comprehensive
system that can deliver quality levels from Internet streaming
71-

www.hifinews.co.uk

up to high definition'. The compressed soundtrack is
'bit-for-bit identical to the original master'.
Computers routinely zip-compress data without losing
anything, but can only work on acomplete file package. For
music and pictures you need asystem that can work in real
time as music and pictures flow. MLP was the first system to
work on areal time waveform, by disc,arding any bits used to
code spaces or silence, and then trying to predict what the
waveform will do next. Because this prediction can never be
100% accurate, MLP looks forwards and backwards in time to
also send asignal which codes the difference between the
predicted and actual waveform. The recovered signal is
bit-for-bit the same as the original.
Says Robert Stuart of Meridian Audio: ' DTS lossless is not
MLP, it is aseparate development by DTS, based on their
lossy coder technology. It doesn't have the same efficiency or
feature set as MLP but seems to be OK for digital cinema.'
Iasked DTS for technical information to flesh out the
company's puffy claims. There was none available. DTS says it
is writing a 'white paper', but there is no date for when it will
be ready. So Idid apatent search. It revealed that aDTS
patent on predictive coding, with the sound split into
sub-bands, was filed by NS in December 1995. And in June
1999 DTS filed for asystem which further improves DTS or
Dolby AC-3. MLP predictive coding was originally patented by
the late Michael Gerzon in May 1995, so that was before
DTS. But there was no claim by Gerzon to sub- banding. The
MLP patent rights were later taken over by Meridian — hence
the name Meridian Lossless Packing — and are now licensed
by Dolby. Dolby won't comment. But my bet is that lawyers
from both camps are already crawling all over these patents,
and in the end they will all have to cross licence.
But that won't answer the basic questions: does anyone
really want or need aslight audio improvement for movie
sound, and does music need another version of DVD-Audio?
As an industry veteran put it, the warkl seems pretty happy
with what its got with CD and DVD and as arule, if any new
format is to succeed, it has to be 6dB subjectively better in
video quality, audio quality, and/or convenience. DVD-Audio
didn't offer that 6dB, especially as MLP decoding is now built
into budget players with poor audio circuitry that squanders
any quality gain. DTS Lossfess coding may well interest US
patent lawyers more than humans with ears. II
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Heavy gauge high purity multi-strand
copper conductors
Low density foam polyethylene
dielectric
Unique dual layer high frequency
shielding structure
Non-compression aluminium
clamping system
Factory terminated

No matter what your system, the innovative design of Chord cable will
transform the sound and really bring your music or soundtracks to life.
If you are passionate about music, listen to the Chord range of
interconnects and speaker cable and find out just how much you have
been missing.
Twenty years of experience, obsessive attention to the finest detail and
areal commitment to producing high performance products, make all
Chord interconnects and speaker cables avital component of any hi-fi
or home cinema system.

THE

CHORD
COMPANY
MOVING SOUND & VISION

Used and recommended by manufacturers, retailers, hi-fi magazines
and recording studios throughout the world, Chord cables are chosen
for the dramatic improvements they can bring to any level of system.
Highly compatible, dynamically balanced,
detailed, coherent and musically involving,

To find out more visit

Chord interconnects and speaker cables are

wvvw.chord.co.uk

stocked by all the best hi-fi retailers,

or cal! + 44 ( 0)1980 625700

32

Best Digital Audio Source up to £ 1000
Best Interconnect Cable

32

Best Multichannel Audio Source

19

Best Loudspeaker Cable

33

Best Turntable up to £ 1000

19

Best Budget Product

33

Best Turntable over £ 1000

20

Best Tonearm up to £ 1003

20

THE HI- Fl NEWS INDUSTRY AWARDS

Best Tonearm over £ 1000

21

BADA Award for Best Technical Training

34

Best Cartridge

21

BADA Award for Best Retail Support Scheme

34

Best Phono stage

23

Inside HiFi & AV Best Company Representative

34

Best Integrated Amplifier up to £ 1000

23

Inside HiFi & AV Best Retail Sales Person

34

Best Integrated Amplifier over £ 1000

24

Best AV Source

35

Best Pre- amplifier

24

Best Audio/AV Distribution Product

Best Power amplifier

25

Best New Loudspeaker

35
35

Best Radio Tuner

25

Best Portable Audio Player

35

Best Loudspeaker up to £ 1000

27

Best AV Processor

36

Best Loudspeaker up to £ 2000

27

Best Analogue Component

36

Best Loudspeaker up to £5000

28

Best Valve Amplifier

36

Best Loudspeaker over £ 5000

28

Best Amplification Technology

36

Best AV Processor

29

Best Budget All- In One System

37

Best AV Integrated Amplifier

29

Best One- Brand Separates System

37

Best AV Multichannel Power Amplifier

30

Most Stylish Complete System

37

30

Best High- End Product

37

Best Digital Audio Source over £ 1000

Best Subwoofer

www.hif inews.co.uk
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Digital Audio Source up to £ 1000

e

You probably don't have to go for acomplete Naim system to appreciate
the brand's most affordable CD player. As we've come to expect, this
model excels in the area summed up as ' pace, rhythm and timing',
which for many listeners translates into excitement and involvement
with the music, especially on modern pop and rock material.

Musical Fidelity continues to hit the spot with v3' editions of
well-established models, and its under-£ 1000 models are now hard to
beat at the price. The company's emphasis on good technical
performance, combined with chunky build quality, arguably gives a
better- balanced sound than some of the tweakier competitors. With this
range MF has adopted ano-nonsense, compact format ( less eyecatching but perhaps more likeable than the old X-Series cylinders')
that might make you wonder why all CD players aren't built this way.

Hardly amainstream product, but the enjoyment it can give argues for
its inclusion. One of arange of heavily modified Marantz CD players
with avalve output stage, available in the UK direct-from Icon Audio.

dCS Verdi/Purcell/Elgar Plus £ 22,000

200

o
o
Q

2

Digital Audio Source over

T-1
C4-2

eallaggaggaisamitiairm
With the Japanese majors now making only occasional stabs at high-end
audio, it's been left to Accuphase to carry the flag. But as well as
superb engineering, the products actually do sound amazing, and none
more so than the DP-85. For SACD and CD at their best, afine choice.

If cost is no object then you must consider one or more of these dCS
components. The Elgar established dCS's Ring DAC technology while
the matching Verdi transport gave dCS acomplete CD player. With the
Purcell, dCS was able to prove to many ears the benefits of upsampling

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111181
111111,11111111•11111111011

CD data to higher bit- and data rates. The current Purcell Plus gives the
option of upsampling to the DSD (SACD) format, although the benefits
of this are arguable to say the least beneficial. Unless, of course, you're
aprofessional engaged in mastering for SACD release...

18
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Thanks to DVD, CD-only players no longer benefit from big-company
R&D. But with an advanced 192kHz DAC and much attention to detail
design, this is aclear winner, beating many much pricier designs.

www.hifinews.co.uk

2004

CD

Sony launched SACD in 1999 with the SCD-1 player, atwo-channel
ik•

4.

e.

e

machine built like apiece of lab equipment and now acollector's item.
But Sony has tried almost as hard with its current flagship for the SACD

3"

format, which of course is also aOVO video player ( not DVD-A!).

o

Townshend Audio TA 565 £2200

CD

Arcam's DV79 DVD-A player is quite an achievement for this
moderate-sized British company, as it provides truly excellent picture
quality with afine, uncompromised sound that puts most current OVO
players well in the shade. In our tests, the results on DVD-Audio had a
SACD, but at this price level universality' isn't the issue_) Last but of
course far from least, this player also has an HDMI interface, so it will
be at home in tomorrow's systems, not just today's.

Roksan Radius 5 £850

Max Townshend developed his own hi res DVD-A/SACD player by
modifying Pioneer's basic universal player, the DV565. The sonic
results, especially in Townshend's own system, can be jaw-dropping,
and according to some listeners, second to none.

Pro-ject RPM 6SB £ 500
Afavourite from
2002. AustroCzech
specialist Pro-Ject
tempts you to move
up alittle from its
ultra- budget Debut
models. The RPM 6
offers enough
added refinement
to justify the extra

o dn apeiwni

naturalness more often associated with SACD. (This player doesn't play

cost, and still gets
ahearty
recommendation.

o
o
o

Back in the 1970s, Rega's original Planar 2
was the usual choice for those who couldn't
afford aLinn. Design principles are
unchanged (there's still no subchassis) but
the P2 is agood buy if your sonic priorities
Our favourite from last year holds on to the crown despite increasing

are rhythm and drive rather than subtlety.

competition. The Radius is simple yet well thought-out, and well
engineered too, adistillation of Roksan's 20 years' experience in
turntable design. Like most turntables at this price level it is a
solid- base design rather than asuspended subchassis type, but
careful design and avery high-quality main bearing help it to excel in
performance. It can produce alively and pacey yet always well-balanced
sound that will suit most systems very well.

www.hifinews.co.uk
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SME Model 30/2 £ 10,000
"ed,

o
o

7

00

Turntable over

CD

Clearaudio of Germ ny is one of the world's dedicated analogue firms.
Even if you're sceptical about turntables that look like aclear acrylic
wedding-cake, the sonic charms of the Reference will win you over.

Clearly alabour of love for SME's founder Alastair Robertson-Aikmann,
with aunique rubber-in-tension suspension system, the Model 30
became the 30/2 early on when the original rather basic mains power
supply module was upgraded to amuch higher-quality unit. The
SME quality at arelatively affordable price, this plinthless design with

to set up and utterly consistent with asuperbly neutral sound. Ajoy to

simplified rubber suspension offers asatisfyingly neutral sound that's

use and, if you can afford it, an enduring pleasure to own.

arguably more lively and involving than that of the company's Model 20.

Tonearm up to £ 1000

turntable has remained unaltered in the decade or so of production
since then. Its thorough design and precision engineering make it easy

Possibly the ultimate ' super Rega' arm. This is avery extensively
reworked version of the Rega 250, with additional machining, armtube
damping, silver wiring, choice of counterweights to suit differing
cartridge mass, and provision for height adjustment. Agreat product.

This very nicely made
unipivot tonearm is
Introduced at the end of 2003, the M2 is effectively SME's

cleverly designed for easy
handling and adjustment.

replacement for the 3009 arm which ( in its original form) launched the
company into the hi-fi market in 1959 and which (with improvements)

printed circuit board cable

remained in production for 40 years. With its straight tube and gymbal
bearings rather than knife-edges, the M2 is amore modern device. Far
cheaper than SME's upper-range models (which use an expensive

It uses Roksan's flat
instead of conventional
cable. Very good value and
afine sound.

single-casting arm tube), it still offers excellent sound quality with
especially low surface noise. It is available in 9, 10 and 12in lengths.
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One of the simplest parallel, or
radial-tracking arms, the Souther
as adopted by Clearaudio carries
the pick-up cartridge on tiny
wheels, free to move along the
rails of the gantry. The debate
about parallel trackers continues,
but this one just seems to work.

Graham Engineering's first tonearm appeared back in the late 1970s,
but the basic unipivot design has undergone intensive development ever
since. The 2.2 seen here uses Graham's ultra- rigid ceramic arm wand
and tungsten side-weights, as well as an improved bearing system
design which improves bass extension and gives other benefits across
the frequency range. Possibly the most comprehensively refined and
user-friendly unipivot arms ever, the Graham 2.2 is areference among
US reviewers and deservedly so.

This design by Helmut Brinkmann, associated with Germany's
AudioLabor turntables, is aessentially aBreuer revisited: more versatile
than that classic cult arm was, but still with extraordinary sound.

Ortofon offers great value for money with its Kontrapunkt moving-coil
series. Good though the cheaper 'A' and ' B' models are, the extra
refinement of the Kontrapunkt C makes it the real winner in the series.

Lyra of Japan has long been known as the producer of some of the
world's most desirable moving-coil cartridges, but the Argo succeeds in
offering most of the magic at arelatively affordable price. The stylus is
said to be aLyra-designed line-contact type with tip radii of 70pm and
3pm, and it needs to be set up meticulously — but the results are well
worth it. This cartridge gives adefinitely 'front-of- hall' presentation, but

Once again, we must applaud Len Gregory, aka The Cartridge Man, for

doesn't sacrifice image depth or other spatial qualities. With astonishing
retrieval of detail, this may be the best cartridge under £ 1000.

his special rebuild of aGrado moving-magnet cartridge. Results justify
Len's flamboyant designation: it really is a ' Musicmaker'.

www.hifinews.co.uk
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SP Era Gold/Elevator EXP £460/£510
200

GRAHAM

ERA

SLEE

GOLD

With this unit you get the magic of valves with at the expense of alittle
background noise, It works well with most m- m and m- ccartridges and

GRAHAM
OHMS

47000 —

SLEE

can provide an impressively large' sound with life- like vocals.

CARTRIDGE LOADING

5100 '1000 —'

M
0,-'
30 —I
23

ELEVATOR

EXP

EAR

We feel that these units really do help you hear more of what's on the
record. Designer Graham Slee started by throwing away the conventional

Moo.

wisdom about how phono pre-amplifiers should be designed — especially
ideas of curtailing frequency response at both ends of the spectrum.
Instead, in the interests of fast impulse response and accurate phase
response, these GSP devices have avery wide-bandwidth indeed. For
m-m cartridges you just need the Era Gold unit: for moving-coils, add

One of the all-time audio gurus, Tim de Paravicini has created many
great designs, none more popular than the 834P valve phonopre-amp

the extra gain and lower-impedance loading offered by the Elevator EXP.

with volume control. Available in several versions, all recommended.
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Roksan Caspian M Series- 1£ 1000
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Arcam's current amplifier range is better than ever, and continuing
development of the DiVA range has brought us the versatile, greatsounding, solidly built A90 integrated, very hard to beat at the price.

Still with the same distinctive casework ( love it or loathe it) as before,
Roksan's Caspian M Series- 1amplifier is adefinite advance on the
preceding Caspian Mk 2 model, which scored an Editor's Choice in our
2002 Awards. As with most of this brand's products, there's astrong
ability to convey rhythm, but it's combined here with precise imagery
and aslightly warmer and better-textured sound than before. It's more

Claiming 19W/ch in triode mode or 40W/ch ultralinear, the mail-order

powerful too, at arated 85W/ch. All these elements helped this latest
Caspian amplifier to take the winner's spot this time.

(entry-level) version omits the triode mode option and costs just £600.

www, hif i
news. co. uk

Icon is still unbeatable if you want valves on abudget. The new 40ie
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Based on the outrageous 'kW' 1000W flagship, the 500W/ch kW 500
integrated seems to prove MF's contention that you really do need this
much power headroom, with ahear-through, stress-free natural sound.

Italian valve amp specialist GRAAF may be best known for OTL. ( output
transformer- less) amplifiers based on those squat, be-nippled Russian
6C33C tubes. But for this model designer Giovanni Mariani (the ' GM' of
the model name and founder of GRAAF) eschewed both these features,
choosing instead to use KT88 valves in push-pull and adding an
automatic bias control system for trouble- free use. The result is asane,
tractable 50W/ch amplifier that easily tops its class. We photographed
the silver version, but it also looks great in the alternative black finish.

.11151T78710/1"Trall

Abudget model by Krell standards, the KAV 400xi integrated still gives
you 200W/ch. Sonically, it doesn't offer the gentlest presentation but
has the dynamics and deep, powerful bass we expect from the brand.

WIPIFDPOIII1

The HP100 valve
won Hovland many frie
but with the '200 that m

us

true-to-life midrange is matc-hàf
by gains in the rest of the
frequency range. And it comes
with full remote control

A descendant of C-J's flagship ART pre-amp, the line- level-only ' 17LS2
may still seem fairly expensive considering it contains just four valves.
But for ultimate performance, the capacitors used are crucial and it is
mainly these — custom-made — that account for the cost. Resistors are
chosen with similar care. This pre- amp is an extreme development of a
simple basic circuit, the results supporting the idea that simplest is
best, with an exceptionally pure midrange, especially beguiling on
classical music. Full remote control comes as standard.
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No ordinary passive pre-amp, but one based on multi-tap transformers,
relatively load-tolerant and sonically comparable with audiophile active
pre amplifiers costing much, much more. Strongly recommended.

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Baby brothers to the massive Baldur 200+, these monoblocks still offer
around 80W, sound great, and have an effective auto-bias system for
dependability and ease of use. Also one of our Industry Award winners.

Although Conrad-Johnson has made many solid-state amplifiers in its
lower-cost ranges, it's only with this model that we see anything but
valves used in the company's top-level Premier series. The Premier 350
stereo

Dower

amp successfully combines FET input stags with bipolar

transistors io the power output stages, with amassive output of
350W/channel. It may not quite have the bass reach and power of the
Dig Krells, but it scores on transparency and listener involvement with

One of the first UK companies to use the Tripath Class T digital
amplifier module, ESLAB has replaced its original ES4 and 8 models to

expressive dynamics and asense of pace. Atrue landmark product.

produce this even more impressive second-generation power amp.

Nairn NAT 05 £785

Jauni owed

Magnum Dynalab MD106 £ 3750

Naim launched its first tuner in the 1980s with the belief that FM
broadcasting could be one of the most pleasurable hi-fi sources. The
NAT 05 has remote control and plenty of presets as well as great sound.

Rega Radio 3 £ 400

We don't know when, but some year soon, FM transmitters in the UK
will be switched oft and the FM tuners we're applauding here will
become as useless as a405- line TV set. So is it lunacy to spend this
much on one? Well, no, if you can afford it, because Magnum Dynelab
now sets the standard of excellence. This is an old-fashioned analogue
tuner rather than adigital synthesiser type, meticulously designed and
built with atriode valve output stage. And, as AG put it,. on aRadio 3
concert, 'the orchestral colours practically glowed.' Car DAB do that?

www.hifinews.co.uk

Adevelopment of the Rega Radio 2000, the ' 3 boasts improved
technical performance in many areas and new casework. There are 20
FM and 20 AM presets, and the sound is very hard to beat at the price.
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See it.
Hear it.
Feel it.
For the
first time.

The Chord
SPM14000.
Ultimate mono
power amplifier.

W

ejust can't help ourselves.
Not one, not two, but three

new product launches all at one show!

Come and experience them for yourself
and see our full range of exquisite
hand-made audio products at the
HiFi Show & AV Expo, September
24th - 26th, Concorde Suite,
Renaissance Hotel. Alternatively,
please contact us on 01622 721444,
email salesechordelectronics.co.uk,
or visit www.chordelectronics.co.uk

1114-1 SHOW K. AV EXPO - UK PREMIERE
SPM 14000 UrrimATE M oNo Pow LIZ AMPLII

R

CPA 1400 STEREO PRE AMPLIIIER
SPM 2400 FIVE:CIIANNEL POWER AMPLIFIER
FJi -Ii SHOW it AV [

in.
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CoNcoRot, Sun, RI.N.ussANci: Hoot.

Chord Electronics Limited
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PMC DB1+ £625

Long-established as a 'value' range, the
600 Series now also has plenty of B&W's
vaunted technologies to shout about.
While the bigger 604 puts out more bass,
this two-and-a-half-way design offers the
best balance for music use, with awarm
and muscular sound. Other makers have
their niches, but at this price B&W still
offers the most bang for your buck.

Focal-JMIab Chorus 726S £ 790

The 290mm-tall DB1+ is abit of agiant killer. Over the years the
Professional Monitor Company — whose main business is supplying

Unusually these, atrue three-way
design, with doubled-up bass 6.5in

speakers for recording, broadcasting and film studios — has developed
ever-more domesticated models to suit the home users. The baby DB1+,

bass units in aslim cabinet. Though
the Chorus line is Focal-JMIab's

arather effective upgrade from the original DB1, is acase in point: with
anew 27mm silk dome tweeter it combines awarm, rich vocal register,

low-cost series, the technology and

with plenty of sparkle at the top end, and it will still go as loud as

sound articulate and punchy, rather
bright but excellent for the money.

build are both of ahigh order, and

000Z3o dn Jameadspnoi

anyone could want. See also this year's HiFi News Industry Awards!

With B&W's classier, real-wood-veneered
700 Series, once again it's the two-andhalf-way stand-mount rather than the
bigger ' 703 that gets our vote ( in this
series, numbers go down as size goes
up!). Bass is clean and tuneful, the mid
detailed, transparent and spacious.

Unlike most speaker companies
(even in Denmark) Audiovector
Now owned by Audiolab co-founder Philip Swift, Spendor has created a

builds all its drive units in-house.
The Mi 1is atrue quality compact

successful range that lives up to the brand's pedigree. Nearest in size

and now, in the meticulously-built

to the classic Spendor Bd, the S6e is arguably the star model, with a
well-ordered, vice-free and neutral sound and well extended bass.

Signature version, it has become a
real winner.

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Loudspeaker up to £ 5000

à

Far less costly than the Homage
series classics, and designed with
half an eye on home cinema, the
Cremona sound is perhaps less
subtle, romantic and rounded,
but is still distinctively Sonus
Faber. Excellent value in its class.

NHT Evolution T5 £ 2820

KEF's dedication to its UniQ principle has paid off with fine-sounding
speakers recently, from the KHI eggs right up to the Reference series.
In aUni Q combination driver, the tweeter is sited at the centre of the
bass/mid cone, with benefits not unlike those gained by Tannoy with its
Dual Concentric. Here, with Uni Q supplemented by added bass units
below and Hypertweeter (supertweeter) above, you get room-filling,
dynamic sound that can bring music to life in areally exciting way.

This speaker, really part of ahome
cinema range, could easily win you over
to the active approach. In two-channel
form this system uses four built-in 200Wplus amplifiers to power the separate
mid/treble and bass sections, the digital
crossover providing bass management.

Loudspeaker over £ 5000

Avalon Eidolon Diamond £33,000

Avalons big Eidolon speaker
exemplifies the company's
proposition that neutrality is
everything. Yet there is afurther
step: the Diamond version uses a
solid diamond tweeter membrane,
with astonishing results.

Tannoy Kensington £ 6000

This traditional- looking monitor is
actually avery sophisticated new
implementation of Tannoy's decadesold Dual Concentric principle. The
room-filling benefits of this point-

It's not often that along-awaited flagship product turns out even better
sounding and better looking than we'd dared hope, but the Stradivari
trumped every expectation. It has poise, naturalness, soul, style. We've

source approach are combined with

given it two Awards (see page 37) but it could easily have taken more.

realistic dynamics and real class.
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Rotel RSP-1098 £ 2300
20 0

The archetypal ' pure audio' company's steps into AV have been careful
and considered. The Maim AV2 lacks the video-switching functionality
of mass- market products, but sound quality is simply outstanding.

Launched at the end of 2003, the RSP-1098 caught attention
immediately as the first to offer a16:9 format colour TFT display on
the front panel. Inside, it was among the first products to use Crystal's
CS49400 decoder chip, asingle-chip solution for all the usual
decoding modes, including DIS 96/24. Neat features include a500ms
lip-sync delay, adjustable in 5ms seteps. And unlike many processors

Arcam's efforts in detail design here were not limited to the audio side:

(even some expensive ones), this one has the ability to put over film
scores, effects and dialogue with gripping realism.

with exceptionally fine picture quality as well as class-leading sound,
this established product once again wins astrong recommendation.
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This design majors on rugged, high-quality amplification rather than
fancy features; in PM's Al/Tech benchtest it gave 5x100W. Its dynamic,
involving and exciting sound on movies was unbeaten at the price.

Harman Kardon DPR 2005 £ 1300

Denon seems to have put everything it could think of into this massive,
fully-loaded seven-channel receiver. It was the first Denon cesign to
include an auto setup routine: using the microphone supplied, this
checks bass output, polarity, level and response of all connected
speakers. It comes with the third-generation of the proprietary Denon
Link interface, accepting encrypted digital audio from aDenor DVD-A1
or DVD-All player. It has ample power, giving 5x130W in PM's tests for

Agenuine multichannel digital amplifier, based on D2Audio's PWM amp

Al/Tech. But above all, it sounds very good indeed, with adetailed,
realistic and convincing sound that beats most of the opposition hollow.

module, the DPR 2005 produces 7x130W without fuss. It offers all the

www.hifinews.co.uk

usual decode modes, while the sound is weighty, detailed and dramatic.
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Actual measurement using TacT RCS

10

100

10k

20k

Frequency - Hz

The problem:

Read on if you want a solution...

This is a typical measurement of speakers'

TacT Audio can fix room problems in almost any system.
More than hi-fi, our room correction systems are
advanced and acclaimed solutions. Backed with our
expert services, the solution can be yours starting at
a measly £ 1750. Too good to be true?
Read what some of the latest reviewers found:

frequency response in a listening room. The yellow
lines represent left & right speakers. These lines
should trace identically and form agentle downward
slope similar to the red line. They obviously do not
and will not in any room other than a perfect listening
room - which is virtually impossible to build.
Read on if you dare...
The big bumps at 25 & 70Hz are caused by a
typical room ! ength and height of 22 & 8feet.
Atypical bump' measured in a room will have 10 to
20 times the height ( sound energy) than it should do.
Not only does this cause familiar booming, but will
also cause smearing of voices as this very bump can
take up to asecond to dissipate.

"They will, as Idid, find it a life- changing,
not to mention life-enhancing, experience."
Keith Howard, HiFi News
"Quite simply, the resulting sound was the
best Ihave heard in my listening room."
David A//cock, Hi-Fi News

The response of speakers may be near perfect in an
anechoic chamber - but not in your room
As you can see, the response of paired speakers in
a room differ from each other. This leads to a
distorted soundstage and image. No amount of new
cables, supports and equipment upgrades can fix
this problem. You now know why.

TacT

Most hi-fi components today are very advanced, yet
many systems still sound confused, boomy, strained,
shut-in, lack scale, dynamics and reality.
You now kncw why.

AUDIO UK

TacT Audio is making
some rather big waves.
Surf (pun intended) or
phone to learn why.
0870 9 100 100
www.tactaudio.co.uk
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From the Californian company's Halo range, the A52 is built to
battleship standards and delivers asturdy 5x125W, and it's sufficiently
refined to bring you great clarity and openness. Excellent value.

Although things tend to move fast in the AV market, Arcam's P7
multichannel power amplifier has stood the test of time so far and is
our Award winner here for the second year running. The natural partner
for Arcam's highly-acclaimed AV8 processor, the P7 offers asolid
7x150W, yet its sonic performance also reflects Arcam's long
experience in satisfying the needs of music listeners, and uses the

Theta continues to bring audiophile sensibilities to home cinema,

advanced current feedback approach seen in the A85 and A32. Still a

admittedly at afairly high price. The Dreadnought amp lives up to its
name, with power enough for almost any system and impressive sound.

reference amplifier in our AV tests, the P7 is heartily recommended.

Last year's winner, the
ASW850 still makes the grade
this time round. With its big
380mm paper/Kevlar driver
and 1000W Class Damplifier,
this design will provide a
solid bottom end for almost
any system.

A member of the Audio Partnership group which is associated with
Richer Sounds, Mordaunt Short has come up with areally sensible,
no-nonsense subwonfer. The built-in amplification is digital, giving ample

Built to the same standard as
MartinLogan's full-range
speakers, this subwoofer is a

power output (300W) despite the unit's small size and relatively light
weight. This is partly the secret of the MS909W's success, allowing the

flexible, low-distortion design

300mm alloy cone driver to pump out extended bass at high levels with
low distortion. If it doesn't have quite the subterranean grunt of some
bigger, far costlier boxes, it's still agreat choice for music or movies.

as well as providing ample

www.hifinews.co.uk

which will perform well on music
bottom-end weight for action
movies. It also looks good.
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Display Device

Marantz VP- 12S3 £8000

We're now seeing the arrival of projectors using the new 'three-chip'
version of Texas Instruments' DLP technology. But with these models
still priced at over £20,000, our Award this year must go to the best of

This 55in panel is the first to

the current single-chip DLP designs, the Marantz VP- 12S3. Its
predecessors, the ' 12S1 and ' 12S2, won something of acult following

incorporate the new e-ALiS
technology, which has given

for abrand that's hardly the best-known in the projector market. The

Fujitsu an edge in the race to

VP12-S3 brings things up to date with afully HDCP-compliant DVI-D

offer brighter, better plasmas. It

input and many detail improvements. Very highly recommended.

wins on picture quality despite its
lack of amedia receiver.

Infocus Screenplay 5700 £3000

This mid- priced single-chip DLP
projector is in our view the best of the

nterconnect cable

breed, and excellent value for money.

With that extra touch of refinement that brings the best out of your
audio hardware. The Elektra Cu is Atlas' best cable, comprising a
pseudo-balanced configuration on its RCA-terminated version,
99.9997% OCC copper and aluminium foil screen.

As with Townshend's ' solda OCT speaker cable, the conductors in this

No longer new, but still something

interconnect are subjected to Deep Cryogenic Treatment, which involves

special. Nordost's cables are indeed

cooling to — 190°C, and post-tempering before assembly. This is
understood to improve the lattice structure of the copper and has a

almost unbelievably expensive, but

major effect on the sound. Acting on the fact that the best dielectric is
air, the conductors are of copper strip, threaded through PVC tubing

technical innovations, for example a

such that the strip only touches at its edges, so the dielectric is really
95% air and only 5% PVC. Highly recommended.

the dielectric is air. Many users will
tell you they are worth every penny.
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they are based on some worthwhile
special construction in which most of
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Chord Company Odyssey 2 £ 17/m

Max Townshend has taken aradical approach to speaker cable design.
His impedance- matching claims may still be controversial, but many
reviewers and other enthusiastic users now won't use anything else.

Transparent Reference £ 20001m

Outrageously priced
Despite increasing competition, the Chord Company has managed to
stay on top with acable that is probably still the finest you can find at
what most people would regard as arealistic price. It uses 19 strands
of 12-gauge OFC copper per side, silver-plated, with Teflon insulation
and asilicone rubber outer jacket. It's alow-capacitance/high-

cables come and go but
Transparent has stood
the test of time. We've
even known arival
importer buy sets for his

inductance cable, which should suit any amplifier, and its sonic
characteristics include good leading-edge clarity and natural decay, with

personal use.
Recommended, at least

vivid tonal colours. Still our best buy at the price.

for the very well-heeled.

Musical Fidelity X- LP v3 £ 249

pnpcud 1.epng

Creek Audio OBH-22 £ 299

Musical Fidelity has always been good at low-noise pre-amplification,
and this very respectable-sounding phono stage will pass muster in
surprisingly expensive systems.

2

NAD

Michael Creek, who founded Creek Audio Systems in 1982, just seems
to know how to produce equipment that sounds musical and satisfying
-on the tightest of budgets. The Creek OBH-22 Passive Pre-Amp offers
three line- level inputs and provides remote control of volume and source
switching via amotorised potentiometer and relays. After each operation
of acontrol, the microprocessor turns itself off to avoid any possibility
of interfering with the music signal. For many system builders, this

This is agenuinely excellent-value, 'get-you-started' product, designed

passive pre-amp will provide the perfect answer. A bargain.

'disc' input as painless and inexpensive as possible. Simply abargain.

www.hifinews.co.uk

to make adding LP replay to amodern ' line- level-only' system with no
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or the second year, the occasion of
the Hi Fi Show & AV Expo has
provided a key addition to the

annual Hi Fi News Awards programme,
with the Hi Fi News Industry Awards.
As you'll have seen from the preceding
pages, the Hi Fi News Awards bring you
our reviewing team's pick of the year in
more than 25 product categories. But
with the Hi Fi News Industry Awards, we
aim to recognise innovation as much as
specific products. And thanks to The
British Audio Visual Dealers Association
(BADA) and leading trade publication
Inside HiFi & AV we've recognised
excellence within the industry too.
The Industry Awards were given at our
special Industry Awards Evening, with

L

sponsorship from Siltech/Crystal Cable,

Sponsored!)II

SILTECH

held during the Hi Fi Show & AV Expo.

The BADA Award for Best Technical Training went to Arcam for its
outstanding retailer training programme. Geoff Mead of Arcam ( left) received
the Award from BADA's chairman, Ian Anderson of Billy Vee Sound Systems.

Ken Kessler
(above); Mrs Gabi
van der Kley
(Crystal Cable) and
Edwin van der Kley
(Siltech)

The BADA Award for Best Retail Support Scheme went to Naim Audio for its
conti nued excellence in supporting its appointed retailers. Doug Graham of
Naim Audio ( left) received the Award from BADA chairman Ian Anderson.

Inside Hi Fi & AV Best Representative

The Inside Hi Fi & AV Award for Best Company Representative went to

The Inside Hi Fi & AV Award for Best Retail Sales Person was won by

Paul Darwin of Naim Audio. Paul is seen here collecting his Award from

Ian Anderson of Billy Vee Sound Systems. Here Ian is seen receiving the
Award from Angela Curtis of Inside HiFi & AV.

Inside HiFi & AVs editor, Angela Curtis.
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Best AV Source

Best Audio/AV Distribution Product

Pioneer DV-868AVi £ 1000

Sony VAIO Wireless Server --£2750

With its top of the range universal DVD
player, Pioneer points the way forward

It may be held back right now by copy
protection issues, but Sony's first VIAO

to true digital video with the inclusion

wireless solution is essentially the AV

of the HDM I
interface. John Bamford

system of the future. Eric Kingdon of

of Pioneer ( right) is seen receiving the

Sony ( left) is seen receiving the Award

Award from HFN's Ken Kessler,

from HFN's Steve Harris.

Best Nee,. Loudspeaker

Best Portable Audio Player

PMC DB1+ £625/pair

Apple iPod Mini £ 179

Deservedly, adouble Award winner this
year: PMC's DB1+ is ababy speaker to

Apple's iTunes Music Store made legal
downloading possible and profitable —

please even hardline LS3/5A

its iPod made portable music chic and

worshippers like KK, who is seen here

respectabie, and the Mini is even cuter.

presenting the Award to PMC's

'Pod devotee Rob Forlis ( left) collects

co-founder and designer Pete Thomas.

our Award on Apple's behalf.

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Best AV Processor

Best Analogue Compoment

Theta Casablanca IIVSix-Shooter
from £7000/£1997

London Reference cartridge £1995

Expensive, but with the Six Shooter

Thanks to John Wright, the classic
Decca concept lives on as the London

option, Theta's high-end processor
facilitates high-quality multichannel

range, now crowned by the superblybuilt London Reference. Brian Smith

audio. KK presented the Award to

of Presence Audio, London's world

Absolute Sounds' Pedro Jorge-Luis.

distributor (left), collected the Award.

Hi-FiNews

Best Valve Amplifier

Best Valve Amplifier

Best Amplification Technology

AudioValve Baldur 70 £3195

TacT RCS 2.2X room-correction

This ' baby' version of the fearsome
Baldur model offers fine engineering,

TacT's 2.2X proves that correcting for

fuss-free operation and enough power

the room acoustic may often be the

pre-amplifier £ 1900-£3195

for most people at afairly affordable

best upgrade you can make! TacT

price. Heike Becker of AudioValve was

founders Peter Lyngdorf ( left) and Dr

here to receive the Award.

Radomir Bozovic received our Award.
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2004

Best Budget All-In-One System

Best One-Brand Separates System

NC EX-AI £399

Quad CDP99/909/ESL-988 £ 5400

Unexpectedly perhaps, this all- in-one

In the tradition: still hard to beat at

system features agenuine audio
innovation, with JVC's wood-cone

this price level is Quad's 988 speaker

speaker technology — and the results
are impressive. Here Simon Hedges of

909 power amp and neat CDP99 CD
player/pre-amp. Collecting the Award

JVC ( right) is seen receiving the Award.

is IAG's David Patching (left).

(an update of the classic ESL63),

Most Stylish Complete System

Best High-End Product

KEF KIT100 £ 1200

Sonus Faber Stradivari £22,000/pair

This system cleverly uses KEF's own

Culmination of Son is Faber's Homage

UniQspeakers with NXT panels to

series, the Stradivari already looks set to

create surround effect without

become aclassic, and was without

separate speakers behind the listener:

doubt the high-end sensation of the
year. Receiving the Award from KK is
Sonus Faber's Cesare Bevilacqua.

an elegant solution. Receiving the
Award here is Phil Hansen of KEF.

wviw.hifinews.co.uk
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Musical Fidelity A5 CD player
PRICE

£1500

measurable and audible benefits.
The A5 CD uses aPhilips transport mechanism and, with the

Musical Fidelity A5 integrated amplifier

digital processing used, is claimed to deliver excellent digital

PRICE

data recovery and stability, with very low jitter rates — of around

£1500

M

135 picosecond. Data is processed by up-sampling to 192kHz

usical Fidelity has been designing and building aspirational

with ' eight-times overlapping' and digital filtering, then

and affordable audio equipment in the UK for 20- plus years.

converted back to analogue by the 24-bit/192kHz-capable DAC,

Recently, the company seems to have refined both the art and
the science of making hi-fi gear that delivers on arange of fronts

IN converters. The brand new circuitry, up-sampling, jitter

—and not just at the highest prices. The company is also famous

reduction and DAC are all claimed to improve signal-to-noise
ratio by five to six decibels and significantly improve on the Nu-

for using miniature valves in key models. The Nu-Vista pre-amp

Vista's linearity at low levels. (0.1 dB linearity is claimed for the

was one such product, using atiny valve dubbed the Nu-Vista by

A5 CD player at —96dB. See Lab Report, p43).

MF founder Antony Michaelson.

Whatever the claims for sound quality and technical

The now-defunct Nu-Vista 3D CD player became recognised as

performance, one thing's for sure and that's the high standard of

an outstanding CD player in its class, delivering a smooth,

build quality and finish of the A5 CD player. The front panel, rear
and sides are both made using high-quality anodised custom

transparent sound and still commanding good second-hand
resale prices. So, when Michaelson phoned with tales of even
better sound quality for less money than the Nu-Vista originally

extrusions and help make up a solid and weighty package.
Inside, the CD mechanism is on the left and asmall toroidal

cost — namely £ 1499 — Iwas naturally intrigued and, it must be

mains transformer (from the MF X- Ray) is at left rear. A single

said, somewhat sceptical.
The A5 CD player's claim to superior sound rests on the
application by Musical Fidelity's designers of the latest
generation of Burr- Brown up-sampling, D-to-A converter and
filtering chips, followed by two of Michaelson's recently acquired
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6112 ' mu-Vista' valves, all of which he says, delivers significant

JANUARY 2005 Hi-FiNews

printed circuit- board holds all the circuitry, including data
recovery, mechanism control, DAC, voltage-to-current conversion
and analogue filtering. The two AN 6112 mu-Vista military
valves in the left and right output stages sit next to the DAC. Also
on board are seven (that's right seven) voltage regulators, to

www.hifinews.co.uk
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D playedamphfier

The

LFIDEUTY

Team
Can Musical Fidelity's latest matching amp and CD player
improve on the company's premier products when they're
only half the price? David Berriman has the answers

prevent unwanted interference between digital-to-analogue and
mechanism control circuits. The A5 CD player weighs 10.2kg.

satisfied, but when the CD5 was brought back in, it gevealed
even more layers of detail and spatia' depth without being the
least bit over-analytical.

SOUND QUALITY

Playing JS Bach's English Suite No 2 in A minor [ BWV807]
with Murray Perahia at the piano, only served to re-enforce this

Needless to say, as soon as the CD5 arrived, the first thing Idid
was to replace the Nu-Vista CD player with the A5 CD player
(with kW 500 iintegrated amplifier, a pair of Spendor S5e
loudspeakers and Townshend DCT loudspeaker cables).

opinion. With the A5 CD, the piano sound had extra clarity and
vivacity. The sublime complexity and counterpoint in these
pieces was a natural for revealing the A5's seemingly greater

With the CD5 wired in, and playing the first bars of ' Freddie
Freeloader' from the classic Miles Davis album Kind of Blue,
[Columbia Legacy CK 64935] the first thing Inoticed was the
tape noise from the original recording, which was noticeably
clearer, and the sound balance, which was brighter.
Though the top end with the CD5 was clearer than before, it
was simply revealing more genuine musical information,
smoothly and cleanly. Music was not accompanied by CD's
typically thin, hazy brittleness. Here, by contrast, was asound
which was palpably also cleaner and purer — as if alayer of fuzz
had been removed, and this remember was by comparison with
the Nu-Vista. Further down the frequency scale it was much the
same — greater clarity, detail and transparency without being the
least bit forceful or bright. Even bass lines were more distinct.
Returning to the original Nu-Vista CD player showed that it
still certainly has a fine sound — highly transparent but aLso
smooth and very musical. It covered its tracks and always

www.hifinews.co.uk

Here was asound which was
cleaner and purer — and this was
by comparison with the Nu-Vista
resolution and ability to separate out the rapidly cascading notes
and subtle phrasing — not to mention the acoustics of the
recording venue and the piano's natural decay. The Nu-Vista, by
comparison, while very fine, was just afraction less tidy, less
well differentiated, less revealing.
Mind you, this is not the easiest recording to reproduce. It is
bright and clear, with very definite attack. With lesser systems it
can sound both bright, and often with an unnaturally hard edge.
The A5 presented the natural attack, without this spilling over

Hi-FiNews
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Clean lines of
the CD player's
casework.
Inside can be
found aPhilips
transport

into brittleness or harshness and Ifelt that, perhaps for the first

recorded 16-bit 44.1kHz silver discs. The A5 CD somehow

time, Iwas hearing close to the full potential of this Sony

manages to combine detail, transparency, superb stereo imagery,

20- bit Super Bit Mapped recording.

depth and dynamics without sounding unnaturally harsh or edgy.

Many other CDs found their way into the drawer and with the

It's arare enough combination, and especially so at the price.

best recordings Iwas struck by the impression that CD replay
had rarely sounded this good. Naim's True Stereo sampler CD
(all recorded on a Nagra IV-S analogue tape machine AKG

The A5 amp's topography might
offer an advantage, adding even
less blurring at high frequencies

THE A5 AMPLIFIER'S ANCESTRY
The lineage of the A5 integrated can be traced back through the
Nu-Vista M3 and TriVista 300. Musical Fidelity's DNA is in the
A5's

circuitry,

which

is

based

on

developments

and

improvements to both amplifiers; but there are no valves in the
A5 amplifier. The common thread of low-feedback/low distortion,
wide-bandwidth philosophy runs through all these designs and
also the recently launched kW and kW 500. It's an approach
which Musical Fidelity seems to have mastered well — both

414E13 mics in a simple ORTF stereo array) produced

measurably and audibly.

outstandingly naturalistic stereo, unusually smooth and
transparent for CD. Indeed, it makes one realise how good CD

amplifiers which are based on topographies having low inherent

can be given optimum recording methods. So, my initial

distortion and wide bandwidth ( before the application of negative

favourable impression of the A5 CD not only held up, but grew

feedback), high levels of feedback are not necessary. When

as the review progressed. Here is a very fine player of well-

feedback is applied in such amplifiers, distortion does not rise

It's been written before but worth repeating that, with audio

Lab report: A5 amplifier
Measured distortion for the A5 amp was very low,

high-frequency point was way up at 91kHz (-0.5dB

even at high frequencies. Sine-wave harmonic

at 28kHz). So this amplifier can rightly claim to be
awide-bandwidth design, with low distortion to well

distortion (THD+N) tests with 80kHz measuring
bandwidth showed distortion levels to be very low
over the audible range, some 0.011% from 20Hz to
10kHz and, significantly, rising only very slightly to

beyond the audible range.
Power output was to specification, with 250 watt
per channel (separately driven) at lkHz into

0.0136% at 20kHz — very close the MF's claimed

8ohm and 400 watt per channel into 4ohm. With

figures. Results were mirrored at 300kHz
bandwidth, which measures ahigher proportion of

both channels driven simultaneously, maximum perchannel power output dropped marginally to 235

random noise, giving only asmall rise (including

watt and 366 watt. This was into 8ohm and 4ohm

noise) towards 100kHz, from 0.017% at lkHz to

loads respectively.

0.07% on the left and from 0.0173% at lkHz to

both channels down 93dB referred to 250 watt and

does not reduce significantly at high frequencies,
distortion does not rise here. Distortion residuals,

at —78dB referred to 1watt/8 ohm ( IHF). At the 12

visible on the 'scope', were not only very small, but
also very clean, with mainly low-order harmonics.

0.16dB. Inter-channel cross-talk was way down at
—90.9/-86.6dB at lkHz.

This was verified by the FFT spectrograms. Fig 1,
taken at lkHz/lW/8 ohm, indicates mainly second

Output impedance was 0.2 ohm at 20Hz and
lkHz (damping factor of 40) and this rose

and third harmonics. Fig 2, at 20Hz/10W/8 ohm

marginally (due to the output inductor) to 0.31 ohm
at 20kHz. DC offsets were at +7.7mV and —28mV
for left and right channels respectively, small values

o' clock volume setting, channel balance was within

measuring system noise and mains harmonics
visible but down at —97dB. At 10Hz, both

out of harm's way.

channels were just 0.26dB down and the —3dB

Musical Fidelity's design philosophies and claims.
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Fig 1: Distortion lkHz, 1W, 8ohm

Noise was very low, with IEC A-weighted noise on

0.11% on the right (at 1watt, 8ohm). If feedback

shows harmonic distortion as mainly second
harmonic (0.0068%), with 50Hz hum into

•

Overall, fine set of measurements vindicates
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Fig 2: Distortion 20Hz, 10W, 8ohm
See p43 for A5 CD lab report
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CD player/amplifier

Flush buttons on the A5 amp's fascia select the source required
significantly at high frequencies within the audio range.
Circuit layout, power supply noise, cross-talk and stability with
various loads, all play their crucial parts, and to this end Musical
Fidelity's designers have laid out the circuit symmetrically. They
also provided separate power supplies for each channel and for
the pre-amplifier — all measures which are claimed to give
identical noise and cross-talk performance from one channel to

registers — as if Murray's fine finger-work had become even
better separated, with notes both well differentiated and lighter
in portayal. The left hand seemed lighter too, as if there was not

the other. Add to that apower output capability of 250W/ch into
8ohm before clipping, and you have quite aheady combination.

quite the same weight, power or solidity as re-created by the
kW 500. But then what would one expect from an amplifier
designed with asimilar philosophy, with asmaller less generous

CONSTRUCTION

power supply and half the power capability?
The kW 500 has a sonic solidity, weight and self-effacing,

Externally, the amplifier's construction mirrors that of the AS CD,

clean, clarity that are quite unusual — especially in ahigh- power

with custom extrusions anodised and finished to ahigh standard.

amplifier. The AS is a smaller, less weighty derivative. It

Internally, there's a large toroidal power transformer with three
sets of separate secondary windings. Two sets of 48-0-48V

presented avery fine sound, trading some warmth and weight for

windings provide separate feeds for the left and right power
amplifiers and the third 15-0-15V trio powers the pre-amp.
There are four semi-conductor regulators, two separate ones
for the left and right pre-amp circuitry and the other two for the
volume control and control/display circuits.
The power amplifiers are located to the left and right extremes

Irapidly grew to appreciate the
transparency, stereo, depth and
tuneful delivery of the A5 combo

of the case, with Sanken SAP15 complementary pair Darlington
power transistors bolted directly to the fluted black heatsinlçs

delicacy. Isuspect that, in dispensing with the extra set of power

which form the sides. The pre-amplifier section, which has a
switchable m-m/m-c phono input, along with a ' Home Theatre'

topography might even offer an advantage, with less blurring at

direct input and tape recorder in/out, is positioned centrally on

high frequencies and delivering alittle more clarity.

transistors and bridged outputs, the AS's simpler, more direct

the same printed circuit board. The solid extrusions and large

The AS is certainly very smooth and uncolored, with firm,

transformer add up to quite ahigh kerb rate, of 16.6kg, which is

well-controlled bass, in exactly the same way as the kW 500.
Lde the kW 500, the A5 lacks any trace of harshness or

a helluva

lot

for

an

integrated

amplifier —

albeit

a

250 watt- per-channel one. Unlike the kW 500, the A5 power

brittleness even though it was marginally brighter. While Ilike

amplifiers is not bridged and doesn't employ the kW's extra
heavy-duty additional power output transistors, relying on just
one pair of Sanken power output devices in conventional
un balanced output mode per channel
That means less than half the electronic real estate and a
simpler circuit overall, though, of course, reducing the maximum
power output by some 3dB and with it the amount of reserve on
tap for musical transients. The price of the A5 is just £ 1499,
which looks like good value if only for the hardware and
standards of build quality which this buys.
SOUND OF THE A5 AMPLIFIER
Needless to say, after substituting the A5 CD player into the
resident system, and hearing the results, the next step just had
to be the replacement of the recently-reviewed kW 500 by the A5
amplifier. With the swap made, there was, surprising, nut a
significant change in sound quality — more a shift of tonal
emphasis and of strengths and weaknesses. Yes, music did
sound different with the A5, which was fleeter in the upper
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L-Series - A Solid Foundation
What Hi Fi Sound & Vision Product of the Year - Full size speaker packages

Authorised Stockists
Aberdeen Holburn 1-tiFi, 01224 585713
asingstoke
324311 * Beckenham Musical Images, 02
7,77 • Binvi-igham
Matters, 0121 4292811 *Bournemouth Mi
Aidi, i)1202 52‘»e,
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adtod i):17 94410.c
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Fi 01228 544792 *Cheadle Audio Counsel, 01i.4oÙ1 . Cheltenham
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Stereo ls,
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i
024 '
*Crewe Sound of Music 01270 214143 • Darlingten i4sic
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*Hastings Adams 8r Jarrett, 01424 437165 *Hereford English Audio,
01432 355081 * High Wycombe Audio T, 01494 558585 *Hove
Sevenoaks, 01273 733338 * Huddersfield Huddersfield HiFi, 01484
544668 *Hull Zen Audio, 01482 587397 *Inverness Telly on the Blink,
01463 233175 * Lancaster Romers 1-1iFi 01254 887799 *Lancaster
Practical HiFi, 01524 39657 * Leeds Sevenoaks. 0113 2452775 * Leicester
Sevenoaks. 0116 2536567 * Lewisham Billy Ves, 0208 3185755 * Lincoln
Sevenoaks, 01522 527397 * Liverpool Sevenoaks. 0151 7078417 * London
Bartletts, 0207 6072296 * London K.J. West One 0207 4868262 * London
Spatial Audio, 0207 4365358 *Macclesfield Dooleys, 01625 423158
•Maidstone Home Media Ltd., 01622 676703 *Manchester Practical HiFi, 0161 8398869 * Montrose Robert Richie, 01674 673765 . New Malden
Unilet Sound 8r Vision, 0208 9429567 * Newbury B&B HiFi, 01635 32474
*Newcastle Global HiFi Centre, 0191 2303600 * Newcastle (metro)
Linton° Audio, 0191 4600999 * Norwich Martins HiFi, 01603 627010
•Nottingham John Kirk, 01159 252986 . Nottingham Sevenoaks, 01159
112121 * Oxford Audio T. 01865 765961 * Preston Sevenoaks, 01772
825777 * Reading B&B HiFi, 01189 583730 . Rugby Sounds Expensive,
01788 540772 * Salisbury Salisbury HiFi, 01722 322169 * Scarborough
Zen Audio, 01723 350850 * Sheffield Moorgate Acoustics, 0114 275 6048
*Shrewsbury SMC Sound and Vision, 01743 232317 * Solihull Music
Matters, 0121 7420254 * Southampton Sevenoaks, 02380 337770
*Staines Sevenoaks, 01784 460777 • Stourbridge Music Matters, 01384
444184 *Sutton Coldfield Music Matters, 0121 3542311 * Tunbridge
Wells Sounds of Music, 01892 547003 *Warrington Doug Brady 0191,
828009 * Watford HiFi City, 01923 226169 • Weybridge Sevenoaks.
01932 828525 * Wigan Adventures in HiFi, 01942 234202 • Witharn
Sevenoaks, 01376 501733 * Wolverhampton Sevenoaks, 01902 312225
•Worcester Worcester HiFi, 01905 612929 * Wrexham Acton Gate
Audio, 01978 364500•York Vickers HiFi, 01904 629659

The new Quad L- series subwoofer offers the finest bass
performance of any subwoofer in its class.
Technological breakthroughs in every aspect of design
ensure the L-Sub delivers the kind of reproduction expected
from the most respected name in audio.
A revolutionary ' trilam' cone, using carbon fibre
sandwiched between two woven glass-fibre sheets, ensures a
truly pistonic response even under extreme conditions.
The powerful 300WRMS amplifier section is fed through our
new microprocessor controlled fourth order filter stage, with
switchable low pass filters.
The remote controlled operation with digital display and
four memory settings allows different levels for home
cinema and for stereo use.

QUAD
°acoustics Ltd, JAG House, Sovereign Court, Ermine
Business Park, Huntingdon, Cambs, PE29 6XU.
Download brochures and reviews from www.cquad-hifi.co.uk
Tel :- 0845 4580011, Fax :- 01480 431767

Hi FiNews Definitive Test
CD player/amplifier

the kW 500 for its more convincing gravitas Ican see the appeal
of the A5 amplifier which, though ' lighter', was also very
transparent and fast paced. Icould easily live with either.
Interestingly,

bringing both the kW 500 and Nu-Vista

CD player back in the system revealed — shock, horror — that the
A5 CD and amp combo — though not so 'weighty' due to their
combined tonality, seemed to be a less cluttered and better
resolving combination — with the CD player's clarity more than
making up for any loss in comparative amplifier ' solidity'.
Isoon adjusted to the new tonal balance and rapidly grew to
appreciate the very remarkable transparency, stereo, depth and
CAUTION

tuneful delivery of the A5 amplifier and CD in combination — and
all at acombined price of less than half of the kW 500 alone. It's
apity the A5 CD's production run will be limited by the quantity

o 30 *

of valves Musical Fidelity has in stock.

C cc

c

0

David Berriman

°
Sea

Supplier
Musical Fidelity
020 8900 2866

Above: A5 CD player and

www.musicalfidelity.co.uk
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A5 amplifier rear panels.

verdict
Right: the ' mu-Vista' glass

Both the A5 CD player and A5 amp are fine pieces of equipment, while
used together they make for ahighly tuneful musical ride. Buyers at
this price level — or higher — should place both on their listening lists,

valve — Musical Fidelity's
name for the 6112 double
triode — is used in the A5

then spend the ( potential) savings on CDs.

CD player only

Lab report: A5 CD player

-40
MY/

The A-weighted noise levels of the CD5 are very low
at — 113dB ( left) and — 114.5dB (right), with or

-BO

without pre-emphasis. Separation was excellent,
especially at high frequencies. Left on right leakage

liii

80

INIL.111111

was down at — 107dB from 100Hz-10kHz and
—103.7dB at 20Hz. Right on left was marginally
higher at — 104dB at 100Hz and lkHz, — 102dB at

100

120

10kHz and — 100dB at 20kHz. Frequency response
was —0.24dB at 20kHz and —0.04dB at 4Hz.

500

Harmonic distortion, claims MF, is about the
same as the Nu-Vista at 0.003%. With
non-dithered data Imeasured 0.02% on the left
and 0.0035% on the right channel at lkHz (one
channel well under specification and the other
slightly higher than claimed). At 20kHz,

lk

•

455

1013

500

Fig 3a: FFT, lkHz, —90dB, dithered

Musical Fidelity claims low jitter at 135ps, although
Ihad no way of verifying this jitter figure.

lk

001,

Fig 4a: FFT, lkHz, —90dB, undithered

100
14441
IMO
00

-30

harmonic distortion rose slightly to 0.0028% and
0.0063%. Though the right channel had roughly

-80

twice the distortion of the left, by —20dB the
THD+N figure for both channels equalised and
tracked at lower levels. Dithered data may have
turned in lower measured distortion figures.
Of course, it's not difficult to achieve low
distortion at high levels with CD — it's at lower levels
where linearity (the accurate tracking of input data
and analogue output levels) can so easily go adrift.
Musical Fidelity claims improved low-level linearity
with this new player, within 0.1dB at —90dB
(compared to aclaimed 0.1dB at —80dB for the NuVista 3D). My tests indicate that the A5 stayed
within ±0.1dB down to —70dB with undithered
signals. At —70.36dB and below (with dither)
linearity held to within 0.1dB, down to —90dB as per
Musical Fidelity's claims. Indeed even the — 100dB
signal was within ldB! This is avery fine
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Fig 3b: time vs level view of Fig 3a
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Fig 4b: time vs level view of Fig 4a
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achievement by any standards. Fig 3a shows the FFT

starkly shown. Of course, for retrieval throughout the

spectrum of the lkHz signal at —90.3da (dithered)
standing out cleanly above noise, with atiny blip of

whole record/replay process, data must be captured

second harmonic representing amere 1.3%
distortion. The time graph in Fig 3b fer the same

requires some form of adequate dither before the
ADC. I'm sure that's one reason why so many

signal clearly shows the sine-wave simile with noise
though, even with dither, this level uses only the

analogue tape recordings sound much better on CD
than pure digital ones — because tape noise can

least significant bit in the DAC.
Without dither there are noise clusters at odd
harmonic multiples of the fundamental representing

dither the D/A converter. Judging from the AS CD
player's exemplary measured retrieval of dithered
low-level data it should replay low-level information

some 25% distortion. Fig 4a and 4b show the
corresponding FFT and time graphs. The benefits of

cleanly once it has found its way on to the disc and
this may go along way to explaining the CD player's

dither to the record/replay chain could not be more

smooth and clear sound.

in the first place, which, for 16- bit linear PCM
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Marantz

it's not only the new SA- 11S1 and PM- 11S1, the
flagship CD/SACD player and integrated amplifier,

8400
SACD player

that are waving the two-channel flag for Marantz.
A turntable was launched this year too. And yes,
this is also of the familiar two-channel variety!

Marantz refocuses its sights on the stereo
market with amid- priced SACO player that
puts detail and insight first

This isn't just about vanity ownership, like the
way affluent collectors sport anachronistic
mechanical wristwatches despite the greater
precision of throwaway quartz movements.
I'm inclined to believe that the following for
two-channel audio has never really waned, for
most music lovers (while acknowledging that
another subset maintains that augmenting mono
with asecond speaker to make stereo was always
going to be aBad Move). Perhaps the uninspiring
sales of SACD and DVD-A hardware and software
may back up that conviction.
Now, it's one thing to witness pricey audio kit
that supports less features ( in this case,
channels)

than

its

cheaper

mass- market

counterparts. But Marantz is also putting its
wayward instruments popping up behind me to

Marantz SA 8400

destroy the illusion of asound music performance

PRICE

that's conjured up in front of me.
Without getting into another ' multi-channel

£699.90

M

ulti-channel music is not a natural
bedfellow to so-called high res digital
audio, such as DSD and 24/192 PCM.

stereo money on more bread-and-butter products,
such as mid- priced SACD players. Enter the
SA8400 stereo SACO player.
This is the first stereo SACD player in the

company's Range series, and priced at around
music is afalse idol unworthy of serious attention
debate, it would pay to take heed of some people £700 it represents aserious purchase to anyone
who stand to lose more than just afew quid from
those ill-advised disc purchases — the actual

looking for a high-grade disc spinner. In its
brushed metal fascia with little unnecessary

High-resolution digital appeals to certain
audiophiles and hi-fi nuts, while multi-channel

manufacturers of hi-fi equipment, those that have

ornamentation, it certainly looks up to the role.

to make what the market demands of them in

The SA8400 feels relatively solid, has avery

music was really conceived as aTrojan horse to

order to meet sales targets.
And so it was with some relief that Iheard the

clear and legible display, postive action metal
buttons and quiet transport operation. Marantz's

news that I'm not the only one that thinks any
more than two channels of music is, on the whole,

trademark HUM blocks are in use, using discrete
components in place of regular op-amps, all

SACD systems, and the fact that, a) Ienjoy music
at the highest fidelity that's reasonably possible,

usually more trouble than it's worth. Marantz has

encapsulated in pretty copper boxes, and now

with quality rather than the quantity of separate

also staked its bottom line on its customers

employing current feedback 'to be able to enjoy a

sticking with music that appears from one side of
the room rather than from its every corner. And

breathtaking sound stage of stereo SA-CD
material'. [For more on what's inside see ' Multibit

get new ' secure' music formats on to the mass
market. This personal conviction is based on too
much experience with enervating DVD-A and

sound channels being paramount, and b) Idon't
need the distraction of false room echoes, and

www.hifinews.co.uk
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SACD player

power-goth pop production with girly chorus
refrain, Ifound asound that could be turned up
some way before treble ringing became too

Multibit SACD?
"wow
Inside, the SA8400 employs a Cirrus CS4397

intrusive, with good, if incorporeal, bass and

converter chip which, like most converters used in

rhythmic propulsion.

today's SACD players, is neither fist' nor fowl nits

Dense choral music, on the other hand, merely

internal architecture. Whereas Sony fanfares its DSO

showed up aglazy, hazy confusion that was rarely
far away, as on adisjointed playing of JS Bach's

system as 'analogue-like' in its flow DE one-bit digital
audio and subsequert conversion, a; most all ctrrent

'Ave Verum Corpus' [ BWV 618 Naxos 8.550827].
When a disc player tries to play the ' showy'

SACD players actually use a hybrid multi-bit-like
conversion process :oturn one- bit audio back into

scintillation card, it's afair bet it can make agood
stab at atmosphere music, by which Imean subtly

music. This is more than mere audio detail
trainspotting — SICCE the corporate marketing drive

layered and emotionally charged productions.

for SACO consists of praising new oie bit OSO while

Alison Goldfrapp's haunting vocal on Tricky's first

knocking old multi bd PCM, it's wortf' noting thlt the
SACD player itsel - will still ei ploy mu ti- bit

solo album provided the scene, and the SA8400
could indeed create a moody environment. But
his dark production seemed to have its contrast
turned up too far, with perfomers unnaturally
spotlight instead of lurking in trip-hop shadows.
Turning to Super Audio CD, and a recent rerecording of Jacques Loussier's standards on

techniques, with potential for the supposed flaws that
SACD is claimed to vanquish.

o
DIGITAL A

SACD, there was asense of spatial constriction,
along with a slightly mechanical and tinselly
display of the three instruments.

OPT
STANDARD

Time Out

•

sounded better than CD overall but the high
frequencies remained wispy in effect, while bass

GUS.
TOM

•

t
141

OUT
COAX

0

t:)
.
)

IN

ou, 3()

allowed off the leash to play without constriction.
Now, the player gave a more flowing bass, less

It excels at rendering texture and tinsel
from arecording — giving excellent
delicate high-frequency flourishes e

ploddy, and noticeably more engaging. Acoustic
room details were more discernible, with an
overall feeling of less ' blanket' over the sound.
This also gave the effect of more interest to the
midband, although the downside was alittle more
roughness to the sound; hi-hats appearing a bit

SACD? panel] Other design points include ' stress-

could be ploddy and murky, compared to the CD

free' electrolytic capacitors and Schottky diodes.

played on ahigh-end player.

Time spent listening to the SA8400 with CDs
showed that this is a player to concentrate on a

more sandpapery, and some vocals seeming a
little spittier, encased in more of that gentle haze.

Again, cymbals and brass were to the fore on

In summary, the SA8400 shows an antiseptic

SACD, as heard on ' Mars' from The Planets
[Hyperion, Hallé Orchestra SACDA67270]. Here,

rendering of some CDs, with much needless tinsel

superficially detailed and airy sound that may
impress with its lightness of touch. It excels at

strings were unconvincingly steely and artificial

to ornament the sound. This can give asense of
much detail and bags of musical information; but

rendering texture and tinsel from a recording —
giving an excellent display of delicate high-

sounding, while the natural acoustic of the hall
seemed strangely absent. Heavy bass was

ultimately Ifound it alittle soulless. The second
string to its bow, its SACD playback, is no worse

frequency flourishes, even if acoustic steel-strung

apparent through The Dark Side of the Moon on
SACD; not especially well-damped bass, but
relatively free and 'analogue' in texture. Midrange

than most players on the market, although to

guitar could sound hyper-real, like it was too
closed miked with bass shelved off. My ear was
continually drawn to these thin, whitened' upper
harmonics, often to the exclusion of the micfband.
Midrange information sounded hollowed out, not

again suffered from lack of interest, with lead and
backing vocals appearing just alittle too recessed
and lacking in clear focus.

new discs to the exclusion of more musically-valid
I traditional compact discs.

necessarily in level, but in texture, as if the

I had all but finished listening, when

player's entire quota of 'detail' was used up in the

remembered that, like early Sony SACD players,
this Marantz has a user-switchable output filter,

higher registers. Bass felt extended but also
lacking in some body.

make the new format worthwhile I feel the
performance must be considerably better than
legacy CD playback. In this case, it is mostly
better but not enough to force an exodus to the

While

many

listeners

appreciate

the

ostentatiously showy, tinselly sound of this kind of

designed to reduce some of the supersonic
nasties inherent in DSD recordings. All previous

player, Ican't count myself as one, so would

its artificially

smooth balance, could pull you in, making me

listening had been done with the switch in its

Andrew Harrison

The ethereal thinness, with

wonder for awhile if Iwas warming to this player's

default 'on' position, but after removing the safety

coldness. Given Marilyn Mansun's ' mObscene', a

screw from the rear panel, the SA8400 was

hesitate to give auniversal recommendation. II

Supplier
Marantz UK
01753 680868
www.marantz.com

Hi-FiNews verdict
e
maranTiitl
„ 0

e

Those seeking to inject detail and air into their
systems with CDs could find this player pleasing,
though others may find the presentation lacks soul.
Performance with SACD proved par for the course.
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Precide

Swim

loudspeaker
Precide takes technology from the early 1970s to
produce acrisp, tuneful and striking- looking
speaker offering clean, seamless Quad- like highs

Precide Syrinx
PRICE

£1995

L

ike its predecessors in the Precide range,
Autos and Kithara, the Syrinx incorporates
a version of the Air Motion Transformer
drive unit invented in 1972 by German-born
physicist Oskar Heil ( 1908-94). Atwo-way reflex
loaded design, it combines an AMT mid/high
frequency driver with aconventional cone LE unit
mounted on a45° sloping baffle. The physical
alignment of the two units is such that they
exhibit good integration in the crossover region
and are perceived much as apoint source.
Heil's Air Motion Transformer midrange/tweeter
is unique in its pleated diaphragm, which
presents a large surface area in a physically
compact structure (a1xlin unit could have the
equivalent surface area of an 8in diameter driver).
The diaphragm has conductive strips bonded to
its pleats and sits in an intense magnetic field.
The electrical signal invokes a bellows- like
movement, the pleats expanding and contracting
to produce air movement five times greater than
that of the diaphragm itself. It combines high
efficiency with an exceptionally linear impedance
and near-perfect phase characteristics.
Syrinx uses an AMT unit made by Precide
itself. Here the pleated structure is just 62mm
high and 23mm wide while its metal housing is
complemented by a fibreboard surround 108 x
108mm. Open framed, the AMT radiates equally
front and rear. In this design it is combined with
a 115mm doped paper cone LE unit, with the
crossover point set at lkHz.
The elegant cabinet design is by Berlin-based
Telos. It is made of real-wood-veneered 18mm
thick plywood whose curved front is married to
flat side panels that taper back to anarrow rear
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Pray, cede us your high secrets
Oskar Neil questioned the audio industry's

inherently well

obsession with a ruler- like frequency

virtually all its

response, given the ear's comparative

avoiding the

insensitivity to difference in sound level.

cones or dom4

It's good to get it right of course but far

annular locatio'

more important to accommodate our

The AMT else

sensitirity to fluctuations in frequency. In

smaller physic

fact, we find it hard to detect change in

for a gives s

level smarter than ldfl but are easily able

level. Efficien

to differentiate between two sounds atiny

at around 93

fraction of a semitone apart in the

typically, it

midrange. The quest fir fidelity in tut

extremely

respect

with

impedance, phase

diaphragm integrity, as is phase coherence,

response is near

is

inextricaby

linked

*

.er

te••

li,

the parameter by which we localise sounds.

ideal, there's good

Best. Ito reasoned, to focus on that.

thermal capability

The Air Motion Transformer has a and
sat.sfactory
of clear aivantages over directivity. Precide

number

conventional moving-coil drive units. Its

made its first AMT-

pleated construction and immersion in an

based speaker - the

intense magnetic field mean that it is

Aulos - in 1993.
Two sets of gold-plated 4mm socket/binding
posts facilitate ai wiring or bi-amplification

panel. With its sloping baffle at the top there are
therefore no parallel surfaces. This helps subdue

The piano is notoriously difficult to record well,

the effects of standing waves within the cabinet.

let alone reproduce convincingly in the listening

A modified form of reflex loading is employed,

room. Ilooked out an early CD from Jacques

with the conventional reflex port set internally in

Rouvier - one of his fine Debussy albums for

a horizontal partition some 190mm above the

Denon - Children's Corner and other pieces,

base, and thus firing into -a lower void. A narrow

recorded in Haarlem in 1985 [ 33C37-7372].

resistive exit from this empty lower housing is

Again the Syrinx gave an excellent account of

formed by standing the cabinet off from its base

itself, realising the full compass and weight of the

panel on washers, thus forming a narrow gap

instrument, detailing Debussy's subtle tonal

around the entire cabinet. A simple impedance
check

confirmed

the

exceptionally

linear

inflections exquisitely, maintaining the delicate

behaviour of the AMT unit, and the speaker as a

all that is required to worry amid/HF driver but
the AMT conveyed it with a seamless grace,

fade towards silence, true to the bright top end of

whole exhibits aremarkably linear plot, close to 4

separating the bow on string noise from the notes

the Steinway and entirely equal to the dynamic

ohm from around

requirements and percussive nature of the louder

300Hz upwards.

harmonic structure of sustained chords as they

A peak

themselves, responding to the ' chuff' start of each

associated with the reflex loading occurs at 58Hz

note on the baroque flute, the finger- work on the

passagework.

and is around 22 ohm. Response of the tweeter is

lute and to the fine, sibilant detail in the voice.

modest size, do all this quite so convincingly.

advertised up to 23kHz.

There was nothing in this presentation for the ear

'Polite' is a word that too easily damns with
faint praise, and in the first few moments of
listening to these speakers Idid wonder if it was

to query. It was convincing in every regard.

Rock and pop retains its propulsive attack, the
sound being crisp and responsive. The plethora of

Turnmg to something altogether bigger, the new
Beethoven ' Triple'

Few speakers, certainly of this

from Thomas Zehetmair,

appropriate in just that way. This is asound not

Clemens Hagen and Pierre- Laurent Aimard with

unlike that of the Quad ESL- 63 - so clean and

the Chamber Orchestra of Europe under Nikolaus

busy, studio-contrived positional detail with which
so many of the familiar hi-fi show demo favourites
claim our attention, was always stable and true.
The

Syrinx

is

an

extremely

essentially musical'. speaker.

'The Soft Complaining Flute' has all that
is required to worry amid/HF driver but
it is conveyed with aseamless grace

rewarding,

No grilles are

supplied, inviting little hands and cigarette ash,
but that will

be no deterrent to the

hi-fi

aficionado. Do make the effort to track it down.
Ivor Humphreys

•

Sue ' Her
Sugden

seamless in the HF as to- seem almost subdued,

Harnoncourt [ Warner Classics 2564 60602-21

01924 404088

until you realise that what is missing is the

asks questions of another kind, testing the lower

www.precide.ch

artificial edge imparted by so many conventional

reaches of the system and its ability to preserve

tweeters, even today. One of the first pieces

detail with an altogether darker balance. Here the

Hi-FiNews verdict

played was ' The Soft Complaining Flute' from

Syrinx was conspicuously successful

its

A loudspeaker with a capable, well-defined and

Handel's Ode to St Cecilia in the wonderfully

essent.ally ' tuneful' low frequencies, Beethoven's

exceptionally refined sound. What's more, it's well

performed and recorded recent release from The

crucial double- bass lines appropriately purposeful

made, nicely presented and has a modestly-sized

King's Consort [ Hyperion CDA674631. This aria

and

cabinet. Precide is distributed in the UK by Sugden.

for soprano, flute, lute, continuo and strings has

remarkably free of resonant boost.

www.hifinews.co.uk
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sounding
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Michell

Urbe toontroller NC
power supply
Michell's flagship deck receives arevamp

motor [see HFN, March '03]. At the time I

courtesy of anew power supply, but how does it
compare with the earlier DC and AC versions?

wrought

remember being taken back by the changes
by a simple

motor exchange;

on

reflection, it should not have been too surprising,
as the effect of revising power supplies alone to
AC motors can be profound enough — never mind
revising the entire motor itself.
In essence the sound differences when moving

Michelle Orbe Controller NC
PRICE

£2351£835

A

Motors are

from AC to DC motor versions of the same Orbe

spinning machines, where energy can often be
found ' leaking out' beyond the simple rotary

deck centred on a smoothing out of the sound;
a calming of higher frequency ' messiness'

achieving the best final sound.

rather lame analogy for the effect of
changing a turntable's power supply is

action required. And it's when this wayward

(although in reality even an AC- powered Orbe

energy — noise, vibration, call it what you will —

couldn't

one of changing a car's engine. As the

reaches the record platter that sound quality

subjectively loss of pace with some music. After

really

be

described

thus)

and

a

sole source of motive power for the vehicle the

suffers. If you consider that most turntables will

more reflection I wondered if the seemingly

engine dictates the acceleration and maximum

sound different to each other, amain reason for

slower-sounding DC Orbe was giving greater

speed of the car and it can also influence how
smooth or noisy the ride may be. Now, in

this is down to the manufacturer's choice and

credence to the true metre of the music; that is,

application of motor.

by allowing the chance for slow tempi to be

audioland, the running speed must be fixed for a

Michell Engineering made a major change in

replayed slowly, without a false sense of élan

turntable of course — or at least adjustable

the motor department of the flagship Orbe

between two or three fixed speeds — but the

turntable around two years ago, when the

In other words, while rock and pop music may

smoothness and noise issue really is critical in

long- running AC motor was replaced with a DC

benefit from the aided brio of uptempo pacing,
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power supply

the system would ultimately fail in allowing

operating conditions. Changing between VC tie,

Decontaminated DC

different kinds of music to sound, well, different.
And so Ihave enjoyed the sound of the Orbe VC

Mk 1 DC power supply unit) and NC ( Mk 2 DC
PSU) could be done in seconds by exchanging

Never Connected technology is eased on an idea of

(for voltage control, the name of the first

locking plugs on the motor's side. And to hear the

disconnecting the power supply from the domestic

generation DC- powered Orbe), satisfied with its
honesty in pace, rhythm and timing terms.

AC
motor
.
again required only that the belt be slipped off

there must be asignal path to allcw mains power into

It was in the wake of MC's evaluation of the
Never-Connected technology [
HFN, March '04],

the motor pulley, and a DC motor to be pulled

in the context of ahot-rodded Marantz CD player,

identical-sized AC unit taking its place.

capacitor, and this reservoir is only topped up by the

that Ilearned that the same thinking had been

mains for the briefest instant in any given AC cycle.

applied to the Orbe's DC power supply [see

As before, AC power gave asnappy, foot-taping
sound from LP — entertaining but not always as

Decontaminated DC for an outline of NC
technology]. With Trichord's Graham Fowler

truly informative about the music. Cymbals could
be splashier, fizzier, and surface noise appeared

(designer of the VC power unit) and Richard
George of Fenson ( inventor of NC) as near-

higher. The DC motor with original power supply
gave adarker, richer sound, with more emphasis

neighbours in Worcestershire, it was natural the
Orbe should get the Never-Connected treatment.

on low, low bass and with amidband that was set
further back in the soundstage. The new NC

And now the Orbe Controller NC is standard
issue for new Orbe turntables, or available as a

supply resembled in tone and staging the first
DC supply, except it echoed some of the traits of

out from the deck chassis cut-out, with the

mains circuit. While this may sand paradoxical, for
aproduct, the pertinent point is that they are not
directly connected, as energy is stored in areservoir

The actior of monitoring and topp ng up the reservoir,
with the halp of fast transistor sw tches, is the secret
of the technology's successfu operation. More
conduction is timed to occur when the

iparticularly,

sinusoidal input is at its lowest ebb, noise-wise, to
reduce thy chances of contamination from mainsborne noise. The result ought to be closer to the ideal
of apure, unsullied DC feed te audio equipment; in

retro-fittable option to VC-equipped decks for

the AC deck, especially in overall musical timbre.

this case it's aturntable motor [ tat gets the treatment
—the prime starting point for ani audio signal that

£235 (where an external PSU swap is all that's
required) or to original AC- powered Orbes at a
cost of £835 ( here acomplete new DC motor unit

Taken as awhole, the NC was an improvement —
slightly tighter focus on stereo imaging, better
separation of surface noise from music, and best

version, the NC power supply incorporates a
feedback : ircuit that monitors armature speed with

is required to replace the synchronous motor). As

of all, an improved sense of pace when the music

the help o.atacho output from the motor.

with upgrading the power supplies in the Marantz
CD player, the NC unit is used to ensure that the

called for it. And then I realised another
important distinction, perceptible in punchy

comes ou of arecord player. As with the first VC

The NC was an improvement — tighter
focus, better separation of surface noise
and improved pace when called for
electronics receive aclean, stable DC power feed,

rhythms: the NC- powered Orbe had a different

with little of the fingerprint of mucky mains
remaining to cause unwanted pollution in the

take on dynamic shading, such that transitory

system. But if, as theory and experience of one
NC review showed, aNever-Connected supply can
provide cleaner power, how would this translate in
sound terms, especially when the original DC
supply seemed to be holding up so well?

•

instrument impulses, the pluck of bass guitar
string, or thwack of drum skin, would appear and
disappear faster. This gave a more foot-tapping
feel to music — in other words, some of the pace
of the AC deck had returned, but in what Ifelt to

Differences between these different power
supply units abound, but unlike many upgrades or

be amore reasonable and realistic manner.
It was not always and forever the case, though.
A few records were felt to benefit more from the

comparisons between products, it was not a

stately, gravitasenabled original DC — a studio

straightforward matter to say which is the

production of Tracy Chapman here, an Elgar Cello

definitive ' best'. Isettled on asingle preference

Concerto there — but these were the exception to

for most music types, but this was still one of the

a norm that otherwise consistently favoured the

hardest reviews I've had to conduct, as Ifound

NC power unit driving the deck.

model remains one of the best 'affordable' highend record decks on the market. It has a
fundamentally neutral outlook, with excellent
audiophile qualities of believable rendering of
space, air and stereo soundstaging. But it doesn't
forsake another aspect of neutrality, that of

In direct A- B comparisons, VC vs NC, some

preserving ' musicality', the less-definable quality
of dynamic contrast and timing preservation.

All three power supplies were powered up and left

unsighted through randomly assigning a power
lead to the motor, Igenerally found myself erring

competition, the Michell Orbe NC retains its

on to achieve steady

toward the brighter-lit midband of the Never-

that blind tests sporadically had me siding with a
different PSU, depending on the music Ichose.

Connected PSU. Often, the Mk 1
DC appeared borderline grey and
cloudy in comparison.
The Orbe has been with us for

In a class populated with some admirable
position as arecord-playing reference product. II
Andrew Harrison

Supplier
Michell Engineering

nearly 10 years, and even in the

020 8953 0771

last five or so years it has
evolved subtly into its present

www.michell-engineering.comk

incarnation,

with

important

developments made in motor and

HI-FiNews verdict

power supply technology. In all

On balance the NC- powered Orbe offers the best of
both worlds, having the pace and toe- tapping timing

important areas, this latest
incarnation is the best I've heard

realism and naturalness gained by the DC unit.

of the AC- powered deck yet retaining the greater

so far, and certainly ensures the
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Boulder 1010
PRICE

£9400

Boulder 1060
PRICE

£16,500

T

here is alimited market for beasts of this
kind, and Boulder has a long way to go

which are made from thick gauge aluminium,
interlocked for strength, some using dovetail
joints. The uniquely drilled-out side panels act

remember. Power is what Rolls Royce would once
have described without tether elaboration as
'adequate' — 300W into 8,4 or.2 ohm, with peak

conventionally as heatsinks, but with obvious

power ranging from 400W into 8 ohm to 1200W

advantages over the usual fins. There's nothing to

into 2 ohm. Input impedance is 100k ohm and

rip the skin asunder. The real hazard here is that

the pre- amp delivers from a 100 ohm source, so

the sheer weight might pull your arms from their

long cables are abreeze. One practical problem
with the power amp will be accommodating its

sockets instead, but the metalwork is much less

before bothering a high- end brand like

Krell, still less home grown names like Naim
Audio. But Boulder helps define the standards by
which others are judged. The two components
tested here operate strictly in balanced mode,
and that's not just internally. Each and every one
of the line inpes and outputs is XLR balanced,

Power is what Rolls Royce would once

have described without elaboration as
'adequate' — 300W into 2 ohm

with no single-ended option. This doesn't rule out
using single-ended source components, but it

resonant as aresult. Heatsink fins !normally ring

457 x241 x571mm ( whd) bulk, not forgetting

does mean using either using plug-in transformers
(as in this test) or wiring up the interconnect

quite obviously when tapped, which may have an
effect on the performance, however subtle.

the fearsome-looking rear overhang needed for the
30A, 600V mains input connector. Don't worry, it

cables in adifferent way, which is discussed in

Boulder attention to detail is really nothing less
than anal, and build quality is outstanding.

was happy with a 13A plug on the other end,

the supplied leather-and-wood-covered manuals.
What is common to the 1010 pre.and the 1060

The basic feature set is short and sweet. The

wired incidentally with Nordost Valhalla, the same
cable used for the rest of the system. Then there

power amplifiers are the gross architecture of

pre-amp offers three line inputs and phono

their physical construction.. Boulder produces all

m-m/m-c ( rear panel switchable), with two sets of

is the debilitating 64kg deadweight. The pre-amp,
a mere bag of feathers in this company, weighs

of the fully-machined aluminium panels in house,

main outputs and atape out — all balanced XLR

16kg, and is only 146mm tall and 403mm deep.
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•

amplifier

1
o
10/1adèd.ë
pre-amp/power amp
•

While Boulder may be abrand to take
'cost no object' to new extremes its latest
pairing offers something special

The 1000 series power amplifiers are class AB
biased. According to Boulder, bipolar transistors
are better for lowest noise in the input stage and
highest current drive in the output stage. 'The
whole concept makes it better than anything
possible in the IC world' notes company founder
Jeff Nelson, ' partly just due to the sheer amount
of silicon semiconductor material. There are many

with individual resistors for each step. Based on
its experience, Boulder believes that the clarity
thus achieved is better than any scheme involving
moving wipers, relay contacts or FET attenuators.
The phono stage in the 1010 is also a
two-stage design and while not as sophisticated

hum, but Boulder acknowledges that this may
mean rewiring your phono cables if the very best
results are to be achieved.
External highlights include bi-wire speaker

as its big brother, the 2008 phono stage, Boulder
still makes fairly extravagant claims, in particular

rear panel comms link called Boulderlink allows
sequential power up of interconnected power
amplifiers and handles status messages from the
power amplifier or amplifiers, which are shown on
the pre-amplifier's dot-matrix alphanumeric
display. Internal software performs such tasks as
switching polarity (absolute phase), programming
of inputs names, volume offset, and 'theatre
mode' (to set an input to unity gain in order that
an AV processor can set overall volume). Volume
and balance are adjustable in 0.5dB increments.
A remote control, solid enough to qualify as a
weapon on the street, is supplied.
Every high-end amplifier has its own qualities,

The bass too is beautifully balanced,
and is just about perfectly integrated
with the rest of the band
transistors, each with more silicon than an IC'.
But both series benefit from using two stages of
gain, the first providing most of the gain, and the
second having only alittle. According to Boulder,
this allows wider bandwidth performance, but
more importantly, lower distortion.
The 1010 uses solid-state stepped attenuators
for volume and balance. Asingle rotary control in
the 1010 is switched between the two functions,

www.hifinews.co.uk

that it is capable of holding its own with stages
costing as much as the 1010 itself. To achieve
maximum low noise performance, the gain of the
second stage changes with selection of m-cor
m-m. Again according to Jeff Nelson, the choice
of 3-pin connectors for the phono inputs is based
on the fact that the cartridge itself is a true
balanced and floating source. The claim is that
balanced operation is the only way to ninimise

posts which use massive wing nuts to accept
6mm spades — there is no 4mm plug option. A

character if you like, yet as far as Ican tell, the
Boulder components are as near personality-free
as any Ihave ever heard, and this applies singly
or in combination. The Boulder is neither bright
nor dull, the midband is neither recessed, adding
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"Best New Analogue Component Award" Hi Fi News, UK
"Best Buy" Hi Fi Choice, UK
"Highly Recommended" Audio & Video, Brazil
"Brilliant" Hi Fi World, UK
"Fantastic" Image Hifi, Germany
"Best New Record Player 8, Arm" Stereo Sound, Japan
"Excellent" Hi Fi review, Hong Kong
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amplifier

Hefty handset and ( below) heatsink side- panels

space and depth, nor does it show any artificial
presence-band boost. The bass too is beautifully
balanced, and is just about perfectly integrated
with the rest. The only signs of personality Iwould
point to is atouch of what might be described as
hysteresis, a sense that the amplifier takes a
finite time to respond to sudden,

powerful

transients, akind of subliminal holding back that
makes the impact of musical dynamics somehow
all the greater.

But this is to over-simplify

something that really is more much subtle, and
almost as intangible as soap bubbles.
of delivering power. There is no hint that what it's

The power amplifier has atotally impassive way

slow in some combinations. It certainly wrong
foots many amplifiers, but with awell-controlled

being asked to do is placing any strain on the
amp. If forced to try unpicking the combination,

frequency potential, a fact that has been

high-current amp in charge it has tremendous low

and it is difficult to distinguish between the pre

demonstrated to me with examples from each of

and power amp here, Iwould point to the 1060
power amp's bass. It is not that low frequencies

the manufacturers named above. But even in this

sound exaggerated, excessive or in any way out of

menace at the start of the finale from Mahler's

company, the Boulder stands out. The sense of

The Boulder combo is atrue high- end
ampliier not because it is expensive but
because it will cope with any load
proportion.
delivery

is

It is just somehow that its bass
somehow

more

developed

and

3rd ( Benjamin Zander) is physically palpable in a
way that is rarely experienced. The tension, the

charged. But it times to perfection, and it doesn't
drag its heels.
One way that many may hear this combination
(should they get the chance) is as a near- ideal

colourful than Ican recall of any other amplifier.

concentration and the energy are retained even at

combination of solid-state and valve- like sound.

It seemed to draw out more from the B&W
Nautilus 800, the main test bed for this test, than

modest volume levels. Somehow — and it is far
from being limited to this or any other recording,
but was a general feature of a wide range of

The Boulder combo has the communicativeness
usually associated with one and the energy and

Ihave experienced in this area.
A consistent criticism of the Nautilus 800 is
that it can sound rather lean and dry, even atad

standard commercial recordings — the bass is
fluid and expressive, yet it is also more highly

Balancing the Boulder way

analysis often linked to the other. Ihear it as a
true high-end amp, not because it is expensive,
but because it coped with any kind of load Iwas
able to throw at it including, with some discretion
concerning levels, a pair of Quad ESL- 989

All Boulder amps are equipped
with abalanced output, that is

electrostatics. The sound is controlled, powerful

both speaker wires are driven.

and details of recording spaces are revealed with

This

allows

more

and muscular. Its depth is often subterranean,
remarkable honesty and openness, and arguably a

voltage

capability ( headroom) and also

touch too much expansiveness. The midband

eliminates heavy currents in

blossoms in a way that is seductive, while the

the ground system. Naturally,

bass is frequently frighteningly immediate. The

the power supply transformers

treble has no sense of grain or non-music related

‘k,se

and capacitors have to be

structure. The sound with the Quad as much as

designed for this. This is often
described as bridging, which it
is, but as Boulder points out,

with the B&W Nautilus 800 in its very different
way combines the kind of detail, resolving power

when you bridge an amplifier
whose power supply and

together in asingle amplifier. The Boulder is one

and almost physical architecture that rarely come
of the truly great pre and power amplifier combos

transistor complement are not

Jeff Nelson. ' In the output stage

coupled

design,

inter- stage

designed from the beginning for

they are more reliable in linear

coupling
capacitors
are
eliminated. Internally the 1060

the increased current, severe

(not switching) applications like

distortion usually results. The

audio, and have a lot more

has

Boulder was designed this way

power dissipation per device in

transformers, and powe, to the

two

massive

toroidal

from one of the few truly great marques.
Alvin Gold

Supplier
Metropolis Music

both polarities. A much simpler

load is switched by fou power

01892 539245

circuit topology is needed to

relays

www.boulderamp.com

amplifiers:these are all bipolar

drive

low

control. The 1060 is equipped

designs from the front end to
the NPN-PNP complementary

distortion FET output schematic
looks like arat's nest'.

with amassively parallel bipolar

outputs. In the front end,
bipolars are quieter' explains

As for passive compolents,

pre-amplifier it is equipped

this being an almost ( except for

'with very good micncircuits

Controlled, powerful, muscular and able to open up
spaces in arecording to aremarkable degree, the
Boulder is one of the truly great amps around today.

company founder and designer

the phono input) totally DC

and discrete transistors:.

Pre- amp boasts quality m-c/m-m phono stage.

from the outset.
When it comes to the power

www.hifinews.co.uk

them.

A really

under

output stage,

micropEocessor

and

Ike

the
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MartinLogan

Montage/Fresco/
Grotto
speaker system
If you lust after ahome cinema speaker system the
Martin Logan way but can't house electrostatic
panels its new ATF designs could be the answer

universally agreed to be exceptional, the trade-off

Starting with the front left and right main

was that the speakers were inefficient, difficult to

MartinLogan Fresco

drive, and really needed space around them to

speakers, which are also designed to function as
a pair of stereo speakers, the Montage is a

work optimally. While this is an acceptable

floorstanding hybrid speaker measuring 965 x

PRICE

situation for those with a dedicated room for

240 x297mm ( hwd) and weighing in at 13.6kg.

MartinLogan Montage
PRICE

£2000/pair

£1000

MartinLogan Grotto
PRICE

£1000

M

artinLogan's
latest
multi- channel
speaker system, which comprises the
Fresco wall- mount speakers, Montage

floorstanders and Grotto sub, is the most radical
design in the company's history. The reason is
summed up in three letters: ATF. Standing for

home theatre and a pre/pro with power amp, it

It uses a pair of 165mm long-throw aluminium

can be problematic when the system has to be

drivers in a ported enclosure that crossover at

sited in aliving room used for other things, and

3kHz to a38 x57mm ATF driver. The speaker has

ML needed aspeaker that could be
mounted on the wall, ceiling or floor,
was efficient and economic to produce

Advanced Thin Film, this is a new panel design

the power source is an AN receiver, which is more

and one not based on the electrostatic panel for

common in home theater systems.

which MartinLogan is justly famous.
Of course, the company has catered for the

aclaimed nominal impedance of 5 ohms and a
90dB/W/lm sensitivity.

In its search for a remedy to this situation,

As for the Fresco, this is a multi- purpose

MartinLogan's designers concluded that they

speaker and the most interesting design here. Not

multi-channel marketplace in the past in the

needed aspeaker that could be mounted on the

only can it be mounted on the wall and ceiling but

shape of the Logos, Cinema and Theater centre

wall, ceiling or floor, could work against awall,

optional shelf and floor stands allow it to be used

channel;

was easy to drive and economic to produce.

literally anywhere in asurround sound system. It

Electrostatic panels were not the answer, yet a

measures 216 x610 x145mm ( hwd) and weighs

these systems used MartinLogan's electrostatic

panel was still desired due to its speed and

just 7.3kg. This is asophisticated design sporting

technology, and while their performance was

transparency. The result was the ATF panel.

no fewer than four drivers: a pair of 203mm

Script

and

Scenario

floorstanding

speakers; and Stylos wall- mount speaker. All
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The system tested here used aFresco for the left
and right surround speakers, and centre. Unlike
electrostatic speakers, the new ATF panel does
not use an energizer and therefore the Fresco
does not need to be plugged into the wall. It
connects to your system in exactly the same way
as does aconventional dynamic speaker.
The Grotto subwoofer measures just 390 x381

binding posts allow the Grotto to work with almost
any system. The options include connecting the
Grotto at line level between a pre and power
combination using the high level speaker inputs,
or via asingle 0.1 input. The sixth RCA connector
is an output, and permits the daisy chaining of
multiple Grottos when only one 0.1 output exists.
Iwanted to evaluate both the Montage and

x 328mm ( hwd), yet weighs 18.2kg. A single
254mm high excursion aluminium driver is

Fresco as elements in asurround sound system
alongside their ability to be used as speakers in a
conventional stereo system, augmented in the
lower registers by the Grotto. My reference stereo
system of Inca Design Katana SE CD player and
Shanling CD-T200 SACD/CD player with Musical
Fidelity TriVista 21 DAC, Krell KRC-3 pre-amp
and Bryston 3B-SST and 14 B-SST power amps
were joined by a Musical Fidelity X-Ray V3 CD
player and X-80 integrated. Multi-channel was
courtesy of a Bryston SP- 1 pre/pro driving my
power amps with Denon's AVR-3805 AN receiver
used as areal-world reference. DVD playback was
via aSony DVP-S7700 and ahome theater PC.
Following 150 hours run in Ibegan with the

powered by a 250W amplifier. The Grotto is
capable of mating to more than just MartinLogan
speakers. High and low level inputs allow it to be
long-throw aluminium bass drivers in an
used both with astereo pair of speakers and as
the . 1channel in ahome theatre system. With a
asymmetrical ported enclosure (the ports exit to
claimed —3dB point of 22Hz, the Grotto has low
the left and right sides of the speaker) that hand
pass frequencies of 30, 35, 45, 55, 65 and
over at 500Hz to a38 x152mm midrange ATF
panel, itself crossing over at 3.2kHz to a38 x 80Hz. On the rear is apair of switches, to adjust
phase (0°, 90° and 180°) and operating mode
57mm high-frequency driver. Aswitch at the rear
(off, on or standby) while three rotary controls
of the speaker allows the user to change the
adjust the output level, low pass filter and 25Hz
crossover response depending on whether the
level. The 25Hz level control is unusual: it is used
speaker is to be wall mounted or used in free
to boost or reduce 25Hz output — a frequency
space, but this is for guidance and Ifound that
with the speakers folded out at 45° to the wall the
ML's research team found to be the cause of most
free space setting gave the better balance.
problems. Six RCA connectors and two pairs of

www.hifinews.co.uk

Montage in my stereo system, with and without
the Grotto. Once located 65cm from the side
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walls and 85cm from the front wall Iwas very
pleasantly surprised at just how well the ATF
panel integrated with the aluminium drivers,
especially given how high the aluminium drivers

The ATF ( Advanced Thin Film)
is anew panel design aimed at

were being asked to go in the frequency range.
While a — 3dB point of 47Hz is claimed, in reality

those who find the efficiency

the output in my room started to fall at 60Hz, and

electrostatic panel a problem.

while this is better than some standmount
designs, it was far short of the output of the

manufactured from PEN or

and power requirements of an
It's made of athin diaphragm

remarkable PMC GB1. In asmall room, however,

polyethylene naphthalate — a

where ML's other designs may be impractical,
there is no doubt that the Montage is an

relative to the polyethylene
terathylate used to make the

outstanding speaker. Imaging is very good,
comparable to the GB1 laterally and only
foreshortening the depth perspective a little,

Generation 2 electrostatic
panel found in the Clarity.

putting the rear of the stage level with the front

etched onto the panel to make

wall of my listening room. The dexterity of the

a working diaphragm.

speaker was excellent, lagging only alittle behind

diaphragm is then suspended

the Clarity's Generation II electrostatic ( ESL)
panel. Guitars enjoyed outstanding transient

between a pair of Neodymium

attack, while the space around notes gave the full
textural detail time to develop.

An aluminium surface is
This

speakers. When an electric
iron boron magnets, delivering a current is passed through the
field strength 20 times that of diaphragm it is either attracted
the field found in dynamic to, or repelled by, the magnets,

giving a push-pull system that
improves efficiency and gives a
completely linear drive over the
diaphragms entire surface.

It was only in the area of air where Ifelt the
ATF panel lost out to the ESL panel, the ESL
giving an almost limitless top end and blacker,
more tangible spaces between performers. The
ATF gave amore velvety texture to these spaces.
However, the midrange was exceptionally smooth,
yet still highly detailed and populated with
musicians and instruments alive with textural
subtleties and shading.
As for transparency, each change of amplifier,
whether it was switching from the Denon 3805
AN amplifier to the Musical Fidelity X-80
integrated, then to the Flying Mole DAD-M100pro
monoblocks and Bryston 3B-SST, was easily and
clearly discernable, without the speaker stamping
its own signature over the sound.
When mated with the Grotto using the high
level inputs, crossing over at 65Hz, the richness
and body of the sound that Iam used to from my
SL-3 returned, filling out not only the lower
registers, but also giving added solidity and
palpability to the midrange. Now this three piece
system was performing at an altogether higher
level giving the kind of solidity in the lower
registers of the outstanding PMC OB-1 system.
What's more, imaging solidified further, and the
depth plane was extended both to a couple of
feet in front of the speakers and to beyond the
front wall. Kick drums now sounded far more
convincing and solid,
bass guitars

Such is the flexibility of the Fresco ( left) that it can be stand- mounted or attached to the wall or
ceiling, with aswitch to the rear allowing the user to change the crossover response to compensate;
the rear- ported Montage (above left) is ahybrid floorstander — spikes are supplied (above right); the
Grotto sub (top left and right) uses asingle aluminium driver and can work with almost any system
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There is no question in my mind that
MartinLogan has awinning system here,
though the star is clearly the Fresco

with bass guitars and bass generally having aslight,
yet noticeable, discontinuity when moving from
Fresco to Grotto. Acoustic guitars still maintained
excellent transient attack, with the sound of the
strings clearly discernable, and cymbals had air
around them, ashimmer that illuminated the sound
convincingly with

just a hint of

splashiness

detracting from an excellent performance.
With the whole system working as a5.1 surround

carried much greater and far more convincing
weight, yet the Grotto had excellent dexterity,

system — the Fresco mounted on the wall slightly
behind and a little above the listener, the centre

bring out the texture of the guitar chord in a

floor mounted, angled up to the listener, and the

manner rarely heard from asub.

Montage used as front left and right — the Denon
AVR-3805 worked the set-up effortlessly, proving

Meanwhile, the crucial midrange also enjoyed
greater weight and presence, yet the gloom and
coloration so often heard from low cost
subwoofers was totally absent, the Montage and

that the ease-of-drive issue has been completely
dealt with. Indeed, a seven-hour movie viewing

Grotto operating together seamlessly as a full
range, highly musical combination. Even the

session resulting in the Denon becoming only slightly
warm to the touch.
As for the sound, the system delivered an

treble now had greater extension and air, the high

authoritative

frequencies being opened up without the
frequency balance being altered, supplying the

performance,

developing

a vast

soundstage with only the slightest hole in the sonic
picture at the side walls when transferring from front

listener with awide open window into the music.
The Fresco was an altogether more
unconventional system, with arolling off at 75Hz.

to side speakers. Across the front there was excellent
integration of the centre channel Fresco with the left
and right Montage, with the sound timbre remaining
consistent not only laterally, but also front to back.

The result was that lower registers lacked weight
in a manner that for me made the Fresco an
unconvincing speaker for music when used

The dispersion of the Fresco was superb; while this
is directional with music, with movies the speaker

without asubwoofer. However, given asub of the
the Grotto's quality things were transformed. With
the speakers attached to an MDF board as front

seems to change its personality. The open, fast,
highly detailed sound heard with music is retained

left and right speakers, both with the board facing
me directly and at 90° to simulate mounting on a

only now the presentation is wider, ensuring there is
no hole in the stage directly behind the listener.
While this is not a cheap system, at £6000

side wall, Ibegan listening. With the subwoofer

complete, it is one of the less visually intrusive
set-ups I've seen. The Montage is an excellent

now crossing over at 80Hz the Fresco became an
excellent speaker system, let alone an on-wall
system. Despite the complexity of integrating the
four drivers, the Fresco is a superb, coherent

speaker, but for me really needs to be partnered with
the Grotto for music. The Fresco is unashamedly

design. While the lateral imaging is behind the
performance of the Montage, these speakers are
still capable of building acontinuous soundstage

options alone will make it a favourite among the

designed to be partnered with asubwoofer, but its
great design, slim profile and versatile mounting
install community. Sonically its is a revelation,

from just beyond the outer edges of the speakers
while solidly filling in the centre of the stage even

bettering any on-wall design I've heard to date by a
big margin; I'd be happy with five of these as my

with the speakers 2.5m apart.
When mounted in the side wall position, Iused

whole home cinema when supported by the Grotto.
As good as the Montage proved to be it was

the contouring switch in the ' on-wall' position,

outshone by the the Fresco/Grotto combination, and

which slightly thins the lower midrange and bass
registers to compensate for the proximity of the

I am seriously considering using Frescos in my

images being strictly bound by the walls. Focus
was also diminished, with the spaces between
musicians reduced. With the speaker angled out

reference home cinema system; they blend with my
SL-3s seamlessly. There is no question in my mind
that MartinLogan has awinning system here, though
the star is clearly the Fresco. As a multi-channel

at 45° imaging was improved dramatically, both
the soundstage and instruments within it

especially strong recommendation for the Fresco.

wall. The result was that imaging was diminished,

solution Iwould highly recommend it, and give an
David Allcock

benefitting from far more space and air. Female
vocals were alittle warmer in the lower registers
then when heard through the Montage or OB-1,
having a little more richness and warmth than

Absolute Sounds Ltd
020 8971 3909

usual, yet the upper midrange, through to the
high frequencies, was excellent, and would have
represented a superb performance for a quality
standmount speaker, let alone an on-wall design.
Likewise the upper bass was incredibly fast;
while the transition to the Grotto was not quite as
seamless as offered by the Montage, it was still
far beyond anything I've previously heard from a
wall-mounted satel lite/subwoofer combination,

www.hifinews.co.uk

www.absolutesounds.com
The Montage floorstander features apair of
165mm long-throw aluminium drivers working in

HI
-FiNews verdict

tandem with a38 x57mm ATF driver. Less
visually intrusive than many of MartinLogan's

While the Fresco is the real star here, this slim,
versatile and superb-sounding set-up could prove a

electrostatic designs its sound also suits smaller
rooms — though with music it really needs to be

real winner for those seeking the MartinLogan sound
but who lack the space for traditional electrostatics.

partnered with the Grotto subwoofer
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Our EISA Award winner surrounds
you with sound
Not speakers and wires

Dig itAl lfreedom

Surely, you ask, there's something missing from our Rear Reflecting Sound

System. Like rear speakers? Our system doesn't need them because the rear sound is projected from
the front speaker enclosure using Samsung's unique reflecting technology. So you sit in clear beautiful
sound, not aroom cluttered with speakers and wires. Impressed? The highly respected panel of EISA
judges were. www.samsung.co.uk
Samsung HT-DS460 Rear Reflecting Sound System.
European Home Theatre System of the Year 2004-2005.
Ifel=1:72f;:esir
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Leema Acoustics

Xavier

loudspeaker
Hefty yet handsome with ahighly
transparent sound, Leema's
flagship floorstander sees the
company's monitor roots flower
Leema Acoustics Xavier
PRICE

A

huge influence on British speaker design
for many years has been the LS3/5A, a
speaker originating from within the BBC

that went on to be manufactured under licence by
companies such as Rogers, KEF and Spendor.
The BBC influence continues to this day with
designs from PMC and now Leema Acoustics,
whose founder Lee Taylor is an ex-BBC engineer.
Its incredible mini monitor, the Xen, was critically
acclaimed in these pages ( 1-IFN Nov ' 03] and the
company makes a huge range of speakers and
subwoofers, all claiming to remain true to the
cause of delivering monitor-quality speakers at
realistic prices. Could the Xen's influence be
found in the larger Leema designs? It was time to
find out with the range-topping Xavier.
A three-way ported system weighing 35kg and
measuring 960 x233 x350mm ( hwd), the Xavier
will appear substantial in even the largest room,
but its outstanding real wood veneers give it the
feel of quality furniture. In fact, as in many
to both sides of the panels used to make the

midrange driver. This gives the midrange driver a
volume of 7 litres, while the bass driver enjoys a
volume of 37.5 litres, with afurther cross brace
located below the driver. The internal volume of

cabinet because this was found to improve sound

the bass chamber is damped with bitumastic

high-quality speakers, these veneers are applied

Low-power valves are out, but Musical
Fidelity's X-80 integrated was able to
drive this speaker to over 100dB in-room
quality. The panels are made from high density
fibreboard ( HDF), which is stiffer than medium
density fibreboard ( MDF), and are 27mm thick.
Staying with the cabinet, it is split by a27mm
rebated panel to prevent intermodulation between
the rear wave output of the bass driver and the

www.hifinews.co.uk

panels to prevent resonance building up in the
cabinet's panels. On the front baffle is the port,
contoured to ensure as little turbulence as

midrange driver sits above the tweeter. This
configuration was arrived at to avoid the tweeter's
axis being located above the ears of a typical
seated listener.
With an 86dB/1W/m efficiency and anominal
4ohm load this is not an easy speaker to drive, so
low-power valves are out of the question, but even
Musical Fidelity's X-80 integrated was able to
drive this speaker to over 100dB in-room,
suggesting current delivery is crucial in matching
this speaker to an amplifier. Around the back can
be found two pairs of high quality five-way
binding posts with abridging strip for single wire
operation. Like most bi-wirable speakers, the
Xavier clearly sounded better when used bi-wired.
My usual reference front-end of Basis Gold

possible from the airflow, tapered along its length

Debut turntable/Graham 2.0 arm and Lyra Argo

to bring the air speed close to 0.1 the speed of
sound, and tuned to 32Hz. Unusually the

cartridge via aKlyne System 7PX3.5 phono stage
provided the analogue sounds while digital was

HI-FiNews JANUARY 2005
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The world's first Portable
Center
is also afirst at the EISA Awards

Dig itAl lfreedom Our Portable Media Center holds 80 hours worth of your favourite blockbusters,
5,500 chart hits or a lifetime of holiday pictures. It's also the smallest, (smaller than aCD case), yet it
packs aclear 3.5 inch LCD screen and a20GB hard drive. Now you can hold the future of entertainment
in the palm of your hand. Why not award yourself one? www.samsung.co.uk
Samsung YH-999 Portable Media Center.
European New Media Player of the Year 2004-2005.
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provided by aShanling CD-T200 SACD/CD player
and Inca Design Katana SE, with both Musical
Fidelity Tri Vista 21 and Perpetual Technologies
P-1A/P-3A Signature DACs supplementing the
standalone CD players. Amplification comprised
Bryston 14B- SST and 3B- SST power amplifiers
with Krell KRC-3 and Trilogy 902 pre-amplifiers.
These were joined by the Flying Mole DADM100pro monoblock digital

power amplifiers

while integrated amplifiers were represented by
Musical Fidelity A308 and X-80. All equipment
was supported on RDC Aspekt racks and powered
by Isotek Substation and Orion mains filters. As
for cabling this comprised

Chord Company

Signature interconnects with Odyssey 4 speaker
cables, and Townshend Audio DCT-300 lsolda
interconnects with ! solda speaker cables.
These speakers were gratifyingly easy to place.
The binding posts and that front-firing port

Sited in the position vacated by my reference

The bass performance of these speakers is also

Martin Logan SL- 3 speakers they produced a

very good, and excellent for the price. Indeed, the

lively, open sound from the start. Experimentation

integration of the bass driver, cabinet and bass

presentation; and this is true with even the best

revealed that around 10° of toe- in aided focus and

port is seamless: you simply can't hear where the

recordings. Such is the level of transparency here

improved image depth slightly, but these speakers

port tuning frequency is. On Cold, Cold Heart'

that the move from adomestic vinyl release to a

are remarkably room friendly.
As for the Xavier's overall sound, it reminded

from Norah Jones's Come Away With Me [
Classic

200 gram Quiex vinyl pressing demanded an

JP5004], not only is the bass extended, but the

adjustment of VTA, with only half aturn of the

me of the PMC OB-1 [
HEN Jan ' 04]. Imaging

texture of the strings and the instruments body is

Graham's

displayed excellent focus, with stable images

clear to hear, with subtle shifts in weight and

smoother high frequencies and resulting in the

calibrated

VTA

control

producing

located not just outside the speaker cabinets but

emphasis proving easily discernable. The piano is

soundstage opening up. This kind of sensitivity to

just beyond the walls of the listening room. Even

also a tell-tale instrument when it comes to

set-up is usually the domain of electrostatics,

at the outer edges of the stage, performers were

ported speakers, as areas of its frequency range

rarely of dynamic speakers and, in my experience,

Integration of the bass driver, cabinet
and bass port is seamless: you can't
hear where the port tuning frequency is

never — until now — ported designs.
Moving to Dido's Life For Rent [
Classic Records
8TH 2015] this speaker shows just what asuperb
recording it is. It captures the acoustic guitar on
'Sand in my Shoes' in an incredibly natural way,
revealing not only the transient, but a natural
decay, which is entirely believable and natural.
The Xavier has few vices: it relishes ample
power and needs careful partnering with source

portrayed with palpability and solidity, making

are almost always emphasised. With the Xavier

them as believable as those in the centre of the

this is not present, the piano sounding totally

and amplification to prevent the excellent high

stage. Neither was the depth plane neglected, the

even and well balanced between the left and right

frequency reproduction

front of the stage beginning in the plane of the

hand. This demonstrates the superb blending

analytical. However, get things right and the

speakers and extending back to the rear wall, with

between the bass driver, midrange and tweeter.

Xavier is an excellent speaker. Superb build and

becoming tiring and

very good layering of performers. Not only could

High frequencies, meanwhile, are incredibly

attention to detail are blended with eminently

you picture musicians, but the spaces in between

open and transparent, to the point that you need

natural voicing that is true to the studio monitor

them too, significantly enhancing the believability

to select carefully both amplification and source

roots of Leema Acoustics. It's also refreshingly

of the final performance.

if highs are not to sound over- analytical in their

Cones and crossovers

mates with a fast, highly resolving rendition of
high frequencies. The Xavier will be sorely missed

The drivers used in this speaker all come from the
Danish Sound Technology Group, which is made up

room-friendly when it comes to positioning while
superior bass and ahighly transparent midrange

when Ihave to surrender it — a sure sign of a

a

Peerless, Vifa, Scanspeak and Logic. In this casa

loudspeaker that deserves nothing short of avery

Logic supplies the 25mm BC25SC15-04 tweeter, which

strong recommendation.

features aNeodymium magnet assembly with ferrofluic
cooling to permit continued operation at high power

David AlIcock

•

without distortion or compression, with a25mm voice
coil and textile dome. Vifa supplies the TC14 140mre

Leema Acoustics

driver, which is actually a midbass unit to ease

01470 511248

integration with the Peerless bass driver. While using

www.leema-acoustics.com

an apparently old technology of coated paper for the

Hi-FiNews verdict

cone, this was specifically chosen by the designer ta

250 Hz without breakup while maintaining high power

avoid resonance problems inherent in other, more

handling. Crossover points are 250 Hz for Lass/

modern materials. The bass driver is aPeerless SU

midrange and 3.2 kHz for midrangeAweeter, selected

unfussy when it comes to positioning, rewarding with

263, adriver usually found in subwoofers, but selectull

for smoothest transition without compromising either

a highly natural and transparent sound. Needs

here due to its power handling and ability to work up to

linearity or power handling.

careful matching if treble is not to sound fatiguing.

www.hifinews.co.uk

While it will dominate aroom physically the Xavier is
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NATURAL SOUND
CAN ONLY BE
GENERATED BY
REAL INSTRUMEN

!imlufg

THAT'S WHY
WE BUILD THEM
AS LOUDSPEAKERS.

3iimboffFr

A real instrument has large resonators, no artifical
damping and no filtering devices. That's how we

PH

build our legendary loudspeakers: using large
Acoustic Sound Boards for natural bass, first

LIVE".

order crossovers optimally matched to drivers
and cabinet acoustics to eliminate distortion and'
perfect cabinet architecture to remove the need

AT

b Ffstr
HOME.

www.bosendorfer.corn
Distributed in the UK by

for artificial dampening.
We don't try to change the nature of sound.

AU DUSA

We use it. Listen to the truth of one- to- one-

Tel.

020 8241

performance and become a believer.

or

020 8264 0249

Fax
9826

020 8241

0999

sales@audusa.com
www.audusa.com

Auditions
amplifier

Audion

Lo

Sfizio

amplifier

Apint-sized all-valve
integrated from Italy with a
sweet sound, an affordable
price-tag, and apolitical
point to make

Compounding this is Mach's background: he's
fervently Florentine, a booster of the Chianti

Audion Lo Sfizio
PRICE

€ 1200 (-£ 845)

O

ccasionally, but thankfully not too often,
aproduct comes along that's so pregnant

with 'issues' that any review is nigh on
worthless. The last time Iwas faced with such a

region, and particularly proud of the great strides
Italy has made in the past two decades in
grabbing a big chunk of the speciality audio
business. But ask for his product sheet, and you
will see aclosing paragraph that borders on the
politically incorrect. And Iwant to kiss him on

it direct to the consumer for € 1200 - which is a
mere £845 at today's rates. He designed Lo Sfizio
as a ' deluxe entry-level amp integrated amplifier,
dedicated to all those amateurs who desire
superior reproduction quality but have to deal
with both areduced budget and restricted space.'
The choice of the amp's name has nothing to

both cheeks for it: ' Lo Sfizio is designed and built

do with the previously detailed commercial sociopolitical motive. In fact, it doesn't translate well,

position, was impossible to assess. Why? Because
the user simply tunes it to his or her preference...
which may not be the amp's nominal setting.

entirely in Italy in the Chianti wine region,
amongst the olive groves and vineyards of the

a dream or a fantasy. Mach says this amp is

Florentine Classic Chianti. No China, no India, no

designed for 'whoever desires high quality music

There was no nominal setting. Audion's Lo Sfizio

Cambodia!!! This is not a marketing device but

presents a completely different but equally

pure " Made in Italy", in the shadow of Giotto's

reproduction without having to resort to megasized, major listening- room-type equipment,

confounding situation:

bell tower and Brunelleschi's dome. The true

[who] finds

perplexing situation was the Audiopax 88, which,
by virtue of its 'tuning' control lacking any centre

its raison

d'etre

is

European xenophobia.
Even its name tells you that this is integrated
amplifier is no run-of-the-mill project: Lo Sfizio is
Italian for ' The Whim', and whimsical it is. In the
words of designer Luciano Macri, Lo Sfizio exists
as one man's bulwark against... China. And if the
words ' into', 'wind' and ' piddling' spring to mind,

because 'awhim' to me is an act or idea based on

in

it one of the

most valid

If it's aconsolation, there's also
an upscale lingerie shop in Milan that's
named to Sfizio'

then we think alike.
Mach, the obsessively passionate purist behind
alternatives.' If it's aconsolation, there's also an

Italy's vintage hi-ti magazine Audion - he owns a

Florentine Renaissance continues, no " Made in

shrink-wrapped EMT turntable - is absolutely

China": Right now, some asshole lawyer in

upscale lingerie shop in Milan named ' Lo Sfizio',

furious with the way that so many great brands

Brussels or Strasbourg ( or, more likely, Hoxton) is
thinking of some way to make an example of

so will we soon see an amp called ' La Perla'?

Mach. Ithink he deserves sainthood for wanting

aesthetics- be-damned construct so unItalian in

to preserve European manufacturing skills.

looks and finish that Macri seems to be in
self-contradictory mode. It is, however, so cute -

from America and Europe have bowed to
economic reality and now make their products in
Asia. It's easy to see what he means: hardly a

What's so brave-cum-weird is that he's trying to

month goes by without another brand's native
'production biting the dust and its proprietors

fight fire with fire: Lo Sfizio is agenuine all-valve

biting the bu Wet.

amplifier with adecidedly offshore price. He sells

www.hifinews.co.uk

Anyway, Lo Sfizio is a wholly functional,

in a pug-nosed dog way - that you can't argue
with its whimsical qualities. The off-the-shelf,
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Walrus

11 New Quebec St, London W1

This ad features afew new products we're excited about, as well as acouple of old
favourites (which we're still excited by even after all this time!) From top right, going
anticlockwise, first off are the Anthony Gallo Reference 3loudspeakers (£2400/pr).
You can't tell from the picture, but these are actually very compact (about 3feet tall)
but have the most amazing bass extension and avery open sound. Next, the brand new
Musical Fidelity AS series amplifier (250W/ch) and CD player, at £ 1499 each, are
superb value. They are designed to be better, and cost less, than the popular 308 series,
and don't even feel embarrassed in the company of the famous Nuvista and Trivista
series. The CD even features avalve output stage, just like the late lamented Trivista
DAC! The Duevel Bella Lunas (£3160 to £4160/pr dependent on finish) need no
introduction. This superb Omni design, featured at the recent Heathrow Show, should
be on everyone's shortlist. Origin Live's new Sovereign turntable (£3850 plus arm)
sets new, even higher standards for this already envied manufacturer whose decks
already receive huge acclaim from the press. Next up is something we thought we'd
never see - avalve / transistor hybrid power amp from Tom Evans, famous for their
Groove phono stage and Vibe preamp. The Linear A (£3999) is atruly innovative
design which draws on the strengths of both technologies to give transistor speed and
control with valve naturalness and texture, another milestone for Tom! Many people
will still remember the success we had with the Magneplanar MG 1.6 speakers at the
show. These flat non-electrostatic panels with ribbon tweeters produce the most
amazingly believable soundstage, all for the direct import no-middleman price of
£1500/pr. The new Duevel Shuttle-Disk rechargeable battery CD player (also £ 1500)
is on permanent demo - bring your own CDs and be pleasantly surprised! Lastly, we
had to squeeze it in, what we regard as probably the finest all round (pardon the pun)
turntable in the world, the Brinlcmann LaGrange with the Brinkmann 10.5 tonearm
(£8395 in total), atruly staggering combination.

air tangent amazon amphion amplifon anthony gallo apollo furniture argento audible illusions audio physic audiovalve breuer dynamic
brinkmann

cartridge man cawsey chord electronics clearaudio consonance decca london dnm duevel dynavector ear yoshino final

lab graham slee hadcock heart incognito infinity isolda jadis jbl k2 klimo koetsu korato lavardin lyra magneplanar michell
engineering morch musical fidelity nordost nottingham analogue opus 3 origin live ortofon papworth pro-ject rega revolver ringmat
roksan shun mook shanling shelter slinkylinks sme something solid sonneteer spendor stax sugden sumiko tannoy tci cables tom
evans townshend audio transfiguration trichord trigon van den hul voodoo wireworld xlo
tel: 020 7724 7224 fax: 020 7724 4347 email: contact@walrus.co.uk web: www.walrus.co.uk
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Circuit and chassis
Audion designed and built the

and up front an on/off rocker,

(Paraphase + Un- bypassed Ballast)

power and output transformers

yellow pawer-on indicator lamp,

that reduces to aminimum the use

in-house, direct derivatives of its

rotary 'volume

of electrolytic capacitors — . ust two

high- end amps. The rather prosaic

source

selector,

control,
tape

rotary

in the entire amp — and this allows

montar

astandard push-pull output stage

chassis is actually made from a toggle and aAn headphore
special aluminum alloy, completely

`which wakes Lo Sfizio a unique

to acquire many benefits typical of

non-magnetic. And the amplifier

example of real headphooe tube

SE triodes, without having to give

demonstrates minimalism without

amplifier.' Sorry, Luciano: without

up some of its own. And the printed

masochism: three line inputs, aline

effort Ican think of four others...

circuit board has been des gned by

ort for recording, IEC mains input
and

decent binding posts for

saeaker connections at the back,

As for the circuit, Macri says it's

experts in analag audio circuitry,

simple jet high-performance. ' It

very hard to find nowadays in our

USES

digital electronic times.'

what Icall a PUB structure

of grunt or kick. It is, indeed, very mucii like a
good single-ended triode, and Iwallowed in the
vocals of the Hi- Los and the Crew Cuts ( mono and
stereo 1950s LPs), some Prima and Dino on LP,
and the new Mamas & Papas 4CD anthology to
listen through those peerless harmonies. Without
argument: this amp caresses the human voice.
All Icould think of was the old STAX F81
electrostatic speaker: you fell in love with it
despite the fact that it could never provide bass
or level. What remained was so nice that it was
painted, folded metal case measures acompact

overall

As aesthetics and finish

irresistible. So, too, this little amplifier sings, like

165 x150 x250mm and it weighs awhispy 6kg.

obviously were of little concern, the design

Macri's neighbour, the ghost of Caruso at Villa

Macri wanted to make it ' suitable for placement

priorities were maximum sound quality through a

Bellosguardo. It is devoid of nastiness, it is open

in

straightforward,

and transparent,

minimal

spaces,'

and he succeeded:

it's

roughly the size and shape of aloaf of bread.
Its origins as the brainchild of avintage valve
tifoso start with the valves. Macri fitted Lo Sfizio

shielding.'

uncomplicated circuit design

and

it creates a jewel-like

soundstage reminiscent of a Victorian puppet

(see ' Circuit and chassis' panel above).
my

theatre. If that sounds twee and precious, it

listening sessions to the PMC DB1+, Wharfedale's

certainly isn't meant to: that's simply Macri's

With such

limited

power,

I restricted

notion of down-sizing.

It is open, transparent, and creates a
jewel-like soundstage reminiscent of a
Victorian puppet theatre

Even so, can Irecommend this amplifier to you
in the face of the Asian- made

PrimaLuna

Prologue One, which costs less, looks great and
will

even

drive

Wilson

WATT

Puppies?

Recommendation depends on one thing and one
thing only:

your concern for

America's

loss

of

their

Europe's and
manufacturing

with aquartet of genuine PCL86s, ' designed by

Diamond 8s and other speakers that can get by

capabilities. If you do care, and are prepared to

Philips strictly for audio use.' He explains that,

with little juice. But Icouldn't resist trying it with

vote with your wallet, go for it. Remember: you're

'this is avery rare characteristic for atube of this

LS3/5As, which it drove to listenable levels. Hey,

being advised

power range but it's what makes it unique among

you. don't need me to tell you how a12W/ch rating

himself his favourite fruit because the only

other general purpose and more economical tubes

limits your options. Sources included the Musical

blueberries he's found in the UK are French. So

of : ts

many

Fidelity X-RAY v3 CD player and the SME 30 Mk

look to your heart and repeat after me: ' This isn't

'consumer versions' of this tube, less expensive

II turntable, Series V arm, London Super- Gold

an amplifier. It's apolitical statement.'

but also performing less well than their original

cartridge and Audio Research PH5 phono amp.

Ken Kessler

project, were put out by Philips. Obviously, Lo

Not, Iadmit, the analogue source one would

Sfizio fits only high quality versions of this tube,

expect to feed into an £ 850 integrated.

class.

During

its

production,

by someone who has denied

Supplier
Audion

the kind you don't usually find in aradio-TV repair

Squashing as best as possible my pro- Italian/

shop. Its working parameters are set to assure

pro-tube prejudices and my admiration for anyone

+39 55 827292

long tube life, even though their substitution

taking astand like Mach's, Iwas able to sit back

www.audion.net

wouldn't be astrain on anyone's budget.'

arid enjoy many hours of low-key, humble but

Hi-FiNews verdict

They yield 12W/ch in Class A, with afrequency

wholly pleasurable listening. Iwas reminded of a

range ' well extended beyond your classic 20-

friend's defence of the Citroën

2CV — the

Amust hear for those on alimited budget or short on

20kHz.' Macri isn't kidding when he adds that

antithesis of aFerrari but ahelluva lot of fun for

space who value musicality and pride of ownership

'the apparent dynamic range is quite remarkable

little outlay, with the total removal of unnecessary

above price. Strcng on vocals, open and transparent

thanks also to the extremely low hum, resulting

complexity. And, damn, is this amplifier musical

though the trade off is sheer grunt and power.

from exasperating research on signal paths and

and sweet, if utterly lacking anything in the form

www. hif i
news. co. uk
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Monster Power
Centre HTS 1000
sockets on the other. Each side has separate

increase in perceived dynamic capabilities of the

of the two types of equipment. Each socket is

system, there was also afeeling of extension to

labelled and colour coded and matching stickers

both bass and treble frequencies, and ageneral
improvement in the sensing of sound's textures.

are provided which can be attached to the plugs
of the equipment used.

Monster Power Centre HIS 1000
PRICE

£150

W

ith the mains power supply becoming
ever more polluted by noise, Monster
Cable Products Inc has decided to

introduce arange of five mains filters under the
banner Monster Power. Prices start at £99.95 for
an eight-way socket with one filter and surge
protection. The second model in the range, the
£150 HTS 1000, is under consideration here.
The sockets are conveniently situated along the
angle top of the unit with audio equipment
sockets on one bank, and visual equipment

music more enjoyable as aresult. Apart from the

internal filters tuned to the differing requirements

Most of these comments are not dissimilar to

The visual equipment sockets are accompanied

those Ihave made about other mains filtration

by gold-plated satellite and television sockets that
are surge protected. The audio equipment bank

this unit offers excellent performance and ahost

systems. What is different is the price. At £ 150

situated on the other side also has a pair of
of useful facilities not found on other products.•
telephone sockets attached to allow surge
Tony Bolton
protection for modems and phones. In practise I
found that crackles on the phone line when

Supplier

talking were much reduced and the computer

Monster Europe Ltd

modem ran at a more consistent speed. The

01923 431 634

filtration of the mains also had abeneficial effect
on the television picture with improvements in

www.www.monstercable.com/UK/

definition and depth of colour.
As for the socket's effect on hi-fi sound, while
not providing the dynamics and bass depth of the
considerably more expensive Isotek Minisub GII
[HFN June '04] it does agood job in removing the
majority of mains-borne electronic smog, making

Hi-FiNews verdict
If you can't stretch to the more expensive mains
filters on the market then take aclose look at the
Monster Power range; it offers excellent performance
and is something of abargain at the price.

Isotek Full System Enhancer CD
Isotek Full Sstem Enhancer CD
PRICE

£11.99

use of the disc meant that the unit showed no

I
scoTe k
F11;: Sys;E: ,, Enhan•.. •

Rejuvenation Disc

D

eterioration of sound quality in an audio
system that has been running for any

improvement in sound quality after 24 hours. In
short, use of the disc meant that the component
reached optimum performance twice as fast.
As for the demagnetisation track this proved to
be an eye opener, with improvements in both
high-frequency clarity and image focus. While its

period of time is usually attributed to
component degradation or contamination of

use didn't exactly result in a transformation in

connections. One potential cause for audio
is the build up of magnetic fields in components

performance, gains were substantial.
If your system has been in use for six months or
more, then the low cost of this disc and the ease

and cables. While demagnetising (or flux busting)
m-c cartridges is an established maintenance

of its use makes it amust buy.
David Allcock

deterioration, only recently being taken seriously,

technique, this kind of treatment for other
components is still rare.

Supplier

A recent addition to the limited range of

Activ Distribution

products designed to aid with this task is from

on replay in your player and played at normal

01635 291357

mains specialist Isotek, in the form of its Full
System Enhancement CD.

volumes. The third track is a demagnetisation

www.activdistribution.com

The disc comprises three tracks: the first is a
burn- in track with limited LF extension and the
second aburn-in track with full bandwidth. Both
are computer-generated tones designed to burn in
components faster than would be achieved using
atraditional music CD and either track can be left
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track, and has again been designed and produced
by computer, this time to remove magnetic fields

Hi-FINews verdict

that build up in molecules of ferrous materials in
the signal path.

The low cost and effectivness of this disc makes it an

Starting with the burn- in tracks, these work
extremely well. With acomponent that Ihad been

the continued optimum performance of their system
and ease the running in of new components.

attractive proposition for anyone wanting to ensure

told would take 50 hours or more to burn-in the

wvvvv.hifinews.co.uk

TURNING
OVIES
INTO EXPERIENCES...
Whether you're in the deep cold throws of space, the dusty frontier of the wild west or the hot,
steamy jungles of Borneo, Marantz Home Entertainment takes you there. With expert technical
design and attention to the most minute details, Marantz delivers the purest, most true-to-life
sound and pictures possible. Something that's synonymous with the Marantz brand.

www.marantz.com IMarantz 01753 680868

FINE

TWO

CHANNEL

AUDIO

SYSTEMS

Whest Audio PS.20 phono stage.
Aradical low noise circuit which
enables the RIM network to resolve

Sugden Masterclass phono

information up to 6okHz, which many

amplifier. Very lucid, sonically on a

modern MC cartridges are capable of.

par with some valve phono stages

The result is much more information

but with noise free high gain £ 1299.

from your LPs and amore three
dimensional soundstage. Excellent
value with separate power supply
at £ 1250.

Clearaudio Emotion turntable.
Beautiful looking, non- suspended
design with the Satisfy unipivot
tonearm. Incredible value, including
Final Electrostatic loudspeakers.
All the transparency and imaging that
only comes with this type of speaker

cartridge at £ 655. Also demonstrating
the Champion Level iturntable.

design. Model shown is the F5oo
panels with Szoo 3oowpc active snip.
All inclusive price of £ 3495. Also
demonstrating the 400i package
at fz000.

Rogue Audio 90 power amplifier.
SME Series Ma tonearm. Wonderful

The new yo wpc stereo valve

A.R.T. V6 loudspeaker. This new

Amphion Xenon loudspeakers.

engineering for this price. Amuch

amplifier offering remarkable

model has avery open, transparent

Fast and articulate with neutral

better sound than we expected at £613.

sound and value at £1995.

tonal balance. Slim floorstander

Cartridge shown is the excellent new

low bass. Well worth

which does not mind walls £ 2500.

Lyra Argo at £849.

Model shown in ebony £ 3500.

sound and capable of good quality
a listen.

ACCUSTIC ARTS " AMPHION • ART •• AUDIO PHYSIC • AVALON .> BEL CANTO • BENZ- MICRO • CARDAS • CLEARAUDIO • CONRAD- J
OHNSON • DALI
EAR /YOSHINO .> EXPOSURE .> L
YRA I` M CI
NTOSH " M ONO PULSE .> NORDOST • NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE • PAGODE
ROGUE AUDIO I> SME

SHANLING • SHUN MOOK • SUGDEN • TRANSFIGURATION • UNISON RESEARCH • VIRTUAL DYNAMICS

WADIA • W HEST AUDIO

7Comet House, Calleva Park, Aldermaston

Demonstrations by appointment,

Basingstoke, we are approximately 15 minutes drive

Reading, Berkshire RG7 8JA

Mondays to Saturdays 10:0o to 18:00.
It is advisable to call us before visiting.

from either Junction 12 on the M4 or Junction 6
building. We have ahome evaluation scheme for
those who might find this method more convenient.

T 0118 981 9891
E info@audioconsultants.co.uk

www.audioconsultants.co.uk

DAR TZ EEL

PATHOS • QUADRASPIRE

Conveniently located between Reading and

on the M3. Free and easy parking, outside the

£3250.

Part exchange welcome. Ex-demonstration and
previously owned equipment listed on our website.

ac/m./20

Opinionl

John
Crabbe
I

nNovember Iremarked on misleading uses of the terms
'node' and ' antinode', which get bandied about when

discussing standing-waves. They particularly create problems

when it comes to conveying meanings to lay folk, afact brought
home to me recently when penning some notes for anontechnical readership about the discovery that Palaeolithic cave
paintings are often positioned in acoustically significant spots.
Pictures whose placing had never previously seemed to follow
apattern were found to be located at points where sound- levels
became easily emphasised at specific frequencies. So it seems
that in addition to its visual roles, cave art provided markers

of a ' pressure node', 'velocity antinode', etc, which is where this
whole business started, with my one-time failure to do just that.

indicating places where, it is conjectured, spirits were believed
to reside because of the tones to

So, with oppositely named roles applying to the same spot,
let's clarify things, using as an example acolumn speaker with

In the Pyrenees
caves at Le Portel
and Niaux four
pictures at spots of
exceptional sonic
prominence
straddled an exact
octave

which they so readily responded.
In the Pyrenees caves at Le
Portel and Niaux, some 80% and
90% of paintings respectively were

drive-unit sealed to one end and open-air at the other. And let it
be assumed that the speaker is operating at the air-column's
fundamental resonance, ie the frequency where its effective
length equals aquarter wavelength. Within the enclosure,

found to be in such locations. In

alternating air pressures will be at their maximum adjacent to

one case, four pictures positioned

the speaker cone ( pressure antinode), falling to aminimum as
the waves cease to be constrained at the outlet ( pressure node),
at which same point the air particles oscillate at their greatest

at spots of exceptional sonic
prominence straddled an exact
octave, with steps of aperfect-4th
and perfect- 5th in between. This
prompts one to wonder if, when
seeking out those places, our
ancient forebears found themselves
humming at two or more points

amplitude (velocity antinode), whereas at the driver the
magnitude of particle motions is minimal (velocity node).
But those nodes and antinodes signify astanding-wave
situation within the enclosure, which brings phase relationships
into the picture. The unavoidable fraction of sound energy not
delivered to the outer air from the column's open end is

simultaneously and took pleasure

reflected back in reversed phase ( 180° shift), and as the waves

in the resulting concords.
But whether the process really

have also undergone two quarter-period delays ( 2x90°) on their
way to and from the exit, they arrive back at the driver in phase

signposted anything musically significant, we cannot know. We
can, however, be fairly confident that the intangible medium on

with its ongoing motion, thereby enhancing its efficiency.
That's just the general case, involving only one frequency and

which sounds relied, the mysterious way in which they could talk

the simplest of wave behaviour, which doesn't much resemble

back via echoes, change their character in enclosed
surroundings, and make mighty threatening noises from the
heavens, caused them to be perceived in ways far removed from

the multiplicity of tuned pitches evident in those Stone Age
caves, where sound-pressure maxima seem to pop up all over

our latter-day notions of vibrating waves obeying physical laws.

the place. But our air-column can nevertheless begin to
simulate such aregime if one forgets the primary end-driven

And that brings us back to the node/antinode paradigm, with
the need either to explain or abstain from using technical
expressions when addressing an acoustically innocent audience.

resonance and stimulates its harmonics. Then, as the phasing
effects come into play for whichever overtones are excited, the
air-column divides into segments, with further nodes and

In these pages, though, it should be safe to assume at least a

antinodes distributed accordingly along its length.

smattering of terminological familiarity, so I'll attempt a
one-sentence definition: When standing-waves are produced by

Now allowing in caves for the rugged geography and
consequential labyrinthine intermingling of resonances and their

sound travelling in sealed or partially sealed enclosures with

harmonics, those spaced-out loudspeaker overtone segments are

rigid boundaries, nodes are those points, lines or surfaces
therein where the magnitude of sound- pressure or particle

seen to be simply amore orderly equivalent of the same
phenomenon. Thus the supposedly spirit- based spots providing

velocity is minimal, while antinodes are the locations where such
magnitudes are at their greatest.

artistic display points were merely pressure antinodes in a

That may seem moderately straightforward, but as maximum
pressure levels coincide with minimum vibrational velocity, and
vice versa, anode for one is an antinode for the other. Thus
unless the context makes things clear, it's wise (vital!) to speak

www.hifinews.co.uk

standing-wave complex! But the famed bison and reindeer
paintings, etc, remain as intriguing and beautiful as ever, while
any potential acoustic archaeologists wishing to know more, are
advised to consult Paul Devereux's fascinating Stone Age
Soundtracks [
Vega 2001]. II
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Hi Fi Show & AV Expo
Part 2: following KK's personal highlights last month, we conclude
our coverage of the Hi Fi Show & AV Expo 2004 — and find valves
and vinyl featuring strongly alongside less traditional technology

T

he Hi Fi Show & AV Expo
2004 was kicked off with a

choice of Show highlights, including

from Shanling, and the Music First

products from Absolute Sounds, Art

passive pre-amp. Wholesome, natural

keynote speech for trade

Audio, Audio Sounds, Audio
Reference, Audio Partnership,

visitors, given by Marantz's Brand
Ambasador, Ken Ishiwata. Right now,
he told us, two-channel is definitely
back. But on the horizon is Blu-ray
(demonstrated by Sony at the Show).
Blu-ray will be abusiness for the ' big
boys', which is why the specialist hifi industry must do something extra
to make its products of interest.
There was certainly every sign of a
healthy interest in stereo music at
the Show, with avalves and vinyl
and horns, all playing good ol' twochannel. But there were also plenty
of surround-sound and AV products.
Last month we started our Show
coverage with Ken Kessler's personal
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AVTech, Crane Audio, CSE,
EARNoshino, Eclipse, Integrated
Engineering Solutions, Marshall
Choong, Mendia, Naim Audio, RPM
Audio, RT Services, Sony, Symmetry,
Townshend, Tube Technology, UKD

sound was heard from 47 Laboratory,
with asystem comprising the
PiTracer CD transport, Gemini DIA,
Gaincard amp and open-baffle Konus
Audio Essence speakers.
Distributor Aanvil Audio showed
Audio Physic's redesigned Tempo
speaker driven by aBel Canto digital

tonearm by Nordic Concept, plus a
CD player from Plinius.
Acoustic Energy showed the Mk Ill
version of its original classic, the
AE1, plus the floorstanding AE3 Mk
II, while Aeon Acoustics had its
MC5Cygnet speakers and Spiralex
isolation platforms. Anthony Gallo
showed its ' beautifully different'
loudspeakers, while Atlas Cables had

and Vivid Audio. But KK's selection

multiplayer and amplifier.

its first power cable, the Eos — a

represented only afraction of the

AAudio Marketing combined the
wares of Dali, McIntosh, Korato and

screened mains lead at only £90.

Opus 3, focusing on the impressive

intriguing speaker range, while Audio
Classics showed Italian speakers

host of companies and brands on
show: here's arun-down of the rest!
Taking it alphabetically, we start

Dali Megaline speakers.

Atlantis Acoustique unveiled its

before A, with acouple of numbers.
Top of the list came 3D Acoustic

showing of Aurum Cantus ribbon

'Silhouette' range (£280 to £800)

Absolute Analogue offered the first

from Chario — the wood-veneered

(Real Hi Fi) and its Kybalion

speakers, but siso had anew model

and the Constellation range (£650

transparent-baffle dipole speaker,

from Reference 3A, the Dulcet. There

along with valve amps and sources
_.

was aturntable and air-bearing

to £4000) in solid cherry or walnut.
Audiocraft showed an international
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Show re ort

1: Avid flew the flag with its
British- made high- end turntables
2: Kuzma front end in the
Audiofreaks ' aspirationar system
3: Pioneer's new 51in plasma
4: Conrad-Johnson ACT 2
pre-amplifier, again featured in the
Audiofreaks system
5: Marantz showed its new
turntable as well as new high-end

twochanne electronics, a
matching MD player and amp
6: Isol-8's impressive
PowerStation, possibly the
ultimate mains regeneration unit
7: MartinLogan's Passage
wall- mount speaker and...
8: Krell's Resolution
loudspeaken, on demonstration in
on of the Absolute Sounds rooms

selection of products including

each. For £ 179, Cambridge offers its

Marten Design Coltrane speakers

new-and-improved DVD77 DVD
player. Vinyl fans on abudget will

(Sweden), Dartzeel NHB 108
amplifier (Switzerland) and Jorma
Cables (
Sweden) as well as Lavardin,
Rogue Audio and Amphion.

welcome the Cambridge 540P
external phono stage, handling both

Black Rhodium introduced its new
cryogenically-treated cables. while

oversized Apple Mac speaker.
The Japanese Zyx moving-coil

there were stands and furniture
products from B-Tech and Cambre.

cartridges, from £400 to £ 1500, are

Chord Electronics set its usual high

imported by CT Audio, as is the BPS
turntable. Also from GT was the Tron
Syren pre-amp (£6000), with its

Visitors to the Audiofreaks room
were treated to delightful sounds

cartridges, costs just £70; an m-m-

standard with adisplay that included
anew statement monoblock power

only version is available at £40.

amplifier, the SPM 14000 Ultimate

from aKuzma turntable and Benz
cartridges, through the new ConradJohnson ACT2 pre-amplifier to apair

As well as its impressive line-up of
high-end turntables, Avid was
exhibiting the £ 12,000 Meadowlark

of Avalon Eidolon Diamond speakers.

Blue Heron loudspeaker, applying

Mono. This beast quotes lkW into 8
ohm and 2kW into 4ohm, with the
help of a12kW-capable multiple
high-frequency power supply section.

Meanwhile, the latest WV/ and
Sequence loudspeakers were shown

similar technology to the recently-

Price is £ 18,900 each!

by Audio Group. More vinyl spinners

time coherence. Room partner Talk

unmissable Verdifurcell/Elgar Plus

were in action in the Audio Reference

Electronics previewed anew Saxon

combination, aided by anew

new NRG range, aimed more at AV

range, amore accessible series of

external clock unit called the Verona.

customers, but still assembled in the

separates for the US market.
BBC Distribution, importer of T+A

Dynavector showed its lowest-cost
SuperStereo Adapter yet, the £ 1495

tonearm. The signal from the Insider

and Waterfall speakers, also played

ADP-3, with built in 24W/ch amp to

cartridge ran through Clearaudio's
own phono stage via an Audio Valve

host to the amazing ELP laser

power apair of small rear speakers.
EAR Yoshino showed its new tube

Henley Designs, Chapter Audio showed

turntable (originally the Finial). Three

Baldur 70 triode or Halcro DM 38

models are available, able to play

the 125W/ch Precis (£2500). The

amplifiers to Acapella Campanella
speakers, via Virtual Dynamics cable.

7in and 12in vinyl records, 33 or
45rpm (£8500); or additionally with

phono pre-amp and new turntable
(wrongly captioned in KK's Show
Highlights last month). And Exposure

Acoustics loudspeakers were also on
demonstration, with the large

rooms with Clearaudie's sculptural
Master Reference turntable topped
with aMaster TQI parallel tracking

moving-magnet and moving-coil

reviewed Kestrel, with afocus on

dCS drew crowds with its

78rpm replay (£9500); or ah isizes

Electronics announced its new lower-

no-nonsense budget products, sold

and all speeds for £ 10,500. Nearby,

cost 2010 amplifier and CD player.

in the UK through Richer Sounds
outlets. Key new models were the

Myryad had its latest sensation, the

340 amplifier and 340 CD player,
economy versions of the successful

includes video connection conversion
and balanced inputs and outputs, all

540 models and retailing at £ 150

for just five pence under £4000.

Cambridge showed its lastest

www.hifinews.co.uk

MXD6000 AV processor which

The beautiful Ferguson Hill

unusual thumbwheel volume and
source controls, along with Jubilate
and Cantata valve monoblocks, using
807 or 300B glassware respectively.
With an embargo cleared, Harbeth
was enjoying its fame as supplier of
loudspeakers for monitoring the
2004 Olympics. And at the ' popular'
end of the market, Harbeth has aits

UK. The NRG 4, athree-way
floorstander, costs £ 1200.
Under the auspices of distributor
its new lower-cost integrated amp,
matching Prologue CD player is
promised at the same price. Vienna

'Strauss' driven by Audia Flight

transparent horns were joined by the

amplification. Sources included

long-awaited new subwoofer, with an

turntables from Pro-lect and Roksan,

almost egg-shaped body clear body
and white driver cone, like an

and CD by Audia Flight and Roksan.
Henley also now handles van den Hul
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Show resort

.

-

.irec RESPONSE 038

9: Meridian's 808 Signature Reference CD player
10: ProAc's floorstanding Response D15 and larger
Response 038, along with the Tablette 2000
11: Tim de Paravicini's EAR Yoshino Platine turntable
(regrettably mis captioned in last month's issue, and...

12: EAR Yoshino's 834T
13: Mark Levinson is back: the No 320 pre- amplifier,
on show courtesy of distributor Symmetry
"4: Stello's CD player, which was shown along with
the new 0200 DAC pre- amplifier by Audic Reference

cables and cartridges, as well as its
own range of Henley hi-fi and AV
racks and supports.

products, also showed anew
direction: asecret new mains

New to the UK is Heed Audio of
Hungary. Chief engineer Zsolt Huszti

treatment in aproduct called Titan,
promising better-than-Qube

was there to give the world's first

performance from amuch smaller
and lighter enclosure, yet still able to

showing of Heed's balanced- mode
Nexus power amplifier and matched
Envoy speaker system. Also on show

revised Substation and Minisub

feed hungry power artips.

Reference Series was joined by the
new 808 Signature Reference
Compact Disc Player, in player-only
and player/pre-amplifier versions.
Distributor Metropolis showed the
latest from Advantage, the promising
Freya universal player and the
Grendel multichannel power
amplifier, amodular design which
can be supplied with as many

Musical Fidelity's whole range of
new X-Series products was shown

speakers were demonstrated

together for the first time at the
show, along with the massive

HoCINEMA showed how to improve
the listening enviroment with its

turntables, record cleaning machines
and L'Art du Son cleaning fluid.

patented acoustic panel system.

Marantz demonstrated its stylish
TT15-S1 turntable as well as the

effectively with four channes of
Grendel power. A lower-cost

SAll-S1 SACD player, using
Mordaunt Short's upmarket

Advantage CD player is also

Performance speakers, seen for the
first time in the UK.

With alarge static display, Isol-8

Mel Audio from Italy showed its

impressive. MPC Audio interconnects

channels of amplification as needed.
Lumley's big Lampros Series 2

Loricraft showed its new stainless
steel Loricraft/Garrard 501 turntable,
restored Garrard 301 and 401

Talon integrated amplifier, styled to
match the Katana CD player.

Kronzilla amplifier, its towering valve
assemblies looking and sounding
and speaker cables provided the
connections to French-made Atlantis
Acoustique speakers.

was the nicely-made Orbit turntable.
French AV design specialist

(The system included Waterfall glass
speakers and Myryad electronics.)
Inca Design launched its new

Under the MPC Audio Cables banner
was across-channel first-timer. Dilip
Firozaly demonstrated the EERA DL1
CD player, which fed the KR Audio

500W/ch kW 500 integrated amp.
Neat Acoustics made some great

promised. Metropolis also distributes
Boulder. BAT, Hovland and Vincent.
Mi Acoustics, known for low-cost

series combines contemporary

subwoofers, has branched out into

cabinet design with quality drivers —

sounds, including that from 5.1
material: its Ultimatum speaker

showed its mammoth mainsregenerating Powerstation, as well as

new Rechav III universal player,
Harmaghedon amp and Sela speaker.

loudspeakers with the Subliminal
Sis — unusual in being only 104mm

arevised Substation2 and MiniSub2.
Leema Acoustics speakers provided

Meridian showed its entire range,
including the burgeoning G Series —

deep with asingle woven aluminium
cone, yet claiming afrequency

some wood- finished relief from this
impressive array of mains-treatment

two CD players, two pre-amplifiers, a
digital surround controller with

response down to 40Hz. First
listening impressions were good and

metalwork (although demonstrations
of the new Xavier floorstander were

Meridian Room Correction, stereo

they seem to provide an appealing

and launched launched anew power
distribution unit called Thor as well

and surround amplifiers, two DVD-

answer for those who don't want to

as the Wyre Wizard interconnects

AudioNideo players and Meridian's
first-ever receiver. The flagship

sacrifice floor space to cabinetry, yet

loudspeaker cables, while Nottingham

want decent sound. Price is £2100.

Analogue welcomed visitors with its

in aseparate room upstairs). Nearby,
Isotek Systems, producing its own
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including upward-firing tweeters — to
make distinctive multi-driver boxes.
prices start at £2995 for the standmounted Ultimatum MFS.
Nordost showed its cable range
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SOUND ANO VISION
*****
November 20.

Say hello to Genie
Genie' is arevolution in home cinema systems, combining Mordaunt-Short's passion for music reproduction with stunning
design. Featuring ahost of ground-breaking technologies Genie delivers truly awesome performance in any environment.
Visit www.mordaunt-short.co.uk or call 0845 128 3951 for more information.

MORDA,UNT

SHORT

Not for
conservatives

The comprehensive range of turntables by Pro-ject,
design is perhaps a little less conservative than the norm
and yes, products are available in blue, and red, and yellow, and green.

High quality record players are available from just over £ 100
Contact us today for details of your nearest Centre of Excellence.
Centres of Excellence are our elite dealers who have shown commitment to customer service, attended
regular product training seminars and offer demonstration facilities on the majority of the Pro-ject range.

Pro-ject Audio

Distributed by: Henley Designs, 01235 511166, www.henleydesigns.co.uk, info@henleydesigns.co.uk

Show re ort
13: Visitors to the 141Fi News stand at the Renaissance
took advantage of special Show subscription offers
14: Nagra's intriguingly-constructed Pyramid power
amplifier fascinated visitors to the RT Services room
15: Townshend's system, fully isolated on the Seismic
Sink stand, included the Rock Mk Vturntable and
Excalibur arm as well the TA-565 universal player, all
&Eying Townshend Glastonbury speakers

usual slogan: 'Just analogue!'
O'hEocha Design showed its
spectacular wireless speakers, with

the new GB1 floorstanders and the
OB1 surround-sound package.
ProAc launched its new compact

cleaning machines.
TacT Audio took the large
Somerset suite by the bar, where a

wood-finish loudspeakers and highend electronics was all on display,
with truly affordable price-tags,
although these can't be confirmed
until Usher Audio announces official

modules capable of transmitting
uncompressed SACO and OVO Audio

stand mounting speaker, the
Response 05, from £750. This

signals around the home.
To visit Origin Live was to return to

forms the entry level speaker in the

large, full-range system was set-up...
yet it sounded small and agile as the
digital room tuning kept the music

successful Response range.
PURE Digital showed its ever-

natural-sounding and tuneful, thanks
to the company's peerless acoustic

units like the traditionalist P-307
pre-amp and the impeccably-turned

expanding line-up of stylish digital

room correction technology.

out Dancer series of loudspeakers,

electronics, with eye-cathing designs
such as the Bug, aDAB radio with

Canadian speaker brand Totem
Acoustic showed abrand new mini

ReVu — the startling ability to rewind

monitor, the Rainmaker.
Along with the well established

the wait might not be too long.
Vila is known for supplying drive
units to the loudspeaker industry,
but has now created arange of

Seismic Sink equipment rack
Townshend showed the Glastonbury

complete speakers for the end user,
under the name Vifa International.

the analogue domain, with arange of
six tonearms, from £ 124 for the
entry-level OL1 model all the way to
the new Conqueror at £2500. OL
turntables were also on display with
prices ranging from £970 to £3850
for the top-spec Sovereign deck.

live digital radio on demand.
Quadraspire demonstrated the

Overkill Audio celebrated its
second year at the show with a
loudspeaker even more ' overkill' than

sonic differences between its
established hi-fi furniture and its
new acrylic designs. The looks follow

its pricey Ovation model. Using the
same exotic Manger mid/top driver

UK distribution. Given attractive

Ill loudspeaker, its size disguised by

Designed principally as packages for
AV systems, the range includes the

the traditional Quadraspire shape but

the polished stainless steel finish.
The cabinets are lined with gypsum

the material gives astrikingly

and mounted on their own air

top-ranking Reference and Sense
systems, with Touch and Inspiration

as the Ovation, the new Encore
resembles aB&W Nautilus 800

different visual appeal and, on the
basis of the show demonstration, a

isolation stands. Again in polished

ranges accomodating the style-

stainless-steel, the Anniversary Rock

conscious customer.

Series speaker, with boat-tail main
cabinet and dome- like head unit to
house the Manger. Priced around

definite sonic improvement.

turntable carried 25th Anniversary
Excalibur tonearm of stainless-steel

Visionik came from Germany to
exhibit its latest wares like the Revo

UK-made speakers including the

and magnesium with the trademark

£30,000, the impressive-sounding

new R16/RW16 bookshelf speaker.

Townshend damping trough at the

range, as well as its long-running,
DIN-compliant David model as used

combination used aDEQX digital

This was the first London showing
for the Real Wood veneered models

headshell end. Also seen was the
Maximum Supertweeter, mounted,
via aspecial bracket, on apair of

by broadcast professionals around
the world.
Walrus Systems, the home of all

Quad ' 57' panels.
New UK distributor The Pleasure

things turntabular, showed the SPJ

crossover to improve driver and room
matching, to great effect.
Pinsh was back for the second

Revolver demonstrated its range of

RW16, RW25, RW33 and RW45.
Reson Audio, distributor of

Alba turntable from Holland,

year with its intriguing and colourful

Resolution Audio products, had a

ribbon speakers, while Pioneer

static display including the Opus 21
CD player and Opus S30 integrated

Home showed the stylish Zingali
speakers from Italy and ahigh-

designed by renowned deck doctor
Judy Spotheim-Koreneeff, at amere
£12,000. Walrus also showed the

impressed many visitors with its big
new 61in plasma display — the first

amplifier. On the Rinvnat stand,

quality bookshelf speaker from

new product to be introduced since

John and Angela Rogers showed

Morel, which it called 'the sexiest

Brinkmann front-end, the well-known

Pioneer's acquisition of NEC's
plasma division. Price is £ 12,000.

their existing range of isolation and

bookshelf speaker in the world'

cable products plus new

finished in ' Ferrari red'.

Air Tangent air-bearing tonearm and
speakers from Amplifon, Duevel, and

developments including anti

True Colours Industries ran
comparative demonstrations on its

Magnepan.

speaker cables, interconnects and

• The Hi Fi Show & AV Expo 2005
will be held on 23-25 September

Adifferent take on amplification
was provided by PMC/Bryston in the

resonance platforms and dampers.

Britannia suite, where the Japanesemade 130W Flying Mole digital
amplifiers rubbed shoulders with the

Talking turntables again, RPM
Audio was showing the latest Oracle

more conventional Bryston amplifier
range. Speakers from PMC included

wwwlifinews.co.uk

Delphi turntable. The company also
handles Peffeaux electronics from
New Zealand and Nifty Gritty record

powerleads to show the importance
of cables in systems.
All the way from biwan, Usher
Audio exhibited its whole range of

2005, at the Renaissance and Park Inn
Hotels, Heathrow, London. For booking
information call 020 8726 8317.
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Hi-Fi \ow S
John Adams's 9/11 commission
soaring Lark

Tennstedt's live Beethoven

Music Reviews
New Concertgebouw label

Jazz: Soft Machine's Elton Dean, Zappa tribute with atwist

Classical
BEETHOVEN
Symphonies 1 and 5 qe
Egmont Overture
WEBER
Oberon Overture
[P0/Klaus Tennstedt
BBC Legends BBCL 4158 2
79m 42s ( EE)
I
cannot think of amore musical

ADAMS
On the Transmigration of Souls
New York Choral Artists, Brooklyn Youth Ch,
NYPO/Lorin Maazel
Nonesuch 7559 79816-2
25m 04s ( Especial)
Some events defy artistic portrayal or dramatisation.
John Adams (whose previous inspirations have mostly
been domestic, slight, instinctive) nevertheless

account of the First Symphony —
outer movement repeats observed,
too. This whole programme makes
you wonder why EMI did not ask
Tennstedt to record acomplete
Beethoven cycle with the LPO,
rather than investing in Muti or

Hilary Hahn's

Rock Christmas compilations

bravely accepted the co-commission from Lincoln
Center and the New York Philharmonic to write apiece
on the World Trade Center attack for the orchestra's
2002 season — the recording here derives from
concert performances.
Adams also broughtthe work to the 2003 Proms;
sitting in the Albert Hall I
suspected his intentions
might be better realised by arecording. The work
starts and concludes with street noise taped in situ.
Voices from loudspeakers placed around the hall
read alitany of victims' names, together with short
messages from family members and friends. Adams
has likened these to the drifting of paper and debris
from the wreckage of the two tower buildings ( the
remains of the structural frame, shown on the booklet
cover, resemble some theatrical set). Heard live, the
balance was skewed according to proximity to the
speaker positions for these pre- recordings.
Transmigration was scored for asubstantial
orchestra, choruses too; it has two or three angry
climaxes but the content is primarily reflective —
textural echoes of Britten's War Requiem I
take to be
coincidental. But as David Schiff's essay suggests,
Adams's piece became hard to evaluate; the music
didn't quite generate aspecific emotional response.
This CD single is nonetheless avaluable issue. CB
PERFORMANCE PRESUMABLY DEFINITIVE
RECORDING WORKS BETTER THAN HEARING IT LIVE

BEETHOVEN

Sawa Ilisch. The answer is probably
that his studio work was much less
exciting than his concert
performances. The Egmont
overture ( I
fear presented with
stereo channels reversed) has
something of the electricity and
concentration of Furtwângler's
1947 recording; there are general
similarities with that conductor's
spontaneity and sheer belief in the
music, although with Tennstedt
there was also afeeling that the
ensemble might fall apart at any
minute! He doesn't take the finale
repeat in the Fifth, which is apity,
but this is again an inspirational
performance. The sources are
1989-91 broadcasts. CB
PERFORMANCES DRAMATIC LIVE TAPES
RECORDING GOOD BROADCAST QUALITY
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Piano Sonatas — in A flat
Op.26, ' Funeral March' •
in F minor Op.57,
`Appassionata'
Sviatoslav Richter
JVC JM-XR24017
42m 20s (Especial)
Was there alittle mouse gnawing
away at Richter's piano stool legs
during the 1960 NY studio
sessions? If you listen with
headphones there are other
distracting oddities too: aphrase
suddenly slides to the right
earpiece and back, although no
obvious clunking edits frame it.
These were probably
nerve-wracking experiences for
Richter, making his first trip to the
States and wooed by Columbia as
well as RCA ( not to mention having
his Soviet minder criticising at every
step). The tempo contrasts in these
sonatas don't really stand up:

Richter is either too slow or
manically fast. The sound is too
raw and tape background too
noticeable to appeal to any
audiophile. RCA's two-disc budget
set containing these recordings has
now been deleted. CB
PERFORMANCES ERRATIC
RECORDING NOT FOR THE AUDIOPHILE!

BRUCKNER
Symphony 8
DVORAK
Symphony 8
Philharmonia Orch/
Carlo Maria Giulini
BBC Legends BBCL 41
134m 27s (££) two discs
For one reason or another
(unsuitable acoustic, unpersuasive
performances...) not all the
GiulinVBBC Legends issues have
been as valuable as this pairing of
Eighth symphonies given 20 years
apart, at the Festival Hall in 1983

and Royal Albert Hall in 1963.
Amono Rossini Semiramide
Overture also from 1963 fills out the
second disc; remastering for this set
is by Tony Faulkner.
As Giulini became older his
conducting slowed markedly. On
headphones, the Bruckner seems
more adissection than an
interpretation, with little of Ka raja n's
sifting of the subsidiary from the
more dramatic; room speakers
allow amore natural appreciation of
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Music Choice
Classical

aperformance where the slow
movement is especially fine — on the
whole I
prefer this unedited Eighth
tc the VPO one on DG. And Giulini
makes out agood case for the
Nowak edition: the slow movement
climax without the harp cascades
that you have with Haas simply
sounds more majestic.
Giulini's studio Dvorak 8from the
previous year for EMI hasn't agood
reputation but this live reading is
enjoyable, despite so broadly
conceived an Adagio. CB
PERFORMANCES CHARACTERISTIC
RECORDING GOOD FOR THE TIME SPAN

DVORAK
Cello Concerto
I
BERT
Concerto for cello and
winds
Jacqueline du Pré, RLPO/Sir
Charles Groves, Michael Krein
Orchestra/Michael Krein
BBC Legends BBCL 4156-2
54m 55s (££) part mono
The more exciting discovery here is
the 1962 BBC studio tape of an
eccentric, rare little concerto by
lbert for cello, winds and brass,
rather like Stravinsky's Pu/cine//a
meeting Dohnànyi's Nursery
Theme Variations. Its Marx
Brothers humour — which clearly
greatly appealed to du Pré, who has
great fun with the incongruous
cadenzas — perhaps won't surprise
listeners familiar with his
Divertissement. The mono tape is,
in away, preferable to the
washed-out stereo of the 1969
Prom Dvorak, with du Pré almost
lost in the mix. Her later Medinah
Hall recording for EMI, with
Barenboim and the Chicago SO,
was of course spoiled by abalance
that went to the opposite extreme.
In his note,Tully Potter surely
overstates the case for this live
alternative (there was also a
disappointing Swedish Radio
version with Celibidache) which is
patchy: it has its 'du Pré moments' —
that unmistakable upper register
soundi— and the cellist shines when
she can dominate, but the opening
of the finale finds her all at sea. This
was evidently work still in progress;
Groves's orchestra too was well
below the standard shown in its later
Handley or Mackerras Classics for
Pleasure recordings. CB
PERFORMANCES IBERT IS ADISCOVERY
RECORDINGS POOR STEREO/GOOD MONO
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DVORAK
Symphony 9 ' New World'
RCO/MarissJansons
RCO 04002
41m 21s
SACD hybrid
Alive performance recorded by AVRO Radio on 6June
2003, this is the first release Una new independent
label planned by the Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra,
distributed here by Harmonia Mundi. We saw Jansons
atelevised 2004 Prom of Tchaikovsky's Pathétique
with his Bavarian RSO: aConcertgebouw Sixth is
promised on SACD along with aOVO of his inaugural
concert performance as the orchestra's chief

Lconductor of Strauss's Ein Heldenleben.

Critics who don't share The Times' arts writer
Richard Morrison's boundless enthusiasm forJansons
will concede that he does get orchestras to play well for
him. That is certainly the case here. It is the RCO
:
:_ -sound that makes this amust- have ' New World' rather
"than the interpretation, whilst in sheer monetary value
it offers short measure relative to Ivan Fischer's Philips
SACD, where we have Symphonies 8and 9on one
disc; Fischer also takes the exposition repeat in the
first movement of 9, agrievous omission here. What
Jansons gives is awell- honed but in places
questionable reading: for me, the scherzo's poco

•

Rey, ,Conrertgebosw Or,hestra

• Dyelk Symphony No.9 From tee New World

sostenuto
sections are too
slow ( like many
conductors
Jansons makes a
big unmarked
rallentando
before it) and the
finale is rather
pulled around. A
tiny concern was
the suave

shaping of the two first-violin mordents before the final
brass chorale in the Largo; these just sound odd.
(Fricsay, of course, was even more extreme in this
symphony, but his motivations were more obvious.)
However, these resetvafions simply melt away with
orchestral playing of this quality.
Thehall sound is more natural than with Decca's
Doncertgebouw productions and the audience is fairly
quiet. The orchestra's three postwar chief conductors,
van Beinum, Haitink and Chailly, did not record the
'New World'; but principal guest conductors Dorati
and Davis did. CB
PERFORMANCE SUPERLATIVE PLAYING, SOME OUESTIONABLE DETAIL
RECORDING NATURAL PERSPECTIVES AND SPREAD

MARISS JANSONS AND THE ROYAL CONCERTGEBOUW ORCHESTRA _

ELGAR
Symphony 2 •
Introduction and Allegro
Hallé Orch/Mark Elder
Hallé CD HLL 7507
75m 30s (££)
Although the Hallé strings don't
sound as tonally rich as the BBC
SO's in Sir Andrew Davis's Teldec
recording, now in the 'Apex' budget
series, this is an admirable

Introduction and Allegro (
no
separate track provided for the
latter...), although Mark Elder's
pianissimi have acertain imposed
character. Led by Lyn Fletcher, the
solo quartet playing is especially
lovely. This disc has one dreadful
conceit in that Elder reads the
Shelley Song whose lines appea rat
the end of Elgar's score of the
Second Symphony; next time, get

Sam West to do it! ( Not only does the
booklet include the whole thing but
Michael Kennedy's brief essay
includes pertinent quotes.)
There is formidable mid- and
budget price competition in the
Symphony. Bridgewater Hall was
the venue for the string piece but
this was recorded at the Manchester
BBC Studios (July'03, not live), and
the sound is grainier. Lucidly shaped
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LISZT
Piano Sonata and other works
Paul Lewis
Harmonia Mundi HMC 901845
60m (efe)
The young British pianist throws himself into the deep
end with this programme of mainly late Liszt, some of
the pieces also admired and recorded by his mentor
Alfred Brendel. ( Brendel's essays with his 1981
Philips set were valuable: they may be re- read in his
Robson book On Music). Lewis— who is to record a
Beethoven sonata cycle for Harmonia Mundi, and
whose Schubert has yet to appear in its entirety —
adds to the Sonata Nuages gris, RW Venezia,
Unstern!, the lovely En rêve, Schlafos! and the
second version of La lugubre gondola, related to
Liszt's presentiment of the death of Wagner. Ararity is
the 1876 collection Vier kleine Klavierstücke.
Lewis may have taken advice from Brendel but he
doesn't sound in the least like him; in the Sonata he

and balanced, Elder's reading is
more objective than, for example Sir
Colin Davis's ( LSO Live), which digs
deeper. Boult's recordings carry still
greater authority. CB
PERFORMANCES ENJOYABLE INTRODUCTION
AND ALLEGRO, SYMPHONY TOO DETACHED
RECORDING BRIDGEWATER HALL PREFERRED

ELGAR
Violin Concerto
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS
Lark Ascending
Hilary Hahn, LSO/
Sir Colin Davis
DG 474 8732
66m lOs (
especial)
SACD hybrid
Several American violinists,
musicians who became US
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reminds me more of Gilels. It begins with huge
promise and Lewis maintains asense of gravitas and
balance. But
he has yet to
find an
individual
voice
(contrast
Arrau in his
earlier
Philips
recording or
Richter on
BBC
Legends); I
don't fully share the enthusiasm
expressed in some other reviews. The Teldex Studio
production is inclined to sound splashy with ashallow
upper register. CB
(3,

PERFORMANCES NEW BENCHMARK Me
ELIAR'S CONCERTO DOESN'T QUITE CONVINCE

IDAN/ 'Ali!!

RECORDING SACD LAYER PREFERRED

P411 LEWIS

MOZART

PERFORMANCE TECHNICALLY FINE; SOMETIMES PROSAIC AND GREY
REC ORD IN SOME SPLASHY SHALLOWNESS IN THE TREBLE

residents or studied there, have
been drawn to the Elgar Concerto,
quintessentially English though it
may be — Menuhin, Heifetz, Chung,
Perlman, Zukerman the most
prominent names. And now Hilary
Hahn. On the other hand, I
cannot
recall any other Vaughan Williams
recorded by Sir Colin Davis.
Theirs is amost beautiful Lark
Ascending: timing close to Iona
Brown's first ASM IF version
(midway between the extremes of
Nigel Kennedy/Rattle and Hugh
Bea n/Boult at 17m 37s/14m 41s);
but Hahn's intonation is more pure.
Three times, Sir Colin gets playing of
the softest quality from the LSO for a
solo entry, and if Hahn in her long
first solo passage might be

Hann has mastered the
complexities of the Elgar ( perhaps
has listened to Menuhin too) and
plays with great sincerity; Kennedy's
later account does not wear that
well, he sounds much too ' knowing',
although he understands better
than Hahn the solo passage in ( iii)
from 16m 34s/Hahn 15m 40s. But
somehow this new recording
doesn't quite gel. Although she is
extraordinarily nimble, Hahn
appears not to have avery big sound
whereas the LSO is relatively brash
and loud — not wholly amatter of
recording, I
believe. Turning back to
Sir Colin's 1993 Bavarian RSO disc
with Takezawa I
hear arather more
engaging accompaniment, even if
the Juilliard trained violinist's heavy
reliance on a ' dirtier' tone is
unappealing.
:here are changes of presence in
the concerto's last pages, and ashift
in the sound near the end of ( ii). The
SACD layer offers better separation
and instrument location. Sir Colins
singalong is distracting, particularly
as the slow movement darkens. CB

considered just ashade calculating
that is not so at the close of the work,
which is pure poetry. The musical
rapport makes this acollaboration
that really did deserve perpetuation
on disc ( production was by Thomas
Frost at Abbey Road; there were two
Barbican concert performances). In
the middle section the LSO winds
create amarvellous, gently rustic
picture; Hahn is at her best soaring,
singing over the orchestra. It does
make you marvel anew at Vaughan
Williams's writing.
CLASSICAL REVIEWS

TOPHER BREUN1G

AUDIOPHILE

11 Early Symphonies e
Letters
Concentus Musicus Wien/
Nikolaus Harnoncourt
DHM 82876 58706 2
229m 58s (£££) three discs
With this Limited Edition set of
symphonies composed between
1764 (when Mozart was eight) and
1768 we have readings by Nikolaus
Ha rnoncourt and two of his
grandchildren from the composer's
family letters within the same timespan. The music discs have extracts
interspersed between works and the
third, abonus disc almost 80m in
duration, has 15 letters from
Leopold, Nannerl and Wolfgang
Amadeus. The problems are, firstly,
that it is all in German and the
booklet has no translations or
synopses; secondly, the voices —
Harnoncourt in the parental role—
were recorded in adead studio
acoustic and sit most uneasily on
the two music discs.
The music- making is another
matter. Some readers will
GEN WATSON

JOHNNY BLACK

MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE HI-FI NEWS CD SERVICE
PRICE CODINGS

£full unce; ££ midprice; £ budget £spectal POA

www.hifinews.co.uk

Music Choice
Cassc

remember the bland recordings by
Leinsdorf, Krips and 13iihm which
led to an undervaluation of these
pre-teen works. Harnoncourt
perhaps goes too far in order to
show off Mozart's precocious
accomplishment. These are
thrusting performances with brass
dominated textures; the soundstage
is oddly narrow. CB
PERFORMANCES ASSERTIVE
RECORDING RATHER NARROW IMAGE

RESPIGHI
Ancient Dances and Airs
Suites 1-3
Philharmonia Hungarica/
Antal Dorati
Mercury 470 637-2
54m 32s (££) SACD hybrid
Awell-filled LP for 1960, Antal
Dorati's Mercury recording of
Respighi's three Suites, Ancient
Dances and Airs for the Lute, was
produced in Vienna in 1958 by an
orchestra formed by musicians who
had escaped from Hungary two

RESPIGHI
:Urgent Donn,
and Airs fur IAols
Suitt, 1.2 & 3

ANTAL RORKE'
Honturirs

years earlier. It became an instant
best-seller ( later, even Karajan
would record the Third Suite, scored
for strings), was one of the earliest
Mercury CD transfers and likewise
reappears in its first batch of SACDs
—with the original centre channel,
from the company's renowned
three- microphone setup, now

vvww.hifinews.co.uk

available to multichannel listeners
(the stereo mix-down is the same as
on 434 304-2).
Respighi transcribed from
genuine 16th/17th century French
and Italian sources to create
colourfully orchestrated, tuneful
works of little real substance but
likeable in small doses for his
inventiveness. Dorati shapes it all
stylishly. The tapes betray their agc
in ahint of grubbiness here and
there. CB

affinity with Prokofiev's ' Field of the
Dead' from Alexander Nevsky.
The approach of the storm' is highly
typical of the composer's
symphonic writing; and overall this
disc has much interesting material
idiomatically presented. CB
PERFORMANCES IDIOMATIC, FINE SINGING TOO
RECORDING VERY GOOD

pieces; Hope has introduced the
lutheal here and in the Falla too.
Schnittke's Violin Sonata was
composed at 20, during his Moscow
Conservatory study period, when he
was much influenced by
Shostakovich — although there are
rebellious suggestions of Ravel,
whose music was at the time

PERFORMANCES VERY STYLISH PRESENTATION
RECORDING SOUNDS ITS AGE

SHOSTAKOVICH
Theatre music - Hamlet le
King Lear
Louise Winter, David WilsonJohnson, CBSO/Mark Elder
Signum SIGCD 052
73m 03s (£££)
'Important new material' I
wrote last
month, summarising Signum's
Hypothetically Murdered collection.
It appears it was not so new after all:
like this companion disc it was
issued on Cala in the mid- 1990s.
My apologies!
Not to be confused with the later
film music for Hamlet, directed by
Grigori Kozintsev, what we have
here is music for akind of
anti- Hamlet satire, directed by
Nikolai Akimov and staged to
general disapproval in 1932 — the
principal role played asa Fa Istaffia n
opportunist, the text arbitrarily
changed. In 1941 Shostakovich
wrote some 25m of music for a
Kozintsev production of King Lear
(later that same music would
accompany aLeningrad Hamlet he
directed!); it contains 10 songs for
the Fool, the second of which uses
the tune we know as 'Jingle bells'.
'Cordelia's Ballad' I
thought had an

EAST MEETS WEST
Music by Bartók, Falla,
Ravel, Schnittke and
Shankar
Daniel Hope, Sebastien Knauer,
Gaurov Mazumdar, Asok
Chakraborty, Gilda Sebastien
Warner 2564 61329-2
73m (£££)
Can East meet West effectively ( or
Jazz fuse with Classical)? Daniel
Hope's new CD recalls Yehudi
Menu hin's raga performances with
Ravi Shankar, recorded in 1966 by
EMI; the opening and closing tracks
are reconstructions by the sitar
player Gaurav Mazumdar, who
studied with Shankar.
Produced in adifferent studio,
and with the violin much too closely
balanced for comfortable listening,
we have familiar works based on
gypsy or folk idioms together with a
premiere recording of a1955
sonata by Schnittke. But the familiar
items have anovel ingredient: the
luthea I, apianoforte mechansism
that makes asound like a
cimbalom, and which Ravel
originally intended for Tzigane in
the duo version. The Romanian
dances were first arranged by
Szekeley from BartóK's set of piano

forbidden unaer Soviet rulings.
There is just one passage near the
opening of the first movement which
foretells Schnittke's later style,
otherwise this is rather Franck- like
in its flowing melodic lines. Not a
very important piece, I
think, but
Hope treats the music respectfully.
But I
disliked the rest of the
collection, especially the first 3m of
Tzigane where the intonation is
stretched beyond tolerable bounds

(Neveu made asublime 1946
recording now on Dutton); the
Bartók too is very exaggerated in
characterisation ( Repin and
Berezovsky's 2000 Erato version is
the one to have). Hope's young
German accompanist, though, is
worth hearing. CB
PERFORMANCES DISAPPOINTING
RECORDING BETTER IN THE INDIAN TRACKS
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Jazz

Jazz
MARC GUILLERMONT
Zappostrophe: Tribute to
Frank Zappa
JungleJazzProd/SB Music
Instrument
73m 37s (£££)
Normally it's wise to run amile from
tribute CDs, but this is something
truly bizarre. Guillermont does not
playa single Zappa tune; instead he
has created aZappalike alternative
universe. Like the music, his titles
evoke but twist Zappa's ideas: 'The
Dark Page No 2', ' Maya's Roads',
'Village Of Fun'.
Guillermont has responded in an
unusual way to Zappa's music,
emulating the sonorities, tempo,
atmosphere and segues as well as
the favourite scales, modes and
asymmetrical rhythms. He finds
everything on the records
fascinating, so aneat bit of
arrangement is as likely to imitate
Tommy Mars' falsetto in 1982 as the
sound of the 12-string blues break
on 'Stink- Foot'. Unlike Sandro Oliva,
though, his guitar doesn't actually
sound like Zappa's. If it did, the
effect might be suffocating.
My favourite track is ' Make a
Blues Noise Here' which imitates
the purple power of 'Sofa' trombone waltz and all - but
overdubs electric guitar with an
abandon only atrue rocker could
manage. ' Maya's Roads' is
tantamount to an analysis of the
inspired riff of ' Inca Roads'; the
insights and play are endless. BW
PERFORMANCES VIRTUOSIC, DAllLING
RECORDING DFFP, SUCCULENT. DIFFUSE

KAHIL EL'ZABAR &
DAVID MURRAY
We Is » Live At The Bop
Shop
Delmark DE557
64m 35s (£££)
Percussionist Kahil El'Zabar and
tenor saxophonist David Murray
make for agood gig. I
first heard
them at the opening of Camden
Town's Jazz Café in December
1990, and they wowed the 200strong crowd. Here they are playing
in arecord store in Rochester New
York in March 2000. Apparently the
microphones were perched on
someone's hat, but the recording is
fabulously rich and present.
Murray has atotally convincing,
untramelled romanticism which is
unique in jazz today- and also
unique in its history. He's everything

www.hifinews.co.uk

ICOMPANI
Fellini
ICDISC.NL 0401
68m 51s (£££)
I
Compani, saxophonist Bo van de
Graaf's 11- piece, have been playing
histunes and those of Nino Rota,
Fellini's great musical collaborator,
for 20 years.
Dedicated to the film maker on
the 10th anniversary of hsdeath,
this CD was recorded at two gigs
(Bimhuis, Amsterdam; LUX,
Nijmegen). The band is
astonishingly good - buoyant and
tight but with distinctive soloistsand the recording is excellent,
sympathetic to Graaf's magical
changesof style and tempo.
Where cabaret jazz often lets you
down - the female vocal, the bass
solo- Tessa Zoutendijk and Carel
van Rijn step forward and really
shine. The ska beat applied to
'Saraghina' (from Fellini's 81/
2)
works brilliantly, showing thatJerry
rnmers was the English wing of a

Him

icompan 1
iive at the Bimhuis Amsterdam and LUX Nijmegen 2004
European left irony which includes
Rota, Kurt Weill and I
Compani's
compatriot Willem Breuker.
Afluent and dazzling combo like

k

this certainly gives agood name to
eclecticism: Rota's impassioned use

Sonny Rollins could have been if
he'd kept to his free moment of the
mid-'60s and never mired himself in
pedestrian rhythm sections.
El'Zabar sings, plays congas and

pleading for freedom and
Crowther's canny psychedelia. The
improvised studio mix plus sudden
glints of forgotten 1970s utopias:
electro modal folk funk improv, real
ale, areal trip. Awelcome sign of life
from an undead genre (anyone
remember Soft Heap?). Fans of
John Surman's Morning Glory
should investigate - Glastonbury
ravers too. BW
PERFORMANCES GROOVY CONFIDENT ORGANIC
RECORDING RICH, UNREAL YET PERSUASIVE

occasionally sits before the kit. The
two spark each other off just as they
did 10 years before. Murray still
delivers the same joyful tumble of
notes; added flexibility and ease
make the experience easier for us,
but haven't made him jaded. BW
PERFORMANCES EBULLIENT AND POLISHED
RECORDING SYMPATHETIC AND DETAILED

ORGANON
Klusterbuckstuckle
Slam CD256
59m 46s (£££)
Fads sweep over the record- buying
population, but musicians carry on
regardless. Soft Machine's
saxophonist Elton Dean keeps
convening the best of Britain's
musicians to try again at that
powerful, open music which was
jazz rock before Fusion and CBS
transformed it into apredictable
quantity. It is fascinating to hear
John Edwards play double bass
that's so compressed and
processed it sounds like an electric
axe. The rest of the quintet are
equally distinguished: Jim Dvorak
(trumpet), Tim Crowther (guitar)
and Jim Lebaigue (drums).
Everything's instantly arranged.
Groove and harmony are never
absent, but nor is Dean's Traneish

RICH WEST
Bedouin Hornbook
PFIVIentum CD016
68m 20s (£££)
Rich West abandons the calculation
about results which makes so much
jazz merely smarmy: his unit plays
with abluntness that's earsharpening. After the leader's
drums, Scot Rayon tuba is the key
musician, supplying arhythmic
punch that doesn't mind if you call it
jazz, rock, prog or Igor Stravinsky.

Klusterbuckstuckle

of local musics has Shóvm Graa
how to integrate his own wideranging interests. Terrific. BW
PERFORMANCES DISCIPLINED YET
EXUBERANT AT THE SAME FIME
RECORDING STUDIO- QUALITY YET PUNCK
Chris Heenan on bassclarinet and
alto sax and Jeremy Drake on
electric guitar are familiar from
Mount Washington
(reirecordings.com), aCD with
eight top-scale improvisers which
they convened. Bruce Friedman on
trumpet is another find. It's
exhilarating to hear these players go
from full-throttle engagement with
West's highly personal
arrangements to gra-ty, careful solos
without ever losing acertain awe at
the total sound: edly like lemon
zest, gorgeous like purple, brainy
and libidinous. Simple, repetitive
motifs suddenly give way to bizarre
sonic immersions, but the clock is
always running and someone's solo
is guiding you through. By Turcifer,
you're thinking there hasn't been
such gruffly explorative tuba since
the glory days of Ray Draper.
In the foldout, West says: 'The sad
thing about LA is that it's hard
keeping people in the same room for
extended periods of time'. One day
someone should put on afestival
with Rich West, Adam Lane, The
Office Ladies, Cruel Frederick,
Bohjass and Universal Congress Of.
Unlike so many releases from
established scenes in New York,
Tokyo or Vienna, this has the
bracing quality of something
achieved against the odds. BW
PERFORMANCES IRONY- FREE, FANCIFUL AND
RiGHTEOJS
RECORDING BOLD, BRAVE AND JUST
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Music Choice
Rock

Rock
PETER BROWN
Get Funky With Me Best Of The TK Years
1K/Stateside 66618-2
64m 18s (£££)
Chicago- born multi- instrumentalist
Peter Brown is virtually an unknown
in this country but this compilation
would make aperfect Chrissy
prezzie for anybody who grew up in
the disco era. The mightily saucy
'Do You Wanna Get Funky With Me'
earned its place in the history books
as the first 12in single to sell over a
million copies and remains apotent
method of filling the dancefloor at
any party. The Grammy- nominated
Dance With Me, featuring Betty
Wright on guest vocals, was a
well-deserved US Top 10 hit with a
killer intro, and the club smash
'Penguin' offers an equally
irresistible groove, despite akazoo
solo and some of the daftest lyrics
ever written. But Brown's greatest
achievement is probably the
impossibly effervescent ' Love In Our
Hearts', averitable tour-de-force of
harmony vocals worthy of the Beach
Boys powered along on infectious
handclaps, abig fat bass drum and
asoaring orchestral arrangement.
Before Brown retired in 1986
(due to tinnitus) he had also written
Material Girlfor Madonna, but let's
not hold that against him. Brown is,
unquestionably, the lost genius of
disco, bringing alevel of
sophistication and wit to the genre
that only Chic ever got close to. JB
PERFORMANCES SUPERIOR DISCO
RECORDINGS SOLIDLY SHINY

DEF LEPPARD
Best Of
Mercury Advance copy
151m 51s (£££) two discs
It's hard not to love Def Leppard,
even if ' Pour Some Sugar On Me' is
patently Queen's We Will Rock You
in stretchy jeans instead of ballet
tights. It's always seemed to me that
they can boast considerably more of
apop consciousness than any other
metal band, and their ability to
transform well-worn elements into
shiny new hits is unsurpassed. 'Two
Steps Behind', for example, cleverly
takes ahook from The Troggs' Any
Way That You Want Me and turns it
into aworld-beating big ballad;
'Love Bites' approximates an intro
out of Michael Jackson's 'Thriller'
and attaches it to an epic lovelorn
weepie; and, smartest of all, the
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NEIL YOUNG
Greatest Hits
Warner 9362489352
76m 29s (£££)
With aback catalogue as vast and
wonderful as Neil Young's, almost
anybody could compile their own
'best of' without including any of
the tracks here and, believe me,
that's not acriticism ofthis Greatest
Hits compilation_
Indeed, criticising it is damn
near impossible ,
running as it does
from 1969's Down By The River' —
an eight minute slab of brooding
regret enlivened by its legendary
one- note guitar solo — 1° the
ultimate anti- heroin lament, ' The
Needle And The Damage Done',
and the passionately angry
anti- Nixon outburst ot'Ohio'
detaeing the slaughter of teenage
student protesters by IJS
government militia.
Along the way, Young breaks
your heart with ' Only LoveCan
Break Your Heart', rages against
racism in ' Southern Man',.yearns
relentlessly pumping 'Action' lifts its
opening snippet of melody from the
Beach Boys' Heroes And Villains' —
as unlikely asource of inspiration as
any in the annals of heavy metal.
This double CD set includes just
one new track, acommendable
cover of The Kinks' immortal
Waterloo Sunset, so-serious
Leopard devotees might not be
tempted to shell out for the 33 other
tracks that they a- ready own, but for
those of us who've admired them
from adistance over the years, this
is the perfect primer. JB
PERFORMANCES POP-METAL RIVERY
RECORDINGS RAW ELEGANCE

VARIOUS
The Very Best Of MTV
Unplugged 3
Universal 982 397-1
75m 57s (£££) includes DVD
Smartly packaged as adouble-disc
set on which disc two is aDVD
featuring video clips from the TV
series, this latest Unplugged
compilation opens with Sting's jazzy
re-working of the old Police hit
'Message In ABottle' and continues
with other delights including REM's
acoustic treatment of ' It's the End Of
The World As We Know It' making
the song's roots (in Dylan's
Subterranean Homesick Blues)
very c'ear indeed. Unplugged is
always at its best in moments like
these, when the show's acoustic

after unattainable contentment in
'Heart Of Gold' and invents grunge a
decade too soon in ' Hey Hey, My My
(Into The Black)'.
For those who own nothing by Neil
Young, this is agreat place to start

and tor those of us who own
everything, it's agreat place to start
argu4ng about what to put onto
Greatest Hits Vol 2. JB
PERFORMANCES UBFLINCHING HONETY
RECORDINGS ORGANICALLY RUSTIC

lormat sheds alittle more light on a
well- loved original version.
Paul Simon's gritty take on ' Bridge
Over Troubled Water', for example,
is particularly interesting, because
the Simon and Garfunkel original
was sung by Art Garfunkel, and the
simple fact that songs by acts like
Kiss and Alice In Chains can
function perfectly well without
electricity convincingly dispels the
ong-held prejudice that heavy
metal bands are in some way
inferior too:her rock musicians.
Excellent as the audio CD is, the
DVD might provide an even mo-e
enjoyable companion with which to
welcome in the New Year, when you
and your guests are in amellow
mood. JB
PERFORMANCES ACOUSTIC REARRANGEMENTS
RECORDINGS WARM CLARITY

they see that the current cult teen
TV soap smash The OC (
best
described as Dawson's Creek with
sex and drugs)has spawned not
only its second compilation but also
aChristmas CD based on the songs
used in just one edition of the show.
First up, that second compilation,
Mix 2, is comprised of two elements.
First there's avery decent sampling
of the most accessible cuts from
talented young contemporary artists
including Interpol, The Thrills and
Dea:h Cab For Cutie — all of t^em
with cifferent styles, all of them
worti hearing. Secondly, there are
tracks from longer-established acts
like The Eels, Super Furry Animals
and Nada Surf, some of whom have
been around for, oh, several years at
least. For fans of the show,
obviously, these tracks have a
particular relevance, but for
anybody else they add up to a
satisfying sampler of some of the
best new music around.
As for the Christmas CD, that's a
winner too, with superb
contemporaryyuletide treats by acts
like The Raveonettes, Low and Ron
Sexsmith, not to mention abrilliantly
amped-up take on Wham's ' Last
Christmas' by:he always wonderful
Jimmy Eat Wcrld. If you're asucker
for agood Chr stmas song, tiere's at
na If adozen here. JB
PERFORMANCES LUCKY DIP
RECORDINGS REMARKABLY VARIED

VARIOUS
The OC - Mix 2
Warner Advance copy
63m lOs (£special)
The OC - Mix 3 - Have A
Very Merry Christmukkah
Warner Advance copy
27m 58s (£special)
There are those who have argued in
'recent years that the world has
come to apretty pass when it's
possible to market a'greatest hits'
compilation based on songs used as
background in aTVseries. Such
folks will have heart attacks when
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ALL QUAD PRODUCTS
AVAILABLE FOR DEMONSTRATION
THE LARGEST SELECTION OF HI -END
HI -FI IN THE SOUTH EAST

sounds
T. 01892 545688
VISIT : WWW .SOUNDS -OF -MUSIC .CO .UK

MUSiC

F. 01892 616383

6 LONDON R D. TUNBRIDGE W ELLS, KENT. TN 1 1Dg

"The little Xen is an excellent micro- monitor, notable for
it's exceptionally smooth, clean and open sound."
Paul Messenger, HI Fi+ magazine

An LS3/5A for the 21st Century?
The Leema Xen is the culmination of twelve man years of
research and development by ex- BBC engineers.
The design objective was simple:
To produce the best performing and best sounding miniature
loudspeaker in the world.
Originally released to critical acclaim in the professional audio
arena, Xeins soon became sought after by music enthusiasts
the world over.
Xen redefiines the standard for miniature loud.speakers, with
unsurpassed power, rhythm and holographic imaging abilities.
Reviewers also agree, Xen is a true masterpiece. •
Book a demonstratiDn'at your favourite deale'ship b
our distributor below._

ntaciJrig

répare to
Distribution:
Contact Paul Woodward
ISOL-8 Ltd.
'.T: 0208-623-1812
M: 07979-745662
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be amazed
Leema Electro Acoustics Limited:
Web: www.leema-acoustics.com
E-mail: info©leema-acoustics.com
T: 01470-511248

www.hrf j
news.co.uk

Music Choice
Audiophile vinyl

Vinyl
DAVIE ALLAN & THE
ARROWS
Devil's Rumble —
Anthology ' 64—'68
Sundazed LP5182
(Especial) 180g vinyl two discs
For those who still worship twangy
instrumental acts, this two-disc set
contains 28 Mike Curb- produced
gems, many with film connections.
Mono, manic and fuzz-toned, it's a
double helping of trashy 1960s
axemanship themes from Wild In
The Streets, Devil's Angels, The
GloryStompersand more. If you
rate Corman above Scorsese, how
could you resist? KK
PERFORMANCES RAUNCHY
RECORDINGS RAUNCHIER

HOLLY COLE TRIO
Don't Smoke In Bed
Classic Records JP5006
(Especial) 200g Quiex
SV-P vinyl
Adecade on, and this album
sounds more contemporary than
ever, given the market's current
penchant for female vocalists
delivering minimalist jazz.
Somewhere in between the
audiophile darlings ( Kidd, Baron,
etc) and the Peggy Lee wanna bees
(Krell, Barber, etc) is ahappy middle
ground, Cole showing greater
imagination and daring in her
choice of cover material, while
embracing sublime production
values. It offers the best of both
worlds, really. KK
PERFORMANCE UNFORCED
RECORDING VERY BLUE NOTE

NEIL YOUNG & CRAZY
HORSE
Greendale
Classic Records
(Especial) 200g Quiex SV-P
vinyl three discs and 7in single
While Neil Young is certainly the
most infuriatingly inconsistent
performer of the last 35 years, he's
never less than interesting [see
Greatest Hits review, p83] and
Greendale is emphatically not one of
his worst releases. Maybe you have
to seethe accom panying film to
appreciate this oddball mix of rootsy,
whiny and, yes, bizarre Young- isms.
What makes this stand out, though,
is the lavish Classic treatment, a
veritable objet d'artof an album
spread over three discs to provide
maximum vinyl real estate, abonus
green vinyl single, ahandsome book
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ANTONIO
FORCIONE

antonio forcione

Dedicato
.Naim naln1p083
special)
ne of Narm's most popular
Ds makes it to vinyl, and the
sult is simply, well, magical.

dedil cato

•
orcione is one of those lively,
ventive, virtuoso guitarists,
eAdrian Legg, who grabs the
tener, regardless of
l i
reference. What the vinyl adds„
,
•
othe experience is arichnes
ot found on the CD, so -omplementary to acoustic
uitar that you can only marvel
at the ' in-the-roomness' of the
LP vs CD. And his
interpretations of the Beatles'
'Come Together' and Marvin
aye's'I Heard It Through The
rapevine' are nothing short of
elicious. Bravo! KK
RFORMANCE ACOUSTIC BUT
ECTRIFYING
RDING REACH ,&WOUCH.

—please, Capitol, give Classic the
vinyl rights to Smile! KK
PERFORMANCE EXASPERATING
RECORDING IN1RIGUING

playing time is under 30 minutes.
Strictly for people who think that
clothes shouldn't fit and that teeing
is literature. KK
PERFORMANCE WHAT PERFORMANCE?

NORAH JONES

RECORDING LET'S SWITCH OFF EVERYTHING

Feels Like Home
Classic 7243 5 84800 16

ABOVE 500HZ

(Especial) 200g Quiex
SV-P vinyl
Her 'difficult second album' is far
better than some critics would have
you believe, Jones proving that her
multi- platinum debut wasn't afluke.
No other way to describe this than
sublimely performed, arranged and
recorded jazz/pop, and so
incredibly mature for one so young.
Makes up, I
suppose, for Jamie
Cullum. KK
PERFORMANCE FLAWLESS
RECORDING SYMPATHETIC

PRIMUS
Animals Should Not Try
Act Like People
Mobile Fidelity MFSL
1-45000
(Especial) Gain 2 mastering
45rpm
And people should not try to act like
animals. Given that the core of
Primus is abass player, this set will
certainly will give your woofers a
workout, but this post- punk/
funk-metaValternative grunge is
indefensible, unadulterated noise
masq uerading as alt.culture art.
The good news is that the total

RELATIVELY CLEAN
RIVERS
Relatively Clean Rivers
Radioactive RRLP 020
(Especial) 180g vinyl
Another forgotten relic from the
psychedelic barrel, Radioactive
successfully scraping out this
ultra-rarity. Extremely'Early 1970s
West Coast' in sound, feel and
content, beautifully recorded and
reminiscent of morefamous
material, from Quicksilver to
late- period Youngbloods.
Apparently the original pressing
consisted of only 500 copies, which
appear on eBay for silly money.
Move quickly: Radioactive pressed
only 1000 of this long-lost Left Coast
gem. KK
PERFORMANCE SPACED OUT
RECORDING OUTER SPACE

RICKIE LEE JONES
The Evening Of My
Best Day
Diverse DIV008LP
(Especial) 180g vinyl two discs
el ice last year's album from the
not-overly- prolific Miss Jones after a
six-year lull, this time on pristine

vinyl. Of course, audiophiles love
her and this release is timed right for
those of us now ready to forgive her
for ' Easy Money' and other hi-fi
show fodder.
Her wide range is demonstrated
here, from lean, singer/songwriter-y
material ta more jazzy fare, with
assorted fork, gpspel and soul hooks
inbetween. If you're apolitical, or to
the right of centre, it will annoy the
hell out of you, but — as far as the
sound and the music, if not the
serrtimenta re concerned — this is a
sublime album. KK
PERFORMANCE COMMITTED
RECORDING WORTHY OF THE 2LP FORMAT

THE WEAVERS
Travelling On With
The Weavers
CiscoNanguard VSD2022
(Especial) 180g vinyl
Sorry, but this is another title
impossible to take seriously
post-AMighty Wind. I'm gonna get
my lights punched out for this when
l
see Cisco at CES, but this is lame,
ultra-white- bread hootenanny
puke. Even ahard-core folkie friend
of mine, Who wants Martin C,arthyas
Prime Minister, ran screaming from
the room. If their destruction of
'House Of The Rising Sun' doesn't
make you nauseous, there's anew
John Denver double CD with your
name on ft. KK
PERFORMANCE WET, WET, WET
RECORDING DRY, DRY, DRY
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WHAT HI-FI
Turntable of the year 2004

Accustic Arts

Virtual
Dynamics

clearaudio emotion
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ACCUSTIC ARTS ACAPELLA CAT CLEARAUDIO GAMUT GRAHAM HALCRO SHAKTI

Isolate,

SHUN MOOK STELLO TRANSFIGURATION

VIRTUAL DYNAMICS

sb-h5t, v.t. to render free from external influence

Power: the very foundation on which the music is built. Regenerator tachnology
from Isol-8 generates fresh, clean energy, free of noise and distortion.
Now independent of the mains, you can liberate the hidden
potential in your system and step closer to the performance
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Acoustic& Chester 01244 344227
Acoustic& Stafford. 01785 258216
Audio Destination.Tiverton, 01884 2435
David Orton Audio Visual, Hitchin, 01462 452248
Doug Brady Hifi,vVarrington, 01925 828 009
English Audio. Hereford. 01432 355 081

o

erley Audio Visual, Croydon, 010 8654 1231
ronos Hi Fi, Dungannon, 028 8775 3606
Loud 8r Clear, Edinburgh, 0131 226 6500
Loud & Clear, Glasgow. 0141 221 0221
Midland Hifi Studio,Wolverhampton, 01902 3801083
Moorgate Acoustics, Sheffield. 0114 275 6048

Radfords, Bath. 01225 446 245
Radfords, Bristol. 0I179 441 010

Sevenoaks, Peter 97 697
Sevenoaks. Plymouth, 01752 226 011

Sevenoaks, Bedford. 01234. 272 779

Sevenoaks,VVatford, 011923 213 533

Sevenoaks, Bromley, 020 8290 I
988

Sevenoaks.Wolverhampton, 01902 312 225
Sound of Music, Crewe, 01270 214 143
Sounds Expensive, Rugby, 0178B 540 772

Sevenoaks, Cardiff, 029 2047 2899

Glasgow Audio Limited. Glasgow, 014 I332 4707

Musicology, Brighton, 01273 700 759

Sevenoaks, Clifton, 0117 9'4 3727
Sevenoaks, Exeter. 01392 218 895

Gloucester Hi Fi. Gloucester, 01452 382 222

Overture, Banbury, 01295 272158

Sevenoaks. Ipswich, 01473 286 977

Harrow Audio, Harrow. 0807 800 4434

Paul Green Hifi, Bath. 01225 316 197

Sevenoaks, Kingston. 020 E547 0717

Hazelmere Audio, Great Missenden, 01494 865 398

Phase 3. Southampton. 023 8022 8434

Hifi Experience, London, 020 7580 3535

Technosound, Milton Keynes.° 908 604 949

Holburn Hifi, Aberdeen, 01224 585713

Phase 3.Worthing, 01903 245 577
PJ Hill Ltd, Guilford, 01483 504801

Sevenoaks, Leeds, 0113 245 2775
Sevenoaks, Leicester, 0116 253 6567
Sevenoaks. Lincoln, 01522 527 397

Infidelity, Kingston- on- Thames. 020 8943 3530

Progressive Audio, Rainham. 01634 389 004

The Audio Visual Lounge, Lo, don, 020 7375 3691
Tru Fi, Sursntrsgdalc, 0845 130 6E69
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Sevenoaks, Oxford, 01865 241 773

Sounds of Music,Tunlaridge Weps, 01892 545 688
Soundstage, Broxbounne, 01992 440 549'
Stoneaudio UK, Dorchester, 01305
in
257555
The Audio Consultants. Alder

aeon, 0118 981 989 I
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Milan

1. S.I. Audio's monster integrated
amp, the VA509/60. Both output
transformer- less and output

show

capacitor- less, it delivers 60W
between 4-16 ohms from 12
Svetlana 509 tubes per channel
2. Boston Acoustics filled the rear
— and the doors — of a Mini with
its top- of-the- line in- car hardware,

There was plenty to please the
purist and home entertainment
consumer alike at TOP Audio
2004, as Ken Kessler discovers

T

turning it into atwo-seater
3. The most popular cartridge at
the show, the revived EMT moving
coil; this is a hot-rodded version
distributed by S.A.P.
4. Though known for tube
amplification, Klimo
showed this rather sexy

aking place a week
before the London

fly the Tricolore with pride. For
us, though, it's the smaller

Tafelrunde, with outboard

show, Milan's TOP

makes and odd little purist

power supply seen on the

Audio is aweathervane that let's
us know what to expect. It hosted,

brands that are of particular

floor, beneath the stand.

interest, as they rarely exhibit

The arm is a 16-incher

for example, the first public

outside of Italy.

turntable, the K. Labor

5. The beautifully- made

showings of Nagra's PMA Pyramid

Almost uniquely, TOP Audio

Monoblock Amplifiers and Wilson
Audio's MAXX Il (with Alexandria

does the best juggling act when it
comes to appealing to every type

technology trickling down to it), in

of home entEsrtainment consumer.

securely shielded from the

addition to ahost of Italian

audio stages

launches. All of the country's

It's particularly ' user-friendly'
because the signs to each room tell

major players exhibit there, and
companies like Opera, Unison

you whether the display is stereo,
multi-channel or both, and the

Research, Chario and Sonus Faber

nationality of the exhibitor, so you

l- 50j from Audiosophia is a
50W/ch integrated amplifier
with the power supply

6. Luxuraudio's Connubium II
sta iidmounter adds an extra
woofer to the Connubium I

6
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call us today and find out why boulder
amplifiers have no rivals.

C. 01892 539245
f. 01892 616383

www.metropolis-music.co.uk

www.acousticarts.co.uk
visit our web site for second hand listing

coustic
rts

For 23 years Acoustic Arts has been known for it's
exceptional service. So if you are considering your
next upgrade speak to people who really know!

Independent audio consultants

rotel rsp1098 processor

krell sacd standard-1

krell kav400xi

martin logan clarity

101 st albans road. watford, hertfordshire. wd17 1rd tuesday-saturday 10:00 AM to 5:30 PM

t.01923.245.250 f.01923230798 mail@acousticarts.co.uk

audio reseach . audioquest . aloia . b&w . beyer. blueroom . boston . clearaudio . copland . densen
harman kardon . hutter . focal jm labs . kef . koetsu . krell . martin logan

grado . gamut

michell. ortofon . project. primare

quadraspire

qed . roksan . rotel . sonneteer. sonus faber . theta . transparent audio . vertex aq . vibe . wilson audio
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Show resort
don't waste any time of you're a
purist. And the exhibitors are
careful to address purist analogue,
two-channel digital, new formats,
vinyl, display technology, multichannel and even some in-car
products. It's probably the only
show in the world with asizeable
number of female visitors.
For standouts, there's no
question that the Nagra Pyramid
had tongues wagging, we were
stopped dead in our tracks by the
wooden wonders from Absoluta, and
dazzled by copious amounts of
vinyl, new turntables and enough
valve gear to keep Sovtek busy for
years to come. Among the
standouts ( for me, that is) was the
S.A.P. VF Autograph Zero- Feedback
direct-drive turntable, with 5- phase
stepper motor, special 12in SME
312 arm and modified EMT
cartridge. Isaw EMT cartridges all
over the place, learning that this
classic is back in production. The

7. MartinLogar's new wall- mount
is the Vignette, with apair of

aforementioned Absoluta offers a
fascinating range of all-valve

woofers flanking an ATF tweeter;

electronics: Calliope stereo pre-

as acentre channel and

amp, Ermes phono amp and

vertically for rur-channel action

Orpheus and Apollo OIL mono
power amps ( respectively 80W and
55W), and retrofanatics will love

8. JR Transrotor's Leonardo 25
for the Land of Ferrari

the tube range from Paso/Geloso.

9. Delta Sigma's mono amplifier

They showed adecidedly vintagelooking pre/power combination, the

stainless steel and aluminium in

AudioNatali used it ho -izontally

looked wonderful in red — perfect

uses copious amounts of

PG232HF pre-amp and AG232HF
monoblocks, in grey paint
reminiscent of 1950s British
amps, with knobs of similar vintage

its construction; rating is 150W

and aneat round meter on the
power amps. Also abit retro is

their integrateds on the huge

Unison Research breathtakingly

hybrid amp, producing 200W/ch

handsome new integrated amp, the
Performance, which harks back to

and accepting five line- level

into 8 ohms, with the potential to
deliver 5kW peaks into 0.2 ohms!
10. For Unico users who prefer
side, there's the Unico 200

the company's early classics.

sources plus tape
11. S.A.P. showed the VF

Almost predictably, though, the

Autograph Zero- Feedback direct-

best sound at the show was that of

drive turntable, with 5- phase

the Wilson Audio MAXX I
Is, driven

stepper motor, special SME arm

by Krell and Audio Research's
electronics. Part of the reason? The

and modified EMT cartridge; its
mahogany plinth is magnificent!

estimable Peter McGrath, who

12. Paso's all-tube PG232HF

repeated the performance at

pre- amplifier, with five inputs,

London. He has two secret
weapons, in addition to the

bass and treble controls, phono

equipment: the most astounding
array of recordings — both

cover; the matching

commercial and his own — and he
can set up asystem with askill

dubbed the AG232HF —

stage, shown with ha adsome
mono power amp —
produces 20W

second to none. Thanks to Peter

13. YO Acoustics' Anat

and AudioNatali for showing how it
should be done. And an extra star

Reference system with

for using aDreamVision projector to

aircraft aluminium; sub

cabinets made from

throw the image of an aquarium on

includes 790W

the wall. Fooled me, Itell you.

amplifier
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9Holywell Hill, St. Albans,
Hertfordshire, All lEU

01727 855577
We stock fine equipment from:AE * ATC * AUDIO ANALOGUE
AVANTGARDE * AYRE * BRYSTON
CELLO * CHORD CO
COPLAND * DENON * DIAPASON * EAR
ESOTERIC * HARBETH * ISOTEK
1M LAB UTOPIA * KEF * LEXICON * LYRA
MARTIN LOGAN * MARANTZ
MARK LEVINSON * MICHELL
NAIM AUDIO * NORDOST
NOUS ANALOGUE * OPERA * ORTOFON
PMC * PROAC * PROJECT
REGA RESEARCH * REL
REVEL * ROKSAN
SME * SONUS FABER * SPENDOR * STAX
STEREOVOX * SUMIKO * TANNOY * TEAC
THIEL * TUBE TECHNOLOGY * UNISON
WADIA * VERDIER
MOST rrEms AVAILABLE
MAIL ORDER CARRIAGE FREI:
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It takes

25 years
experience to
get this good

THIEL
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Views
Please write to: Views, HiFi News, IPC Media, Leon House, 233 High Street,
Croydon, Surrey, CR9 1HZ • email: hi-finews@ipcmedia.com — FAO: 'Views'

The China syndrome hits hi-fi
Iknow that HiFi News is not out there to be
apolitical tome but surely there should be
some consideration to human rights and
social responsibility. Italk of your reviews of
Shanling's exciting

Chinese- made products.

and stylish- looking

Presumably you are aware of the atrocious
human rights concerns of that country and

SACD/CD player is

the almost dictatorial government. Now I'm

just one of the

not arguing the merits of the individual

innumerable hi-fi

products — I've heard many and have been

products made in

impressed — but Irefuse to buy any (which is

China today. But

apain as Iwould love aShanling CD player!)

should we be

until Ican see areal improvement in the

looking at the bigger

political system there.

picture?

Hi-fi is apure indulgence; it releases
tension and relaxes. Personally Iwould have a
hard time doing that knowing Ihad
perpetuated even in asmall way the suffering
of afellow human being. This is exactly what

factories are well treated but remember the

able to listen to it with aclear conscience.

we do if we buy Chinese made products.

bigger picture.

Ian Dixon, email

As to manufacturers, Ihope you enjoy the

The final responsibility, however, comes down

extra profits you are making as aresult of

to us, the consumer. Iarm by no means what

• We're sure this letter will elicit some response

moving your manufacturing to China and I

you would describe as rich; it would be so easy

from the many suppliers whose products are

hope you manage to sleep well. I'm sure that

for me to get an even better sounding system if

now made in China. See Ken Kessler's review of

you all make sure that the workers in your

Iwent the Chinese route. Ijust wouldn't be

the Italian-made Lo Sfizio amp in this issue.

would occur. This practice was not unusual in

most immediate attention is always reserved for

Sound of digital

the 1980s; many CD players used one DAC and

men. Many of the demonstrators are men,

Iwas interested by Geoffrey Horn's description of

two sample and holds to recreate the analog

proudly proclaiming the benefits of their wares.

the listening tests in his letter [' The sound of

output. Irecall that Denon were one of the first

digital... 20 years on', ' Views', November]

to place three sample and holds in their DAC

especially when he says that ' avery high quality

stage — the third to allow sample realignment to

hard-earned cash. There were even some

chain was set up in the listening room with a

correct for the sample phase offset between the

products that had aesthetic qualities that would

LP12/Ittok/Azak source'.

stereo channels.

appeal to lifestyle and minimalist environments.

Idon't doubt the care and sincerity of the

To evaluate the high-resolution formats

Without doubt some of the sounds and
products might persuade you to part with your

There were comments about the number of

listening test, but to use an LP source to

effectively would probably require asimilar

exhibitors and there were some notable

evaluate the transparency of the PCM-Fl seems

ADC-DAC combination for each standard and a

absences. However, the industry seems satisfied

:o prove very little given LP's inferior signal-to-

direct feed from microphones to each standard's

to remain on its current course of male

noise ratio and channel separation, by at least

ADC to evaluate the sound. The paths including

domination, with diminishing numbers of

20dB and 50dB respectively. A more

the direct feed would need to be level and phase

seriously interested buyers.

representative test would have been to use afeed

aligned to ensure the validity of the test.

from amaster tape or, better still, alive feed

Richard Marshall, email

from amixing desk and then use the computer to

Elsewhere Ken Kessler is on record discussing
the problems of how high-end audio and home
entertainment is perceived. Largely Iagree with

do the random selection. The other item to

Women in hi-fi

remember is that the Fl did not coherently

Iwas prompted to write to you by my visit to the

sample both stereo channels but sampled them

Hi Fi Show & AV Expo. While there Iwandered

perceived hi-fi enthusiasm. However, Ithink that

alternately so that effectively the two channels

into the show organiser's room to be met by a

the slightly tongue-in-cheek phrase 'Wife

were sampled on a48kHz clock but with the

pleasant lady. With no one else in the room I

Acceptance Factor' is part of this problem. It is

channels having 180° phase offset with respect

remarked on how few women are visible in the

not sufficient to pat the wife/significant other on

:o the sample clock. Hence if amono signal was

hi-fi Industry. Worse still, when entering any of

the head as she asks uninformed questions.

recorded interesting phase cancellation effects

the rooms with either AN or two-channel, the

Neither is it appropriate to spout techno-babble

Ken Kessler's view and recognise that this
applies to the wider community outside

Guarantee yourself acopy of HiFi News every month Call our subscriptions hotline now on 01622 778778
www.hifinews.co. uk
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y vinyl...

We believe the next big
topic in audio is energy
control — mechanical
energy which seriously
-----upts the music

KLIVt_no
Eke noLse
Unless you install good SUPPORTS
and MAINS SUPPLIES at the outset
you cannot make abalanced choice
of the main components.

Model)

Think of them as an INTEGRAL
PART OF YOUR SYSTEM — not an
accessory. That serious. Really??
If you suffer edgy treble or boomy
bass you might plump for aduller
amp or smaller speakers. But you're
hiding the problem with aPLASTER!
Model 30/2

VIBRATION from outside the boxes
destroys fine detail and can even
distort the sound.
M ECHANICAL NOISE from motors —
including loudspeakers — and
transformers also travels along
cables between units, RATTLES THE
CIRCUITS, is turned into asignal and
then amplified through the system.
RADIO FREQUENCY interference,
air- and mains- borne, is insidious,
everywhere and getting worse. It
reaches into every circuit and even
plug and socket junctions.

Series M2

VERTEX AQ draws on the
company's specialised aerospace,
ultrasound and RF experience in
designing its SUPPORTS, MAINS
FILTERS AND CABLES. We find that
these items make major changes in
system performance. Customers
are amazed at the benefits.

Series 300

You may find you don't need that
expensive upgrade once you hear
the benefits of these components!

rill

e

Right
N

cete
thc.

/It Ilnl•

Customers say we make some of the BEST
SOUNDS

Series IV

they have ever heard, so you know

we can do the same in your home. Our
advice will take account of your best
components and guide you where change is
needed, in stages you can afford.

V.

You AVOID EXPENSIVE MISTAKES ,enjoy
music along the way and save money in the
long run.

JUST LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW
Series V

01225 874728

C D :ACCUPHASE, ACCUSTIC ARTS, AUDIO SYNTHESIS, Bel Canto, dCS (
ELGAR, DELIUS
PURCELL, VERDI, VERONA), W ADIA. VINYL:AVID, BASIS, CLEARAUDIO, DNM ,GRAHAM,
THE GROOVE, LEHMANN, MICHELL, O RIGIN LIVE, SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL,
TRANSFIGURATION. AM PLI
FI
ERS:ACCUPHASE, ADVANTAGE, BEL CANTO, CAT,DNM ,
GAMUT, HOVLAND, NAGRA, SONNETEER, SPECTRAL. LOUDSPEAKE RS :AUDIO PHYSIC,
DALI, ETHOS, NEAT,TOTEM, VERITY AUDIO CABLES:ARGENTO, CHORD CO., DNM ,

Ask for details of this superb range

SME LTD • STEYNING • SUSSEX • BN44 3GY • ENGLAND
tel: + 44 ( .
0)1903 814321 •

NORDOST, SILTECH, VERTEX AQ, YAMAMURA CHURCHILL ETC. M AI NS

Accuphase,

Vertex AQ. SUPPORTS :ARCICI, STANDS UNI QUE, VERTEX AQ

fax: + 44 ( 0)1903 814269

email: sales@sme.ltd.co.uk
or visit or website www.sme.ltd.uk

www.hifinews.co.uk

Views
or shrivel up red-faced if alady dares to ask

expressionism of works like Erwartung, evidently

about the product.

needing to systematize those dissonances he had

Anumber of the barriers to the female of the

serenade, and the Op.31 variations show a

Their list of priorities are often outside the

classical poise and concision, emotionally wide-

immediate obsession with high-end goals but

ranging, formally controlled. All-in-all, avery

they are willing and able to part with high-end

logical development of the AustroGerman line.

So, next time you are at ashow as either a

2200 USIDASOPOr

EMMA., 960./24b1OVO A vs

Die 40

SHE QC OWE

r/OsiVis

@ b51,1=110

emancipated. Works such as the Op.29 suite, the

species apply equally to the well-heeled males.

money for avalue that they can perceive.

DEMON DV

What else, given his restlessly inventive
genius, could he have done? Reger and Schmidt

if&

.144

WIL
MUM.»

visitor or exhibitor — and whether you're male or

can be very enjoyable, but they do tend to sound

female — perhaps you should take along hard

secondhand. The late- romantic idiom is worn out.

Ultrasonic noise on SACD replay, seen as a

look and wonder how many people are going to

The same goes for Zemlinsky's gorgeous Lyric

blue 'hump' in this graph. The player here was a

turn away today. You will always stand achance

Symphony. Serialism is not an aberration, rather

Denon DVD-2200 'universal', but this result is

selling to the dedicated enthusiast but you would

the extreme logical development of Wagnerian

typical of SACD performance

have 20 times the market if you could be alittle

chromaticism. Remember that Boulez and others

less techno and rather more down to earth and

rejected Schoenberg's serial works as too

it is not an elegant piece of engineering.

prepared to consider the wider view.

Brahmsian. And it was easier for composers in

Nevertheless, how can apre-amp have auseful

different traditions — such as Britten and

part to play in this when the ultrasonic noise

purist performance or high-end minutiae; just

Shostakovich — to sidestep the problem and

does not even reach its inputs, however

bear in mind that the next customer might just

create fresh tonal masterpieces. Schoenberg

extended or curtailed its response?

like it because of its color — it's how we are

himself said that 'there is still much good music

perceived to buy cars after all!

to be written in Cmajor', insisting to his students

out to 500kHz and DSD gives neither it nor me

Diane Marsland, Cornwall

'know your Mozart, know your Beethoven'.

any concern in this respect whatsoever.

You do not have to sacrifice your goals of

Schoenberg defended

As for babies and monkeys, perhaps diatonic

Incidentally, Iuse apre-amp with aresponse

Pete Rogers, email

music is the only kind they can respond to. As a
• Andrew Harrison replies: We can only presume

Schoenberg did not set out to 'save us from

music lover with no formal music education of

late-romantic kitsch', still less to ' liberate us

any kind, I've enjoyed Schoenberg's music from

the Mr Rogers is note regular or especially

from western music's essence'. He saw himself

the moment Ifirst heard it, Mehta's disc of the

attentive reader of HFN, or he would have
noticed that, despite what the marketing

It is not sufficient to pat the
wife/significant other on the head as
she asks uninformed questions

machines of Sony/Philips and their associates
may tell us, SACD invariably involves high levels
of noise on aplayer's outputs.
Every measurement review of an SACD player
that we've published in recent years confirms
this is not isolated to just afew players, but
endemic to the format as it stands today. Some

at the heart of the AustroGerman symphonic

Op.31 Variations and the Chamber Symphony.

players have more effective filters, but this often

tradition running from Bach to Mahler. Far from

Perhaps Iwas lucky to hear it early in my

results in asubjectively congested, confused

turning away from this, he simply took up from

listening life, at 16, and free of negative

sound which can be worse than that from the CD

where his predecessors had finished, combining

influences.

format which SACD was designed to replace. At

the motivic and thematic integration of Brahms's

Jayne Lee Wilson, Liverpool

the other extreme are players with minimal

MI Over to you John...

sound; again as poor as CD on abad day. One of

filtering, which can give abright and glazed

sonata structures with Wagnerian harmonic
adventurousness. His works up to the Straussian
Op.8 songs show complete mastery of the lateromantic language, but with amore complex and

SACD and ultrasonic noise

better integrated forms than his contemporaries.

In Andrew Harrison's review of the Music First

several problems with this massive ultrasonic
noise problem is effective metering, as required
in pro-audio applications. Even (or especially) at

Audio Passive Magnetic pre-amplifier [Oct '04]

low signal levels, huge levels of noise are

such overripe musical inflation cannot go much

he refers to acurtailed HF response to 'answer

registered by amixing desk's meters, giving

further, and starts compressing the form into the

customers' requests... so may be particularly

erroneous level readings. Asolution seen on DSD

first Chamber Symphony, packed with melodic

useful for SACD playback, with its huge

equipment from dCS, for example, is to re-

and contrapuntal invention, but still in arichly

ultrasonic noise problem'.

instate aCD-like brickwall filter at 20kHz.

Whilst composing Gurrelieder, he realises that

romantic chromatic language. From here he

How so? The noise in the DSD system results

moves into atotally chromatic language with only

from its 1-bit operation. The noise is then shifted

occasional evocation of key-centres, and very

to ultrasonic frequencies by noise shaping. The

compressed forms. (0p.16 pieces, Pierrot

ultrasonic noise is then removed via alow pass

Needless to say, this technical solution to the
problem results in terrible sound!
If Mr Rogers has found an SACD player —
aside from professional kit not meant for earnest

Lunaire etc.) But it was not only the First World

filter and is thus not present at the outputs of a

listening — where 'ultrasonic noise is removed via

War that stopped him composing much over the

competent SACD player or other DSD processor.

alow-pass filter and is thus not present at the

next few years. He had to move on from the free

The system certainly has its critics who feel that

outputs', then we would like to review it!

• We reserve the right to edit or shorten letters for publication, which should be addressed to 'The Editor' and should contain no other material or enquiries.
Correspondents using e-mail are asked to give their full postal address (
which won't be published). Letters seeking advice will be answered, resources permitting, and at
our discretion, but we regret that we're unable to answer questions on buying specific items of hi-fi. We regret that we cannot answer hi-fi queries over the telephone.
www.hifinews.co.uk
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_PINEWOOD
MUSIC
of Winchester and Taunton
Everything we sell is a piece of us, something that
we have grown to love for the way it brings us closer
to the spirit and emotion of the music. And so we
take a personal and continuing interest in anything
you have been kind enough to purchase from
Pinewood Music. A good number of the systems we
sold almost 18 years ago are still going strong - and
their owners wouldn't change a thing. Bad news for
us, you might say, but we don't see it like that: our
aim was always to provide systems that would give
lasting enjoyment. That is why we are so careful
about what we sell, and why we only handle names
that have an established pedigree of excellence.
That is in your best interests - and ours, as well.

Golden

M
TUBES

SV6118113

TUBES
Golden
Dragon

SON US FABER CREMONA
The floorstanding Cremona and standmount Cremona
Auditor will grace any living room with their exquisite
appearance.
But,
more than that,
Sonus faber
loudspeakers
establish
an
immediate connection
between your heart and the music.

Dragon

They're now considered
essential as far as I'm
concerned, and bring new

JADIS ORCHESTRA REFERENCE
What does a Jadis amplifier sound like? It sounds like a
feisty angel plucking at your heartstrings. Come and
experience the magic at Pinewood with the so
affordable
and
so
achingly
beautiful
Orchestra
Reference integrated, or DPL2 and DA8 separates.

meaning to the term
"simply the best!"
Roy Gregory - Hi-Fi+ magazine issue 28.

Pu

AUDIO RESEARCH CD3MkII
The CD3 Mk 211 is said by many, including ourselves, to
be the finest CD player at any price - and at little over
£5000, that says a lot. No upsampling or over sampling.
just the basics taken to the highest level. It shows what
can and should be done.

NEWARRIVALS@THESHOP

DREAM VISION

,Diet,qor;
ret.ils

Yes, we do cinema as well - but we do it the French way
with Dreamvision projectors and plasmas. No, it isn't
mainstream, but if it didn't perform and look better than
anything else we've seen, we wouldn't touch it.

Worlds 1st Audio Cables
designed purely for Vacuum

Agents for Krell, Audio Research, Jadis, Sonus
faber, Martin Logan, Koetsu, Copland, Prima
Luna, Dreamvision, Pathos, Oracle, Lyra, Unison
Research, Transparent, The Chord Company,
finite-elemente, BCD Engineering, Futureglass

Tube HiFi equipment
...more details @ www.tube-shop.com
For all your vacuum tube needs

You are invited to contact Brian Rivas or Alison
Holmes for a discussion or demonstration

WWW.tube-shop.com
or call us on

The PINEWOOD MUSIC COMPANY

0870 9220404

Winchester: 01962 776808
Taunton: 01460 54322
Mobile: 07860 351113
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com
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essential hi-fi
buyer's shortlist

Welcome to HFN's listing of the finest components that we've
reviewed, updated every month. The emphasis is on rea value for
money — though this doesn't just mean that we've always gone for
the lowest- cost options. On the contrary, we've taken pains to
highlight those more expensive — sometimes very expensive —
components that genuinely justify their sometimes frightening price
tags, by offering atrue advance in sound quality for the audiophile.
Listed are the issue date (month/year) where you can track down
the original review, and the author's initials. If you want the full story,
there's no substitute for the full-length review, so you might want to
contact our Back Issues service to catch up on the whole story. Call
0870 756 0000 or find the order form elsewhere in this issue.

c

HOT

loo

co

CD players
Make/model

Arcam CD33T
Arcam Diva
CD73
Chord DAC 64

Price

£1300
£399

£1960

Tested How we rate it
18/0
Ail

An improvement on the CD23, but now using multiple Wolfson DACs. Strengths are detail, insight and agood grip on rhythm. While

emi
TB

The replacement of the Burr Brown DAC used in previous players with aWM8740 multi-bit sigma delta design from Microelectronics pays off

17/o,
AH

Chord's now fully-sorted 96k Hz-ca pa ble DAC features abuffer nlemory and recloc king system that theoretically eliminates jitter. AH

Multi-format machines struggle to be ajack of all trades — this player is master of one.
here with acomfortable, smooth and civilised sound . Silky highsand wonderful female vocals, even if treble is slightly rounded off.
concluded, ' It's not its lushness and smooth ride that make it awinner, but the way that it treads the route of mJsicality and natural timing.'

Creek CD50

£700

11/03We've come to expect bargains from Mike Creek. Ths one wipes Me floor with most budget players and some with much higher price tags,
DD
extracting incredible precision from recordings. Compare it with same expensive players and you'll ask, why pay more?

dCS Purcell/
Delius

me/
6500

r2/9 J Purcell is aD/D converter that 'upsamples' to 24/96 or 24/192, for ana logue conversion by Delius. An impressive input array, upgradable

Linn lkemi
Linn Sondek
CD12
Musical Fidelity
308CR

£12 , 000

17/99

The CD12 has apparently changed since our review, when CB felt 'asense of disappointment', reinforced by going back to his Meridian

68/
99

508.24. SH, though, found it 'more like analogue' than most, in the positive sense that it seemed to present more information.

£2000

17/03
DA

sound quality that you'd swear there were valves lathe equation somewhere: ' natural' and 'unforced'.

Naim
CDS3

£7050

Perpetual
P-1A/P -3A

$
1100/

Rotel RCD-02
Unison
Research UniC0

firmware, pro-grade electronics. Makes CDs sound wholly believe ole at last. Provision for DSD conversion via proprietary use of FireWire link
Midi-size, with all-metal three-motor mechanism, 24/96 Burr-Brown PCM 1732 DAC, switch-mode power supply. Allows focus on individual

£2200

Musical Fidelity
£890
X-Ray V3
'

Primare C130.2

AD
0A/01
Ail

$800

£1500

instruments easily, with good articulation of fine detail, yet a 'relaxed' treble focus. XLR balanced analogue and XLR AES/EBU digital outputs.

DA was mesmerised by the sound from this 24-bit upsa mpiing pJayer. It is all solid-state, but comes so close to matching its Nu-Vista sibling's

mot
DA

Aplayer punching well above its weight, the V3 puts the emphasisfinnly on the music with awell proportioned presentation that gives areal

0/03
I

Top-of the-range two-box CD replay from Naim. Physically unassuming butsonically arival for anyother player— high-resolution format or

MG

11/01
DA
06/9)

AC

£380

oo?
Aar(I

£1100

/
no,
KK

impression of depth and power. Vocals sound fully fleshed and separation of instruments is good. Comes into its own used as adigital transport.
otherwise according to Martin C,olloms. Sweeter treble, blacker backgrounds and greater all-round ability than its predecessor the worthy CDS2.
Diminutive DSP ( P- 1A) and DAC ( P-3A) units that do somethingspecia I. The combination transforms CD, communicating the illusion of real
musicians. The P- IA is the killer, used as an interpolating upsarr
pier,
, but with capability for room or speaker EQ correction. Mail order only in UK.
Uses the classic Philips CDM12.4 mechanism, with Primare-tweaked software for lower noise, plus decoupling and amagnetic clamp. 8-times
oversa mpled Burr-Brown 1702 20-bit D/A converters.The balance between ability and smoothness iri the D30.2 is about as good as it gets.

Rotel has long been respected for its UK-designed. Far East-built budget players. Although the company now makes DVD players and AV
receivers, it hasn't forsaken CD/two-channel users. If you're on atight bucget this one swell worth auditioning.
Using atriode valve output stage this CD player aims to combine the best of both worlds, with asound, as KK noted, that comes 'scarily close to
resembling adecent moving-coil, playing mint vinyl through atube phono stage.'

DVD-Video, DVD-Audio & SACD players
Make/model

Arum
DV88 Plus
Arcam
DV79
Cambridge
Audio DVD57
Denon
DVD-2900
Mara ntz
DV8300
Pioneer
DV-757Ai
Pioneer
DV-868AVi

Price

£1000

Tested
12/03
AG

£1000
£200

15/01
PM
10/03
PM

£850
£1500
£800
£1000

www.hifinews.co.uk

19/03

How we rate '
Ergonomically satisfying DVD-V and CD player features painstaking audio circuit desigr: separate clocks and power supplies for audio and
video, dual Wolfson 24-bit/192k Hz WM8716 DACs.Excellent pic:ure quality and sound on DVD-V, plus CD sound equalling Arcam's Alpha 7SE.
Its depth of field, fine eye for deta I
and subtle textures place you in the thick of the action while sonically this player offers just about the most
convincing multichannel DVD-Audio performace heard to date. Rises to meet the challenges of the very best display systems, to boot.
Made an excellent impression against some heavyweight contenders in our DVD-A player Group Test. Elegant styling and an extremely competent
performance for not alot of cash. Don't expect the Earth at this price, but this player is thoroughly musical with abit of bite too.
Smooth and natural-sounding on both DVD-A and SACD, this universal player gives seamless multichannel sound plus excellent video

PM

performance. Lacking the proprietary Denon digital link of the DV-Al, it remains afine all-rounder, aworthy competitor to Pioneer's universals.

I
I/O?

Afine player based on the chassis of the earliest universal player, Pioneer's DV-747A, hut with added Maranta touches such as ' HDAM' output

Pm
12/02
PM

stages and heavier build. An EISA Award winner in 2002; but now there are other players with more sparkle and clarity.
This model plays DVD-A, SACD, standard DVD-V and CD. It aIso hasan i
Link digital interface (IEEE 1394 offireWirel, adigital output for highres
data, allowing secure connection toa suitable amplifier (currently only Pioneer's VSA-AXI0i receiver). Now updated with PAL Progressive capability.

12/04

Despite prosaic looks, technology on board makes this player the very first of athoroughly new generation. Stunning pictures, with DDPD

PM

scaler providing tighter, noise-free and contrasting images. Sonically, ighter touch of more affordable DV-668AV proved more satisfying.
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orMafice
dedicated
loudspeaker
supports

tel/fax 01777 70867
E-mail: petehneuk@aol.co
www.hne.co.0

Unique Sound 8t Vision
JVC digital reference allows you to enjoy asound quality that is closest ever ta that of
the original master. The AX-SD1 GD represents our idea of ' no- interference energy
amplification' to achieve the purest of pure sound. First, there's the independent
3- block construction separating the power amp, pnaamp and control section, to pnavent even the slightest interference. Then, the signal paths are trimmed to the shortest length possible, to keep signals contamination-free. Finally, the extra thick power
cable enters the chassis through a hole in the bottom plate, directly running to the
power transformers, reducing power- related interference. Parts and circuits, including
terminals on the rear panel are laid cut in total symmetry for the left and right channels, to ensure the sense of true stereo that gives substance to the music. Also, the
three point suspension provides an unshakable support to the entire unit.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Power output: 70W x2 into 4 ohms at 1kHz with 0.7% THD (IEC 288-3)
Advanced Super-A in push-pull configuration
Quality parts: Dual power transformers (one for plus, one for minus voltage), thick
OFC (Oxygen-Free Copper) power cable, low-leakage El-core power transformer,
copper-plated rear panel
Staggered- resonance heat sinks with tapered fins
Ultra phono stage MC and MM
High output discrete phono equaliser amplifier
3- mode 1Presence' control
Gold-plated brass speaker terminals
System remote control
Enhanced COMPU LINK Control System
RM-SASD1U Remote Control Unit (included)

With the AX-SD1 GD you will experience sound quality like never before, simply out
of this world!
Since JVC started in 1927 this is the best pure amplifier they have ever made.
Limited stock with five years warranty.

The perfect match!

caltilji_*_peoduct.

41

Shunting SACO SCD-T20Qc
Aside tern atow smsli uratily r1gries. this ut; surely thus best ".1(biJoisle digital disc slynnee at
lire peo. K'strcrilairilt uocceiyed .• 1tries (and agey succeeds( to cuo-i all bases eserials
audoptille ci.kr )ose,bly melt. Ite. ireelst rgly styled, largehi superbly huit. has rio, supersuous
(but many inrlul" leature::. peat ocerational ilexibilly and superb so.ind..Seniœth,e. ifs oot quite
up to the too £ 1.0(K) marlines as aCD 1J'ayer. but it's ostrera rely listerrable all the same. and
as an SACE: spinier IS peeless
the pri,:e - especblly via ries tube output stage. Ibis
machine r..; e.eriply la: sweeter. warner and nicer analogue soiuidir than any(' ing I've heard at
[tie price; some [ nay ir el Itoc much or.
miiM,t never te) :11110 to go back to anytnirg
else. I. for 'ne. am in the 'after cairn
David Price Editor

Highly open, transparent and mercer
sound makes this one of the surprises of
the year. Thoroughly recommended.

These are just some of the examples of the special products we have in stock. Unique
Sound & Vision are delighted to provide our customers high-end sound for less money.
How? To find out and experience something you've never experienced before phone now
to arrange an appointment.
JANUARY 2005
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VERDICT

Classic Mission 781 Stand
Mount Speakers
These outstanding speakers
can effortlessly fill aroom with
supreme sound, and have
received many reviews around
the world. They are
compatible with these
separates, and are designed
for serious listeners.

Unique Sound Fit Vision

Bringing you closer to the musical truth
Tel: 020 7272 0922 Fax: 020 7272 4665
www.hifinews.co.uk

o

TacT RCS 2.2X pre- amp

se

£3195

o
o

Many companies have promised room correction, but few
have delivered asystem that's truly versatile. By using the
latest DSP engine to number crunch the huge amounts of
data involved in processing sound so that it suits the room
in which it is heard, TacT has come up with a neat, and
highly effective, solution. If you are thinking of spending
even £2000 on an upgrade, an audition of the RCS 2.2X
is mandatory. It's likely to do more for recreating the
musical experience in your room than any other upgrade.

CD
U)
(./)

CD

Turntables
Make/model

Price

Avid Diva

£1100

Clearaudio
Champion

from
£1020

Linn LP12

from

Michell Gyro

02/04
1H

3301

How we rate it
Versatile enough to accept arms of uo to 12m effective length and even to carry two arms, this intelligently designed skeletal turntable is true to
the engineering concepts of Avid's bigger models_ and the sound is not far behind them either.
Arich, colourful sound and excellent 3D image stability, the mid alittle recessed; but afine rhythmic 'groove' and pace. With black acrylic base

CD

0/97

U)

KK

um

j, 99

Updates 1980s GyroDec, itself descended from classic Transcriptors and Hydraulic Reference, hence the merry-go-round appearance. A

AH

Pro Ject
RPM 9X

£1000

Oracle Delphi
Mk V

£3180

SME Model 10

£4255

Roksan
Radius 5

£850
£ 2550

U)

neutral deck, great sound at areasonable price. Optional upgrades include QC PSU (£440) and aclamp — the latest version uses aDC motor.

simple but effective: price includes tonearm and Ortofon m- m cartridge. ' No nasty top or flaccid bass, just clean, rather crisp and li vely so und,'

Arcam DT81
Creek 143
Magnum
Dynalab MD102
Marantz ST-17
PURE Digital
DRX -702ES

Price

£650
£400

,—t-

ecia

Pro-Ject favourite receives arevamp courtesy of an acrylic platter. Result is apresentation having greater flow, air and lucidity with improved

C-/-7)

TB

definition beween leading edges of iostrument s. Less surface noise compared with original model along with complete banishment of grain.

c/04
DA
'999
K
11/03
AH

Basic design is 25 years old but acco-d ing to DA, the Mk Vcan still show some very costly decks athing or two, and suspension tuning problems
are athing of the past. Ablack granite base looks great but costs extra.
Price quoted includes asimplified version of tie dlassic Series Vtonearm. So eerily quiet and uncoloured' said KK, 'one of the best
ambassadors yet for the greatness o' analogue reolay via vinyl... The Model 10 let's you near the music and nothing else'.
Price quoted includes the Nima tonearm. This Roksan deck offers a ' listen-all-day character that plays music guilelessly'. Expect 'real dynamic
contrast and timbrai colouring, with naturally-sounding frequency response without treble lift or heavy bass'. An absolute bargain!

12/02

It's difficult to define atonal characte- for this cartridge; more accurate to describe it as musical and transparent: ' Inordinately articulate, able to

AH

enunciate thetricKiest of vocal lines... or to showoff ethereal sound effects' with the greatest ease. Challenges some cartridges at twice its price.

Tested

How we rate it
With better controls than previous models, the DT81 is arguably superior to the more experisive FMJ DT26. Comprehensive user features include
engineering mode for interested enthusiasts. Its clear, distinct way of openingup abroadcast makes this arelatively impartial but accurate receiver.
Asimple fuss-free tuner with excellent FM sound-quality, with atotal of 64 presets for FM, MW and LW. Signal strength and multi-path
distortion are displayed. I
Hfound it lhad 'afull-bodied sound that's nicely articulated and stable... excellent value.'

£2200

Toronto- based specialist Magnum Dynalab still makes all-analogue FM-only tuners. This one has optional remote control for fine-tuningand
switching between five presets. AG thought it ' musically superior to anyother tuner that I've heard... In every respect its nothing less than stunning'.

£600

Three wavebands and RDS; for1H the sound was 'detailed and solid, projecting acoherent soundstage with excellent depth of image' if alittle

£330

Winner of our three-way group test, this model br ngs you DAB, yet has ausable FM tuner in the same package. USB connectivity for

bright. It lacks independent remote control but 'sounds suoerb, makes the best of weak signals and exudes aquiet confidence'.
upgrading via aPC; dark, attractive, contoured presentation and the controls are simplicity themselves — atop-drawer product.

Oracle Delphi MkV

£3180

Something of a legend among vinyl
enthusiasts, this classic three-point
suspended subchassis design is now in its
25th year of production and available in
the UK once more after some years'
absence. Sounding fast, transparent,
precise and airy, the Oracle digs up bags of

www.hifinews.co.uk

o

commented TB. If you need aphono stage, go for Debut Phono or Debut Phono SB (with fine speed control, £ 160).

Tuners
Make/model

L.<

and translucent platter ( no dust cover), the outboard AC motor has astepped pulley; manual speed change to 45.

£1075

£120

0—

AH

Classic three-point suspended chassis design, based on AR and Ariston models but with tighter engineering. Simple AC motor drive leaves
room for improvement with better power supplies; now only available with Lingo power supply, and with either Akito or Ekos tonearms.

Pro Ject Debut
Mk Il

Transfiguration
Temper V

Tested

textural information and excels when it
comes to female vocals. Thanks to the
attention lavished on the suspension and
main bearing, the Mk Vversion also proved
an incredibly quiet turntable. The deck was
tested using the Turbo' power supply,
available as a £ 600 option.
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AH! Nee Tieeli CD Player

Pure Emotion
GTAudio distributes and sells products that are hand built by
specialists that have your musical enjoyment at heart. Because of
this some of our products are not commonly seen, but will provide
the realism you never thought possible - Pure Emotion.

Built by audiophiles, the Nioe TRIO ( pron. " New Tubel will bring out the best in
your CD collection. Rave reviews in Hi Fl World, Stereophile, enioythemusic.
corn aaudioreview.com, Buy direct from Icon Audio.
1%Iiiistte%eip
Schroder

1
2
3
4

Optional 192 kHz 24 bit Swiss Upsampler only £ 249.95
Dual power supply with toroidal low noise transformer.
Massive 30,000uf of PSU smoothing caps
Philips Military spec 6922 valves supplied as standard

5 ` Supercrystal clock' for super low jitter
6
Output voltage adjustable from 0.7v to 5v
7
AC ' Noise Killer' fitted
8
Full remote control with adjustable volume
9
Optional Burr Brown OP amps
10 All versions upgradeable to ' Reference' model
AH! take abasic CD player and substantially modify it Inc adding asecond power
supply, an AC noise killer, a low jitter clock, a new PCB with valve output stage.
Only quality audiophile parts are used such as Wima and Vishay. The Swiss
Upsampler by Anagram technologies.

Me COMMI1811011 gillOS

MallethellP110fie SWIRL' thaiis

S71100111 Mt/ ire011111813elleS$

often COMIlatell 19 WWI

Basic
Inc ' Super Crystal', Digital Transformer
Super
Upgraded version
Ultra
Inc Burr Brown op amps & Siemens valves
Reference Inc 24bit 192khz Upsampler & all upgrades

£429.95
£529.95
£699.95
£899.95

Auditions by appointment. Ask for our illustrated leaflet
web site: www.iconaudio.co.uk
Phone 07787 158791. Email iconaudioentlworld.com
•
Le-074—

utlLd.LO

351Aylestone RO Lelcs [UM VIsaillasterCIni

WHITE NOISE

Distributors for
Allaerts
Auantgarde Acoustic

AUDIO KITS, MODULES, COMPONENTS

DPS
Lindemann
Schroder
IRON
J.C. Verdier

PRODUCTS

INCLUDE: -

Preamplifiers,

Phono

Power

stages,

Amplifiers

Active

30-250W,

Crossovers,

Power

Supplies, Buffer Amplifiers, Balanced line drivers / receivers,
Stepped

attenuators,

Capacitors,

Gold

Resistors,

plated

connectors,

Semiconductors,

Cables,

Transformers,

Subwoofers, Loudspeaker drive units

G T Audio
5 Upper Road

Higher Denham, Buckinghamshire, England UB9 5EJ

Telephone: 01895 833099 e-mail

WHITE NOISE
II STATION ROAD

sales@gtaudio.com

BEARSDEN
GLASGOW
Demonstration

98
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by

appointment

only

G61-4AW

http://www_tornaudio.com
Email:- david.white38@ntlworld.com
Tel:- 0141-942-2460 ( until 9pm)
Fax:- 0141-587-7377
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essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist

o

Amplifiers
How we rate it

£ 1100

03/02
AG

This top-of-the- range integrated offers 100W/ch, thanks to an uprated power supply.

£ 700

05/01
AH

Remote-control 85W/ch amplifieç using bi-polar output devices ( not MOSFETs). Its clean and detailed sound nimbly communicates music.

03/03
DB

With eight 6550 output tubes (four per channel in push-pull pairs) this higher- power version of the VS50 gives the sound of classic valves in

Arcam FMJA32
Arcam A85

Tested

Pr ice

Audio Research
VS1 10
Audio Research
Ref Two

£4000
£1 0
000
,

03/00
MC
08/01

found it sounding confidently in charge, making the

most of speakers it was used with, reproducing the life and vitality of aperformance. It also offers tone controls.
Microprocessor-controlled source sviitching, tone controls and inputtrim facility (to equaiise source levels). Finest integrated amplifier atthe price.
spades. DB reported 'warmth, texture, muscularity and deep bass aplenty... brawn, brain and heart in one glowing package'.
Despite broadband noise from this valve-fuelled lab-handled design, sound quality was top notch as well. ' It comes close to beinga state-ofthe-art piece of audio engineering,' said MC.
Remote-control version of classic passive attenuator. Control of volume and source is via optical linkage, asingle Vishay resistor leading to

AS Passion
Ultimate

£1300

BAT VK-50SE/

£6125

0"
AG

the finesse, inner complexity and poise of tubes. Sweet-sounding, without the audibleseverity of some solid-state counterparts.

£1725

10/03
DA

see if he rated 150W/ch (8ohms) model so highly- he did! Fantastic sonic balance and stereo imaging, along with lashings of controlled power.

Chord CPA 3200 /
£4040
SPM 1200C

01/99

Audio meets aerospace engineering. The fully-balanced SPM1200C uses aswitched-mode power supply, yet sounds dynamic and

£3000

01/03

VK-60

Bryston 3B- SST

Conrad-Johnson
MV6OSE

£5000

Creek
P43R/A52SE

£350/
£600

Croft Vitale
EAR 864
GRAAF GM5013
Icon Audio
Stereo 40
Krell KAV-3001L
Krell KAV 400xi
McCormack
pre-/power
Musical
Fidelity A3.2
Musical
Fidelity X150
Nagra VPA
Nairn NAC

552

AH
MC

Conrad-Johnson
Premier LS2

Creek 5350

MC

£10n"

light-controlled shunt resistor. The Ultimate is still top of the class, rivalling active pre-amps that cost four times as much.
Full remote control pre-amp and 60W/ch stereo push-pull valve power amplifier, combine the dynamics and load tolerance of solid-state with
David Allcock was already an ownerof apair of 14B-SST power amps, this model's big brothers, when he reviewed this one so it was interesting to

transparent. 'Has the disconcerting ability to create real sound pressure levels with ease,' said AH, with 'transparency to music's inner workings.'
Originally using two pairs of Svetlana EL34 output valves, uprated to 'SE' status with 6550 tubes, this 55W stereo power amp shows avein of
the excellence of C-J's Premier range. Anicely tuned upbeat delivery, equally rewarding on ajazz or classical programme.
Purist triode pre-amplifier offers full-on audiophile sound ata competitive price. More'differenf than ' better' than the long-lived original LS2,

07/04
toc

detail was reference class while stereo image scale, width and depth were all to avery high standard. Midrange ms exceptionally pure.

05/00

Creek's remote-control pre gives easy-to-listen-to sound, encouraging involvement with the music, with fast and deep bass. Add m-m or m-c

TB

moi
AH

stages (£50 to £80) for vinyl replay. With bi-wirable speakers, asecond A52SE power amp gives even better results.
Creek's 75W/ch integrated sounds good enough to worry more expensive combinaticrns. All the right elements in place, in tune, intime.
Imaging held instruments rock-steady in awide believable space. Remote control of source and volume: phono stage an optional extra.
Classic hard-wired pre-amp, true to the minimalist ideal: 'vintage' in its warmth and preclusion of edginess and grain, yet big, palpable and

"

02/00
KK

£1500

01/00
KK

Aphonoinclusive pre-amplifier tosatisfy audiophiles and studio professionals, with ils XLR balanced input and output. Balanced operation

09/0

This gorgeous-looking valve integrated combines real pride of ownership with aperformance set to re-write the rules in the sub- 4000 market

£35n

£3950

HH

commanding. With some low-level noise and fuzziness, it's still quieter than even amint Quad valve pre-amp.
offers improved dynamic contrast:, slam, overall control and coherence, as well as virtually noise-free operation.
thanks to its seamless, sweet and open sound. Despite having no phono stage it boasts areal affinity with vinyl. Remote control, too.
UK-designed, Chinese built, with NO pairs of EL34 pentode valves for aclaimed 40WYch, or 19W when run in sweeter-sounding triode mode.

£990

02/04
TB

£3900

10/01
KK

A300W/ch integrated. Hooking up 1ohm Apogee Scintilla speakers, KK found it ' produced the very best sound I
have ever heard from the

08/04

This 'entry-level' 200W model doesn't use Krell's Plateau Biasing but does offer balanced inputs. DB found it thoroughly listenable, with punch

£2698
£259n
u

BB

Imo
AG

TB liked its impeccable finish and solid build as well as its ability to produce natural-sounding music.
Scintillas... I
would take the KAV-300iL over any solid-state amp I
can name south of the Theta Dreadnaught'.
drama and speed. It's not at all laid-back, so if you want awarm, distant or soft sound, then look elsewhere.
Power amp uses an unusual 'distnbuted-node' power supply; the unity-gain pre-amp offers passive or buffered output, the latter preferred.
Despite adryish balance and atouch of 'grey', this combination is bold and transparent, combining real solidity with fine detail.
DA felt that the 3.2 pre-amp offered sound qua lity well beyond its price tag, and the 130W/ch-rated power amp is claimed to drive any

£1000

05/03
DA

domestic speaker. Concluded DA, 'At this price point I
can think of nothing I'd rather build asystem around.'

£800

06/04
DA

transparency, refinement and excellent soundstaging. There's built-in m-m phono input of very adequate quality too.

£9350

04/99
KK

feedback. KK praised its commanding and authoritative presentation and abass control of which Ongaku owners can only dream.

me

This is Naim's current flagship pre-amplifier and according to Jonathan Gorse, ' it gets closer, by adramatic margin, to that " live" experience than

£11,750

Naim NAC

£625/

112/NAP 150

£750

1
03/02
AH

Naim NAIT 5

£00 "

02/01
AH

Pass Labs X350

£9950

02/00
AG

Pathos fl-RR

£3250

08/90
KK

Pri ma re A30.1

£1500

06/99
AG

n

Compact at 218 x98x 377mm (whd), yet pleasingly substantial in build, the X-150 delivers 80W/ch into 8ohms El6OW into 4ohms!) along with
Built around apair of 845 output tubes, this push-pull mortoblock power-amp is rated at 50W into 4, 8or 16 ohm loads, with zero negative

any other amplifier'. Don't expect Èto make music sound 'comfortable', instead you get 'bombastic majesty and delicate beauty'. Awesome!
This 150W combination delivers the ' Naim sound' with an obvious freedom from artifice, 'with little of that unnalural glare and haze that afflicts
products that try to give too much in terms of detail and clarity' (AH). Difficult to trump for unflustered sound and musical satisfaction.
Rated at only 30W (we measured 36W), but adynamic performer. With avery convincing decay to treble notes and harmonics, an easy-going
amp that didn't fatigue after continued listening. Stereo detail not as explicit as some, rhythm and timing its real strengths.
very warm. The level of detail, authority and naturalness places it among the finest atany price.

Rated at 350W/ch, the X350 eschews feedback, giving it alower than normal damping factor, and is biased strangly towards Class Aso runs
MOSF ET output stage fed by asingle-ended, zero NFB tube driver stage: downside Èrelative inefficiency and high heat dissipation. Loads
below about 5ohm 'make it cry', said KK, who still called this 'one of the finest amplifiers I've heard, regardless cf price'.
Primare's A30.1 bi-polar amplifiet, rated at 100W/channel but seems more powerful, looks fike amillion dollars, and is remote-controllable. The
volume control is afine 100-step-redder type, with extremely low distortion and accurate channel balance throughout its range.

uad S
24/II-forty

£4000

Imo
BK

Retro recreation of the classic Quad 22/11 valve pre-/power combination, using KT88s to give twice the power (40W/ch) of the KT-66 original.

Rotel
RA-01/RA-02

£250/
£350

04/0
TB

Quality needn't break the bank. Rotel's remote-control RA-02 and otherwise-identical RA-01 share the same 40W/ch (8ohm) output, six line

TacT Audio
RCS 2.2X

£310 ,

08/0
DA/K0

Adigital pre-amplifier with very powerful room-correction built in, used in conjunction with aPC to idealise the system's response at the

••""

www. hif i
news . co. uk

Pre-amp lacks the 22's filters, but is also free of noise, and has anew smoothness and precision.
inputs, and asound that TB called 'smooth and fatigue free'. Don't expect the earth at this price but you will be pleasantly surprised.
listening position. If you're thinking of upgrading, but the real limitation is the room, try this before spending on other components.
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Make/model

A5 SERIES. CD PLAYER. I
NTEGRATED AMR PREAMP. POWER AMR

MU SI
CAL FIDELITY

I
PIP MUSICAL FIDELITY

MUSICAL FIDELITY
1111> MUSICAL FIDELITY

I
I> MUSICAL FIDELITY

MUSICAL FIDELITY

I
I> MUSICAL FIDELITY

5

6
111› MUSICAL FIDELITY

3

le" MUSICAL

FIDELITY

MUSICAL FIDELITY

NEW FROM M USICAL FIDELITY.
A5 SERIES.
X SERIES ACCESSORIES. X SERIES COMPONENTS.
KW INTEGRATED, PREAMP AND POWER AMP.
M 1TURNTABLE.
HEARING IS BELIEVING.
FOR DETAILS OF YOUR NEAREST STOCKIST, RING 020 8900 2866 OR VISIT M USICALFIDELITY.COM

essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist
Loudspeakers
Price

Avantgarde
Uno

£7350

AVI Neutron Ill
Blueroom
Minipod
B&W DM303
B&W
Nautilus 802
Castle Acoustic
Stirling 3

Tested

£500
£260
£180

£730
£2460

Elac CL82 Mk II

£340

Energy
Encore 2

£750
£500

Harbeth
Compact 7ES

£1300

la mo D830

£1500

1Mlab
Cobalt 816
1Mla b
Utopia Alto Be
Linn Katan

£860
£11,000
£635

MartinLogan
Prodigy

£8970

MartinLogan
Clarit

£2500

Mission fs2-AV

£800

£4000

Ruark Etude

£500

Ruark
Prologue

£050

Faber
Stradivari
Son us

Tannoy
Dimension TD12

Totem Arro
Wharfedale
Diamond 8.1

£500n

u

£22 , 000

£65°°

£840
£120
£320

Wilson
Benesch ACT 2

£9000

Wi lson WATT/

Puppy System 7

07/00
AH
12/01

,03/01

£5500
£22 , 500

www.hifinews.co.uk

pulp cone mid/bass, crossover 2.8kHz. Easy to drive, if insensitive, it builds on its predecessors stable imagery, tonal accuracy and detail.
Though small, the Kevlar-coned bass/mid unit in this moulded speaker produces acertain bass weight, even erring on the warm side. Overall
resolution is not especially high, and treble occasionally stood out, but there was arefreshing lack of woody coloration.
In AG's group test of £200 models, the 303 sounded powerful, authoritative and had amore grown-up' quality than the rest. Treble can get
harder when pushed. Overall, it has atight, fast and slightly overdamped sound that makes it keep control at higher volumes.
One of B&W's finest ever loudspeakers, it carries the authority and finesse of the big Nautilus 801, but will work in room spaces where the 801

AH

Simply won't.

17/02

TB described the Stirling 3's predec essor, Severn 2, as detailed but gentlemanly': the Strling 3builds on these strengths and gives greater

First class stereo imaging, bass, midrange clarity and smooth, transparent extended treble, not to mention killer looks.

TB

vividness and more precise imagirg. Afine speaker and worthy winner of a2002 Editors' Choice Award. (Special finishes available at extra cost.)

mo

The Contour T2.5 put KK in mind of the larger classic British speakers of the 19705, but with far greater power handling and speed. Has the

KK

capacity to sound huge, but with holographic imaging, 'deliriously wide' soundstagirg, and above average depth.

.
200
AG

p
8/01
AG

a01
Aw ards
06/90

roc
05/02
AG
05/01
AG

02, 04
AG

Elac's aluminium composite bass unit ( in awood cabinet rather than ametal one, and with dome rather than ribbon tweeter) can deliver high
volume levels with negligible compression or distortion. Basslines are particularly well projected; overall sound is very well integrated.
Satellites use aluminium dome tweeters and synthetic cone bass/mids, the sub a150W amp and 200mm reflex-loaded driver. Well able to
reproduce subtle solo instrumental playing or fur-scale orchestra at realistic volumes. All in all, simply agreat find.
An enthusiast's hi-fi music speaker, but also adaptable for home theatre use, the M12 uses the well-tried Epos bass/mid driver and asimple
crossover. With an open, lively and exciting sound, this is avery fine speaker for the money.
'Compact' only by bam-door standards, the thin-wall enclosure is viscoelastically damped to BBC standards using composite counterlayers, with
the boundaries between main shell and screwed-on panels damped. Balanced, articteate, transparent sounds; easy to recommend.
Something of abenchmark. SEAS Excel drivers in awell- braced cabinet provide crisp, detailed and thoroughly musical sounds, with little
strain even when pushed. Bass is, competent and extended, although higher up the sound can be atouch forward.
Inverted-dome Focal tweeter plus two 160mm drivers (one bass, one bass/mid), in afront-ported cabinet. It had asomewhat bright treble, but
the sound starts and stops when it should. Everything hung together, and it excelledon all kinds of music.
With ahigh sensitivity (90dB/1W) this big 1200mm-tall floorstander needs careful positioning but can deliver an extraordinary sense of depth
and scale, yet its unusually smooth treble makes it difficult to coax the Alto Be into sounding oppressive even when loud.

11/01

Versatile descendant of Kan and Tukan features non-parallel sides to reduce standing waves and clever lock-down crossover board which,

AH

when reversed, switches to bi-wire-/bi-amp-ready mode. Sound proved very stable, with unusual (for Linn) 'airy' audiophile quality to boot.

08/00

Abig hybrid electrostatic, and arguably ML's most successful, musically. MC found it had 'stature, presence and tonal accuracy... exceptional

NIG
r
3/03

spatial quafities and fine sense of air'. If subtlety/refinement matter more than impact, this MartinLogan may be the one for you.

Cí

sound dispersion — and a200mm aluminium bass driver. Needs careful amp matching but afantastic loudspeaker!

i
1/00

The most credible audio application so far for NXT flat panel technology. An AV system ( it's also available as atwo-channel sub-sat system), the

This is another ML hyd rid, capable of running in pure electrostatic mode, but also featuring arear-mounted 25mm tweeter— for better off-axis

fs2-AV consists of acorner subwoofer and five identical satellites on detachable, rotatable stands. Sound is smooth, easy and mellifluous.

07/00

Larger, wider-bandwidth take on the ESL-63 electrostatic (which itself replaced the classic '57') with an add itioral bass panel. Audiophile

KK

components and more rigid construction. Speaker needs room to breathe, but still does the 'disa ppearing act so beloved of the originals.

05/02

Compact bookshelf speaker, an easy 8ohm load and reasonably sensitive (86dB), and aclean and neutral sound: amildly laid-back

AG

presentation, but one that many prefer for long-term comfort, not entirely un-LS3/5A-like, with similar lean bass and open midband.

woo
1
AG

Wharfedale
EVO10

Wilson Benesch
Discovery

With its 5litre volume, this miniature (265 x140x 205mm) update of the Neutron uses aScanSpeak fabric dome tweeter and 127mm Vita

AG

Quad ESL-989

Son us Faber
Cremona

sensitivity of 100dBAN. SH said itgaue immediacy, impact, emotional communication, without the coloration that spoils other horn loudspeakers.

01/01

AG

£6000

Avantga rde's smallest loudspeaker at 44cm high, has horn-loaded midrange and tweeter, and aself-powered subwoofer, with aclaimed system

Sil

I
H

Dynaudio
Contour T2.5

Epos M12

03/00

How we rate it

19/02
KK

Asymmetric 905mm-high enclosure (supplied in mirror-image pairs) using two 140mm paper pulp bass/mids and a28mm silk dome that
takes over at 1.8kHz. Slightlydrooping frequency response, but its consistency of voicing and musical expressiveness are out of the ordinary.
Another beautiful ' boat-tailed' floorstander from the Italian masters. The sound has soul: it's vibrant and bold,' as we said in our 2002
Awards issue. You shouldn't expect the ultimate refinement of the even more expensive Amati, but this speaker is extraordinarily good.

34/04

Our Hot 100 doesn't encompass hi-fi for millionaires, but this £20k design has to be included. Aculmination of the dedication, skill and artistry

mcm

of Sonus Faber's founder, Franco Serblin, it will reward its lucky purchaser with years of listening bliss.

mot
MC

With a12in (305mm) Dual Concentric ( horn-loaded dome tweeter built into the centre of the main bass/mid unit), the TD12 also has

(7/99

Thin enough to slip into the smallest listening room, the Arro has an outstand ing aNifty to cast astereo image across, behind and around the

AH

Tannoy's Supertweeter mounted on top. MC was won over by the speaker's dynamics and expression, and high sound levels.
speakers. Integration between the two small drivers is excellent, the seamlessness helping draw the listener into the fluid midband.

)3/01 &

An opinion divider. KK found 'asoundstage so wide and so deep that one listener thought he was hearing the massive Apogee Scintillas'.

12/01

AG and his panel thought its 'strengths subsumed by an uneven balance'. Probably best suited to lowish volumes in smaller rooms.

06/03
AH
i
0/99

AG
08/01
AH
1
2/02

r,1 c

Exceptional finish, real wood veneer over anon-square box, and the icing on the cake is the excellent sound — weighty bass, open midband
and smooth treble from aKevlar cone bass/mid and soft-dome tweeter. One of the best at the price.
High-tech carbon-loaded WB Tactic drivers replace the Scan drivers used by the citherwise similar ACT One. Listening results suggested a
rather bright balance with superb articulation and class-leading resolution. Magic in the right system, analytical and controlled to afault.
A150mm Tactic bass/mid and 28mm soft-dome tweeter face forward: underneath are two bass drivers in an isobaric clamshell arrangement.
Choir voices were awonder to behold, and the Discovery stayed clean and unflustered on testing techno and dance.
Even compared with the excellent System 6, the re-engineered System 7was thought substantially more transparent, with faster and more
dynamic bass. The '6was afairly tough load, and the ' 7is alittle more demanding still, so avery good amplifier is anecessity.
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Make/model

o

Lifetime warranty

Densen Audio Technologies

-The best warranty in the industry

The most sexy designs
- " The remote must have caused competitors
to tear their hair with envy" Hi-Fi4all

Award winning musical sound
- " So, do Ilike this Densen amp. No, Ilove it." HiFi Choice

Acoustic Arts
Watford
Tel, 01923 245250

Whether it is Madonna, Miles Davis, Mozart or AC/DC; all

Audio Counsel
Cheadle
Tel. 01614 916090

of music is supposed to be made with all the energy that

Audio Counsel
Oldham
Tel. 01616 332602

Too many systems today are only able to play perfect

HI-FI Studios
Doncaster
Tel. 01302 725550
Kevin Galloway
Audio
Kilmarnock
Tel. 01563 574185
Midland Audio
Exchange
Belbroughton
Tel. 01562 731100

have put their heart and soul into their music. No matter if
the quality of the recording is good or bad. Reproduction
has been put into it by the artist. You might think that this
comes natural for any Hi Fi system. However, it does not!
recorded music. Though it is a fact that only a fraction of
today's music is really well recorded. So what do you do
when you want to listen to The Beatles'?!? On most systems
it is better to use your Beatles CD's as Frisbees than actually listening to them! High-End systems today have a tendency to sound very boring and not being able to play
ordinary recordings. It is our finest mission to make music
sound as engaging as it was intended. The way we see it,
a Hi Fi system is a musical instrument that must be able to
play all kinds of music, regardless the quality of the recording. Music must make you want to stand up and play the
airguitar or be an "air conductor" and forget all about the
Hi Fi. If you always end up analysing the quality of the

Mike Manning
Taunton
Tel. 01823 326688

recording and not listening to the music then your system

Mike Manning
Yeovil
Tel. 01935 479361

We challenge you and your system. Experience the musi-

New Audio Frontiers
Loughborough
Tel. 01509 264002

Life is too short for boring HiFi.

Phonography
Ringwood
Tel. 01425 461230
Progressive Audio
Gillingham
Tel. 01634 389004
Zen Audio
Hull
Tel. 01482 587397

might just not be able to play music!

cal difference. Experience Densen.

"The best advice Ican give you is to audition the beat for
your selves. It does so much right that really expensive
amps get wrong, that it might even start you thinking!"
B-100 in Hi Fi Plus
"I absolutely loved the Densen. Ican confidently state that
the B-200 gave me more of everything that Itreasured, not
in the sense that it emphasized any aspect of the music
but rather that it brought me closer (as far as I
could tell) to
it. Ibought the review unit, and it is now part of my reference system."
B-200 in Secrets of home theater

Densen

Lundevej 10

6705 Esbjerg 0

Phone: (+45) 75 18 12 14

Denmark

E-mail: mail@densen.dk

www.densen.com

Accessories Club

THE GREAT AUDIO BOOK SALE: UP TO 50% OFF
Christmas is coming, and the long dark evenings
are with us, so if this already finds you sitting
quietly, musing on life's little conundrums,
thumb-twiddling away the dark hours... here for
your delectation and delight is part of the
Accessories Club's current library of Audio books
—reading matter for the long lonely watches of
winter, to reawaken your interest audio. And it
goes without saying, books make ideal gifts!
Orders received by 17 December will be
processed in time for Christmas.
To make our lists alittle more interesting, as
well as awhole raft of new titles, we have some
sale offerings, with up to 50% off usual prices
on awhole range of titles.
New to our book lists comes the fourth
edition of Alton Everest's Master Handbook of
Acoustics (£40.00), described by
The Absolute Sound magazine as
'a crash course in how sound
behaves in aroom, and how to
treat rooms to improve sound
quality', asubject rarely covered
in print. Back in ' print', actually
now in CD form, the Radiotron
Designer's Handbook by

self-explanatory reference for the benefit of all
who have an interest in the design and
application of radio receivers or audio
amplifiers.' It's the most complete source of
information of valves for audio applications,
both in theory and practice.
Building Valve Amplifiers (£20.00) is the

table book. We have
managed to aquire a
small quantity from the
continent, available at a
vastly reduced price in
either English or German
format, an ideal Christmas

latest offering from Morgan Jones; a
companion to his Valve Amplifiers (£30.00),
Jones's latest book provides apractical guide
to building, modifying and repairing valve
amplifiers, ahands on approach to valve

gift, but very limited in number!
Remember, all our prices include post and
packing within the UK. Export orders are very
welcome, subject to shipping at cost.
Our apologies for the omission of the regular
Accessories Club price list. For information on
our full range of products, and further

electronics, ancient and modern.
Included in our sale list is Tube Amplifiers by
Davig and Paul Kaysek. Amagnificent tome
displaying the design aesthetics of valve
amplifiers in stunning colour, areal coffee

information on all of the books featured here,
see our website.
www.hifiaccessoriesclub.corn

ELECTRONICS
Yvggl?

FLangford Smith (£30.00) has
been sorely missed. For many
years one of our best selling titles,

mm n
Valve
Amplifiers
Self
Audio
DOUGLAS

SELF

this was rescued from oblivion by
Audio Amateurin the USA, which
describes it as: 'Acomprehensive,

BOOKS ON OFFER
MASTER HANDBOOK OF ACOUSTICS: Everest £40
TUBE AMPLIFIERS: KAVSEK: (English version)
WAS £65 £40
TUBE AMPLIFIERS: KAVSEK ( German version)
WAS £ 65 £401:
BUILDING VALVE AMPLIFIERS: Jones
£ 20
RADIOTRON DESIGNER'S HANDBOOK: FLangford Smith (CO only) £30 O
LOUDSPEAKER RECIPES: Dickason
£ 18
QUAD: THE CLOSEST APPROACH: Kessler
WAS £ 50 £45
RIBBON LOUDSPEAKERS: Verhagen
WAS £ 22 £ 17
MILLER'S COLLECTING VINYL: Stanley
WAS £ 13 £ 10 El
SOUND DESIGN: Atwood
WAS £ 22 £ 15 0
ACOUSTICAL ENGINEERING: Olsen
£ 55
HIGH PERFORMANCE AUDIO AMPLIFIERS: Duncan £40 7
,_1
GEC AMPLIFIER DESIGN: GEC UK
£20 E
ELECTROSTATIC US DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION: Wagner £ 18
LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN COOKBOOK: Dickason £35 El
COMPLETE GUIDE TO HIGH END AUDIO: Harley,3rd Edn
£35 U
COMPLETE GUIDE TO HIGH END AUDIO: 2nd Edn
WAS £ 25 £ 12
HOME THEATER FOR EVERYONE: Harley
£ 18 El
AUDIO ANTHOLOGY VOLS 1-6 ( each)
WAS £ 17 £ 12 0
AUDIO GLOSSARY: Holt
£ 10
VALVE AMPLIFIERS: Jones
£28 El
POWER AMPLIFIER PROJECTS: Audio Amateur £20 CI
BEGINNERS GUIDE TUBE AUDIO DESIGN: Rosenhlit
WAS £ 2::' £20
AUDIO POWER AMP DESIGN HANDBOOK: Self
£26
PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRONIC TUBES: Reich
£350
MULLARD TUBE CIRCUITS: Mullard UK
£ 17 O
ELECTROSTATIC US DESIGN COOKBOOK: Saunders £ 28
HIGH PERFORMANCE LOUDSPEAKERS: Colloms (due 2005) £35
LOUDSPEAKER PROJECTS: Audio Amateur
£ 18
AUDIO & HIFI HANDBOOK: Sinclair
£30 E
ELECTRONIC CLASSICS, COLLECTING & REPAIR. Emmerson £ 21 O
MODERN RECORDING TECHNIQUES: Huber&Runstein £ 25
STUDIO MONITORING DESIGN: Newell
£55
THE WILLIAMSON AMPLIFIER: Williamson ( CD only) £ 18 E
THE LP IS BACK! Audio Amateur
£8 O
AUDIO ELECTRONICS: Hood
£26
LIFE & WORKS OF ADBLUMLEIN: Alexander
WAS £ 15 £ 12
HORN LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN: Dinsdale
£28 O
FIRSTS IN HIFIDELITY: The Leak Story
£20 13
GLASS AUDIO PROJECTS: Audio Amateur
£8
THE MICROPHONE COOKBOOK: Tasella
WAS £ 14 £ 10
TESTING LOUDSPEAKERS: D'appolito £28 O

www.hifinews.co.uk

5.1 SOUND: UP & RUNNING. Holman
WAS £25 £ 20
SELF ON AUDIO: Self
£25 [11
BACK TO BASICS AUDIO: Nathan
£32 ci
LOUDSPEAKER & HEADPHONE HANDBOOK: Borwick
£65
VALVE & TRANSISTOR AUDIO AMPLIFIERS: Hood
£21 ri
£55
ART OF DIGITAL AUDIO: Watkinson

ACOUSTICS& PSYCHOACOUSTICS: Howard
THE MICROPHONE BOOK: Ear&
NEWNES GUIDE TO AUDIO & HIFI: Beer
BUILD YOUR OWN HOME THEATRE: Wolenik
PRACTICAL ACOUSTICS: Steven Kamichik
PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEMS: Vivian Capel

£3017
£30 U
£15 O
£20 O
WAS £30 £ 15 0
WAS £22 £ 120

Visit www.hifi accessories club.com — email orders welcome

accessories club order form
Name
Address

Post code
Tel ephone
Cheque/postal order enclosed for

£

( pounds sterling) made payable to:

'HFN Accessories Club' or please charge my AccessNisa/Diners/Amex (delete)*
Card Number

Ii

L

Expires ( date)

n

_UM

EL

Signature

TO ORDER Please send completed order form (or aphotocopy) to:
HFN Accessories Club & CD Service
PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH, UK
OR Fax your order form to: 01234 742028
OR Telephone: 01234 741152
OR Email: sales@hifiaccessoriesclub.com
OR Visit the secure order facility at www.hiliaccessariesclutycom

UK SALES All prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices
include postage and packing for all items, whatever their size,
anywhere in the United Kingdom.
EXPORT SALES Export sales are always very welccime.
Where applicable they will be free of VAT ( Sales Tax), but will
be subject to additional shipping at cost. Please contact
us for quotation. Delivery subject to availability. E&OE.
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Special Christmas Subscription Offer

sikvi- 25%
UP

with the perfect Christmas gift

_

MASSIVE Melee/
MUSICAL FIDELITY'S IL-RAY
fatIagship pte.tri
orier amp p32 aknothei teason to stek with CD P3 6

ews

* Great seasonal savings!
Prices from just £ 17.10 every
6 months

ttifinew s

* Bigger savings when you buy 2
or more magazines online.
Over 70 magazines to choose from
Free postage and packing ( UK only)

FREE prize draw!

EXCLUSIVE
TACT.s
amazing
room .
correction
system!
See page 18

J J

adream holiday
In Sri Lanka worth £3,5001

For more details visit www.giftmags.co.uk

+4 (0)845 676 777
Lines open 7 days, 9am to 9pm (UK time).

more offers, more savings, more choice

Please have your payment details ready when
you call. Quote code

SPECIAL OFFER PRICES
Direct Debit ( UK only) Pay £ 17.10 every 6 months
SAVE 25% off the full once of £22.80
Postal
Region
UK

Full 2 '
Year Price

You
Save

You
Pay

Full 1
Year Price

You
Save

You
Pay

,e9t2R-

25%

£68.40

y.acr.e

20%

£36.48

EUROPE

€1.92.4-4

25%

€144.33

_es 51
. 2

20%

€76.97

N.America
Rest of
the World

$251
1e0

25%

$194.25

..$1.261
.

20%

$103.60

£18T:e

25%

£121.42

...L18Dre

20%

£64.76

THE DIRECT DEBIT GUARANTEE This Guarantee is offered by all Banks and Building Societies that take part in the DireCt Debit Sc keme. The efficiency and security of the Scheme is monitored and protected by your own Bank or Building Society. If the amounts to be paid or the payrner
dates change IPC Media Ltd will notIfy you at least ten days in advance of your account being debited or as otherwise agreed. If ail error is made by IK Media ltd. or your Bank or Building Society you are guaranteed rfull And immediate refund from your branch of the amount poi,
You can cancel aDirect Debit at any time by writing toyour Bank or Budding Society. Please also send acopy of the letter to us. Direct Debits can ONLY be paid through aBank or Building Society. Your Direct Debit price will stay he same for tyear Porn start date.
->e

YES! Iwould like to subscribe to Hi-Fi News
D 6monthly Direct Debit, UK only Pay only f17.10
every 6months saving 25% off the full price of f22.80
[Ii 2year subscription (24 issues) See price details above
year subscription (12 issues) See price details above
Postal Region

Price f/$/€

3. Pay f17.10 every 6months by Direct Debit (UK only)

Iwould like to send a gift to:

to pay by Direct Debit

Mr/Mrs/Ms/Miss:

For office use only. Originator's reference -764221

Forename,

Address:

WEST SUSSEX, RH16 3FS, UK (
Affix correct postage)

Countty

Your details:

HomeTel Na
(onc.country& area code)
if the person you're buying this subscription for isunder Plpleaseadd theirdate of ben below
Forename

Date of Birth:

--

1.1 enclose acheque/international money order made payable to
IPC Media Ltd.for the amount of £/$/€
Post/Zipcode:

Email,

Sort code

Choose from 3easy ways to pay:

Country.
Home Tel No.
6m:country& morale)
Ifyou would hie to recemenads frornFli.fi News and,PC containing news.speculoffersandproductard
sewe information and online rnagarine research questionnaires please includeyour email Ink»

Postcode:
Account name:

Date of Birth:

Address:

151:
t

Name of Bank:

Post/Zipcode:

OVERSEAS:I
PC M EDIA L
TD., PO Box 272, HAYWAR Ds HEATH,

Surname:

l
i

Surname
Address.

Send coupon to: UK ONLY: ¡ PC M EDIA Lw., FREEPOST SEA 4394,
HAYWAR DS HEATH, WEST SUSSEX, RH16 3BR (Nostamp needed)

Mr/Mrs/Ms/Miss.

Instruction to your Bank or Building Society

Please also fill out your Details' opposite.To give more than one
subscription, please supply address details on aseparate sheet

2- Please debit my: OVisa O MasterCard DAmex 0 Switch/Maestro rucmyi
Card No:

E

Expiry date: /

Signature:

Account No:
-------

"---

—

Please pay IK Media Ltd. Direct Debits from the account detailed on this
instruction subject to the safeguards assured by the Direct Debit Guarantee.
I
understand that this instruction may remain with IPC Media Ltd. and if so,
details will be passed electronically to my Bank or Building Society

Switch/ Maestro issue/start date 111

Date:

Signature
pam over 18)

(I am over 18)

Final closing date for all orders is 8th March 2005. Orders received before 8th December zcio4 will begin with the February zoos issue.Orders received after 8th December 2004 will begin with the first available issue.
All prices are discounted from the full subscription rate, Include p&p and are correct at time of going to press. If Hi.F1 News changes frequency per annum. we will honour the number of issues paid for, not the term cf
the subscription. The fi7.10 offer is only available in the UK by Direct Debit. For enquiries call 4-44 (0)845 676 T778, or email ipcsubs@qss.uk.com. iiiFi News and IPC would like to contact you by post or telephone to
promote and ask your opinion on our magazines and services. Please tick here if you prefer not to hear from IPCCIIPC may occasionally pass your details to carefully selected organisations so that they can contact
you by telephone or post with regards to promoting and researching their products and services. Please tick here if you prefer not to be contacted:I

Date:
CODE A9Z4
*For all gift orders received by a
December 7o04, we will post a5peoal
gift card toyou so that you can send it
on to the recipient before Christmas.
Unfortunately we cannot guarantee this offer for orders
placed after 8th December or for overseas orders.

2004 Index
FEATURES
A Matter of Time
(KH) 05-74
Audio Classics
(KK) 11-72
Back to Analogue
(1H/MC) 04-60
Bias assessment
(KH) 10-84
Digital amplifiers
(KH) 11-84
EISA Awards
(HFN) 10-66
From vinyl to CD
(KH) 08-76
HFN Awards 2003
(HFN) 01-17
Inside story of the LS3/5A
(AS) 11-68
Linear tracking
(KH) 12-59
Now Hear This
(1LeS) 04-72
Peter Walker: atribute
(HFN) 03-80
Ringing in the Ears
(1LeS) 09-68
Squaring Up To Arm Geometry Pt II
(KH) 02-70
Sky's the limit
(AMc) 03-78
Uncertain Symmetry
(KH) 03-72
You Rang?
(KH) 07-80
INTERVIEWS
Master Class: Graeme Durham
(AH) 07-62
Peter Craven
(KH) 06-80
SYSTEM SETUP
Classical drama
(SH) 03-58
Comfortable classics
(SH) 05-62
Dalek Invasion
(AH) 04-56
Ibuild things
(HFN) 01-72
Listening Panels
(SH) 09-58
On the record
(AH) 12-58
Pulling out the stops
(SH) 06-66
Question of texture
(SH) 08-58
Westminster chimes
(SH) 01-58
SHOW REPORTS
Bristol Show
(DA) 05-14
CES Las Vegas 2004
(KK) 04-76
HiFi Show & AV Expo 2003
(HFN) 01-78
Hi Fi Show 2004 Highlights
(KK) 12-74
High End Show, Munich
(AH) 09-74
Home Entertainment, New York
(KK) 09-72
TOP Audio, Milan
(KK) 02-47
AMPLIFIERS
Arcam DiVA A80 and P80 int/power
(TB) 03-34
Audio Analogue Maestro Settanta
(KK) 12-24
Audio Research VSi55
(KK) 03-30
AudioValve Baldur 70
(KK) 10-41
Ayre Acoustics AX-7
(I(K) 11-24
Bel Canto EVO 2i integrated
(DB) 07-39
Cambridge Audio 640A integrated
(AH) 09-34
Conrad-Johnson ACT2 pre-amp
(MC) 12-18
(MC) 07-56
Conrad-Johnson Premier 17 LS2 pre-amp
Conrad-Johnson Premier 350 power amp
(MC) 09-18
Copland CSA29 integrated
(KK) 02-48
Croft Integrated
(KK) 01-50
Cyrus Audio 8 Integrated
(TB) 11-32
EAR 509 Mk II Anniversary monoblock
(AH) 06-38
ESLAB DXP-10 and DX-S80 pre/power
(IH) 07-52
GRAAF GM5013 integrated
(KK) 09-22
Halcro dm10 pre-amp
(MC) 04-46
Halcro dm38 monoblock
(MC) 06-60
Huxley Scientific Aquila integrated
(AH) 04-28
Icon Audio Stereo 40 integrated
(TB) 02-38
Krell 400xi integrated
(DB) 06-42
Marantz SC-7S1/MA-9S1 pre/power
(KK) 08-32
Musical Fidelity kW 500
(DB) 10-20
Musical Fidelity X-150 integrated
(DA) 06-50
Music First Audio
Passive Magnetic Preamplifier
(AH) 10-56
Myryad MXP2000/NIXA2150
(IH) 10-50
NAD C 162/C 272
(TB) 11-32
Naim Audio NAC 202/NAP 200
(TB) 12-28
Orelle CA100/SP100 pre/power
(IH) 02-28
Parasound JC-1 power amp
(DA) 01-56
Plinius 9200 integrated
(MC) 05-54
PrimaLuna ProLogue One integrated
(KK) 07-46
Resolution Audio Opus S30 power amp
(MC) 07-18
Roksan Caspian M Series 1
(TB) 11-32
Russ Andrews SJA1/SJA2
(IH) 11-42
Sony TA-DA9000ES AV amp
(PM) 05-18
Sugden Masterclass integrated
(DA) 03-22
T+A Elektroakustik V- I0 integrated
(KK) 02-16
Yamaha MX- Dl
(PM) 09-42
LOUDSPEAKERS
AAD S-5
(TB) 08-43
Acoustic Energy AEI Mk Ill
(AG/DB) 09-46
Acoustic Energy Aego 2
(1G) 08-49
ART Loudspeakers Skibo
(DA) 06-44
ATC SCM 35
(DB) 04-42
Audiopax Reference 100
(DA) 11-18
Audio Physic Virgo 3
(DB) 05-50
AVI Positron
(KK) 06-26
B&W Loudspeakers 704
(IH) 08-38
B&W DM603 S3
(AG & DB) 12-50
Castle Acoustics CC3 speaker system
(AG) 05-38
Dynaudio Contour S 1.4
(AG/DB) 09-46
Eclipse TD508 and 316SW
(AG) 04-27
Emotive Excellence System One
(DA) 10-24
Energy C-5
(AG & DB) 12-50
Epos M22
(DB) 12-34
Ferguson Hill F001
(DB) 03-46
Harbeth HL-P3ES-2
(KK) 06-26
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JBL Project K2 S5800
(AG) 03-26
JMIab Chorus 726S
(TB) 05-47
JMIab Chorus 726S
(AG & DB) 12-50
JMIab Alto Utopia Be
(AG) 01-20
JMIab Diva Utopia Be
(AH) 09-29
KEF KIT100
(KK) 08-45
KEF Q4
(IH) 06-41
Meadowlark Kestrel 2
(DB) 10-60
Mirage Omni 250
(AG/1313) 02-48
Mission 782se
(AG/013) 02-48
Monitor Audio B4
(AG/DB) 02-48
MonoPulse 42A
(DA) 07-49
NHT Evolution T5
(TB) 07-34
Opera Mini Mk 11
(KK) 05-41
Opera Platea
(AG/DB) 02-48
Penaudio Rebel 2
(I(K) 06-26
Pinsh Bookshelf Reference- I
(HP) 10-43
PMC DB1+
(KK) 11-49
PMC GBI
(DA) 10-53
PMC 06-1
(DA) 01-48
PMC 06-1
(AG & DB) 12-50
Quad 22L
(AG & DB) 12-50
Reference 3A MM de Capo- i
(AH) 04-37
Revel Ultima Studio
(HP) 02-32
Ruark Prelude II
(AG/DB) 02-48
Sonus Faber Concerto Home
(AGA)B) 09-46
Sonus Faber Stradivari
(MC/K1() 04-18
Spendor S3/55e
(KK) 06-26
Spendor S5e
(DB) 08-54
Spendor S5e
(AG & DB) 12-50
Spendor S6e
(MC) 11-60
Spendor S8e
(IHa) 07-28
Tannoy Eyris DC)
(AG/DB) 09-48
Tannoy Kensington
(IH) 08-24
Tannoy Sensys DC2
(AG/DB) 02-48
TDK ( NXT) Out Loud CD wallet
(K10 01-63
Townshend Audio Maximum supertweeter ( 1(H) 0345
Triangle Magellan
( AG) 01-52
Triangle Stratos Solis 260
(AG/DB) 09-46
Vienna Acoustics Strauss
( DA) 03-32
Von Schweikert VR-1
( KH) 01-68
Zingali Colosseum
( KK) 05-44
CD PLAYERS
Arcam DiVA CD73
(TB) 03-34
Arcam DiVA CD192
(AH) 10-37
Audio Analogue 192/24
( KK) 12-24
Audio Research CD3 Mk II
( KK) 07-32
Cambridge Audio Azur 640C
(AH) 09-34
Chord Electronics Blu
(AH) 06-32
Inca Designs Katana
( DA) 12-32
Meridian GO8
( IH) 03-24
Musical Fidelity X- Ray V3
( DA) 08-36
Opera Audio Consonance 2.2
( DA) 11-46
Resolution Audio Opus 21 ( MC) 07-18 & ( CB) 11-59
Sugden Masterclass CD player
( DA) 03-22
TURNTABLES/ARMS/CARTRIDGES/PHONO STAGES
Audio Research PH5 phono stage ( I(K) 12-42
Avid Diva
(JH) 02-24
Blue Pearl JEM
( DA) 05-24
Goldring GR1
(TB) 04-33
GSP Audio Era Gold V/Elevator EXP stages ( AH) 11-53
Kuzma AirLine
( MC) 01-42
Lyra Argo m-ccartridge
(
DA) 04-39
Manley Steelhead phono stage
( KK) 05-34
Musical Fidelity Mlturntable (1H) 03-16
Musical Fidelity X-LPS V3 phono stage
( DA) 02-42
Oracle Delphi Mk Vturntable
( DA) 07-24
Origin Live LP12 motor upgrade ( CB) 02-36
Ortofon Kontrapunkt C cartridge
(AH) 08-51
Pro-Ject 1Xpression
(TB) 06-36
Pro-Ject RPM 6 SB turntable ( TB) 09-26
Pro-Ject RPM 9x turntable ( TB) 09-26
Pro-Ject Tube Box phono stage
( I(K) 07-43
Quicksilver Phono Pre-amp
(AH) 01-59
SME M2 tonearm
( KK) 03-16
T+A Elektroakustik GIO S
(AH) 08-28
Transfiguration Aria m-ccartridge (1H) 05-28
SYSTEMS
Roksan Kandy AV system
(1G) 03-36
Tivoli Radio Combo
( KK) 03-38
Cambridge Audio Azur
640C/640A CD/amp
( AH) 09-34
TUNERS/RADIO
Cambridge Audio DAB500
(AH) 05-36
Elgato EyeTV 400 DVB-T STB
(AH) 06-55
Magnum Dynalab MD 106
( AG) 08-40
PURE Digital PocketDAB 1000
(AH) 05-36
CABLES
Avid SCT Reference/ASC (TB) 12-44
Campaign Audio Design
Maelstrom/Conqueror SCLI000 (TB) 08-53
Cardas Golden Reference ( MC) 02-40
Chord Co Signature
(TB) 12-44
Eichmann Bullet Plugs
( CB) 01-61
Philosophy Cables Hypothesis/Organon (TB) 12-44
Wireworld Equinox and Atlantis ( MC) 06-53
DIGITAL CONVERTERS
dCS Purcell OSO
(AH) 03-40
M-Audio Transit USB device
( AH) 05-43

Musical Fidelity X-DAC v3
( IHa)
Nagra DAC
( AH)
TacT Audio RCS 2.2X room correction
(
DA/KH)
Turtle Beach Audiotron
(
DA)
DVD PLAYERS ( INC DVD-A AND UNIVERSAL)
Denon DVD-1400
(
PM)
Denon DVD-2200
(
PM)
Denon DVD-3910
(
PM)
Linn Unidisk 1.1
(
PM)
Primare DVD30
(
CB)
SACO PLAYERS
Shan I
ing CDT-200
(
DA)
Sony SCD-XA9000ES
(
PM)
HEADPHONES
Grado RS- 2
( PF)
Headroom Total BitHead
(
I(K)
Musical Fidelity X-Cans V3
(
DA)
Sennheiser HD650
(CB)
Sennheiser NoiseGard PXC 250
(
I(K)
MISCELLANEOUS
Alner Hamblin MFI01 mains block
(
IH)
Apple iPod mini
(
AH)
Audio One stylus balance
( I(K)
lsotek Mini Sub
(TB)
Isotek Mini Sub Gll
(TB)
Moore Media Medio PC
(
AH)
Musical Fidelity X-10 V3
( IHa)
Never Connected power supply ( MC)
Trichord Research clock mods
( HP)

11-29
12-38
08-18
09-39
01-64
03-52
12-46
06-20
10-47
05-30
05-18
06-57
11-57
02-42
09-41
05-49
04-35
07-44
11-57
01-61
06-59
11-38
09-33
03-43
06-47

AVTech
FEATURES
2-2 and 3-2 pulldown
( DP) 02-34
3-chip DLP projectors ( DP) 11-8
AVT masterclass
( DP) 02-9
Direct-drive image light amplification ( DP) 08-40
Extended-Alis — Fujitsu's plasma panel ( DP) 08-34
LP Technology
( DP) 05-10
Subwoofer positioning Pts l& 2 ( KH) 05-30 ( 1(H) 08-10
AV AMPLIFERS
Arcam AVR 300
(PM) 08-18
Arcam C30 pre-amp
(PM) 11-20
Arcam PI power amp
(PM) 11-20
Denon AVR-3805
(PM) 08-18
Harman Kardon AVR 630
(PM) 08-18
Harman Kardon DPR2005
(PM) 11-4
Pioneer VSX-A)(5I
(PM) 08-18
Rotel RSX-I056
(PM) 08-18
Yamaha RX-V240ORDS
(PM) 08-18
AV PROCESSORS
EAD Theatermaster 8800
(PM) 05-24
DVD PLAYERS
Arcam DV79 ( DVD-A)
(PM) 05-4
Naim DVD5
(PM) 05-44
DVD/SACD/CD 'UNIVERSAL' PLAYERS
Denon DVD-All
(PM) 02-23
Marantz DV- 12S2
(PM) 02-23
Pioneer DV-668AV
(PM) 02-23
Pioneer DV-868AVi
(PM) 02-23
MEDIA SERVERS/PC-BASED AV
Sony wireless network media system
(PM) 08-4
UVEM classic strata 390 HCPC
(PT) 11-26
PLASMA DISPLAY PANELS
Fujitsu P55HXA3OES
(PM) 08-37
Panasonic TH 420W6
(PM) 02-15
Philips 42PF9965
(PM) 02-15
Pioneer PDP-504HDE
(PM) 02-15
Samsung PS42P3S
(PM) 02-15
PROJECTORS
JVC DLA-HXI projector
(PM) 08-42
InFocus Screenplay 5700
(PM) 05-16
lnfocus ScreenPlay 777
(PM) 11-10
Marantz VP- 1051
(PM) 11-10
Marantz VP123S projector
(PM) 02-4
NEC HT1100
(DP) 05-16
Sharp XV-Z200E
(PM) 05-16
SIM2 Domino 20
(PM) 05-16
SUB WOOFERS
B&W ASW850
(PM) 05-37
Infinity KAPPA
(PM) 05-37
MJ Acoustics Reference 05-37
Mordaunt Short MS909W
(PM) 11-28
Naim DVD5
(PM) 05-44
REL Stadium Ill
(PM) 05-37
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Back Issues
We can supply nearly any Back Issue from the last
three years. Please phone to check availability.
Prices are on the order form.

Back Issues order form

Photocopy Service

Name

Hi-Fi News

Address

Price per Back Issue
(including P&P)
Postcode

Tel

UK

(overseas) per article by credit card or personal
cheque ( Switch not accepted).
£5

Europe

Issues required

Rest of World
Ienclose acheque/postal order/international money order for £ ( pounds
Sterling) made payable to ' IPC Media' or charge my AccessNisa/Diners/Amex

Price per Binder

Card number

(including P&P)
I E

Expiry date

Send your order form ( or photocopy) to: Back Issues, PO Box 666, London, E15 1DW

All orders will be dispatched promptly but some surface mail deliveries may take longer than 28 days.
Photocopies of this form are acceptable. IPC Media, publisher of HiFi News and IPC Electric (' IPC') will
collect your personal information to process your order and to gain abetter understanding of oar magazine

UK
Overseas

If aback issue is not available, you can buy
photocopies of articles fcr £ 3.50 ( UK)/£5.00

Call 020 8774 0846 or e-mail
hi-finews@ipcmedia.com

£7

Binders
These sturdy, high quality, gold- embossed binders
£7.50
£11

help you to look after your copies of Hi-fi News.
Each binder holds up to " 2issues. Binders cost
just £7.50 in UK P&P ( overseas, £ 11) from the
Back Issues Department.

readership. We may send you details of our magazines and services. Please tick here if you would prefer not
to hear from IPC O. We may pass your details to other reputable companires whcse products and services
may be of interest to you. Please tick this box if you would prefer net to receive any of these offers o

www.hifinews.co.uk

Sevenoaks

SOUND & VISION
Sevenoaks Sound & Vision
stocks a wide range of Hi -Fi separates, DVD
players, amplifiers, speakers, plasma screens,

ABERDEEN

NEyVSNEWSNEWS
.

LCD televisions and projection systems from

BEDFORD
BIRMINGHAM
BRIGHTON

all the leading manufacturers.

BRISTOL

From starter systems to custom designed multi- room and

BROMLEY

home cinema installations, our friendly staff are available in

CAMBRIDGE

all stores to advise, demonstrate and guide you through the

CARDIFF

home entertainment jungle. If you're interested in home
entertainment and want to avoid the confusion, contact your

CHELSEA

local Sevenoaks Sound & Vision store and experience more.

CHELTENHAM
CRAWLEY

0% interest free option^ is available on most products.
^Written details on request. Licensed credit brokers.
Minimum balance £ 400. Subject to status.

CROYDON
NEW DENON AVR-1905

AVAILABLE IN SILVER OR BLACK

DENON AVR-1905 & 2105
7.1 HOME CINEMA RECEIVERS
The AVR-1905 and AVR-2105 are two new Denon 7.1
channel receivers that offer astonishing value for money.
Features include the
latest 32 bit audio
decoding, 96kHz
processing on all
surround formats and
ahigh current power
supply. The 1905
delivers ahealthy 80
watts per channel (8.
ohms) wnile the '2105 delivers 90 watts and also includes
auto set-up and calibration.

CUSTOM
INSTALLATION

NEW
EALING
STORE

Modern home entertainment
doesn't have to be intrusive.
A carefully considered installation
of home cinema with distributed
audio and video and easy lighting
control can give you all the sound
and vision performance you could
ever dream of - enhancing your
lifestyle and your home.

Our installation experts are full
trained to the highest standards and
will continue to support you and your
equipment long after your first visit to
one of our nationwide stores

Our custom install services range
from the most simple, affordable
solutions to the most grandiose.

The long-awaited store in
Ealing is now open.
Part of anewly developed
parade in the heart of town
close to Ealing Broadway tube
and on the fringe of the Ealing
Broadway Shopping Centre„ the store offers an
unrivalled experience to shoppers searching for the best
in audio and video equipment.

EALING ( NEW)
EDINBURGH
EPSOM
EXETER
GLASGOW
GUILDFORD
HOLBORN
HULL
IPSWICH
KINGSTON
LEICESTER
LEEDS
LINCOLN
MAIDSTONE
MANCHESTER
NEWCASTLE
NORWICH
NOTTINGHAM
OXFORD
PETERBOROUGH
PLYMOUTH
POOLE
PRESTON
READING
SEVENOAKS
SHEFFIELD
SOLIHULL

We can help transform every room
and every home, whatever your

SOUTHAMPTON

needs and budget.

SOUTHGATE

Want to know more?

STAINES

Why not pay us a visit and pick
up a copy of our FREE Custom
Installation
Guide,

SWINDON ( NEW)
Flush- mounted in- wall speakers can
give you all the sound you can handle,
but won't eat into your floor space or
clash with your decor

SWISS COTTAGE
TUNBRIDGE WELLS

available
now, from
your local
store.

WATFORD
24 THE GREEN
EALING

020 8579 8777
MONDAY- SATURDAY 10:00-6:00
SUNDAY 12.00-4:00

Enjoy the freedom to listen to the music
of your choice or watch TV independently
from other rooms in the home

www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk

WEYBRIDGE
WITHAM ( ESSEX)
WOLVERHAMPTON
PLEASE SEE PAGE 7
FOR ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE
NUMBER DETAILS

Seven oaks

SOUND & VISION

Roksan Caspian M Series-1
CD Player £1099.95
Amplifier £999.95

P
:
‘' "A PIZ: .
combination of
early Arcam
refinement and
ttlety, combined
vV)th new-found
! vitality and
freshness." DNA DC192

Arça,M_PV
CD192 CD Player fisq5.9
A90 Armlifier £849.95

"A real class-contender, the
new M Series- 1is acanny
piece of kit and well worth the
money." IA SERIES, co PLAYER

*****

FREE GRADO SR60 HEADPHONES WORTH £90
WHEN YOU PURCHASE AN AMP AND CD TOGETHER FROM ONE OF THE
FOLLOWING MANUFACTURERS - ARCAM, CYRUS & ROKSAN*

SEPARATES

NOT IN CONJUNCTION WiTil ANY (MIER OFFER OR PROMOTION

Pro-ject
Debut Ill Turntable
(Black) £
129.95
(Colours) £
144.95

Pte•iect Nebo Ili

"Building on the Award-winning design
of its pred.

ssors, the new Pro-ject

Debut Ill delivers athrillingly good sound
for the money... Products like this should
ready reinvigorate your interest in hi-fi:.)

Cyrus
8vs Amplifier £799.95
CD8 X CD Player £999.95
Cyrus has been
developing high
performance hi-fi
systems for over 20
years. Today their
upgradeable, modular
product range includes
multi-room systems,

"Here's amachine
that advances the

6 öäö

abilitj of its excellent '
predecessor by an
almost absurd degree.
The Cyrus 8vs is an
absolute superstar."

BestBuy
t

"This is aremarkable player for the money, with
clue as to the budget price... Avery solid buy and alot of fun."

home cinema and some

£1049.95
'The Gyrodec SE sounds great, combining the best

of the world's finest hi-fi

sonic characteristics of rivals... Quite simply, the

systems. The new 'VS'
"The added 'x'

preamp circuitry,
incorporated in the 6vs

factor brings alevel

and 8vs amplifiers, has

of CD playback

dramatically improved
their performance while

2003,

superb sound, looks and feel, which give you no

previously unheard
at this price."

the CD8 X is aheavily
revised version of
the CD8.

CD8 X

Michell Gyrodec SE is terrific. Nothing compares at
this price point -

Sony
ST-SDB900
Digital/Analogue Tuner
fCALL

well deserving another Best Buy."
TOWARDS THE GOLDRING
CARTRIDGE OF YOUR CHOICE*

v
meT
t
i
!F
l?
AWARDS 2000
nowt-lc...1"w

t

Pure Digital DRX702ES
DigitallAnaIoque Tuner
£279.95

'The Sony ST-SDB900 is agreat tuner for the money,
and is definitely capable of giving ot.r current Awardwinner, the excellent DRX-702ES, arun for its money."

"So do you ouy adigital tuner'? Or an analogue
one'? Now you don't have to pick: just buy

Cyrus 6vs Amplifier £599.95
"A significant upgrade to what was
already an impressive amp - Cyrus'
new entry-level integrated is apeach"

1=0
Proiuct
2903

II If 004

ilt 1,411ieecso

Pure Digital's DRX-702ES! Whether on FM or
,

DAB, this tuner sounds superb... The
overall balance is powerful,
clean and crisp, making this a
fine tuner by any standards,
and asuperb buy given its
excellent flexibility"

o

f
--

o\\ te

KEF Q4
Speakers £399.95
The Cr4 is one of the latest

the speaker much easier to

additions to KEF's acclair r
red

place in the room and alleviates

Series. At the heart of this

the sweet spot found on

floorstander lias the UniQ driver

'ordinary' speakers. This has

anay - a 130mm die-cast

been combined with a

chassis housing along throw

dedicated 130mm LF unit for

cane and coincident mounted

extended bass output which

19mm aluminium dome HF unit.

belies the size of its

This driver arrangement makes

diminutive cabinet.

FREE
QED

Musical Fidelity
X-80 Amplifier £ 99.95
X-150 Amplifier £799.95
X- Ray' CD Play: £899.95

SPEAKER CABLE WORTH
WITH ALL HI-FI
SPEAKER PAIRS
OVER £299*

£60
£80
£120

NM WrAKENS OVtit
WITH SPEAKERS OVER
WIIH SPEAKERS OVER

£299
£499
£999

4

The 40 wpc, X-80 and the 80wpc X-150 amplifiers
are part of Musical Fidelity's revamped X-Seiies. Both
models feature adual-gang analogue volume control
and high-output transistors for each channel The X150 also includes ahigh quality phono stage.
The XRayes CD player,
replacement for the legendary
X-Ray, uses the same DAC
and upsampling principles as

Quad
111. Speakers f379.95

the acclaimed TriVista
SACO player

"Tne wonderful Quad 11Ls continue to defy all
known laws of value: they have areal wood-veneer

Wharfedale
£179.95

finish with piar.o-gloss lacquer - unheard of at the
price. Yet nothing sonically has been sacrificed... The
Quads are amazing value for money - no rival

"The overall balance of the speakers is their finest

speakers come close!"

characteristic. Thanks to near-perfect driver integration,
music sounds wonderfully natural and transparent... This
is abar-raising effort from Wharfedale: these are
ridiculously good speakers at the budget price level."

Roksan Kandy
KD1/111 CD Player £649.95
KA1/111 Amplifier £649.95

(
Ô
-

e

1111111111111111111

"Timing and invthm are excellent. DJ Shadow
is delivered will clarity arid atight bass, while
at trie other extreme the treble

i3

'
sweet and

detailed, getting the most from Wagner's Ride
of the Valkyries. The result is a breathtaking
Best Buy amplifier that betters its competition
with ease."

KANDY KAI All AMPUFIER - AWARDS 2003

"The Kandy KD1/III CD player offers agreat array of talents - team it with its amp stablemate and you
have something close to the ideal .•,sual and sonic combination."

FREE

PRICING POLICY
--

*****

GRADO SR6OREADPHONES WORTH £ 0WHEN YOU PURCHASE AN AMP AND CD TOGETHER FROM ONE
OF THE FOLLOWING MANUFACTURERS - ARCAM, CYRUS & ROKSAN* tor IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTIMI OfFER oe PROMMON

We always try to ensure our prices are highly competitive.
r•

`.".,^.IfrIlf"

/ FINANCE OPTION*
7', Spread the cost of buying.

Im the event you can find the same products and excellent service at

0% finance option is available on the vast majority of products we stock.

alower price, please bring it to our store managers' attention.

•
Wnnen aetads on request. Licenser, credit brokers. Minimum balance 0400. Subject to status.

PLEASE NOTE: SOME PRODUCTS MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE AT ALL STORES. PLEASE CALL BEFORE TRAVELLING.
*ADDED VALUE OFFERS - FROM RANGE AVAILABLE IN-STORE. NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. ADVERTISEMENT VALID UNTIL AT LEAST 15/12/04, E&OE.

Seven oaks

SOUND & VISION

Rotel 10 Series
RA-1062 Amplifier £594.95
RCD-1072 CD Player £594.95

Mission m34i
Speakers

£329.95

"At the heart of the 60-watt RA- 1062 is atoroidal
transformer and apower supply, which Rotel claims,

"The original m34s

helps the amp maintain performance even at high

impressed us with their

volumes... Crank up the volume and, as promised, the

easy-going bass, but

Rotel keeps its composure and balance... If you want a

had an undynamic and

£600 integrated, be sure to audition the RA- 1062.

uninvolving balance. Nat

First impressions of the RCD-1072 are excellent. This is

the m34is: they're

the slickest machine in this group: the casework feels

refined and enjoyable...

solid and the finish exceptional at the price... On its own

You'll be hard pressed to

terms it remains an enjoyable and informative CD player."

find abetter balance of

WHAT HI*FI? SOUND AND VISION • SEPTEMBER acua

talents anywhere else for
this amount of money."

Acoustic Energy
• Aelite Due
Speakers £749.95

Yamaha

*****

CDR-HD1300/II CD Recorder
CALL

Beglagne

"Acoustic Ene-gy's new

Mission m31i
Speakers

Aelite Threes weigh in at a
hefty 18kg apiece, and their

£139.95

curved, real wood finished

"Overall, the tile m311

cabents both look handsome

speakers are great, and

and make good acoustic

The team at Mission

sense... So how do they

No more wasted CD-Rs: in astoke of genius

perform... Give them abig

Yamaha had the idea of combining aCD recorder

room and position them in

with ahard drive, enabling you to edit your music

free space and they'll deriver

before you bum. The CDR-HD1300/II is trie

great things... . fyou want a

upgraded version of the Award-winning ' HD1300

big sound for sensible

offering even greater disc capacity."

should consider this upgrade job
well done.

'i' in the model name

stands for ' improved' and these

muc2r912:

speakers fully deserve the suffix."

money, don't hesitate to
audition the Aelite Threes."

The 704 speakers

Rolcsan Caspian M Series

are part of B&W's
These floorstanding,

PrPlmnlifer/2 x Monoblocs
£3449.95

new 700 series.

Acoustic Energy
AE1 MKIII Speakers
£1699.95

twoand-a-half-

"This Aoksan is an excellent buy that puts most of the

way, vented box

opposition to shame when it comes to sonic ability... If

speakers and are
available in a

you want the most honest-sounding amp you can get
your money, this combo can't be ignored."

variety of attractive

}

"The legendary AE1 lives on in this
groundbreaking third version... The Mk Ills are
wortny of the AE1 name, taking small-speaker
performance to another level.."

finishes. In arecent
What HiFi? Sound

COMPACT SYSTEM

and Vision group
test the 704 offered
"Remarkable

451,1,1 TM

openness and
clarity that is

Denon DM31
UD M31 CD Receiver £189.95
When purchased with speakers over f99*
When purchased on its own £ 199.95

unrivalled at
this price."

e\.‘

"The D- M30 was exernpbry, as its tree What HiFi? Sound and
Vision Awards clearly st low. The D- M31 is even better, making it
phenomenal value for money"

***** '

NB - DENON DM31 PRICE EXCLUDE SPEAKERS.//

PLEASE NOTE: SOME PRODUCTS MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE AT ALL STORES. PLEASE CALL BEFORE TRAVELLING.
*ADDED VALUE OFFERS - FROM RANGE AVAILABLE IN-STORE. NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. ADVERTISEMENT VALID UNTIL AT LEAST 15/12/04, E&OE.

o

•

SUGGESTED
HI-FI
SEPARATE
SYSTEMS
WIRELESS
NETWORKING
MUSIC
ALL
AROUND
THE
HOME

Sevenoaks has carefully chosen three
hi-fi separate systems. All components
have been selected for their performance,
reliability and compatibility.
These systems represent superb value for
money with massive savings on the
individual component prices.
Simply add speaker and interconnect
cables and other accessories from our
extensive range available in-store.

You've heard of hi-fi - now
welcome to the world of wi-fi!
Wi-fi devices allow you to
network a.-ange of devices
together - from your music
system to your PC - without

RCD-02 CD Player
RA- 02 Amplifier

the wires. For example, a
-nultiroom

server like Yamaha's

MusicCAST can wirelessly

Bronze B2 Speakers

ser lo music to up to five ' client'
playback systems dotted
around your home. That music
could be stored on the
MusicCAST server device or
PRICE RCCLUDES CAIKES

other sources - existing hi-fi kit,
maybe, or an internet radio

STANDS

HI-FI SYSTFM 1 NOT IN/ CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER OR PROMOTION

s::ation or MP3 files from your
PC: plug-in adapters make it
easy to wi-ti-enable products.

Arcam
CD73T CD Player
A65 Plus Amplifier

YAMAHA'S Musi<CAS1
MCX-100D DIGITAL SERVER
& MCX-A10 CLIENT

KEF
Q4 Speakers

£999.

95

SAVE

£149

PRICE EXCLUDES CABLES 8, STANDS

MusicCAST
MCX-A10 CLIENT
& MCX-SP10 SPEAKERS

•,, F
I
StSTEM 2 NOT IN CONJUNCTION VOTH ANY OTHER OFFEROR PROMOTION

YAMAHA MusicCAST
MCX A10

£599.95

(Must cCAST Client)
NICX 1000
e

£1799.95

( MusicCAST Server)

IVICX-5P10

£ 99.95

(MusirCAST Speakers)

CYRUSLINK
unkserver 160
£2999.95
(Four Zone HO Server 160Gb Drive)

Roksan
Kandy KD1/11I CD Player
Kandy KA1/11I Amplifier
Monitor Audio
Silver 56 Speakers

Linkserver 250 £ 3499.95
(Four Zone HD Server 250G4 Dn.)

ter

ILinkport

£649.95

Linkvvand

£199.95

CyruslInk

FREE
.95

SOUNDSTYLE
RACK
WORTH £ 00

PRICE EXCLUDES CABLES
AVAILABLE AT SELECTED
SEVENOAKS SOUND & VISION STORES

51STEM 3 • NOT IN CONJUNCTION IA1TH ARIO OTHER OFFER OR PROMOTION

Sevenoaks

SOUND & VISION

Musical Fidelity X-80

....

£399.95

Musical Fidelity X-150
Musical Fidelity A3.2

£799.95
£979.95

Musical Fidelity A3.2 Pre .
Musical Fidelity 13.2 Power

£999.95
£999.95

Musical Fidelity 1308
Quad b Power

.

Roksan Kandy KA1

£ 1999.95
£ 549.95

.

Roksan Caspian M
Roksan Caspian M Pre

£ 649.95
£999.95
£ 1249.95

Roksan Caspian M Monobloc Power .(Each) £1099.95
Rotel DA 01
Rotel RA- 02

£249.95
£349.95

Rotel RA- 1062

• --......-

£594.95

SPEAKERS

L

Acoustic Energy Aegis Evo One

£ 139.95

Acoustic Energy Aegis Evo Three

£259.95

Acoustic Energy Mite Two
Acoustic Energy Aelite Three

£449.95
£749.95

Pioneer DV575A Universal

£ CALL

£CALL

Rn 0201E (Brittex Black) £ 100 RED CABLE`

£724.95

Pioneer DV668Av Universal £ CALL

£CALL

RB. 0400E (Billie Black) £ 100 0E0 CABLE`

£ 999.95

Pioneer DV868Avi universal £ CALL
Toshiba 50240E
£ CALL

£CALL

REL Quake ( Bride Black)

Toshiba SD340E

£ CALL

£CALL
£CALI.

Ra Stampede (Black) elee QED GABLE'
£ 549.95
RE Strata 5 (Beet( Black) Eno RED CARLE` £ 699.95

Yamaha DVD-S540

£ CALL

£CALL

Wharfedale Diamond SW150

Yamaha DVD-S550

£ CALL

£CALL

DVD RECORDERS

£ CALL

Fujitsu P5001-1A30 50"

£ CALL

Hitachi 32PD5200 32"
Hitachi 42P05200 42"

£ CALL
£ CALL

Panasonic DMR-E75 DVD-RAM £ CALL

Hitachi 55PMA550TE 55"

£ CALL

£CALL
£CALL
£CALL

Panasonic DMR-E85 DVD-RAM £ CALI.
Panasonic DMR-E95 DVD-RAM £ CALL
Pioneer DVR 52011 DAD•RW/-R £ CALL

Panasonic L
442PE3OB 42"

£CALL
£CALL

Pioneer PDP434HDE 43"

£ CALL

Pioneer PDP435XDE 43"

£ CALL

Sony RDR-11X900 DVD-RW/+RW £ CALL

£CALL

Pioneer POP435EDE 43"

£ CALL

B&W DM601 53

£249.95

B&W DM602 S3
B&W 704

£299.95
£1399.95

Arcam AVP250 NV Receiver
Arcam AVR300 AN Receiver

£899.95
£249.95

Kif 04
KEF 101

£399.95
£749.95

Linn Klan

TURNTABLES

£649.95

Mission m31i

£ 139.95

Goldring Gal

£139.95
Michell Gyro SF_/R13300 Eso comma CARTRIDGE. 11049.95

Mission m34i

Michell fecnoDec (Ex...........
£574.95

Mission 782SE

£899.95

Pi oject Debut °hone S13

£ 169.95

Project Debut 111 (Black)

£129.95

Monitor Audio Bronze 82
Monitor Audio Silver Si

£ 199.95
£299.95

Monitor Audio Silver S6
Monitor Audio Silver S8

£599.95
£799.95

Project Debut M (Colours)
Project 1Xpre.sion

£ 144.95
£209.95

TUNERS
£ 229.95

Cyrus Fi 1x
Denon
MKII

£499.95
£99.95

Hannan Kardon TU970 DAWAWFM .....
£299.95
Maranta ST400
£ 99.95
Pure . 11X 701ES DAB
£ 199.95
Pure DRX-702ES Analogue/DAB
Roksan Kandy KT1 MIlI

£279.95
£549.95

Sony ST-SDB900

£ CALL

CD PLAYERS
Arcam DiVA 013731

£399.95

Arcam DiVA CD192
Arcam FMJ 011331
Cyrus 006

£849.95
£1349.95
£599.95

Cyrus 008 X

£999.95

Cyrus DAC X

£1099.95

Denon DCD485
Lin n 1.enki

£119.95
£1099.95

Linn ' Ili

£2199.95

Manuel CD1Lin0
Maranta • 51
Musical Fidelity X-Fey

£119.95
£ 1999.95

£899.95

Musical Fidelity 13.2
Musical Fidelity A308'
CD- P

£999.95
£ 1999.95
£999.95

Roksan Kandy KD1 MKIII
Roksan Caspan M

£649.95
£ 1099.95

Rotel 101102

£379.95

Rotel 1001072

£594.95

£349.95

CD RECORDERS
.

£ 199.95

£ CALL
........... £ CALL

£379.95
£499.95

Quad 22L

£894.95

Roark Epilogue II
Roark Talisman Ill

£344.95
£1499.95

Roark Sabre III

£899.95

Wharfedale Diamond 9.1

£179.95

Wharfedale Pacific Evolution 30

£649.95

£449.95
£ CALL

Pioneer VSX-D812 NV Receiver
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer

VSX-0814 AN Receiver
VSX-AX3 AN Receiver
VSO-2014i AN Receiver
VSX-AX5i NV Receiver

£ CALL
£299.95
ECALL
£ CALL
£ CALL

Sharp Aquos LC-20ADIE 20"

£ CALL

Sharp Aquos LC-22AD1E 22'
Sharp Aquos LC-26GA3 26"

£ CALL
£ CALL

Sharp Aquos LC- 326A3 32'

£ CALL

Sharp Aquos LC- 32G01 32'

£ CALL

Sharp Aquos LC- 37001 37"
Sharp Aquos LC- 370A3 37"

£ CALL
£ CALL

Sony Selected Models Available

£ CALL

AECTORS

Pioneer VSX-AX5Ai NV Receiver
£ 1199.95
Pioneer VSNAXION AN Amplifier
£ CALL
Rotel I1SX1067 NV Receiver
£1799.95
Rotel ISP1066/RMB1075 AN Pre/Power £ 1799.95

Marantz VP- 12S3 DLP

£8499.95

NEC HT1000 DLP
Screenplay SP4805 DIP
Screenplay SP5700 DIP

£ CALL
£ 1299.95
£ 2199.95

Rotel ! LSP1098 NV Processor

Screenplay SP7205 DLP

£4999.95

£2294.95

Yamaha RX-V240ORDS AN Receiver
Yamaha IX- 12500 AA/ Receiver

£ CALL
£899.95

Sim 2Domino 30-H HDMI DU'

£5999.95

DVD SYSTEMS
Denon ADV-M71 Inc SC- M51 Speakers

£499.95

Denon JHT-50050 Inc 5.1 Speaker Package

£ CALI.

Denon LVD-770SCl/AVR-77050 Ex Speakers £ CALL
Jamo DVR50/A305POD Inc Speakers
£649.95
Jamo DVR50/A355PDD Inc Speakers

£899.95

KEF117100 Inc Speakers
Uno Classic Move Di Ex Speakers

£1199.95
£2299.95

Teac Legacy 700/LS T800 Inc Speakers

£799.95

MULTI- ROOM AUDIO
Cyrus Lie/server 160

£2999.95

Cyrus Linkserver 250
Cyrus Linkport

.

£3499.95
£649.95
£199.95

Yamaha MusicCast tv1CX A10

£599.95

Yamaha MusicCast PDX 1000 ....

£1799.95

DVD PLAYERS
REGION 2 MULTI REGION

Denon DVD-1710

Cyrus 6vs

£599.95

Cyrus Ove

£799.95

Denon DVD-2200 Universal
Deem DVD-2900 Universal

£ CALL
ECALL

£ CALL
ECALL

£ 1099.95
IET,16 £1199.95

Denon DVD-2910 Unwersal
Denon DVD-3910 Universal

ECALL
£ CALL

ECALL
£ CALL

£ CALL

£ CALL

o

Maranta :•; .., 500 AN Receiver
Onkyo X-NR801E AN Receiver

fCALL
£ CALL

£ 199.95

£ CALL

Marantz PM' 1S1

£1299.95
£349.95

Philips 32PF9986 32
Sharp Aquos LC-20S1E 20'

bac Legacy 600 Ex Speakers

£ CALL

£544.95

Harman Kardon DPR2005 WV Receiver
Maranta - ,,
t,00 AN Receiver

£ CALL
£ CALL

£2849.95
£3499.95
£3999.95

£1199.95

Marantz RW-400
Maranta PM7200

£ 599.95
£999.95

£ CALL

Panasonic TX26LXD1 26"
Panasonic TX32LXD1 32'

Sharp XV22000 DLP
Sharp XV212000 DLP

£ 1199.95

Lins 1.1(85 PRver

Harman Kardon AVR330 AN Receiver
Harman Kardon AVR630 AN Receiver

£ CALL

Panasonic 1X22LX2 22'

Sim 2Domino 18 DU'
Sim 2Domino 20 DLP
Sim 2Domino 20-H HDMI DLP

Cyrus DVD8

£574.95

£ CALL
ECALL

LCD TV
Hitachi 28L05200 28"

fCALL
£ CALL
CALL

£ 1599.95 £ 1599.95

Linn Kolecto- Pre

Denon -11
./82805 AN Receiver
Denon • -155 AN Receiver

£ CALL

Yamaha RX-V650 AN Receiver
Yamaha RX-V140ORDS AN Receiver
Yamaha RX.V150ORDS AN Receiver

Arcam FMJ DV29

£ 179.95

CALL
£ CALL

£ CALL

Yamaha PDM4210 42"

£199.95
£ 849.95

£599.95

Denon PK1A355

Denon AVR1905 NV Receiver
Denon AVR2105 AN Receiver

£ CALL

Denon DM31 Co Speakers
Linn Classik Music Ex Speakers

Arcam DIVA ASO

Cyrus Pre Xvs Pre
Cyrus Mono XPower

£ CALL

Sony KDE-P37881 37"
Toshiba 42WP36P 42"

£ CALL
ECALL

£699.95 £ 699.95
6999.95 £ 999.95

£1199.95

£ CALL

Denon AVR1705 AN Receiver

£ CALL
£ CALL

Yamaha DSP-29 AN Amplifier
Yamaha RX-1550 NV Receiver

Arcam DIVA DV78
Arcam DIVA 0179

Arcam FMJ A32

Denon AVC-A1SRA AN Amplifier

£ CALL

Pioneer PDP505XDE 50"
Pioneer PDP5054DE 50"

£499.95
£299.95

Denon 201 Ex Speakers
Denon 3F101 Ex Speakers

£389.95
£849.95

Arrant AV8/P7 Ant Pre/Processor/Power £5749.95
Cyrus AV8 AN Processor £1099.95

Pioneer PDP504HDE 50"

CALI
£ CALL

Arcam DIVA /-LLL Plin
Arcam DIVA A90

£999.95
£1299.95

£ CALL

Sony '; 1
R-DB795 NV Receiver
Yamaha DSP-AX750SE AA/ Amplifier

HI-FI SYSTEMS

MAKE 8, MODEL

AMPLIFIERS

£ 799.95
£1499.95

Quad 11L
Quad 12L

Cyrus Lffllntvand

Pioneer PDR609 CD-RW
Sony RCD-Wl 00
Yamaha COR 1101300,11

Mission 7805E

Monitor Audio Gold Reference 10
Mondor Audio Gold Reference 20

Arcam DNA TE I

Quad ,

£329.95

£ CALL
£ CALL

£CALL

at all Sevenoaks Sound & Vision stores.

B&W 705

Panasonic 71142PW7B 42'
Panasonic THT7PE308 37"

Pioneer DVR-72011HDD/DVD-RW £ CALL
Pioneer DAR-9201-1HDD/DVC-RW £ CALL

AN AMPLIFIERS
RECEIVERS & PROCESSORS

KEF 01

PLASMA

MAKE &MODEL
REGION 2 MULTI REGION
Panasonic DMR-E55 DAD- RAM £ CALL
£CALL
Panasonic DMR-E65 DVD-RAM £ CALL
£CALL

Acoustic Energy 161 MIQII (From)
£1699.95
AVI Neutron IV
£499.95

„before travailing.

£ 249.95

Fujitsu P421+1A30 42"

on display and available for demonstration

An outstanding selectbn of products are

£ 349.95

Denon DVD-Al 1
Hannan Kardon DVD22
Hannan Kardon 00031

£ 149.95
£ 249.95

Maranta D14500

£ 2499.95

Pioneer DV370

Meridian 698

£299.95 £ 299.95
£399.95 £ 399.95
£199.95

£199.95

£3349.95 £3349.95
£ CALI

£ CALL

AN SPEAKERS & PACKAGES
Acoustic Energy Eva 38
Acoustic Energy Aego P5/11
Acoustic Energy Aelite 5.1
Arlcoustic Diablo

£ 699.95
£499.95
£1894.95
£994.95

B&W VM1/451

£849.95

B&W DM300 AV
Castle Compact CCT

£899.95
£999.95

KEF 1141005 sio0 FREE QED CABLE'
KEF KHT2005 2£150 FREE QED CABLE'
KEF M15005 U00 FREE QED CABLE.
KEF 07 AV £00 FREE QED CABLE'

M&K < tt.non 25
M&K tJr0/CS35N850

Sim 2HT300 Otra HDMI DLP
Sim 2HT500 Link DLP

£ CALL
£ CALL
£ CALL
£ CALL

£7999.95
£24995.95

ThemeScene H30 Cinema DLP

£999.95

ThemeScene 456 Cinema DLP

£ 1999.95

ThemeScene 457 Cinema DLP
ThemeScene 477 Cinema DIY
Yamaha • . 1100 DLP

£ 1899.95
£3499.95
£ CALL

REMOTE CONTROLS
Maranta 9C5400

£399.95

Maranta RC9200
Philips Pronto RU1000

£799.95
£ 1399.95

£2199.95

MILK K5 £250 FREE QED CABLE'
M&K KO

£499.95
£799.95
£ 1199.95

Sharp XV-Z91E DIP
Sharp X1/-2200 DLP

£ 1699.95
£ 1894.95
£2249.95
£3899.95

Mission M30 AV Pack

£449.95

Mission Elegante e82 7.1 Package
Monitor Audio Bronze 62 AV

£3989.95
£799.95

Monitor Audio Bronze 04 AV
Monitor Audio Radius 270
Monitor Audio Radius 5.1

£949.95
£499.95
£999.95

CALL
CONTACT YOUR LOCAL STORE OR
VISIT OUR WEBSITE
FOR OUR UP-TO-DATE PRICES

PRICING POLICY
SEVENOAKS SOUND & VISION

Mordaunt Short Genie
£799.95
Quad
£ 1899.95
Wharf eda le Diamond 9HCP
£499.95

SEE OPPOSITE PAGE FOR DU-AILS

SUBWOOFERS

PLEASE NOTE: SOME PRODUCTS MAY NOT BE

RAW PV1

£949.95

MJ Acoustics Pro 50 (Black) £60 owl CABLE.
£299.95
MJ Acoustics Pro 100 (Back) £60 RED GABLE. £599.95
MJ Acoustics Ref 100 (131k) £60 LIED GABLE. .. £349.95
MJ Acoustics Ref 1WI (Black) £60 menu. £69995
Quad LSeries

£699.95

REL 0150E MKII (13ndex Black) Elm QED cacti. £ 49995

OPERATES A PRICING POLICY

AVAILABLE AT ALL STORES.
PLEASE CALL BEFORE TF1AVEWNG.
'Added Value Offers- From range available in-store
Not in conjunction with any other otter.
Advertisement valid until at least 15/12/04. E&OE.

DEMONSTRATION
FACILITIES

WHO ARE SEVENOAKS?

SEVENOAKS STORES NATIONWIDE

Founded in 1972, Sevenoaks Sound 8i
Vision is one of the largest and most

Our comfortable demonstration rooms are
among the finest in the country, many
complying with full THX specifications.

successful hi-fi and home cinema retailers in
the country.

ABERDEEN 57 CROWN STREET
o01224 252797

Each Sevenoaks Sound 8i Vision store

(NEW)

stocks a wide range of quality products,
covering all categories of specialist home

BEDFORD 29-31 ST PETERS STREET
•01234 272779

entertainment, from HiFi separates and
systems

to

DVD

players,

widescreen

BIRMINGHAM ARCH 12, UVERY STREET
0121 233 2977

all at highly competitive prices.

BRIGHTON 57 WESTERN ROAD, HOVE
01273 733338

advise, demonstrate and guide you through

plasma televisions and projection systems,

Friendly staff are available in all stores to
the home entertainment jungle.

BRISTOL 926 WHITEUMIES ROAD, CLIFTON
0117 974 3727
BROMLEY 39A EAST STREET
020 8290 1988

NEWCASTLE 19 NEWGATE STREET
-0191 221 2320

CAMBRIDGE 17 BURLEIGH STREET
01223 304770

NORWICH 29-29A ST GILES SiREET
-01603 767605

CARDIFF 184-106 ALBANY ROAD
029 2047 2899

NOTTINGHAM 597-599 MANSFIELD ROAD
0115 911 2121

CHELSEA 403 KINGS ROAD
020 7352 9466

OXFORD 41 ST CLEMENTS STREET
01865 241773

CHELTENHAM 14 PITTVILLE STREET
01242 241171

PETERBOROUGH 36-38 PARK ROAD
01733 897697 OPay »DAY

CRAWLEY 32 THE BOULEVARD
01293 510777

PLYMOUTH 107 CORNWALL MEET
01752 226011

CROYDON 369-373 LONDON ROAD
-020 8665 1203 cream«

POOLE LATIMER HOUSE, 44-46 HIGH STREET
01202 671677

EALING 24 THE GREEN (NEW;
020 8579 8777 OPEN SUM«

PRESTON 4-41 LUNE STREET
•01772 825777 °MUMMY

EDINBURGH 5THE GRASSMARKET
0131 229 7267

READING 3-4 KINGS WALK SHOPPING CENTRE
0118 959 7768

EPSOM 12 UPPER HIGH STREET
01372 720720 °POMMY

SEVENOAKS 109-113 LONDON ROAD
•01732 459555

EXETER 28 COWICK STREET
•01392 218895

SHEFFIELD 635 QUEENS ROAD, HEELEY
•0114 255 5861 OPENSUM«

www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk and click on special offers

GLASGOW 88 GREAT WESTERN ROAD
•0141 332 9655

SOLIHULL 149-151 STRATFORD ROAD
0121 733 3727

Whilst we do not claim always to be the cheapest, we try to ensure our prices are highly

GUILDFORD 736 Now STREET
01483 536666

SOUTHAMPTON 33 LONDON ROAO
023 8033 7770 OPENSUND«

HOLBORN 144-148 GRAYS INN ROAD
020 7837 7540

SOUTHGATE 79-81 CHASE SIDE
020 8886 2777 & EAMON/

HULL 1SAIALE ROW, SMILE STREET
01482 587171

STAINES 4THAA4ES STREET
01784 460777 maim

IPSWICH 12-14 DOGS HEAD STREET
a. 01473 286977

SWINDON 8-9 COMMERCIAL ROAD
01793 610992 *PLEASE CALL SEPORE-;NAVELLING

KINGSTON 43 FIFE ROAD
020 8547 0717 °Ammo«

SWISS COTTAGE 21 NORTH WAYS POE FINCHLEY RD
020 7722 9777 OPEN WAVY

LEEDS 62 NORTH STREET
0113 245 2775 OPEN SUNDAY

TUNBRIDGE WELLS 28 30 sr »Nu ROAD
01892 531543

LEICESTER 10 LOSEBY LANE
•0116 253 6567

WATFORD 478 ST ALBANS ROAD
01923 213533 am stem

LINCOLN 20-22 CORPORATION STREET
01522 527397 (OFF HIGH STREET)

WEYBRIDGE 43 CHURCH STREET, THE QUADRANT
01932 828525

MAIDSTONE 96 WEEK STREET
01622 686366 OPOI SUNDAY

WITHAM (ESSEX) l
INE GROW CINTRE
01376 501733

MANCHESTER 69 HIGH ST CRY CENTRE
o0161 831 7969

WOLVERHAMPTON 29-30 CLEVELAND STREET
01902 312225 mamma«

OPENING HOURS: PLEASE TELEPHONE OR VISIT CUR WEBSITE
E-MAIL: [
insert store locationpsevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk

CUSTOM INSTALLATION
Sevenoaks Sound 8i Vision's Custom Installation Service enables the integration of a
home cinema or hi-fi system into your home as neatly and seamlessly as possible. All
electronics can be hidden away, speakers discreetly mounted either in the wall or
ceiling and the complete system operated via remote control.
Our installation experts are fully trained to the highest
standards in all areas and provide aprompt, reliable
and professional service. Whether you're looking for a
multi-room system, a dedicated home cinema
installation with a retractable screen and built-in
speakers or an integrated control or fighting system,
Sevenoaks Sound & Vision has a diverse range o
products available to cater for all your requirements.
FREE 8Page Custom Installation Brochure available
now from your nearest store or via our website.

SEVENOAKS WEBSITE
The Sevenoaks Sound 8i Vision website has news and information on the Sevenoaks group
and detailed pages to help you locate your nearest store.

SPECIAL OFFERS
There are hundreds of special offers and stock clearance items available from our stores
nationwide - many with sayings of up to 50%. To view our regularly updated product lists, visit

PRICING POLICY
competitive. Take into account the expert advice, unrivalled product selection, demonstration
facilities and excellent pre, during and after sales service and the lower price might not look
such good value.
In the event you can find the same products and excellent service at alower price, please
bring it to our store managers' attention. We will always endeavour to offer you the best deal.

Sevenoaks

SOUND

& VISION

Pick-up acopy of our NEW 72 PAGE GUIDE
at your nearest Sevenoaks Sound & Vision
store or order acopy via our VVebsite. The
brochure will be posted to you ( UK
mainland addresses only) free of charge.

www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk

Hazlemere Audio
dCS
Metronome
Opus 21 ( new
from Resolution
Audio)
Oracle

Avid

SOUND & VISION
STORAGE

Garrard
Oracle

ART
Talon

Chapter Audio
DNM
Lamm
Nagra
Plinius
Renaissance
Spectral

Accuphase
lsotek
Jaya
Loricraft

Verity Audio
REF 3A

Nirvana
Siltech
Spectral

Clearlight
Kinabalu

0.value the bee
;rather than just the most expeosh el

'tidy away yA.r collection of

Videos, DVDs, Audio tapes.

or Tal king lyooks•: into one or our range of lovely cabinet,. St,l
e.

For an appointment ( day or evening)
Call High Wycombe

1'110M trad,tiorral

(01494 865829)

art, oudspeakers

ry, a choke Of WOOd finiah

ro mi it the r- dest aid serious cellector alike.
phone ( 24hr.ï): wr,Te or email to

111,1 sates

Fo 7 abrochure

please

JOHN AUSTIN FURNITURE LTD.
Cneao.vorTi Park. eanbury, Oxon OX1

7

2.H13

Te!: 01295 760017 Fax: 01295 760177
inGeiohn-austin-furniture.co..uk

Audio Analogue • Creek • Ecosse • Fanfare
Gamut • Harmonic Technology • Ortofon • Piega
Reference 3A • SME • Sugden • Triangle

www.john-austin-furnnupe.co.uk

Award Winning Retailers...
Ca-

Cy

rs

K'EF
Fiarar
feeridLan.,

The North of England Hi Fi Specialists

Miss on
M.

cou r

Monitor

Quality Hi Fi separates from £ 100 to £ 10,000

Monn)

Widest choice in the area

NAD

1Independent advice

Norcicst

1Consumers Chcice Gold Award Winners

Opera

1Over 35yrs experience.

Origir L,

Qualified staff

Comfortable dem rooms

Orto on '

Main road location

athos

Superb showrooms

Major car parks nearby

'1 -ke"in

1Insurance estimates

-""rirnE,re

1Up to 3 years Interest Free Credit*

=''ro Ac

Service Dept.

1Carriage Free Mail Order ( inc. credit)

Project
QUAD
REL
Roksan

only 20% deposit
subject to status

1Delivery & instal'ation

Part Exchange

1Open 10:30am - 5:30pm

6 days: Mon. to Sat.

Visa, Access. Switch etc.

Sharying
SME
Sugden

24 Gillygate, York Y031 7E0
01904-629659
www.Vickers-HiFi.co.uk

TAG Mc
Tanmoy
— EAC
—nchord

Ultson R
Van Den
Wharfed
Yamaha
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GNLM 05/04 and GNLM 05/2.5 ( CSA 2.5) Cable with FERRITE
TECHNOLOGY - A polymer material mixed with a considerable quan-

tity of homogeneously fine high quality ferrite powder.is extruded around
the copper conductors. GNLM cables are further protected with a foil
shield and a drain wire, specifically manufactured for High End audio use.

oilf

;;"

AUDUSA EUPEN CSA 2.5 AUDIO AC POWER

NEW for 2004 CSM Analog, Digital and Video Interconnects, with extruded ferrite -, £75 for 1m pair.

GNLM 05/2.5 (CSA2.5)
£48 for lAm, £58 for 1.5m,
£68 for 2.0m.
GNLM 05/04
£58 for 1.0m, £72 for 1.5m,
£88 for 2.0m. Both GNLM cables
are available off the reel and for
export.

/7

Power cables are fitted with IEC ( Martin Kayser) and MK Tough plug
Cable is also available with our all steel 4, 6 and 8way distribution blocks.
We can rewire the distribution blocks with Eupen cable as an extra cost option.
Refer to our web site for details.
AUPHSA

..

' M Slvçriink ° CC' balanced

3

stranded, silver on OFHC plus three strands of OCC for improved bass performance. Mylar infill and with designed in protection against RF and EMI.

AT INTERNATIONAL Inc USA - Analogue, Digital and Video interonnects and Speaker cable better than most at double the price.

Small Royal, 60cm aluminium platter,topped
with a 6mm acrylic platter and leather mat.
Nylon thread belt - weight 25kg, rrp £ 1280
without tone-arm

le have developed a cabling (weaving) pattern along with
unusual shielding/filtering system that gets rid of the
arbage that contaminates your components. The difference
)u hear with our cord is astounding. Our power cord takes
ivantage of silver in its design through use of our propri:ary Silverfuse conductors. The conductors are 10 gauge
-rd with PTFE; the best insulation available. Fitted as stan-

LAT AC-2Power cord

ard with IEC / MK Toughplug.. 60cm £ 62, 90cm £ 75, 1.2m

compare with products
costing ten times as
much, then decide

58, 1.5m £ 101, 1.8m £ 112 etc Other lengths available
rid.off the reel. 4, 6 and 8 way all steel mains distribution
locks fitted with UK, Schuko or USA sockets.CE tested &
pproved mains distribution units manufactured of heavy

Solid Machine Small with 50 cm aluminum

auge steel, finished in black and fitted with highest quality

platter and leather mat weight 20kg RRP
£1095 without tonearm

3amp sockets. It has no filters, circuit breakers, surge proiction, transformers, resistors, capacitors, LED's, on/off
witches, chokes, regulators, just fitted with 1m of AC-2
iains cable.From £ 166 for 4 way, £ 198, 6 way, £229 for 8

c16

ay. Interconnects IC- 200, IC- 100, IC80, IC50, Video Vi-6,
1-6 Component, Digital - DI-20, Speaker SS800 and SS1000

S/5000e,
2 x250w
power
amp

Bosendorfer, One to One, Acoustic Active
Principle, like no other loudspeaker in the
world. Models 1, 2, 7, Wall and Centre finishes include piano black, hand
matched veneers, white and with

•

••

Swarovski Crystals

IMO

'

Stasis
pre amp

WWW.AUDUSA.COM
T: 020 8241 9826, 020 8264 0249

F: 020

8241 0999

E: sales@audusa.com

>cartridges
dnm
goldring
lyra
ortofon
sumiko
>cables
chord company
• dnm
nordost
>headphones
beyer
grado
stax
>stands
something solid

IAN EDWARDS

MAKERS OF FINE HANDMADE FURNITURE

mundstyle
stands unique
>hardware
ate

'ref: 01423 500442 Ftvc 01423 705200
www.iansbespokefurniture.co.uk

harbeth
imerge
in focus
lexicon

The Off Chapel

mIchell
naim audio

282 Skipton Road

hi-fi for grown-ups

neat acoustics

Harrogate, N Yorks

parasound
primare

Hgl 3HE

pure digital

Est.

.sme
tannoy

1970

trichord

ipswi

New Brochure
now available

DEDICATED TO THE JOYS OF

C
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01 4 7 3 )

6 55

email:engesignals.uk.co
fax ( 01473 ) 655172
signals
bu cklesham
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w
w
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Introducing DAX Discrete — New Reference DM Converter
in future years we are confident that DAX Discrete will tome to be regarded as
amilestone design on the road to the perfect audiophile d-to-aconverter. In one
sentence, what P. does best, is to connect you with your favourite music like
nothing on earth has ever managed to do so before, outside of the live venue.
Never before has such sheer ability in the required disciplines of high-speed
digital, DSP programming, RF methods, experienced audiophile design and a
perfectionist's obsession been gathered, with the sole objective of creating
the world's best digital to analogue converter, from first principles, without
assumptions or compromise.
DAX Discrete is the result, and it's a radically new converter. Easily able to
handle all digit& audio formats, including DVD-Arm and SACDTm, through a
custom interface and with stunning resolution. But without doubt its most
important ability is its capacity to convey emotion enthusiastically and
convincingly, thereby maintaining atight connection to your heart. And it will do
this especially well with your existing CD collection — many of which you viii
simply not recognise
DAX Discrete adopts the established DAX name and is the latest in aseries of
converters which began 10 years ago with the UltraAnalog equipped DAX
original, followed by DAX-2 and the recent DAX Decade. Both DAX-2 and
DAX Decade can be entirely upgraded ( read 'exchanged') to the new DAX
Discrete. Pletse note that although it shares the same well-respected name as it's
predecessors, DAX Discrete shares no common circuits with them. In fact the
electronic design concep: and execution of DAX Discrete is aworld- apart from
any other converter in existence today.
Website:

audiosynthesis.co.uk or audio-synthesis.com

Location: P.O. Box 50, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1DZ U.K.
Telephone:

+44(0)115 922 4138

Fax:

+
44(0)115 922 9701

Entails: salesittfo@audiosynthesis.co.uk technical@audiosynthesis.co.uk
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All items available for home demonstration only by prior arrangement.
Cables are also on asale or return basis, as cables are always system dependent.
Home trials are essential to get the right purchase.
An advise line on our website to exchange and share views is also available.
Home demos within the greater London area will be most welcomed.
AFTER SALES SERV,
Most items will be dealt with. directly " pending on location" or collected
by couriers and promptly dealt with.

11:=11111:0=11111r

Will be considered depending on the age and condition of equipment
and the item required
Email
phone
mobile
opening hours

jeseph.gallart@ntinforld.com
020 7565 2979
07811 594 587
We never close

All manufacturers products that we deal with, can be viewed on our website

www.homescapeav.co.uk
www.hifinews.co.uk

Do You Speak our Language?
The A- Z of High- Fidelity
Hi-Fi — aterm invented in the 1950's when
an American journalist identified an emerging
breed of audio equipment. This aspired to
convey not merely sonic information but the
reproduction of the recorded event. Today the
term HiFi is abused, and even well-reviewed
separates are mass-produced and sold on the
High Street. Real hi-fi is carefully conceived,
crafted and calibrated. It is not made obsolete
annually to gain fresh publicity and acquire
the latest fashion, but rather it evolves along
an ascent towards an ideal. The goal: allow
the music and sounds to speak vividly for
themselves, free from sonic signature and
mechanical restraints.
ART Audio World class valve equipment
need not cost the earth. This highly acclaimed
brand, which manufactures the famous
Diavolo amplifier, pioneered many of the
modern techniques. Perceived as American, it
is designed and made in the UK and benefits
here from no-nonsense domestic pricing. We
call equipment like this world class because
of its hand-made and calibrated components
expressing its evolutionary designs. ART
Audio truly destroys myths such as avalve
sound and poor reliability. There is no place
for valve (or transistor) designs that hail from
the 1960's. ART uses 21st Century circuits to
monitor tubes, auto-bias, soft start switchon; all features the user need not know,
except to appreciate that the product will be
unintrusive in every way. No hums no noise.
No hiccups. No barrier or filter to the music.
ART Audio make afull range of pre-amps and
valve amplifiers. The Vinyl One mm/mc valve
phono stage is legendary and on permanent
demonstration. It is noise free!
ART Loudspeakers No relation to the above
company, but equally passionate in the crafted
approach to world-class audio. Consider the
elegance of the Stiletto in Obsidian black
(£1,250), aloudspeaker which will grace any
surroundings and amaze any audiophile. The
new V-series features the astounding Velvet
Kevlar drivers similar to those used by the
company's flagship modular loudspeakers
— the Impression 2loudspeakers. At £24,995
these loudspeakers easily outperform overseas
rivals at price multiples. If you seek this sound,
save money with the Scots!

pair; RCA or XLR.
Audio Philosophy
This company
manufactures designs of Bo Christensen in
the east. Using the best European audiophile
components such as ALPS pots, Vishay
resistors, etc, the pedigree is amazing and the
prices are astonishing. The ONEcd and the
AMPtwo are £995 and £ 1,195 respectively.
Slimline and seductive sounding, far above the
High Street HiFi for High Street prices!
Ayre Acoustics From Boulder, Colorado,
USA, one of the most distinguished high-end
companies, with an acclaimed heritage and
unrivalled track record. Their CX-7 and AX-7
(CD player and integrated amplifier, combined
UK price below £5000) make Amencan highend exciting and affordable. Boasting vast
power and precision, detail and dynamics,
what distinguishes Ayre from the rest is the
emotional involvement. Hard to describe,
impossible to deny. Check out their top level
products, the P-5x phono stage (£ 1,890), K-5x
pre-amp and V-5x power amplifier (£3,495).
BCD HiFi stands are so ugly and
dysfunctional. Achallenge for the Italians, and
the best they come up with is made by BCD.
Fully-engineered, the structural damping is
all beneath the skin, and this is one the wife
will not object to. The new Model 1100 costs
£1,500 and weighs over 80kg. Told you it was
quality stuff!
Bow Technologies Danish design is
legendary, but every nation has to bave its
top of the class. If you can imagine hi-fi which
looks better and sounds even half-as-good as
the ZZ-One amp and the ZZ-Eight CD player,
then you may be the successor to Mr Bo
Christensen. As of now, his place at the top is
assured. Check out his website.
EAR/Yoshino Tim de Paravicini is one of
today's most influential designers and one
of our product ranges deriving its discipline
and resources from professional audio. These
products help make the recordings you buy,
and they can help you to hear everything on
these recordings. See web for the very full
range.

is the single solution favoured by The Audio
Salon. The reason is easy to see and hear.
JPS is made by JPS, from an exclusive alloy
—the only metal actually designed to conduct
signal. JPS techniques and innovations are
too numerous to identify here, so check their
website jpslabs.com — you'll be glad you did.
In fact, you will be amazed. It's cheaper than
an upgrade and more effective. Consider their
amazing AC power cords: forget expensive
mains conditioners — the component-specific
JPS cords do all this and more. Too simple to
believe? Try it for yourself.
Kemp Elelctronilcs Most power conditioners
change the sound, rather than genuinely
improve it by the right amount of filtering.
The top Kemp mains distributor has eight
outlets dedicated to your analogue and digital
components and cos.. £950.
Lyra The Audio Salon sells on apersonal
enthusiast level, in other words, we sell what
we would buy, not what is business sense.
Our portfolio proves our claim. Sometimes, we
offer alot of choices. In cartridges, we offer
Sumiko if you are on atight budget and Lyra
if you aspire higher. Believe me we have tried
the rest and suffered the frustrations. Lyra is
half the price it might be, and offers twice the
captivating sound. Lyra products are totally
reliable and every one sounds exactly like the
prototype. They are not secretly graded!
Manley Labs If you want to hear how it
sounded in the studio, you'd better use the
same equipment at home! The Steelhead
phono pre-amplifier, the WaveDAC, the
Stingray, the NeoClassic and Monoblock
valve amplifiers are legendary and remarkable
products, now available to UK audiophiles.
We have arare sample of the professional
RefDAC, ex-demonstration, for less than
half-price. Compared to an acclaimed and
wonderful £30,000 DAC, it won, very easily!

Mark Levinson We have nearly aquarter
of acentury association with the king of the
jungle, the inventor of the high-end. After
acourageous re-organisation, the company
emerges with lower production costs and
higher standards of fit and finish. The result
keeps the company well in the lead and
Grand Prix Audio We do not stock ordinary imposes amassive price penalty on its rivals.
Consider the 390S merely as asimple CD
audio supports because they are, well ...
player. It offers astonishing build and sound
ordinary. What happens when ateam of
quality, and understated elegance, carved
remarkable Formula One racing engineers
from solid. It might cost £ 12,000, but it costs
address the problem of vibrations technology
ATC No manufacturer has achieved such
£5,495. And far from asimple CD player, it
for audio products? Well, you can see the
professional product acclaim and placement
has flexibility and configurations no one else
furniture as well as the technical results.
throughout the world. This is despite higher
can offer. Mark Levinson know athing or two
The real surprise comes when you hear your
marketing and incentives of much larger rivals. equipment for the first time properly isolated.
about amplifiers, and the 300 series pre-amps
The ATC sound is thus aworld standard for
Serious solutions do not come cheaply, but the and 400 series power amplifiers build upon
voicing music and movies, which is avery
4-shelf Le Mans product is £ 1,995. We've seen the past to achieve alevel of integration and
good reason to make it your choice at home.
quality that speaks for itself. Quality does not
alot less priced alot higher!
Another reason is value for money: ATC do
come cheap; mistakes and substitutes are
not sell through the High Street. Reliability?
even more expensive. Mark Levinson confers
Gryphon Audio For many people all over
In pro circles, abreakdown is adisaster not
pride on its resellers and pleasure to its
the world, an encounter we Gryphon audio
an inconvenience. Prices — From £499 per
products is the final encounter. The Mikado CD owners.
pair (SCM-7 monitors). At £ 1999 per pair, the
Player (£6800) is abargain and amillennial
amazing SCM-35 loudspeakers employ that
Michell We are very selective about
product, not least because it solves the
famous ATC hand-built mid-range driver. Active modem audiophile's highest challenge: how
turntables, because the experience and
Speakers? Prepare to be amazed. The CA2
resources of Michell Engineering are missing in
to retrieve detail we did not expect even to
pre-amp at £756 and the £2,422 integrated
the newer companies who think it is easy and
exist on the humble CD, the universal format
amplifier SIA-150 command 5-star reviews
profitable to simply make turntables. Sure, it
for many years to come; despite all you read.
worldwide.
is easy to make aturntable for £895, but to
Vinyl? Gryphon's phono stage is the world's
make The Gyrodek SE for this price, it proves
best and will take your breath away. The
AudioSource is acraftsmens' guild. Selling
our point. The Orbe SE is a £4000 turntable,
pre-amp, the power amp? Let's just put them
Direct. Interconnects at afraction of the
except that it costs £2,015 plus tonearm. It
together as asystem and see your reaction.
commercial price. AC power filtered outlets
Where have the others gone wrong? Gryphon would, of course, be ridiculous to suggest
from £349 (E4/6 six-way). How do they do it?
would point out quietly, the others have made partnering it with a £400 tonearm_, but for the
Simple! No overheads, no marketing, no fancy compromises.
fact that the TecnoArm "A" costs £399!
packing, one appointed dealer as an agent,
fixed price. For example, the astonishing
Part 2 ( 0 to Z) follows next month.
3PSLabs Audio cables are commercial and
Stratos-3 interconnect offers 1.2 metres of
contentious Most are branding exercises
unrivalled build quality for £ 125 per stereo
driven by reviewers who now feel bitter. JPS

audio salon ltd, the townhouse, 4park circus, glasgow, G3 6AX, scotland, uk
telephone 0141 333 9700 Ifax 0141 333 9097 Iinfo@audiosalon.co.uk I www.audiosalon.co.uk

No time??
"What is this life if, full of 'mission', we have
no time to sit, and listen?"
-as the poet might have said
It is well known that single- driver horns give
the utmost in clarity and unrestrained dynamics.
Nothing comes between you and the music.
And the unique styling of the Beauhorns shows
that these are not run-of- mill conventional
speakers, but hand crafted objects of beauty
as well as unrivalled music reproducers.
So, music lovers, make time to hear them.
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If you can't make it before then, do get to the
High- Fidelity Show at the Park Hotel, Heathrow
2/3 April 2005

Beauhorn -sounds real

website: www.beauhom.com e-mail: infon@beauhorn.com Hastings TN35 4NE3 England

'41171'
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Telephone: +44 (0)1424 8113888

To hear the new Vb loudspeakers or any of the other
ART models, please call or visi 4 one of the following
specialist Dealers:
Acoustica, Chester
Acoustica,

Stafford

01244344 227
01785 258216

Adventures In HiFi, Wigan

01942 234 202

Audio Consultants, Reading

0118 981 9891

Audio Salon, Glasgow

0141 333 9700

Divine Audio, Market Harborough

01858 432 999

Hazelmere Audio, High Wycombe 01494 865 398
HiFi Corner, Glasgow

0141 226 5711

HiFi Corner, Edinburgh

0131 220 1535

HiFi Corner, Edinburgh

0131 556 7901

HiFi Corner, Falkirk

0132 429 011

Laser Audio, Kilmarnock

01563 540 292

Moorgate Acoustics, Sheffield

0114 275 6048

Sounds Perfect, Dundee

01382 226 592

The Audio Republic, Leeds

01132 177 294

The Audio Room Hull

01482 891 375

The Audio Works, Cheadle

0161 428 7887

artloudspeakers
.designed and manufactured in troon. scotland

tel/fax + 44 tO) 1292 319 416 I contacgloudspeaker-art.com
overseas ( Atli International Ltd. Hong Kong) tel 00 ( 852) 21
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www.loudspeaker-art.com
anji@yardway.com.hk

www.hifinews.co.uk
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STAX

Simply Stax is the leading Stax equipment supplier in the UK.
We provide the entire range of Stax electrostatic audio
products delivered direct to your door.
All products are genuine UK sourced and
warrantied Stax products and all come with our
industry leading support ano warranty service
that allows you to return your purchases to us
for afull refund if you aren't entirely satisfied.
We also have detailed information on all the
latest Stax products, alongside the world's
most complete knowledge resource for all Stax
heritage products since 1952.
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THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS
Our extensive range of products includes the very linest hi- ti and home cinema form Arcam, Audioqest,

4

Audio Research. B&W. Castle. Celestion. Chord, Cyrus, Denon, DPA, Dynaudio. Jamo. KEF, Krell, Marantz, Martin Logan,
1t

I .7/N

Meridian, Michell, Mission, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity, Panasonic, Pioneer. Polk, Pro- Ac, Project, Quad, REL. Rote!. Ruark.
Sennheiser, SME. Sonus Faber. Tag MacLaren, Tannoy, TEAC. Technics, Theta, Thorens, Yamaha. Wharfedale and Wilson Benesch.
A wide range of classic CDs is available at our Birmingham branch.

CEDIA

Open Tuesday to Saturday 10.00 - 5.30, late night ( not Stourbridge) Thursday till 6.30
363 HAGLEY ROAD,
EDGBASTON,
BIRMINGHAM 617 8DL

INTEREST FREE CREDIT ON SELECTED ITEMS
APR 0% Wrdten details on request
Licensed Credit Broker.
VISA • ACCESS • SWITCH • AMEX • DINERS

TEL: 0121 429 2811 FAX: 0121 434 3298

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD,
SOLIHULL,
WEST MIDLANDS 692 8JL
TEL: 0121-742 0254 FAX: 0121-742

9MARKET STREET,
STOURBRIDGE,
WEST MIDLANDS DY8 1AB
TEL: 01384 444184 FAX: 01384 444966

3471

Ita

10 BOLDMERE ROAD.
SUTTON COLDFIELD,
WEST MIDLANDS. B73 STD
TEL: 0121 354 2311. FAX:0121 354 1933

London
HTIN

del O'Brien Hi-Fi

1.0CAN

Eut. 1966
•AKG • ARCAYDIS • AUDIO RESEARCH • AUDIO TECHNICA • AVID • BAYER • CABLETALK • CHORD CABLES • CREEK • CUSTOM DESIGN • DENON • DENSEN • DIAPASON
•DYNAVECTOR • EPOS • EXPOSURE • FINAL • GRADO • GRAAF • GOLDRING • GUTWIRE CABLES • JADIS • JECKLIN • KE • MICHELL • MONRIO • MOON • MYRVAD • NAD
•NAIM • OPERA • ONKYO • ORIGIN LIVE • OPTIMUM • PATHOS • PRIMA LUNA • PROJECT • QED • RESON • SENNHEISER • SME • SONNETEER • SONUS FABER • STANDS
•UNIQUE • SPECTRAL • SUGDEN • TRAC • THORENS • TRANSPARENT CABLES • TRIANGLE • UNISON RESEARCH • WATERFALL • WILSON

AUDIO ANALOCt E

r
o

Demonstration Room • Free car parking • Major Credit Cards • Personal Export • Mail Order • Installation Service
• Repair facilities • 5mino walk Raynes Park BR • 20 mino Waterloo • 5mins from A3 ( Raynes Park 6282 exit) • 25 mino M25 Junc 10
Clearance / Second Hand / Ex Dem Equipment • Details on request
WAS NOW Aldo Analogue Maestro CD (new)£ 1700 f995 Onix CD33.3
£
999 £300
Audio Analogue Bellini Pre-amplifiers (sis)
£95 £458 Copland A
Opera Centro centre channel) (s/h)£ 430 £225
Audio Analogue Cherubini tuner(ex
Copland CDA288 new mechanism(s/h)
£1799 £799 Opera Duetto s/h)
£500 £280
dern)boxed/perfect £725 £
300 Creek A52SE (s/h)
£599 £
249 Pioneer M6 Mono sexcellent condihonfor) £7000 £
2650
Audio Analogue Donizetti Power Amp (sis)
£595 f450 Gryphon Pre Mc phono.PSU's (s/h)
f1250 ProAc Studio 250 9/W (s/h) excellent condition £2700 £ 95
Audio Analogue Donizetti
Martin Logan Aeon (s/h) perfect £3150 £1650 Sequence SW120 ultra slim sub woofer (s/h) £299 £149
Audio Analogue
Analogue Puccini
Puccini SE
les/dom)
black
Audio
(new)
£495 £399 Monrio Asly ST amplifier 5
,
10Watts ex dew) £450 £299
Sugden CD21 (new)
£895 £ 99 Monrio Asty amp (ex demi black £450 £299 Theta Data 11 CD (new mech) £1049
25
£500 £E750
Monobtocslex-demexed/ perfect
£299 £249
£1050 £550 Monrio MP1Audio pr 135 mones(ex-dem) £1300 £985 Transparent MusicLink Plus ( 1m) new

(

KRELL

0% Instant Finance Available

60 Durham Rd, West Wimbledon. London SW20 OTW Open 9.30-5.30 TuesSat Tel: 020 8946 1528/0331 Web: www.obrienhili.co.uk E-mail: shop@obrienhiti.com

Devon

\\ II

UK Wide

Written details on request

www.soundcinergy.co.uk

sound cinergy

Audio
Destination
Devons Audio Specialists

MADISOUND
BUILDERS WITH

PROVIDES SPEAKER

THE

HIGHEST QUALITY

PARTS AND ADVICE.
PACJIION Oa/ ./..,• PARLZUR

seas
S

SOC.C.14615 on

home

enlelleffinell

AE, Creek, Epos, Exposure, Harman Kardon,
Infinity, Linn, Marantz, Mordaunt Short,
NAD, Project, Pure, REL, Roksan, Trichord
37 High Street, Aldridge

01922 457926

Solen Inductors
Solen Fast Caps

te •
.%.,Skaaning
.l Loudspeakers

•HI-FI • HOME CINEMA • MULTI ROOM
Stockists of: Audia, Audio Physic, Audion, Ayre, Avid, Bel Canto,
Chapter Audio, Chord, Exposure, Isol-8, Monitor Audio, Moon,
McIntosh, Musical Fidelity, Parasound, Primare, Rai, Ruark, Thiel,
Totem

Acoustics, Tube Technology and many more.

FREE ADVICE IN A RELAXED AND FRIENDLY ATMOSPHERE

FINANCE AVAILABLE* 2DEMONSTRATION ROOMS
•CHILDS PLAY AREA • OUT OF OURS APPOINTMENTS
•HOME DEMONSTRATION
Tel 018(34 243584 Mon - Sat g.00 - 5.00pm
MIKE + CAROLINE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU

linn
naim
cyrus
sugden
rega
krell

Fostex

DIEFLEU
ACOUSTIC PANELS

/u_rz

• o%

Vimr
e
à

c

pterke

RDOST

32B Bampton Street, Tiverton, Devon EMS 6AH
Website www.audiodestination.co.uk
email info@audiodestination.co.uk

audio research
unison research
sonus faber
pathos
baw
spertdor
jm lab
the audio room

We

2 george street, hedon, hull, HU12 8JH

tel:

01.482 891375

vtnAnm.theaudioroom.co.uk
open monsat 9a m.-6p.m

UK Wide

scanspeaK
I v'
A V INTERNATIONAL LTD

Avrs

NEW LABORATORY SERIES

HIFI CHOICE "EDITORS CHOICE"
"PRODUCT OF THE YEAR"
What HiFi 5 star and best buy
To find out more quickly
www.avihifi.com
TEL:01453 752656
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— MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS, INC. !I"
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
P.O. BOX 44283
MADISON, WI 53744-4283 USA
TEL 608-8314433 FAX: 608-831-3771
e-mail: into@madisound.corn
Web Page: Mtp:/www.madisound.com

I
gfi

LAID-BACK AUDIO LTD
For the sweet sound from asingle-ended
valve amplifier made by hand
For more intimation

mail@laidbackaudio.co.uk
Phone 01905 640028 • Fax 01905 641596

To advertise in this section
Call 020 8726 8323
www.hifinews.co.uk

The Guid e
Naim Audio Specialist

Hertfordshire

01
-

thesoundpractice
laboratory
avid
shalninian
lavardin
electrofluidics
livingvoice
borderpatrol
nrJ?:acoustics
isoblue
resolution tom
audio
dnm/reson
audio
slinkylinks
audiophysic

The larcest selection of mint, pre-loved
Naim Audio components on the planet.

Tel: 01727 893928
www.tomtomaudio.com
L_

tunes

VINYL VINYL VINYL
Thousands of records always in stock.
+ afull range of sought after
jr1

stalbans: 01727 893 928
www.thesoundpractice.com

tomtornaudio.com

THE
DIRECT
DISC
compact discs.
Extensive search service for
wanted albums.
Comprehensive 96 page
full catalogue available at £ 1.50

Telephone 01493 651019
Or visit our website on
www.directdisc.demon.co.uk

2€4*,
Audio & Vision

25 Story Street
Hull, HUI 3SA
Tel: 01482 587397

Stockists of: NAIM, MERIDIAN, DENSEN,

Wanted
Classic En glish HiFi Components
or Systems
ALSO
Accessories or Literature

ONKYO, ROKSAN, NAD, MARANTZ,
UNISON RESEARCH, WHARFEDALE, QUAD,
DYNAUDIO, PROAC, DALI, JMLAB, JAMO

Call GoodHin

0845 644 3340

Gloucester

3 Suffield House, Avenue Road, St Neots

Tel: 0148 021 6039
By appointment, at your convenience

HI FIDELITY AUDIO
Specialising in Custom Home Audio
Paul Letteri - Proprietor

hifidelityaudio.co6uk
We sell products that are sonicly superior in
these respective categories backed by our 14 day
money back guarantee!!

HIGH END SALE
KRELL-FPB-600

5500

KRELL SHOWCASE proc

3300

MARANTZ SA- 12 (
unused)

1500

KRELL KAV-30011

2000

KRELL KPS-25sc

POA

TRANSPARENT CABLE (various)
All units mint with original packaging,
accessories and manuals
Tel: Pinewood Music 01460 54322
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com
Mobile: 07860 351113

Absolute Demos
Audiogram MB2- Integrated Amplifier
Audiogram MB1- Amplifier
Apogee Mini Grands - Loudspeakers
Audio Research DAC1-20 - DAC
California Audio DX1-CD Player
Copland CSA301 MKI - Valve Preamplifier
Copland CSA303 - Hybrid Preamplifier
Copland CTA504 - Valve Amplifier
Copland CDA288 - CD player HOCID
Goldmund Mimesis 68 - Amplifier
Jadis Orchestra - CD Player
Krell KAV250P - Preamplifier
Krell KRC3 - Preamplifier
Krell KPE Reference - Phono Stage
Krell KPE-PS - Power Supply for above
Krell KSL - Preamplifier
Krell
2-Loudspeakers
Martin Logan Quest - Electrostatic Loudspeakers
Martin Logan Script - Electrosatic Loudspeakers
Martin Logan Theatre - Centre channel
Martin Logan Prodigy - Electrostatic Speakers
Mcintosh C200 - 2chassis Preamplifier
Mcintosh CR16 - Multizone control system

LAr

Dynavector, famous for its cartridges for over 25 sears, is proud
to announce a new member of the SuperStere9 Adapter
family, the Adp-3, an easy addition to your audio system,
for your greater enjoyment of your LP's Cd's SACD's and DVD's.
"Superb". Hi -Fi World, November 2004.
Adp-2 (£895) and Adp-3 (£ 1,495), info 8,z sales direct from:
Dynavector ( SuperStereo)
Tel/fax: ( 01202) 767873. E-mail: dynavector â onetel.com
Website: http://web.onetel.com/-dynavector
www.hifinews.co.uk

Mcintosh
Mcintosh
Mcintosh
PS Audio
PS Audio

MC58 - Amplifier
MC202 - Amplifier
MHT200 - Home theatre processor
Ultralink II - DAC
Reference Link - Digital Preamp

Sonus Faber Concertino Home Loudspeakers
Theta Digital Dreadnaught - 5ch amp
Theta Digital David II - CD/DVD Drive
Wilson Audio CUB - Loudspeakers Silver
Wilson Audio CUB 11w/stands Black
Wilson Audio Witt II Loudspeakers Black
Z Systems 11001- Transparent Digital Equalizer

£265.00
£219.00
£3499.00
£800.00
£349.00
£720.00
£650.00
£1099.00
£1099.00
£1400.00
£899.00
£1599.00
£2000.00
£1099.00
£465.00
£800.00
£12650.00
£2400.00
£1225.00
£1499.00
£6999.00
£4200.00
£2299.00
£1719.00
£1999.00
£3700.00
£989.00
£1999.00
£429.00
£4739.00
£2999.00
£2900.00
£5499.00
£5400.00
£1850.00

no grey imports -all equipment comes
with 1 year full warranty

Hi-FiNews
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Cables

1

Norfolk

High End Cable

,
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The Old School
School Road, 13racon Ash
Near Norwich, Norfolk
Tel: ( 01508) 570829

Upgrade your Hi-fi or AV system

Basically Sound of Norfolk

with quality new and previously
owned cable from some of the

indecently good hi-fi

Rega. Proac. Neat. PML. Bryston. Final. Nairn.
Denon. Epos. U.K.D., Soundstyle.
Chord Co, Cable Talk, Opera Loudspeakers,
Stax, Teae, and others

worlds leading manufacturers
such as Chord, Nordost,

111.II Street. 11.,Inplon W,ek. Kiltp•lon upon -1
.
11,e,..

tiutte‘ KT I411.-5 Tel: 11411 554.1 3,30
Open Tues - Sat 10am - 6pm

Acoustic Zen, van den hul,
isol-8, Transparent
and many more

Cartridges

Tel:

www.basicallysound.com

01775 761880

Suffol

or call for a FREE Brochure

Front End Problems?'
!nett contact:

"The Cartridge Man ,"

Visit the Website for our current stocklist

www.highendcableicuk

It doesn't have to cost an arm and a leg
to get the hest - listen to my Koetsu-andDecca-eater. Also agents for Croft. Moth.
Hadcock. E.À.R. and others.

For all Hi Fi repairs please visit;

'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES NOW AVAILABLE'

www.servicesound.com

Plus cartridge re- tipping service

wvvvv.cartridgenian.com
thecartridgeman(altinternet.com

or phone Geoff on 01424 216245

Web Site:
Email:

Specialists in Valve and

020 8688 6565

reel to reel tape recorders

MAIL ORDER - WORLDWIDE
Money back guarantee

(
less £ 30 UK or

£100

overseas , within 30 days )

HUGE expensive " High End"
"potted" transformers

KT88 valves
are more
expensive
than 6550
valves

that our " Hi Fi Myth Exposed" are true! Customers use our amplifiers with " High End"
speakers like £8,000 J M Lab Mezzo Utopia , Yamaha NS- 1000M Studio Monitors
with Beryllium metal dome midrange + tweeter, Linn lsobariks, RTL transmission
lines , £ 3,500 Martin Logan , Quad ESL 57 , ESL 63 , smaller Sonus Faber
Hi Fi Myth Exposed ( part 1) Our £ 1,000 " High End" 80 watts + 80 watts VALVE
amplifier will probably sound as loud as £ 10,000 160 watts + 160 watts

American •'
5670
, valves

TRANSISTOR amplifiers because most transistor amplifiers clip violently
(and audibly) and most 6 inch speakers struggle with 10 watts of bass, so the rest
of the amplifier power is as useful as 160 m.p.h. cars in crowded town centres !
Hi Fi Myth Exposed ( part 2) The most important sound on the CD of your favourite
singer is the voice of your favourite singer. Our £ 250 valve amplifier + hilariously
priced £250" 3way" speaker + good " live" recording will trick you into believing that
the singer is in the room with you ! Our £ 1,400 " High End" valve amplifier will do this

expensive
non-magnetic
stainless
steel
y. Ultra Linear
chassis
£1,050 £ 1,150
Compare our HUGE powerful
"potted" transformers
with £4,000 amplifiers

trick, with 10% to 20% of studio recording. We challenge you to do this trick with
transistor amp or transistor / valve hybrid amp, £ 250 cable, £ 250 of modification
with £ 10 volume control, capacitors, etc. We also promise huge reduction of
irritating sibilance ( e.g. "his" sound like " hisssssk" ) , even with £250 valve amp !
Hi Fi Myth Exposed ( part 3) Most people will prefer our MODIFIED IN ENGLAND
valve amplifiers ( from £600+ ) to most transistor amplifiers, most valve amplifiers

Looks like
Euro 2,000

like TAC 34 , TAC 88 , TAC 834 , Roger Cadet, £4,000 power amplifier and
(about £ 1,500)
£25,000 monoblocks. There is a difference between " High Price" and " High End" TAC 834
Larger
EL34 valves are tugger
Powerful 40 watts + 40 watts
Telephone 01634 268662 anytime
and more powerful
Twice as powerful as old Quad U.
transformer
than EL84
old Leak Stereo 20 , old
or 01634 373410 for Mr Andrew Everard's
ECL82
Roger Cadet
ECL86
review in Gramophone Magazine and
valves
Summary of 21 testimonials
www.affordablevalvecompany.co.uk
www.affordablevalvecompany.com

models. 1 year guarantee for £ 250 amp
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Reliable valves
have 2years
guarantee, and
NOT the
"typical"
90 days
guarantee

£1,000
80 watts + 80 watts
Distortion matched
famous Russian
Svetalana
EL34 valves
40 watts
40 watts

4 years of proven reliability, for many
models. 2 years guarantee for most

Triode
Connection
£1,250 £ 1,400

Money Sack
Guarantee
of Sansfacnon
(less f30 , within 30 days )

Upgradeable
to £ 1,000
KT88 Triode Connection
£25o.th 1year guarantee + £50 for carriage
£300 ,,, th Yee. g
+ £
50 for used valves
2

uarantee

Ultra Linear
£600

£700

www.hifinews.co.uk

audibp
(›.
_-day ;

.ndio roniitenk

"One might expect the Stereo 401
to cost in the region of £2,000..."

Electronics for those who prefer music.. ....

Von Schweikert Audio
WWW. vonschweikert.com

'Engineered to perform
like a microphone.
in reverse'

Call now for siring, literature and to arrange a demonstration / consultation either at home or
at our business premises

A snail selectiox of used and ex demonstration items

ter•etzr 41<ebi EL34 integrated 40+40w (or 19+19 Triode)
RqP
£2250
£4250
£7500
£7200
£2000
£4500
£2500
£2000

.94U
e095
£995
£4495
£3250
£995
£2800
£%395
£'195

Loirispearen
-Von Schwaiken ER'1 Ref monitors (
Cheny ex demonstration)
-War Schwaikerl 8812 Ref Flcorstandess (Hazelwood xdemonstration)

£885
£2495

£0oss

Digo
-al
-Wadia 16 (2Pbt, ¡Maas, digital volume, 4digital inputs/outputs, cmk4 VRDS transport)

£7500

£2395

WIseellaneetie
-Cardas Golder NO-vetLe
. iMerconnect 1m Roe .
-Cagas Golder Crass interconnect 1.5m Rca
-Traosparent Music Wave Ultra 8' biwire spades
-Transparent Mimic Wave Ultra interconnect lm Rea
-Transpareot kfm'ic Oren/um PDC

£970
£970
£2700
£800
£350

Amplifiers
Pow,
-Pass LabeAlefir3 aterras pçnver (30wpc pure classA)
-Pass LabeXP30 sower ( 150wpc SS class AB)
-Conrad Jonnson Premie- 140 stereo power ( 140wpc PP)
-Manley labs d130b trac-messie monoblock power. (22wpc)
-Rogue 88 ;nags:oleo power (60wpc push-pu11,130wpc triode)
.-Kate Galaxy Beflocuver 5.0wpc triode)
-Audible Illes'ens Mod 3e Pre(lne /mmMomc) silver
-Orase SP;OP, eel (' 00w-pc)
Omite XIV Pre 11 preamplifier

£045

"The sound has alovely spacious and airy quality with plenty oi
depth... The frequency response exhibited extended bass below
10Hz" ..."Stunning sliding and an impressive spec at avery sharp

price"... Hi Fi Choice June '04
Awarded Hi Fi News Editors Choice 2003'
"Icon Audio offers sensible, well sorted valve amps, with
adequate power and built to agood standard"

Hi Fi News Feb '04 said...

"
ample, deep, bass, underpinning a

lucid and effortless midrange and treble".. "Iliked the impeccable
£545
£545
£1195
£350

rrss

Dealers of new and previously owned high-end audio.
buy, sell, source. exchange. design, repairs and upgrades. Demonstration by appointment
Chris Beachilg Simon Phipps :- 444 (0)207 3596962
mob: + 44 (0)7966 104971
email: audioplay@btinternet.com

KIMBERLEY
AUDIO 84 VISUAL
352/354 LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD
CROYDON CRO 7AF

TEL: 0208 654 1231 / 2040

SOUTH LONDON'S
PREMIER DEALER
• QUALITY HIFI SYSTEMS
& HOME CINEMA EQUIPMENT
• MULTI ROOM SYSTEMS
COMFORTABLE LISTE NIING
ROOMS

finish and feeling of bomb-proof solidarity as well some of the most
natural sounding music that Ihave heard at home". Tony Bolton

New Entrylevel Version Only 099.95
Exactly the same specification & finish only
without tape monitor loop and triode facility.
Triode only conversion £50.
Mullard & European valve upgrade £50.

No One else gives you all this value!
•Beautiful see through valve cover ( included in the price)
•Choice of Mullard, JJ, EH & Svetlana valve upgrade worth
over £ 100.00 inc at NO EXTRA CHARGE (limited offer)
•Switchable Triode Mode, (highly praised in the reviews)
•Tape Monitor, essential for Tape, CD-Rand home cinema
•Tape out (essential for any kind of recording)
• ' Soft Start', protects from switch on power surge'
•HT Delay to protect valves & extend life (optional extra)
•Circuits developed in Leicester, manufactured in China
•Each amp carefully commissioned & tested in Leicester
•Part Exchange facility for your old equipment, ask us!

To find out more, ask for an illustrated leaflet
Features include: All Triode front end. Hand built Point to Point' wiring.
Tape monitor circuit. ALPS Volume control. No printed circuit board. All
goid plated terminals. Audiopnile components. 4 & 8ohm speaker
matching. Stainless steel & lOmm alloy plate construction. Soft start.
Stainless steel & Plexiglas valve cage included. Upgrade options
ffl.terecs
O
EL84 15 watts integrated
£599.95*

IStiec

HOME DELIVERY
CUSTOM INSTALLATIONS
QUALITY SERVICE FRCM OUR
EXPERIENCED STAFF

lOi

EL34 40w(19 triode) integrated £899.95*

ISterec. 440ife EL34 40 watts integrated

£599.95*

1...alk a

£599.95*

Triode Line Level pre amp

Wirt 2a

300B PP 28w Mono blocks ( pr) £1799.95

Beware of Imitations! Other ames way leek similar. but our circuits are Wee
to us adesigned for 1W 240v operation. lull repair & alter sales in Leicester UK.
*Try for 30 days refund if no, delighted' (,..1K only. conditions apply)

Stockists of ARCAM, ATC, BOSE,

DENON, KEF, LEXICON.

LINN, MISSION, NAD, NAIM AUDIO, PIONEER, PRIMARE,
PROJECT, PURE, QED, QUAD, REL, ROKSAN, SENNHEISER,
TEAC.

TUBE

TECHNOLOGY,

VIENNA

ACOUSTICS,

WHARFEDALE, YAMAHA AND PRODUCTS FROM HITACHI,
JVC, LOEWE, PANASONIC, SONY & TOSHIBA
www.hifinews.co.uk

Visit our new welisite at www.iconaudio.co.uk
Auditions by appointment. Mort inquiries welcome
Phone 07787 158791 Email sales@iconaudio.co.uk
•

G4-mclia— 351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA

Vvsa and MasterCard accepted

CE marked
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Staffordshire

Yorkshire

Celebrating

shunyata research
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AkiitebWea
the professional's reference

CHOKING
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.

cHOKD é

• R ED R C.1)SE
cer.)eecio
GamuT

Auoto ATMOSPHERE
to, 01785 711232 , ruant,...atmospheraealf
Now

r s.

Sound

For friendly advice or to arrange your demonstration of some of the
World's finest audio equipment contact JOHN BLEAKLEY on
LEEDS (0113) 204 9458 (
evening calls welcome). Generous part
exchange allowance always available.
Agencies include ATC • Ay! • Bryston • Chord • Gamut • Lexicon
•Nordost • Primare Systems • Red Rose • REL • Spendor • Wilson Benesch
•The Professional Monitor Co • Ventas • Wadia and many more..

auchoEtmosohere.,mm-

Phone:
Fax:
E-Nlail:
Website:

LEEDS ( 0113) 204 9458
(0113i 253 3098
nfo @ audioreflection s.co.0 k
www.audioreflections.co.uk

•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
FREE of all US taxes.
A

COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES
TUBES

Nottingham

'Prèmiër 'A'udio

Call, write, fax or email for details and free consultation
(2)5) 862-4870 • fax ( 215) 862-4871

Dcs Elgar, Purcell & Verdi Transport, Plinius CD Lad &

Chantry Audio
"No ordinary

Dealer"

approach to the World of Specialist
3Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema

A Fresh

Hi -Fi

i

Audio Acre, Audio Synthisis, Kora Pre & Power, Pink
Triangle CD/Amp, Martin Logan / Audio Physics Speakers,
Arcici Equipment Stand, lsotek Sub Station P/S

ge

TFIE
oe CARE
COMPRIN

Audio Synthisis - Audio Physics - Audio Aero - Absolute Sounds

I

, DC'S - Kent - Plinius - Siltech - Arcici - BDA - Pink Triangle

Avid, loto, Primaluna Nave), Krell, Martin Logan, Theta, Gleeland.
Alia0

..
Visit our website at:
http: //Www.fatwyre.com
email: latwyre@fetwyre.com

250 Power, Verity Fidel° & Sonus Faber Speakers, Siltech
PRoom 2 Cables, Isotek Sub Station, RDA Equipment Stands

t

Research, B&W smokes ini. Nautilus 800 Series, Sim Projection,

Avid Tunitables - Project - Ortofon - Van den Hull - Mirage

'I/X welcome

Sony: Faber, DNM, Crimson Wilson Audio, Monitor Audio, Myna!,

1

S.M.E. Rotel, Denon
(11Aerrur AUDIO SALE
New
Now
B&W CDM7NT Speakers, boxeo, cherry (s/h) £ 1,250 £ 695
Rotel RSX 1055 AV Integratel
receiveriomp, boxed
jeu oem) £ 1,195 £ 795
Rotel R5P1066 AV processor/pm, boxed (ex dam) £975
£695
Pink Triangle 3box, transport, Doc, X,
ecemal bespoke supply, boxed
(s/h) £4,500 £ 1,495
Myryod'MDP 500,
pre paessor, Silver, boxed
(ex dem) £ 1,800 £ 995
Myrycd-MDV 300 OVO player, Slyer boxed ( ex &cm) £900 £ 599
Please cantad us for ofull list of eaojeen equipment.
To see on Ill up to dote listings e www.chantryoudia.core

Some demonstration

We are 10mins J39 - M1

1

yooif section of S/41(and
10mins J30 M62

Tel : Wakefield 01924 255045 - Colin Grundy

125 Union Square, New Hope PA 18938 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

THE

tc,

mud Order Avoikble 00000eot e.00

QUAD

Ft iendly service and advice in relaxed sunoundings.
First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.

SPECIALIST

NB. All Ex Dam items are as new unmarked, and boxed and include he
full manufactures guarantee! Offering aminimum 012 years and up to 5
years,. depending upon the product.
c• = • • • .

EASY ACCESS

INTEREST FREE FINANCE

FREE PARKING

16 18" Eldon Street, Toeford, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22 OLI I
Telephone (01777) 870372 Focsimile (01777) 870437

SPARES & REPAIRS
Replacement panels for ESL 57, ESL 63 and LE 1
Refurbished Quad speakers, amplifiers and tuner
Restoration of ElectroStatic Loudspeakers
Contact us for our free catalogue

Surrey

REALITY AUDIO

LOUDSPEAKER

From budget to high end systems
can be dramatically improved with

•

the right treatment of CD's,
of just what can be achieved

•

Range of replacement drive units from Seas, Volt, Vifa-Scanspeak, Peerless,

expect to be with you for some time,

Comprehensive stock of components, capacitors
(Supersound, SCR & Hovland Musicap), cables, damping and grille materials.

£45 avisit ( as long as it takes) but I
as
of

•

UK's largest supplier of kit loudspeakers - all on demonstration.

Phone today for your free FULL COLOUR catalogue or check out our website.
WILMSLOW AUDIO

your music as you've never heard it
before. Just prepare to be shocked and
I'll leave you with a smile on your face.
Hi-FiNews

SPECIALISTS

TDL plus many others.

call 01306 885793 [
Surrey area).

JANUARY 2005

Rheinstr. 30, 58068 Koblenz, Germany
Tel: +49-261-38824 • Fax: +49-261-38172
e-mail: quad.ger@t-online.de

Morel etc, for use in AR, Gale, Heybrook, IMF, KEF, Mission, ProAc, Rogers,

player and leads. For a demonstration

you'll want to hear more and more

Quad Musikwiedergabe GmbH

WILMSLOW AUDIO

Are you hearing all there is on your CD's.

124

•

50

Main Street, Broughton Astley, Leicester LE9 6RD
Tel: 01455 286603 Fax: 01455 286605
Website: www.wilmslowaudio.com
www.hifinews.co.uk

dip"HiFi

Exchange - Mail us your requirements Now"
ele
HOME
CINEMA

HI-FI

saleitems

CZ)IiARTER

£2,995.00
C14.500.00
£395.00
L995.00
£395.00 £895.00
£195.00
£195.00 £430.00

, ClaraVox Magnifica ( Final Offer)
McCormak Line Drive
Audio Refinement Pre S" new"
, Quad 33/ 303
Rogers LOSS ' new'

N

Choice
hi-fi
youchoose
The Choice HiFi Exchange- the fastest
way to find or sell your equipment.
Mail us your requirements and you
will be added to our huge and ever
growing data base where adaily
search seeks to match the wants and
sale items. Get regular mailings of
latest hot deals and new in items.
Because we act as middle men you
buy with confidence and the the
Choice HiFi guarantee.

Y ourchoice
Acoustic Energy
Advantage
ATC
• Audible Illusions
• Audio Physic
• B.A.T
• Boulder
• Bryston
• Cary
• C.A.T.
• Chord
• Clear Audio
• Denon
• DNM
• Egglaston Works
• Efectrograph Delphi
• Gamut
• Genelec
• Gryphon
• Graham
• 'merge
J M Lab
Krell
• Lexicon
• Linn
• Loewe
• Lutron
Lyra
Mark Levinson
• Michell Eng.
• Musical Fidelity
• Naim
• NEC
• Nordost
• Oracle
• Ortofon
• Plinius
• P.M.C.
• Primare
• Project
• Quadraspire
REL
Rockport
Roksan
Rotel
Ruark
Shahinian
SIM2
SME
Straight Wire
Sugden
Tara Labs
Teac
Totem
Transfiguration
Trichord
Trilogy
Van den Hul
VP'
Wilson Audio
Wilson Research
YBA

e v./

thi smo nth

POWER AMPLIFIERS
Krell KSA 150
£ I,495.00
Krell FPB 600
£5,995.00
Krell 250 A/3
£2,495.00
PRE AMPLIFIERS
Audio Research SPILL (remote)
£1,350.00
LOUDSPEAKERS
Martin Logan SL3
£ I,800.00
Wilson Witt 1
£2,750.00
CO PLAYERS & DACS/ OVO PLAYERS
Sony SACO'
£ 1,895.00
TURNTABLES,ANALOGUE,VARIOUS
Nordost vu/hula digital Im
£750.00
Audio Note 2m bi-wire, SPVH 2m banana,AN-SPX ref. Silver(1,450.00
AV COMPONENTS
Lexicon MC 12 rev 4
ASK
Krell HTS Processor
£3,995.00
Primare A30.3
ASK
Primare A30.5
ASK
Parasound c2 (
Halo)
ASK
Parasound C 1 ( Halo)
ASK
NAD
ASK
Marante
ASK
PLASMA PROJECTORS
From NEC! Panasonic/Pioneer/Sharp
ASK
Panasonic TH42 PWD6 "new"
FROM £ 2000
In Focus 5700
ASK
In Focus 7200
SPECIAL
SIM 2Domino 20
ASK
MULT1ROOM INSTALLATIONS * 5
Linn Knekt
Living Control
Lutron Lighting
System- Line
Helvar Lighting
... Each system taylor made to your requirements

r'

£4,000.00
£
81.400.00
5,000.00
£2.000.00
£3.400.00
£.000.00
£4,000.00
L1,450.00
£3,600.00
£9,500.00
£8,000.00
£1,300.00
L1.700.00
£3.500.00
05.500 00

amplifiers
L3.000.00
£14.000.00
£3.895.00
£7.000.00
£3.990.00
£2.000.00
£10.000.00
£4,995.00
£7,000.00
£4,500.00
£6,350.00
£2,395.00
£I0,000.00
£9,000.00
£2.350.00
£7,000.00
13,600.00
L608.00
£8.250.00
£2.250.00
£4,000.00
£9.500.00
£6,500.00
L4.500.00
£6,000.00
£5.500.00
£2,000.00
£895.00
£645.00
£15.000.00
L2.995.00
L1.550.00
L3.750.00
L2,350.00
£120.00
£12.000.00
¿1,030 00
£16,500.00
£I.500.00
£5,995.00

amplifiers

i t>'

(6.000.00
£.000.00
LL£1.195.00
£5,995.00
£I,750.00
£6.995.00
£3,500.00
L5,400.00
£1,997.00
£2.794.00
£4.500.00
L1,995.00
£2.700.00
£13.000.00
£5,595.00
£30.000.00
L3.200.00
£7.350.00

81,795.00
£1,200.00
8395.00
£7,995.00
8495.00
£3,995.00
£695.00
84,495.00
81,750.00
£2,900.00
£795.00
£1,295.00
¿On Dem
£1,295.00
ASK
¿On Dem
£3,995.00
LP.O.A
¿On Dem
ASK

Krell KRC
Audio Research LS9
Musical Fidelity F22
Cello Palete Pre
Tesserac Tala Pre
Audio Research LS25 mk 11
Audio Research LS7
Mark Levinson 380 S
Boulder L5AE Pre Amp
Klein 7LX 3.58
Audio Research LS3
Cary SLP98L Remote Pre x-dem
Audia Flight Pre
YBA 2a Line
Tom Evans The Vibe Pre
Boulder 1012 (pm amp/ 24.96 dad Phono)
YBA Passion Pre (inc Phono)
Boulder 2010 Pm
Plinius I6L "new"
CAT. ultimate reference Pm Amp Inc/Phono -new -

speakers
(On Dem
ASK
ASK
ASK
£995.00

JM Lab Alto Utopia BE
JM Lab Nova Utopia
JM Lab Diva Utopia BE Signature Finish
JM Lab Micro BE Utopia + Stand
Duntech The Princess

t( ,/:020

fax:020
Open from

8392
8392

BUY/SELL

LI1.000.00
L21.500.00
£7.600.00
L4.400.00
£4.000.00

-Furr

ri -t i, ble s.

£1.500.00
£2.200.00
L1.900.00
£6.500.00
£4.400.00
£4.500.00
0.000.00
£7.500.00
L£2.950.00
£2,890.00
£8,000.00
£9.000.00
L9.600.00
C1.295.00
L6.500.00
£12,000.00
16,500.00
£995.00
£500.00
L5.500.00
LI.600.00
LI.000.00
L4,500.00
L1.000.00
£24.000.00
£4,000.00
£1.195.00

81,995.00
¿On Dem

.&analoque

components

81,400.00
82,295.00
ASK
¿On Dem
£I0,495.00
L1,300.00
L4,495.00
L595.00
£2,000.00
£500.00
L1,300.00
ASK
ASK
¿On Dem
¿On Dem
ASK
¿On Dens
¿On Dem

LI.650.00
L L3.500.00
(5.273.53
C12,900.00
L1,900.00
£
L8.000.00
1.500.00
C5.000.00
£1.000.00
L3.000.00
L4.500.00
£1,500.00
£950.00
L8,500.00
£2,350.00
£500.00
LI.000.00

88,500.00
¿On Dem
¿On Dem
¿On Dem
8395.00
£245.00
¿On Dem
¿On Dem
ASK
8495.00
8495.00
¿On Dem
8195.00
ASK
81,695.00
8640.00

L16.000.00
£850.00
£1.100.00
L425.00
(£325.00
L1.050.00
1500,00/1.750,00
£1,100.00

L¿-

¿2.750.00
£400.00
11.795.00
£2,065.00
L740.00

ASK
£3.500.00
81,995.00
£5,500.00
ASK L5000.00/L5750.00
ASK
L2.300.00
87,500.00
£9.000.00
£1,295.00
(2,000.00
¿On Dem
L2,000.00
ASK L8 I
00.00/L8900.00
ASK
£3.500.00

Parasound A5I - 5Channel
Lexicon MCI
Lexicon MC8/ MC8B
Lexicon RT I
0DVD Player
SIM 2HT 300
Primare P30 Processor
Linn Klassik OVO
Lexicon MCI2 / MCI 28
Parasound C2
PLASMAS/ LCD/PROJECTORS
Seleco/Sony/Sanyo

8392

ASK

1963

iiiinfo@choice-hifi.com

to 6pm Mon to Sat and other times by appointment.
Buy, sell, exchange quality hi-fi equipment

10am

We accept all

CI .000.00
(9.000.00
£359.00
0.899.00
£7,800.00
£19.000.00
£13,000.00
£1.100.00
£18.000.00
£2,250.00
£1,795.00
L1,750.00
£.200.00
£4.100.00
L650.00
£500.00
£I.799.00
£999.00
£6.000.00
£1,700.00
£3.500.00
£2,170.00
L298.99
L749.00
L468.99
£750.00
L4.000.00

1595.00
L1,395.00
CI,695.00
£695.00
L4,500.00
0,795.00
ASK
L1,695.00
£3,995.00
£1,195 00
ASK
£1,995.00
L2,795.00
£,750.00
L3,995.00
L495.00
/On Dem
0,995.00
¿On Dern
¿On Den,
£295.00
L3,995.00
£750.00
£750.00
¿On Dem
¿On Den,

SME Series VArm "new"
Oxford Crystal Reference/ Air Tangent
Nottingham Analogue Dayas ( Broyer arm)
SME 20/2A
SME 30/2 A " new"
PS Audio Power Plant 300 + Ultimate Outlet
Nottingham Analogue "The Analogue" 12" arm and deck
Fanfare FT1 Tuner
Tara Labs 10m Bal The 2Interconnect
Tara Labs POS ( Mono) pair
Tara Labs The 2Speaker Cable 4h
Roksan Xerxes 10/DS1.5/ Artemiz/ Jubilee
Ortofon Jubilee
Roksan Caspian Phono se
Roksan TMS2/ Arterniz
Michell Orbe/ VC/ RB300
Project RPM 6"new"
Project RPM9/ arm
VPI TNT mk IVI Rockport 6000/ Flywheel/VPI Stand/
Clearauudio Accurate/ Pump etc, "new"
Roksan Radius 5 (Acrylic)/ Nima arm " new"
Lorricraft record cleaning machine
Barman Pro
Moth Record Cleaning mic
Project RPM4/ Ortofon 510 "new"
Ortofon Rohmann
Ortofon Kontrapunkt a/b "new"
Michell Gyro SE/ RB300 " new"
Audio Synthesis Phono Eq mm/mc
Pink Triangle PT Ext psu
Plinius 14 Phono "new"
Nackamichi DR 3
Tom Evans - The Groove '
new'
Clear Audio Reference Mc phono stage X-demo
Clear Audio Symphono phono stage X- demo MM/MC

N/

£2,000.00
L12.000.00
£2,200.00
L9,000.00
C2.500.00
L900.00
L-

DACS

Linn Nurnerik
Audio Synthesis DAX
Audio Synthesis DAX Decade
Then Pro Prime 2
Mark Levinson 390S
Acuphase DP67
Audia Flight CD 1
PS Audio Lambda Transp/ duc
Wadia 860 x
Theta Data Pro Prime 11
Gamut CDIR mk II
Acoustic Arts Drive I
SAD DSP9000 Pro Series Ill
Wadia No 27 Dac
Mark Levinson 31.5 Transport
Theca Pro Geny
Acoustic Arts Drive 1/Dac 1mk II
Linn Sondec CDI2
Linn UNIDISK 1.1
Roksan Caspian CD
Trichord PD-S503
YEA CD IDelta (Twin psu)
Audiorneca Damnation CD Transport
Primare V20 DVD/CD
Audio Aero 32/192 Capitole CD (Ver. 4)
Primare V25 CD/DVD
Boulder 2020 dac
Theta Data Il Transport AT + link
YBA CD Integre "new"

1959z 020

1994

¿On Dem
88,995.00
£995.00
84,995.00
£1,795.00
8695.00
£1,695.00
Coming Soon
Coming Soon
£395.00
84,995.00
£695.00
83,000.00
£4,995.00
86,995.00
87,495.00
8495.00
87,995.00
81,750.00
81,150.00
8795.00
£2,995.00
L1,595.00
¿On Dem
¿On Dem
¿On Den,
¿On Dem
ASK
ASK
ASK
ASK
£225.00
£625.00
8415.00
¿On Dem
ASK

Audio Physic Tempo Ill "
new"
Sonus Faber Amati Homage
,IM Lab 926
Wilson Benesch Act 2 ( Iupgrade)
REL Stentor Ill
ART Audio Stilleto
Senas Faber Electa Amator 11 ( no stds)
Revel Studio
Revel Salon
Linn Kielihds (+ Active Cards)
Wilson ACT 2 (Upgrade)
JM Lab Sib & Cub (5.1 spk sys)
el Lab Mezzo Utopia
Audio Physic Avanti
Wilson Audio System 5.1
Revel Ultima Studio
ATC SCM 10 Passive Black
JM Lab Utopia
Reference 3A
Audio Physic Spark
Talon Kite Centre & Bracket
Aerial Acoustic SW12 Sub Woofer. Maple/remote
Mirage M3 si
Rd lQ 200 E
Eel Q 150 E
Audio Physic Luna Sub ( wood)
Audio Physic 'l'ara
Vienna Acoustics Mahler
Vienna Acoustics Mozart
Vienna Acoustics 5.1
Cabasse io 5.1
Blue Room Minipod (White)
Blue Room Minipod + Sub ( Blue)
Blue Room Minipod Sub
Genelec 205 Active Monitors
Audio Physic Virgo III "new"

CIE)playe r
- s
L3.000.00
£6,000.00
£3,750.00

£1,500.00
Parasound 12 Channel Amp
£5,995.00
McIntosh MC2000 Anniversary
ASK
Bel Canto Evo 4i
L3,995.00
VTL MB450 Sig
¿On Dem
Gamut D200 mk Ill " Hi Fi Choice Product of the Year"
(995.00
Musical Fidelity F15
£4,995.00
Cello Duet 350
£,995.00
Krell Showcase 5
£1,995.00
Tesserac TAM 60 Monoblocks
82,495.00
Muse Model 300 Monoblocks
£2,995.00
Plinius SA 250 mk IV
£995.00
ART VT60
£4,995.00
Krell FPB 25Orn Monoblocks
£3,990.00
Melos 402 Gold Tiode Plus Monoblocks 400wpc
£1,895.00
Bryston 4BSST
£5,250.00
Conrad Johnson Premier 140 SA
£1,395.00
Krell KSA 808
8295.00
Nairn Nait 3
£4,500.00
Cary 805 C Monoblocks "new"
8995.00
Cary SLA 70 mk 11 Silver
£2,795.00
Conrad Johnson MF2500
84995.00
YBA Passion Monoblocks
¿On Dem
Audia Flight 100
¿On Dem
Audia Flight One Integrated
£3995.00 each
Linn Klimax 500 Solo (4)
£2,495.00
Boulder 500 AE
£1,395.00
ES Lab DX-S4
¿On Dem
Roksan Caspian Integrated
¿On Dem
Roksan Caspian Power
£9,995.00
Krell FPB 700cx
¿On Dem
ES. Lab DX-S8
¿On Dem
Plinius 8200P
ASK
Plinius SA 102 "new"
¿On Dem
Bryston 4BSST
£69.00
Linn Bass Active Card
84,995.00
Krell MDA 300
L895.00
Linn Klassik CD/Amp silver
¿On Dem
Boulder 1060 Power "new"
£1,350.00
Primare 30.1 mk EIntegrated
£3,995.00
YBA Passion Stereo "new"

P r- e

MULTIROOM
INSTALL

major credit cards. Finance available subject to status

Upgrades & replaces
motors & power supplies for
ALL belt drive turntables

"The best tonearm I've
heard"

"The single most important upgrade you can
ever make to any record deck concerns the motor
drive...nothing can prepare you for the shock of going DC. In I
word, gobsmacking."
COMMON GROUND MAGAZINE

HI FI WORLD

W inner of Stereo Times magazine Most wanted component

"It's value is nothing short of tremendous."

of 2004 award

‘‘.A.

"hie LP12 remains aclassic ... but .. upgrade kits by Origin Live
can bring avast improvement to it's performance"
HI FI NEWS

new benchmark for musical communication"

"One

LISTENER MAGAZINE

STEREOTIMES

Universal turntable motor kit
The Cinderella of I

of the truly special products 1,ve reviewed in the past 18 years -

- largely overlooked and dismissed, but capable of

outperfi inning a ,(2000 cartridge upgrade. No one would blame you for being

STEREOPHILE

sceptical of an east ro fit, inexpensive de motor upgrade. Fspecially one that
bnprove.: on the best of other power supplies costing over 4limes as muet or

The new generation of toneams from Origin Live have won admiration

your money back. It is simply impossible rr rimagine the level of improvement

and rave reviews across the world for good reason - these arms berter

attained by eliminating the nu nor vibration that your srylus amplifies over 8.004I

the hest by a significant margin. Whatever your current arm, you

times! Our DC motor kit offers massive improvements to all versions of I.inn

can at last treat yourself to a serious upgrade. Why not arrange for a

Lingo / Valhulla, Rega, Sysiemdeck, Roksan, Rock eme. The kits consist of a

demonstration now.

drop in replacement high grade DC motor and off-board 2speed control box.
\1¡ by not ord o now? - see web sire or phone.

Tonearm Models

Oci

mqueror - £2.5110
Illustrious - £ 1570
1;ficounter - £

Demonstrably better

Standard dc Motor Kit - £ 199

ORIGIN LIVE

Advanced de Motor Kit - £339

Tel/Fax: + 44 02380 578877

Ultra dc Motor Ku - £570

70

Silver - L:599

infoporiginlive.com

Upgrade " rransformer - £ 175

01.1 from - L124

Upgrade DC 200 motor - £ 129 with kir

www.originlive.com

HEATHCOTE AUDIO

TEL: 01992-653999 MOBILE 07860 511111 WEB: www.licathcoteaudio.co.uk E-MAIL: FleathcoteAudio • aol.co
COMPACT DISC
PERPTECH PA- 1DSP/UPSAMPLING DIGITAL
PROCESSOR
BRAND NEW.... £895
PERP TECH/MODWRIGHT SIG-2PA-324/96
UPSAMPLING DAC
BRAND NEW.. . £795
PERP TECH/MODWRIGHT SIG -2MONOLITHIC PSU
BRAND NEW.... £495
THETA CARMAN CD/DVD TRAM
MINT/BOXED . £1695
THETA PEARL TRANSPORT
REDUCED.... £795
THORENS TCD PLAYER/TRANSPORT
MINT.... £495
MARANTZ CDA-94 TRANAT&T
EXCLT.. . £575
PRIMARE V-25 DVD (£1000)
EX DISPLAY/BOXED.... £695
THETA PRE GEN III
EXCLT/BOXED... £1495
THETA DS PRO BASIC-11 DAC.
MINT/BOXED.... £995
MICROMEGA SOLO
MINT... £1295
MICROMEGA CD-3/DUO-PRO COMBO
MINT/BOXED... £1250
CEC TL-51/DX-51 MK111 TRANS.&DAC(£3000)
3MONTHS OLD... £1995
TECHNICS Z-1000/X1000 TRANS/DAC(GOLD)
BOXED... £1995
WADIA DM X-32 DAC
MINT.... £495
MONRIO 188 DAC,/PSU
D(CLT.... £375
STAnDS
CANCELLED ORDER SOUNDSTYLE LIMITED QUANTITY
PLEASE PHONE FOR AVAILABILITY/COLOURS
SOUNDSTYLE ST-105
NEW.... £275
SOUNDSTYLE ST-100
NEW... £250
SOUNDSTYLE ST 310
NEW. £275
SOUNDSTYLE ST-95
NEW.... £195
SOUNDSTYLE XS-105
NEW.... £225
SOUNDSTYLE XS- 100
NEW.... £200
SOUNDSTYLE XS-310
NEW.... £225
SOUNDSTYLE XS-250 CD
NEW.... £225
SOUNDSTYLE OVO RACK
NEW.... £225
ELEMENTAL AMP STAND
£475
COPULARE AMP STAND
£495
ATTACAMA PROF. STANDS X3
PLEASE RING
TARGET R-2 SILVER
£250
TARGET R-2 BLACK
£225
OPTIMUM 5SHELF AV STAND
£225
SOUND ORGANIZATION Z-140
EX.DIS £95
SOLID STATE
GRYPHON SONATA-ALLEGRO PRE (£12000)
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6MONTHS OLD... £6495

Hi-FiNews

GRYPHON S-100 POWER AMP
M.LEVINSON NO.28 2BOX PRE/PHONO
M.LEVINSON NO.38 REMOTE PRE
M.LEVINSON NO.23 POWER AMP
C. JOHNSON PF- PREVPHONO STAGE
C. JOHNSON PFFIREMOTE PRE
ALOIA PST11.01 PRE/PSU
ROKSAN LS-2PRE AMP
PLINIUS SA-102 POWER AMP
JEFF ROWLAND MODEL-5B
GAMUT D-200 POWER AMP (£3950)
AUDIO RESEARCH 100.2 (£3700+)
THORENS TA-2000 POWER AMP
PRIMARE A-20 MK-11 INT. AMP
PINK TRIANGLE INTEGRAL
MARANTZ SC-22/ MA-22
VALVE

MINT. £2895
MINT/BOXED... £1295
MINT/BOXED... £1995
MINT/BOXED. f2495
EXCLT. £ 95
MINT/BOXED. . £1795
EXCLT. £1495
MINT. . £495
MINT. £2795
EXCLT. f2795
BRAND NEW/BOXED. £2995
BRAND NEW BOXED. £2995
MINT.... £395
EX.DISPLAY/BOXED. . £450
3MONTHS USE. £2495
MINT/BOXED. £1195

Amps

PATHOS TWIN TOWERS
UN.RESEARCH MYSTERY ONE PRE
UN. RESEARCH 845 MONO'S
AUDION 3008 SIL.KNIGHTS/2 BOX PRE(GOLD)
AUDIO RESEARCH SP-9MKII
AUDIO RESEARCH D-115
AUDIO RESEARCH LS-2B
AUDIO RESEARCH V-70
AUDIO RESEARCH VT-50 (£3650 RETAIL)
JADIS JPS-2 (WAS £8000)
JADIS DEFY-7POWER AMP
CHRONOS 2BOX PRE/PHONO & MONO,S
UNISON RESEARCH C5P PRE/PHONO
ART AUDIO QUINTET
V.R.R. ADM MONOBLOCS
GOLDEN TUBE SE1-50 MK.11
UNISON RESEARCH S-6
ROGUE AUDIO TEMPEST SIL MAC £ 27001

MINT/BOXED £1995
MINT/BOXED £795
MINT/BOXED £2495
EXCLT £2250
MINT/BOXE0. f995
EXCLT £1495
MINT/BOXED £1295
EXCLT £1495
BRAND NEW/BOXED £2750
EXCLT £2995
EXCLT £2995
ULTRA RARE £3995
REDUCED £595
MINT £795
GC
f895
EX.DIS/BOXED £750
EX DEM. £1275
BRAND NEW/BOXED. £
1995

LOUDSPEAKERS
CELESTION A-3 CHERRY WOOD
EXCLT £1395
CELESTION A-2 SANTOS ROSEWOOD (£1500+) . BRAND NEW/BOXED... £1195
CELESTION A-2 SANTOS FI/WOOD
EX.DIS..... £995
CELESTION A-1 CHERRYWOOD
MINT/BOXED... £395
TDL REFERENCE MONITORS
CHOICE . RING

APOGEE CALIPERS
DYNAMO CONTOUR 1.3 MK-II/S1ANDS
ALR JORDAN NOTE-5 (BOBINGA).
BKS 107 MK II SUPREME
KELLY KT-3 (96 DB SENSITIVE)
EPOS ES-14/STANDS
A.ENERGY ASW FB110 SUB
REL STORM- 1SUB
CELESTION A-6S SUB
M. LOGAN CLS11Z & SUBS
KLIPSCHORNS (BIRDS EYE MAPLE)
SOUNDLAB MIL-38I-WIRE i,£9300)

VGC
£
1195
MINT/BOXED.... £995
EX.DEM... £1295
EX.DEM... £1375
BOXED.... £750
MINT.... £375
AS NEW.... £350
VGC.. £450
NEW.... £375
EXCLT... £5750
FANTASTIC!... £3750
EX.DEM... £5750

LOUDSPEAKER CABLE
VDH. REVELATION 2METRE PAIR EX.DEM
£495
VDH. REVELATION HYBRID 2METHF: PAIR
£495
XLO REFERENCE 6FT. PAIR
£275
AUDIONOTE AN-L4METRE SILVER PLUGS
£225
AUDIONOTE AN-L3METRE TERMINATED
£225
AUDIONOTE AN-L2METRE BI-WIRE
£175
XLO 5.1 SIG.7 FT PAIR XBRAND NEW
£1150
TARA LABS PRIME 1800 18 FEET BI-WIRE
£795
PS.AUDIO 0-STREAM 3METRE PAIR
£750
MIT MH-750 12 FT.PAIR 8I-WIRE
£795
NIRVANA SL- 2.3 METRE EX OEM
£
475

InTERconnEcr
PRECIOUS METALS SILVER SIGNAL- 1r00 3.9 METRE XLR
£
295
PRECIOUS METALS SILVER SIGNAL-200 0.5 METRE XLR
£295
SILVER ARROW 1METRE XLII (£1200)
EX OEM.
£
595
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REF. 35 METRE XLR
£1450
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REFERENCE
f495
XL0 3METRE PAIR EX.DENI
.
£225
AUDIOOUEST LAPIS 4METRE PAIR
£395
VAN DEN HUL 0.8 MC GOLD XLR
BOXED/AS NEW.... £200
NEOTECH PROFESSIONAL CABLE 0.5 METRE
BOXED/AS NEW.... £225
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY S.5 MEITIE/1 METRE
BRAND NEW.. £50/65
BLACK RHODIUM CONCERTO 0.5/1 METRE
BRAND NEW . £10/100
BLACK RHODIUM ORATOR IA
BRAND NEW PLEASE RING
EQUIPMENT REQUIRED FOR IMMEDIAIE CASH PURCHASE
PLEASE PHONE GEORGE 10-6PM

www.hifinews.co.uk

//
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MANTRA AUDIO
\ MAIL ORDER HI Fl ACCESSORIES

GRADO HEADPHONE SPECIAL OFFERS

CARTRIDGES

Prestige

£ 75

Audio

SR- 80

£90

Technica AT OC 9ML

SR- 125

£ 140

Goldring

SR- 225

£ 175

1012 GX

£265

1022 GX

£ 635

1042

SR-60

SR- 325
Reference RS 1
RS- 2

£450

QED SWITCHING AND CONTROL UNITS
Full range of QED Switch Boxes,
Cables & Interconnects available

Ortoon

See website for details.
CARTRIDGES
Denon

STYLUS

DL 110
DL 304

Shure

£28

N/A

£330

£280

EX

N/A

£76

£62

GEX

£52

£95

£76

GEX

£67

£124

£100

GEX

£86

£143

£114

GEX

£100

Eroica LX/H

£133

£109

GEX

N/A

Elite

£232

£190

GEX

N/A

510

£34

N/A

MC 15 Super II

£130

£110

EX

N/A

MC 25 FL

£227

£193

EX

N/A

MC 10 Supreme

£304

£258

EX

N/A

AT 110E
1006

£16

£22

MC 30 Supreme

£452

£385

EX

N/A

N/A

Kontrapunkt a

£412

£351

EX

N/A

£ 95

N/A

Kontrapunkt h

£530

£451

EX

N/A

£ 210

N/A

Kontrapunkt b

£643

£548

EX

N/A

Prestige Black £40

£ 27

Kontrapunkt c

£824

£700

EX

N/A

Prestige Gold £ 110

£ 73

Rohmann

£837

£742

EX

N/A

M97 XE

£ 58

Blue Point Special

£265

£237

EX

N/A

£ 98

V 15 VxMR

£ 304 £ 213

V 15 V MR

N/A £ 158

V 15 Ill MR

N/A £112

Sumiko

0 0
Loud

STYLUS

EXCHANGE

£79

DL 160
Grado

Does This Seem Familiar?

TEL/FAX 01757 288652
www.mantra-audio.co.uk

0

Way too Loud

It's acommon problem. The usable range on the
volume control is all down at the bottom end and
fine control at low listening levels is either difficult or
impossible. The noise floor may be audible too.
There is now asimple and effective solution - the
Rothwell In Line Attenuators. They can be used
with pre/power or integrated amps to cure the
problems of excess gain and bring sonic
benefits, even with the most expensive equipment.
The cost is only £ 39 per pair delivered. To order, call

Rothwell: 01204 366133

or

www.rothwellaudioproducts.co.uk
See the excellent reviews in Hi Fi Choice, Hi Fi World,
Hi Fi Plus and on the web at www.tnt-audio.com

•
"Lockwood Audio
VINTAGE GEAR
AND RECORDS
FOR SALE AND WANTED

EX - Exchange price for MC from above companies
GEX - Exchange price against any cartridge type
Over 500 replacement styli types stocked

MAIL ORDER ( 1-10 DAYS) PRICES INC P&P ADD £5 EUROPE
AND UP TO £ 15 WORLDWIDE FOR ORDERS OVER £ 50

Too Loud

Spares and repairs
See the TAt•NCYL Cones
Hotline at
www.lockwoodaudio.co.uk
Call for appointment to visit us at Ruislip on

MANTRA AUDIO ( HFN), 22 GARTH AVENUE, NORTH DUFFIELD,
SELBY, NORTH YORKS YO8 5RP

+44(0) 20 8864 8008
mor‘

or Fax + 44(0) 20 8864 3064
mail: sales@lockwoodaudio.co.uk

01376 521132
07802 483698
E-MAIL: soundstage@netlineuk.net
www.sound-stage.co.uk
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Chelmsford, Essex
PRE- OWNED EQUIPMENT
AFC SCM50A AcrivE WALNUT WITH STANDS BUYER COLLECTS IMMACULATE . £3495
:MAO INNOVATIONS SERIES 8004-BOX VALVE PRE/POWER
£ 1295
CASTLE HARLECH CHERRY FLOORSTANDERS
£649
COUNTERPOINT SAI00 POWER AMP VALVE/TRANS HYBRID BLACK BOXED
£ 649
JANIS ES12 LIGHT CHERRY BOXED AND SUPERB
£ 299
hPOS ES 14 BLACK SINGLE WIRE LOVELY CONDITION
£149
30I/SME 3009/SHURE MM CARTRIDGE ON HARDBOARD MOUNT
£, 99
FEE 103/3 ROSEWOOD WITH KEF RUBE EQUALISER AND INTEGRAL STANDS
£399
PA2 POWERSTAGE POWER AMP MARBLE FRONT LOVELY LOOKS AND SOUND £695
.INN SONDEK LPI2 NORTON AIR POWER ITTOK TROIKA WALNUT SUPERB £ 129
.INN KAIRN PRE AMP MM/MC PHONO STAGE BOXED AND SUPERB
£ 695
INN KARIK 3/NUMERIK CD PLAYER/DAC
£ 1295
.INN MAJIK ILINE LEVEL INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER BOXED
£ 449
.0E:WE ACONDA 32" FLAT WIDESCREEN SILVER + LOEWE GLASS STAND
£ 1295
IFRIDIAN A500 BLACK ASH LOUDSPEAKERS BOXED LOVELY CONDITION
£399
MERIDIAN 605 MONO AMPLIFIERS BLACK
£ 895
ICROMEGA STAGE 5CD PLAYER IMMACULATE
£149
£199
N hIM NAP 140 OLIVE FRONTED AND BOXED, SUPERB
AIM INTRO BLACH ASH BOXED AND SUPERB
£149
NAIM NAT 02 TUNER IMMACULATE CONDITION£795
NAIM SBL LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK ASH LATE 1995 MODEL
£ 995
'RIMARE D.20 24 BIT CD PLAYER
'ROCEED AVP AUDIO/VIDEO PRE AMPLIFIER AC- 3. DTS, THX,DPL ( NEW £4700)
£ 1795
'ROCEED AMP 5 125 WATT 5- CHANNEL POWER AMP THX APPROVED ( NEW £5K)
£2295
'ROCEED MDT MODULAR DVD TRANSPORT ( NEW £5500)
£ 2495
WAD 44 PRE AMP GREY BOXED AND SUPERB WITH INSTRUCTIONS
£ 299
QUAD FM4 FM TUNER GREY CASE DIN SOCKET BOXED SUPERB
£ 299
QUAD 66 CD PLAYER WITH REMOTE AND INSTRUCTIONS
£429
QUAD 33/303 PRE/POWER AMPS LOVELY CONDITION
£199
QUAD 77CD BUS/77 PRE/77 TUNER CARBON BOXED AND IMMACUALATE
£ 99;
QUAD 606 MK ILOVELY CONDITION WITH MANUAL
£ 499
REGA ELA BLACK FLOORSTANDING SPEAKERS MKI LOVELY
£ 199
REGA PLANAR 3BLACK. RB300, ROKSAN CORUS BLACK. REGA MOTOR UPGRADE £279
REGA RADIO R REMOTE READY TUNER BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE £229
RUM CURSA LINE LEVEL PRE AMP BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE £249
REGA MAIA POWER AMP BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£249
REGA XEL WALNUT FLOORSTANDING LOUDSPEAKERS-OVER £ 1K NEW£449
ROKSAN CASPIAN TUNER BLACK BOXED AND SUPERB
£149
ROKSAN L1.5/DS1.5/S1.5 PRE/POWER SUPPLY/POWER AMP BLACK
£ 229 .
;
ROKSAN XERXES BLACK ASH ARTEMIZ LYRA CLAVIS D.C. VDH MODDED
£ 1495
THORENS TI) 160 SUPER BLACKJSME 3009 IMPROVED/SHURE V15IV
£ 299
TOTEM MODEL ONE SIGNATURE BLACK BOXED AND MINT MONTHS OLD
£ 1295
WADIA 3200 CD TRANSPORT WITH REMOTE AND INSTRUCTION
£995
PROFESSIONAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICE- KEITH MONKS MACHINE PI EASE RING FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND PRICES. THREE MONTH WARRANTY ON Ait. ITEMS

wvvvv.sound-stage.co.uk
www.hifinews.co.uk

Purveyors of esoteric & qua
Tel
email

btinternetcom

THIS MONTHS DELIGHTS
LOOK EXCLUSIVE!
Perpetual Technologies, £ 1,895 P1-A, P3-A
plus power supply. Modvvright upgrade.
The current state of the art in digital replay under 5k.
Brand new please phone.

POA

Mark Levinson No 31 ref Transport
( f8,500) £ 2,995
Theta Pro Gen V ( balanced)
(£ 6,200) £ 1,895
Theta Data Transport ( US spec)
(£ 2,950)
£ 795
Audio Synthesis Passion 8 preamp
(£ 1,995)
£995
Musical Fidelity F22 preamp
(£ 1,200)
£495
Krell KAV 30Oil
AVI monoblocks

(£ 3,900) £ 1,995
(£ 1,600)
£750

Musical Fidelity Nu Vista power amp

(£ 3,300) £ 2,495

Mark Levinson No 27 power amp

(£ 5,500)

Mark Levinson No 23 power amp

(£ 6,500) £ 1,995

£1,695

Counterpoint SA200 power amp
(£ 3,000)
Rotel RB 993 power amp
(£ 1,600)

£795

Celestion Al ( rosewood)

£395

£750

(£ 900)

Tag Maclaren Calliopes (with stands) (£ 2,500) £ 1,295
Beauhorn 2.2 (with plinths) (£4,200) £ 2,495
Wilson Audio 5.1 with tails etc

( 18,000)

f6,495

Apogee Duetta Sigs BRAND NEW
Northcreek, c/overs, custom finish,
crated, totally amazing,
Priced less than 15 years ago! Phone! ....(£4,700) £ 3,395
Mark Levinson 38s preamp
(£ 6,500) £ 2,395
Hi-FiNevvs
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the

• buy your hi-fi
• trade-in hi-fi
• uk next-day delivery

shop

• free credit avilable

Please visit
for a complete up-to-date list as
the list changes daily. Why not subscribe (free) and recieve the our
complete list by email every Monday.

599
399
2995
1695
5995
3999
650
2499
1195
2395

Clearaudio Unify Unipivct Tonearm New Ft Boxed
Clearaudio Accurate MC x-denn
Clearaudio Vctory MC New Et Boxed
Koetsu Rosewood Re- tipped Low Hours S/H
Kuzma Stabi/Stogi STurntable New. Et Boxed
Linn LP12/Syrinx PU2 Valhalla S/H
Linn LP12 CirKus Black S/H
Linn Lingo S/H
Lin LVII Tonearm S/H
Lehmann Audio Black Cube SE New E Boxed
McCormack Phono Stage New and Boxed
Rega Planar 3/Heed PSU/Bias SIR
Systemdek X 11900/RB2507Denon 103

795
2800
1030
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
650
650
630
N/A

599
1699
699
599
1399
399
399
599
479
449
399
239
250

Audio Analogue Bellini Remote Preamplifier x-dem
Audio Researc11.522 Valve Preamplifier S/H
Audio Research LS2 Hybrid Preamplifier S/H
Audio Analogue Corelli Stereo Power Amplifier x-dem
Audio Analogue Donizetti Mono Power Amplifiers x-derr
Arcam Diva A85 Integratec Anefier BlacX S/H
14-cam Diva P85 Power Amp(ifier Silver S/H
Cy-us 7 Integrated Black S/H
Cyrus PSX-R Black S/H
Krell KAV300i Integrated S/H
Mark Levinson 431 Dual mono Amplifier SAFI
Nagra VPA Mono 845 Valve Amplifiers S/H
Sudgen A2la Line Graphite S/H
Red Rose Sprit Integrated x-dem

625
4499
2289
695
1050
800
800
N/A
N/A
2590
6500
10K
995
1000

499
2300
749
479
729
499
449
395
249
1399
3795
7495
599
649

Maio Physic Tempo3 cerry x-dem
Martin Logan CLS1 1Anniversary Electrostatics 7mths
Martin Logan Aerie's ,1Hybrid Electrostatics Oak S/H
Nairn ALdio Intro Black Ash S/H 875 499
Peak Consult Incogrrto Rosewood x-dem 7500 5799
Rel Acoustics Sturfo 11 Oak Subwoofer S/H
Rega Jura Floorstanding Blacx Ash S/ ri
Rega ELA Cherry X-dem
Verity Fidelios Brand new Black Laccuer

2300
6700
2389
875
7500
4500
450
749
8000

1695
4295
1299
499
5799
1995
199
579
4499

Ca -das Neutral Reference 1m RCA-BNC S/H
Cyrus Hark Floorstand Black S/H
Madrigal CZ Gel 1.5m Balanced new a boxed
Madrigal MDC 2 1m Fatboy Digital cable new ft boxed
Madrigal MDC 20.5m Fatboy Digital cable new ft boxed
QED QNEXII 1m RCA- RCA Interconnect S/H
Sittech SQ58G3 24m Balanced Interconnect ›- dem
Siltech Signature G5 m AES/E11.1 110 ohm Digital S/H
S,Itech SPX10 0.5m mains cable new ft boxed
Spectral MH-330 15ft Interconnect iCA-RCA x-dem
Spectral MH-750 15ft Interconnect RCA- RCA x-dem
Spectral M1-350 20 ft Speaker cable x-dem

550
N/A
599
319
279
N/A
2370
625
105
800
1400
2100

375
250
299
159
139
22
1499
449
55
499
799
1199

yPlaer
gdeBlack
CD2SunCD
S/H
BV
SR
Gheta
aelnaercaetdion T

Special Offers

RRP

sDAC
S/H
roheadOcorn/Bal nceItTPi
IBasc
with

MRP
pylaer
5Hodo8
SadatihlsermWinv/l
301
CD

Analogue
Audio Research PH-3Phono stage
Crown Jewel SE MC Cartridge
OrtofonMC25FL

£2300
£2,695
£300

Amplifiers
Arcam Alpha io Integrated (black)
ARTAudio Diavolo Stereo (volumecontnol)
Audio Research Ref./ Pre-amp mk11(silver)
Audio Research VT2oo mk11 PovirerAmp (silver)
BOW Warkxk SE Pre (Inc phono stage)
BOWWazco Integrated (silver, mint)
Cary SLP-5o Pre-amp (silver, good c
Cary SLAM ioo morelocks pair (silver
Gryphon XT 2-box Preamp (black)
Mark Levinson 436 MoraMiod<s(pair)
Mark Levinson 335 Power Amp (25ovvi()
Mark Levinson 380 Pre-amp (mint)
Mark Levinson 28 Pre + Power Supply
Mark Levinson 32 Ref Pre -amp (mint)
Mark Levinson 32 Ref Pre -amp (mint)
Mission Cyrus z PSX
Parasouncl J0 Monobkxk Power (Pair, silver)
Unison Research Absolute 845 Int Amp

exd
›Pi
exd
s/„h
s/n
,
sir
s/,n
s/n
s/h

o
o
o
exd
s/h

£795
£4,750
£10,498
£n,892
£3,995
£
1,995
£1,995
£540 o
£,500
£9,790
£8A-95
£4,495
£3295
£
11 ,995
£n995
&Soo
£5,200
£22,500

Digital
Audio NoteCDT-OneTransport
Audio Research CD3mklICD Player (silver)
BOW ZZ-Eight16-bit CD Player (black)
BOW ZZ-Eight 24/192CD Player (black)
Cary 3o6/2oo HDCD 24/192 CID Player (silver)
Copland CDA-277 CD Player(silver)
Cyrus DAD 3Q24 CD Player
Manley RefererKe(Prufessional) DAC
Mark Levinson 31 CD Transport (mint)
Mark Levinson 360s Dac (mint)
Mark Levinson 3605 Dac (mint)
Micromega Duo CD Transp & Pro Dac
Mark Levinson 37 CD Transport (mint)
Meridian 598 DVDAudioAftdeo Pblayer (black)
Perpetual Tech PA-3DAÇ PAHA
Upsamper & Power Plant PSU (silver)
Wade 861 CD Player (black, mint)

4 0 95
£5,5oo
£1,995
£5,495
£495
£1,649
£995
£8,140
£3,995
£7,495
£7495
£30 99
£4,495
£3,195
£1,990
£7,995

Home Cinema / AV
PrimareSPA2o Digital ControllerAmp
PrimareV25DVDPlayer
Proceed PMDT-PVP DVD Transport
PnxeedAVP2AV Pre-amp
Proceed PVP CVPIVKleoProcessor

/FROTN
ECNDPLBAKAY

£,S00
Elea°
£7,190

£6,495
£1,49s

Speakers
£24,99s
£8s33
£2,995
£7,500
£1,300
£,998
£s,99s
£1o,575
£3,49.5
£3,ws
£2,995
£998
£4,250

ART Loudspeakers Impression 2
ATCActive SCMHooASL (cherry)
Audio Physk.Vingo2(bladlmahogany)
Audio Physic Avantis Speakers
Cura CA21 Loudspeakers (black)
Martin Logan (LS Ilz (oak)
Monitor Audio Studio 6o (rare ebony)
Proac Future i(walnut) Ribn Speakers
Pro Ac Future.5(mahcgany, mint)
Pro Ac D25 (ebony, as new)
Revel F30 Speakers (maple, small mark)
Sonuf Faber Concerto (walnut)
Zngali Overture 3s Omniray Horn Speakers

www.midlandaudio-xcnange.co.uk

Other
130W Wand Remote Control (silver)
JPSSC2im Interconnect
Tara Labs RSCAir3XLR im pair
VISA

.Y.ESS

sm

£329
£450
£380

Cas

4/I

ID LAND

AUDIO

XCHANGE

t.0' 562 731100 f.01562 730228 m.07721 605966
7I-rE OLD CHAPEL, 7ORGE LANE, BEL8ROUGHTON. DY9 9TD
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/ sh

bp
£3o0

exd

5/,
sin
11

exd

1399
N/A
5999
2999
9000
7495
1099
6290
2990
3499

AMPLIFICATION

ITEMS

SPEAKERS

USED

V.h
eco
sip £599
sip
f850
si)r £795
psrtTrano
xSACD/CD
erdi
dCS
em d- V
oeMark
x
360s
dom
sLvinoNn

dCSNi9
S/H
on1224/
DAC
Frewire
Delius

DEMONSTRATOR AND

RRP

dCS
p U5tH
FonePurcll
siaeilre mrwN

Castle Chester Speakers (mahogany, mint)
Creek CD 43 CD Player (black, mint)
Linn Keilidh Speakers (walnut, tatty)
Mission 753 Speakers (black, good c
Myryad TOo Power Amp (silver, good coni
Denon TU26011 RDSTuner

yPlaer
yCrus
Q24
SH/
DAD3
CD

pColand
266 CDAH
DCD

MRP

CABLES & TABLES

Bargain Basement

HIGH END AUDIO

H

BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED
SALE

specialists iti'S
cd iii tke North East of England we have been supplyjng
eof tho finest hat equipment, new and used for over 30 years.

SME 20A TURNTABLE WITH SME VARM S/H
MARK LEVINSON ML7A PREAMP. MC PHONO
SUPERB S/H
MARK LEVINSON No.23.5 POWER AMP BAL S/H
MAIM 02 TUNER. A CLASSIC S/H
CARY 805 SIGNATURE VALVE MONO AMPS
ATC SCM 20T SPEAKERS, FLOOR STANDERS,
FINISHED IN ROSEWOOD S/H
ORTOFON ROMAN CARTRIDGE
ARTEMIS EOS 2SIGNATURE SPEAKERS WITH
CROSSOVERS & SUB WOOFERS. ROSE WOO
SONUS FABER CONCERTINO HOME SPEA
IN WALNUT AND IRONWOOD FIXED STAN
SONUS FABER ELECTA AMATOR 2SPEA
IN WALNUT AND STONEWOOD STANDS S/H
HOVLAND MP100 VALVE PREAMP
SUPER LOOK & SOUND E/D
WADIA 2000 TRANSPORT + DAC + OPTI
INTERFACE ALL UPGRADES DONE
6BOXES IN ALL
ACCUPHASE DP90 - DP91 TRANSPORT &
ORACLE CD PLAYER LATEST STUNNI
KRELL MD10 SIGNATURE CD TRANS
RARE S/H
KRELL FBP 200C CAST POWER AMP
JADIS JA80 MK3 VALVE MONO AMPS
GENISIS 5MK2 SPEAKERS IN ROS
INCLUDES ROWLAND BASE AMP
ADJUSTABLE TO SUIT ANY ROOM
AVALON ACCENT 2SPEAKERS IN B
WITH SEPARATE CROSSOVERS S/H
PROAC FUTURE 2SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD S/H
DUNLAVY SC4 SPEAKERS LIGHT
94Iteargit
STEREOPHILE A S/H
KRELL KBL LINE PREAMP BAL. S/m
i
LUMLEY REFERENCE 120 VALVE
N
THESE AMPS ALSO HAVE THE OPTIONAL

S,

Irk egenerous part exchange scheme and mad order we are sure

Pre-owned equipment available
with guarantee

ith good old fashioned

Export facilities available

Musical Fidelity specialistl

Visit our Web Page immv kWstereo coin
Main dealer for

;,.A SONO 3**0494- Of WM* Ot Otit ea«

£889
95

£3,497
£5,750

,000 £17.000
,495 £20.000
,495 £12,300
,495 £9,000
£3,495 £8,750
£3,495 £9,580
£3,495 £15.500
£3,495 £14.800
£3,495 £11,450

Advantage PI/A30 pre / power amps
£1800.
cam CD82t CD player ( silver)
£550.00
Audiolab 8000a amplifier ( black)
£195.00
£899.00
ucliolab 8000M ( black, pair)
Analogue Bellini Pre amp ( silver)
£275xX),
o Analogue Donizetti power amp ( silver) £325.00
odio Analogue Paganini CD ( silver) £395.00
W CDM9NT ( Cherry)
£ 1200.00
'nee Bastion Centre Speaker ( brand new, yew) £ 199.00
stle Richmond 3 speakers brand new
£ 160.00
tie Avon (walnut)
£395.00
rus 6amplifier ( black or silver, new)
£400.00
rus CD8 CD player ( silver,new)
£759.00
SPurcell upsampler ( non 1394)
£1500.00
£5995.00
SDelius/Purcell ( both DSD-13.94)
os ESI 1speakers ( black)
£295.00
£799..00
1Q0.0 hgrCt diAç Ser/Eg
ri LP12 Ittok / MC20. (Cherry)
SIM»
Uni ampriner
Linnley Lampros lOgspeakers oak, ex clew: rtin Logan Sc4.4o loudspeakers

£450.00
41500.00
£1950.00

£2,495

£8,500

£1,495

£4,820

tin Logan Prodigy loudspeakers
"d
£7500.00
drantz ST17 Tuner ( black, ex dem)
£29t00

£1,395

£3,500

£1050.00

1

£4,400
£5,995
£2,800
£3,698
£8,000
£5,690
£3,290
£8,800
£5.875
17,000
20,000
12.300
4,995

Nairn NAP140 (olive)
Pass Labs X150
Proac Response 2speakers ( mahog)
elack)
flroseihett ex dive
Q400 (
watnt. ex dem)

2200
950
1095
450
1795
46,000

£2200.00
£1400.00
£320.00
£599.00
£699t00
£249.00

Q P3 / ElYs
SRS 2020 Electrostic headphones ( new) £349.00
a Data basic 2and DSPro Basic 3 CD/DAC £2700.00

See www.lintone.co.uk
tot latest stock - Mail aide( available
11111110111111$11111111101111811101N1111
ajleueeitjeruit4.24,
to
r.
Aei

3,945
600
1,650
8,750
9,450
9,580
3,300
6,995
27.500
5.150
2,700
2.700
450
1,220
3,000
2,800
370
15,500
14,800
11,450

6.000
1.300
3,500

LOCATED IN WELWYN - NERTS
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

01438 714038

MH 750 3m Speaker Cable
4x MIT-330 Interconnect
All boxed & mint
Cost new £10,870

Our price

£4,995

SPEAKERS
Orchid LWO Speakers (ex demo)
£1,999
Tannoy Monitor Gold 12" in Lancaster
size Cabinets
£795
Rel Strata 3 Sub Woofer (ex demo)
£750
Audio Physics tempo speaker
£995
Acoustic Research 338 Stand Mount Speakers
£275
PRE-AMPS
Audio Research SP14 Pre-amp
Proceed PAV Pre Amp
Conrad Johnson 16LS Pre Amp

£1,495
£1,395
£3,995

AMPLIFIERS
Krell KST 100 Amp
£1,495
Meridian 605 Mono Blocks
£895
Lab 47 Gainard Amp 25wpc (as new)(retails £ 1,260) £895
Lab 47 Power Supply for Gainard (
as new)
(retails £ 1,520)
£995
Accuphase A20V class A amp (
as new)
(retails £4,000)
£2,950
Mark Levinson ML33 Reference Power Amp
(mint condition)
£16,495
Advantage Integrated Amp
£1,495
Michell Alecto Amplifier
£695
Mark Levinson 20.5 Ref Mono Blocks,
superb condition
£4,995
Mark Levinson 383 integrated amp
£3,495
Musical Fidelity P180 Power Amps
with MF3A Pre Amp 8, PSU
£695

Mark Levinson Reference CD System ML30.6 DAC +
ML31.5 Transport (ex demo, full warrantee)
£17,995
Roksan Attessa CD Transport with
ROC DA1 and ROK DS4 PSU
£895
CEC DX51 Mk2 DAC with CEC TL51 Transport NEW £1,495

MISCELLANEOUS
Transparent Music Wave + 3m speaker cable
Finite Elemente Master Reference HD02 stand

Clearaucha
We, are happy to announce the Nttiarefticsw
aClearaudio turntable melee

PCS

apsampling ED,/SACQ transport.

Musical fidelity

eiz ewer and Ae, amplifier

Cyrus

egu.

ed.«.

8,500
2,500

Spectral DMA 90 power amp

DACS

3,125

1,750
2,109
1,797

Spectral DMC 12 line pre-amp

Lab 47 Progression DAC (as new)(retails £2,270). . £1,595

23.000

1,695

Orchid Speakers Reference products

CD PLAYERS 6 TRANSPORTS

3,800
2038
9,000

ALIT( AUDIO EQUIPMENT BEST PRICES PAID

Meridian
Q0,7 and «lit

CD PlaYers

Lintone Audio

7-11 Park Lane Gateshead NE8 3.1W

www.lintone.co.uk

10.00am - 7.00pm MON - SAT 10.00am - 1.00pm SUN

info@iintone.co.uk

brardhar@aol.com

Tel. UK 0191 4774167

www.hifinews.co.uk

202, Findon Road, Worthing, ENI4 0.E]

crin suF ply you with the latest teellnalagy whilst prodding you

ATC 20 ASL PRO SPEAKERS & S N
GUNMETAL TYPE ANTHRACITE FEeS
STUNNING ACTIVE SPEAKERS S/H
/
£2,500
M
£3,795
MARK LEVINSON 383 INTERS
AUDIONOTE AN-ESP SPEAKER IN
LL
EBONY VENEER WITH AUDION
S £ 1,395
£1,695
KRELL KAV 250A POWER AMP, S/H
D, S/H £3,500
LUMLEY LMS 1000 SPEAKERS
EC W
CK, S/H £2,500
AUDIO RESEARCH LS5 PREA
B CK, S/H f1,295
AUDIO RESEARCH CD1 CD P
AUDIO RESEARCH V140 VALVE M
MPS
£2,995
BLACK S/H
,.
E/D £2,795
PROAC FUTURE 1SPEAKERS B
WADIA 2000 TRANSPORT + AC + 0 ICAL INTERFACE
3,500
ALL UPGRADES DONE, 6B
S IN
ACCUPHASE DE90 DF91 TRA
PO
+DAC SUPERB
3,995
ORACLE CD PLAYER LATEST
3,995
STUNNING LOOKS
PLAYER.
BOW TECHNOLOGIES M
2,395
EXCELLENT
T + DA2,
CONRAD JOHNSON DR
IN
1,695
DAC SUPERB OPEN SO
995
WADIA 3200 CD TRANSPORT
RT.RARE
2,995
KRELL MD10 SIGNATUBB TA
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DA
895
UPGRADEAVAILABLE
7CHIP
395
PINK TRIANGLE ORDINA4 D
MERIDIAN 566 20BIT ÏCIA
ED
395
DC SI
150
ARCAM BLACK BOX
•
SIGNATURE
N 41
/ VERY RARE
4
495
SOTA COSMOS TURNTABLE
AL
995
CELLO AUDIO SUITE PREAM
VARIOUS MODULES + MAS
SUPPLY
7,995
OTE CONTROL
AUDIO RESEARCH L.-a...Fi
1,395
PREAMP
AUDIO SYNTHESIU SSIO
795
REMOTE PREAMP
UNISON RESEARCH MY
695
ONE VALVE PREAMP
NAIM 102 PREAMP
AP, 1WEEK OLD
1,295
PREAMP
595
AUDIO RESEARCH.L
AUDIO RESEARCH't
TEGRATED
REMOTE CONTe AM
IER JUST SERVICED 1,895
MICHELL 150 H A PHO
STATE
250
ARAGON 24K IP
IRE
& SUPPLY PHONO
495
3,995
KRELL FBP 200C CAST OWER AMP
MP
4,995
KRELL FBP 3004POW
JADIS JA80 McVN
OWER AMPS
3,995
POWER AMPS
1,895
GRAAF GM 2 T A
GAMMA AEON
D ALVE MONO BARGAIN
1,795
8,995
CELLO PERFORMANC 2MONO AMPS
GOLDMUNDJAINIMIS
OWER AMP
1,495
LEVINSON 1v111 P
R AMP, BARGAIN
895
AMP, GREAT COMBO
895
LEVINSON MC2A
NAIM NAPS! POW
MP
185
AMP
595
NAIM NAP
P
ANNIVERSARY
ELECT
895
POWER A
NAKAMICHI DRAG
CASSETTE
895
DARK CLA IC
175
STAX LA B PIHEADPHONES
GENESIS M S AKERS ROSEWOOD
INCLUDE .R
N BASS AMP ADJUSTABLE
3,995
TO ANY ROONI
SPEAKERS IN
AVALON ACCEN
3,995
BURR ASH WITH SEPERATE CROSSOVERS
2LOUDSPEAKERS
PROAC FU
3,995
ROSEWOO
DUN
Y SC4
EAKERS LTOAK
2,995
STERII?HILE
AUDIO FPYSI
TEMPO 2SPEAKERS
CHEalRy BARGAIN
795
WHAFietALEfTION 1ACTIVE SPEAKERS
995
FLAGSHIP M
EL
AT
PEA ERS + STANDS. BLACK
495
1,795
E5LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK
WANTED

eatherdate
eaudio limited

£250

in Maple ( as new)(retails £2,250)
£1,550
Zerodust Stylus tip cleaner gel (retails £35)
£25
Zerodust CD & lens cleaning cloths (retails £25) .. £17.50
Shunyata Aries interconnects 2m RCA (ex demo)
(retails £ 1,275)
£495
Shunyata Aries 1m RCA (ex demo)(retails £850)
£495
Kondo Digital 1m RCA (as new)(retails £ 1,200) ... £1,595
Selection of high quality Kontak Audio Cables,
balanced and single ended
TURNTABLES, CARTRIDGES 6 TONEARMS
Project Perspective Turntable (no cartridge fitted)
(as new)(retails £750)
£525
Dynavector DV-DRT XV1S cartridge (
as new)
(retails £2,900)
£1,995
Project 9e S carbon fibre arm with silver wires
(as new) (retails £550)
£375
Project RPM9 Turntable (
no cartridge fitted)
(as new)(retails £ 1,000)
£700
RS Laboratory RSAl with rotary headshell
(as new) (retail £850)
£595
Dynavector DV-507Mk11 bi-axial arm
(as new) ( retail £2995)
£1,795
ZYX R1000 Airy1-x (0.24mv) cryogenic
treated copper coils (as new) (retail £ 1650)
£1,195
Project Phono Box S/E (as new) (retail £125)
£90
Selection of brand new discounted cartridges
WE NOW OFFER 0% FINANCE* (*subject to status)
PLEASE PHONE TO ARRANGE AN AUDITION
MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL
WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD
VISA • DINERS CLUB - AMERICAN EXPRESS

01903 872288 or
07860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234
IMII

Tel:

Evenings

Email:

mum

heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com
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definitive audio
Definitive Audio creates a quality of musical experience that is irresistible.
We achieve this using some of the world's most splendid contraptions and by
employing a value system that places musical considerations above all
others.
Our inventory includes the tantalising KSL Kondo amplifiers from ..lapan. We
have the M7 Line, M7 Phono, M77 Phono. the Neiro Integrated and of
course the extraordinary Gakuoh. We also have a range of single minded
amplifier designs from, amongst others. Border Patrol. Art Audio and Sugden.
Our Aladdin's cave of analogue treasures includes 12 choices of moving coil
cartridge, the Kuzma Airline, Triplanar 6, and SME Series V tonearms.
Keeping this company is an enviable selection of turntables including the
Scheu range and the unequivocal SME Model 30 and Kuzma Stabi Reference.
We have the complete range of Living Voice loudspeakers including the
internationally celebrated Avatar OBX-R2.
More importantly we have an attitude and an intent that breathes new life.
interest and fascination into your relationship with music.
Call us for an informal chat or to arrange an appointment.

New Western Electric 3006 valves available from stock.
ocs

Elgar Plus. Purcell, Verdi, Verona Fully current spec including firewlre.
05/01 certificated except Verona ( 01/04). Four box CD playing solution.
Nagra PLP pre-amplifier. Looks good.
Clearaudio TOI Master Reference lonearrn - massive acrylic linear tracking
thing • unusual opportunity - spotless and as new but no box. Major mental
health problem forces sale.
Merlin Music Systems VSM Millennium loudspeaker. Obscure here, popula
there - unusual US design with cult following - includes BAbA bass module.
Living Voice Avatar 2 - European Maple - scrumptious.
Living Voice OBX-R Mk 1. Even more scrumptious.
Alois PST 1101i Hi-end 2box line pm-amp - spotless - boxed.
Art Audio Vinyl One. MM/MC valve phono stage. Very goOd. New!
Art Audio PX25 - 5watt stereo power amp - big with Lowther fans.
Notem Analogue Interspace with Space arm and Living Voice Mystic Mat.
Tom Evans Groove plus - phono stage with external Lithos PSU.
Tom Evans Vibe Pulse • line stage with extemal Lithos PSU.
Tom Evans Micro Groove - moving cod phono stage - 0.8mv/1Kohm

£16000 £24000
£4000 £ 7500

£1900 £3860
£2500
59000
£2000 £ 2700
£2600 £4000
£1500 £ 2800
£1300 £ 1900
£2500 £4500
£550 £ 1180
£1700 £3500
£2400 £4800
£300 £400

ATC SCM7 cute mini- monitors on saucy bright finish Partington stands
Roark Crusader II loudspeakers Black. Good condition.

£400 £ 700
£700

Eastern Electric Mini- Max - cute line pre-amp. New and boxed - half price.

£400 £800
£499

Epos ES30 loudspeaker • substantial floorstander - some marks - giveaway
Cordes Neutral Reference 2.5m speaker cable with spade term - new
Cardas Neutral Reference 1m interconnect - new
Art Stiletto Ebony plus Omette 100 CD player and amplifier. 1lot boxed - new
Vitavox RH330. Pair of the original four-cell mid-range horn.

£500 £775
£300 £ 500
£1900 £ 3650
£500 £ 1200

Canary Audio Stock Clearance - High End bargain time
CA309 - 45 watt 3008 monos Fantastic sound and build. Illustrious giants
with champagne facia. Boxed, almost new
CA303 - 22 wall 30013 monos. Beautiful sounding amp. 100 hours use at one
HiFi show. Boxed. What abargain!
CA301 22 was stereo power amp. Huge performance for giveaway price

£4000 £ 10000
3500

CA300 - 10 watt 3008 monos. Unused, boxed.

£2500
£1500

CA801 - Two bon dual mono line pre- amp. Very serious stale of affairs

£2250

Tel: 0115 973 3222
internet: www.definitiveaudio.co.uk

£7250
£5450
£2500
£4500

Fax: 0115 973 3666
email: shoutedefinitiveaudio.co.uk

PO 110). 30429, London, NVV6 7G .
I
el / Fax: +44 (0)20 8459 8113
Absolute_Analogue(ivemailansn.com
www.absoluteanalogue.co.uk

Hi-Fi News
Tel: 020 8726 8323
Fax: 020 8726 8399
email gemma_bouven@ipcmedia.com
Contact: Gemma Bowen to advertise
Post: 10th Floor, Leon House, 233 High Street,
Croydon, Surrey, CR9 1HZ

Next issue: Febi05 On sale 7th Jan.
Deadline 26th Nov '04.

brightOn
=exchange

frei

dave@hifiguy.co.uk

01424 201 157

www.hifiguy.co.uk

07734 436 180 ,

we are the south coasts
leading stockists of quality
new, used and ex-dem
equipment
we will travel anywhere
:n the country to pick up or
deliver your equipment
we update our website
everyday with used and exdem equipment so visit reguln -ly!

SOM

ACCUPHASE DP67 CD PLAYER
AUDIONOTE EO INTERGRATED
uYllJ
AUDIOLAB 8000A
!:2.5
AUDIO ROJECT AP6OINTERG RAT EC
AUDIO RESEARCH LSI6 MK2
L-2,2 5
AUDIO RESEARCH VS1 10
AUDIO RESEARCH VTI50 MON013._OCKS
AUDIO RESEARCH DAC 1
BATVK 75 SE
BATVK 60
BORDER PATROL P20 MONOBLOCKS
CARDAS GOLDEN CROSS I
M BAL NTERC
CONRAD JOHNSON ART 2 PREAMP
CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER II
CONRAD JOHNSON PV8 PREAMP
Dr)
DEUVEL VENUS SPEAKERS
HOVLA,ND RADIA POVVERAMP
JEFF ROWLAND STI POVVERAMP
JEFF ROWLAND SYNERGY PREAMP
JEFF ROWLAND CONCENTRA mk2,[INT AMP]
KRELL FPB 300CX [3VV1KS OLD]
Li
LAMPROS 200 mk2' SPEAKERS [LATTEST ONES]
LINN KATAN SPEAKERS
L;
LUMLEY ST7OVALVE POVVERAMP
MAGNUM DYNALAB MD208 RECIEVER
MCINTOSH C200 2BOX REFERENCE PREAMP
MARANTZ MA24 MONOBLOCKS
,
MARK LEVINSON 383 INTEGRATED
MARK LEVINSON ML335 POWERAMP
MARK LEVINSON ML380 PREAMP
,()
MARK LEVINSON ML360S DAC
MARK LEVINSON ML.33 REF MONORLOCKS
2:17,UU5
MARTIN LOGAN ASCENTS
MARTIN LOGAN SEQUALS [ NEW PANELS]
MARTIN LOGAN QUEST Z
MICHELL ALECTO MONCBLOCKS
MUSICAL FIDELITY )VD I
NAIM NAP9O/NAC62K PRE/POWER
NAN NAIT 3INTEGRATED
,NORDOSTVALHALA 4M SPEAKER CABLE [BOXED]
NORDOSTVALHALA I.5M SPEAKER CABLE [BIV/IRE] 2..1;15 lj
PROAC POINT FIVES
REFERENCE 3A RO'ALVRTUOSOS
REVEL F50 SPEAKERS
SONUS FABER GUARNERI [9MONTHS OLD]
TOM EVANSTHE GROOVE PLUS
VVADIA 7&9 REFERENCE 4BOX CD PLAYER.
WILSON SYSTEM 77AS; NEW]
WILSON MAXX VAESSEN B.O.X SPEAKERS
VTL 85 VALVE POWER AMP
ZINGALI OVERTURE 2s

tiiblcs
£5,500
£2,000
£550
£1,200
£3,700
£4,000
£14,000
£2,500
£7.995
£4,500
£9.000
£895
£16,000
£3,750
£2,000
£1,800
£8,000
£14.000
£5,500
£6,995
£9,800
£3,500
£600
£2,450
£2,995
£7,000
£2,800
£6,000
£8,000
£4.500
£7.995
£40,000
£5.500
EN/A
£5.995
£2,000
£1,500
£1.200
{N/A
£7,000
£4,000
£3,500
£4,400
£6.500
£5,250
£3.850
£23,000
£22,000
£38,000
£2,800
£1,850
£2,495

are also age

roducts and

r

•

Acoustic Ze'n - Audience
udio alve
B
Border Patrol j Boulder lCabbase IC.A.T
ClearAudio j Gamut
Graham jHalcro IHovland
Lavardir
Oracle lPass Labs 1Plinius
Reference 3A
Rogue Audio I S.P.J Record Players Transfiguration jVincent

Iincs
Like new, nothing like the price!

www.audiolincs.com

•ATC SCM 100 With C6 Subs

Speakers

Latest SCM 100's finished in piano lacquer black.
New in 2004, this extraordinary system tttdtides lotwat ti
facing ATC C6 subs and PS Audio 1200 PowerPlams.
Cost £ 0,500 only months ago!
Now £ 15,495

•AUDION

Silver Night

Silver Night single ended triode integrated amplifier
New matched pair of EL34 valves. Brout iful.
Only £745

•AUDIO RESEARCH LS22

Pre-amp

A pristine exatuple of this deliciously musical
pre-aim. Fully inspected and set yinxi. Absolutely flawless in
all iaspects. New price 0,995
Superb value at £1795

•BRYSTON 4B ST

Power Amp

250 wpc Unblemished, 17 yrs warranty remaining.
Other Bryston models in stock.
This one: £ 1,595

•CARY 300SEI

Single Ended Integrated

Beautiful, the current model 300SEI LX20 and as new!
Other Cary amps in stock. Was £3,290 Now £ 1,495

•CLASSE Omega Mk111

PreAmp

Latest version of this outstanding two box pre- amp
Bought new in 2004 and absolutely as new condition.
Cost £ 13,500 this summer
Now £7,995

• CONRAD JOHNSON EF1

Phono -stage

Supremely flexible phonostage provides for a wide
range of loads and oilers three levels of gain. Absolutely
as new. Was E1995
Our price: £ 1,095

• DCS Verdi la Scala/Elgar Plus

CD/SACD

Probably (almost inarguably) the finest, most musically
convincing CD player on the planet. New in 2004 and
still boxed without even the transit screws having been
removed. Cost £ 19,000
Still 'new' £ 11,995

•KLIPSCH Belle Klipsch

Loudspeakers

Life size soundstage and effonless dynamics from these
huge, high sensitivity eekom. Mike amust!
£1,295

• MANLEY Purist Er Monoblocks

Amplifiers

Valve pre and 120wpc monoblocks (6(1w triode) Iremoved
this combination Iront sale because Ilove them ... hut
needs must! Were £4,295

• MICHELL GYRODECK SE

Now £2,295

lUrntable

Beautifully styled and constructed turntable renowned tot
exceptional value. This one is only four months old and
looks as if it's never been used! Boxed, mini. Now £ 1,095

•MUSICAL FIDELITY A324

DAC

Upsampling enriches CD sound. Keep your own player as
a transport and just listen to the music! Like new £695

• MUSICAL FIDELITY A308

Pre Er Pwr Amps

High end really can be allordable. We can confirm
both items are unused. Boxed as new. Huge saving.
Pre-amp: £ 1,150
Power-amp: £ 1,450

•MUSICAL FIDELITY A3
•MUSICAL FIDELITY A3.2
Absolutely mini combination.

Pm Er Pwr Amps

Unbeatable at £995

CD Player

Pmminent amonge the new generation cl pIaets that

demonsuaie just how lar Cl) replay has awne, this sweib
A3.2 appears to be qt tile ainodest investment.
Now £695

•PERPETUAL TECH'

P-3A / P-1A / P-3B

Legendary digibits to music transformation BAC system.
Every ' bit' as good as they say. Typically £, 695 ( UK)
Could he alifetime investment?
As new £ 1095

•SUGDEN 41 Signature

Power Amp

Beautiful condition, seductive sound, super value.
New £ 1,200
Now £345

•VERITAS C400 / P400

Pre Er Power Amps

Check the reviews - possibly the 'clearest' amps °vet

and with 400 wpc! Beautiful as well, see our website
New in excess of £4,500
Like new £1,995

•WILSON BENESCH ACT

Loudspeakers

Performance with style! Impeccable piano lacquer finish
in ' Bordeaux' stained cheny with black marble bases.
Truly one of the finest loudspeakers in the world,
we can't fault them. New E9,000+ As new £5,995

MINT CONDITION HIGH-END
ITEMS BOUGHT FOR CASH

Tel: 078 2192 5851
01476 591090
MOST CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
www.hifinews.co.uk

•
HIGH-END
REPAIRS
AND
SERVICE

HICAM
0V APIS AMP 2200 WPC POWER AMP
APSill 01 PRE AMP INC REMOTE CONTROL ............
sTI5 01 POWER AN? 60 WPC .
•
Ls ON AKROS 2SPEAKER STANDS BOXED MINT
DNOTE MEISHU LINE INTERGRATED AMP NEW
.STICS ARTS POWER iNTERGRATED AMP 130WPC .
..t CANTOS MUSIC GODDESS FLOORSTANDING SPITS NEW.
.r.,( CANTOS LEISURE 2SE SPEAKERS NEW
NOTE M.3 LINE PRE AMP NEW .
L7CS ARTS PRE AMP 1INC REMOTE CONTROL
.0.E MO LINE PRE AMP
'Alt CONOUEROR SINGLE ENDED CLASS ANEW
.4.15 BI(GISPO PRE AMP EOLOE4CtT
'
•'AOVE ASSISANT 20S INTERGRATE AMP
4.0FE 010 PHONO INT AMP NEW.. .
LLEVE AVALON MONO POWER AMPS
40010 SYMPHONO PHONO STAGE ME
• " CS ARTS DAG 1 32r384KHZ OM CONVERTER
SIROWER AMP 200WPC RCAXLR SPAT
'.,SS AR'S PLAYER 12496
ATRItO NEW POWER AMP 200WPC.
0:4 EuPEN POWER CABLES FULL RANGE
,
AB SERIES PHI AMP OPTtONAL PHONO'DAC
01 DE RIF SCD PLAYER SuPF RB NEW
,
046 8000S EXCELLENT CONISLON
SERIES INTERGRATED AMP 200 WPC NEW STUNNING .
. •, 0,( gAlDINOTTI MC CARTRIDGE
'ATE BORRONEO TONE ARM
-001E DUCALE REFERENCE DUAL TA BOOKSHELF SPEAKERS
00 -EGELLAvISTA StGNITuRE TURNTABLE
RHODIUM SYMPHONY IAMR PR INTERCONNECTS
,640015M CONCER00 INOR PAM NEW . .
,6RDDIUM SYMPHONY 2MIR PAIR. .
64001UM HARMONY 1MER PAIR NEW
•EPOCH PRE AMP NEW
1 RODHUM ORATORIO 1METRE PAIR NEW
•RITA PRE AMP
• NIN STAR POWER AMPS NEW FROM
- • AKSHINI ALL VALVE POWER AMP NEW .
'COI INTERGRATED AMP 40WPC NEW .
t
,6001UM REQUIEM I 1METRE PAIR NEW
030 POWER AMP 200WPC64 OHMS STUNNING
•06D1UM ORATORIO 1METRE DIGITAL NEW ..
,
11010 CHAMPION TURNTABLE
ILDIO MATRIX RECORD CLEANER MACHINE
:MO MICRO BASIC PHONO STAGE MWMC
0ITRANSISTOR PREAMP NEW
.I ANNIVERSARY MONO BLOCKS GOLD OR CHROME ...
)TNT AMP BOXED NEW
TR CHROME DELUXE MINNIC PHONO NEW
..TP MM,MC PHONOSTAGE NEW
:07 POWER AMP 70 WPC CLASSA NEW
899 INTYPTIF AMP 70 WPC CLASS A NEW
EAR 816 INTRERGRATED,PRE,MAIN AMP NEW
FOP 'IEADPHONE NIP HP4 NEW.
.
PRE AMP NEW .
310 2JET SPENCERS NEW
3ESP ACT 'AE Sui3WOOFER NEW .
'0, CENTRE 3WAY CENTR SPA CHERRY 1089.
3301 JE TINC STANDS NEW
, • • MIR TEFLON COATED AITERCGNECTS RCAIER .
CINEMA SPEAKERS FREESTANDING(GLASS EASE
•03 PRE AMP BALANCED IN:oul
•o200 MO POWER AMP NEW 200WPC. . . .
• '. 1200 MONGOL OCKS 200WPC
,
tLS IHEADPHONES NEW
ID148 PRE AMP : RCA BALANCED ..
- DM 38 STEREO AMP I
ETOWPC °
,I
MCA70 7 CHANNEL POWER AMP
•, ARGO MC CARTRIDGE NEW
LION MC CARTRIDGE NEw
. . IKON St MC CARTRIDGE NEW
•'
,IRIAN MC CARTRIDGE NEW
OC PSU NEW
" OPT DAC(PRE 24192 BALANCED CLASSA
tLt. GYRO SEIRB300 ARM
ORBE SME BOARD NEW
BLUENOTION TURNTABLE 3YEARS WARRANTY
'AUDIO EMOTION TURNTABLE 3YEARS WARRANTY
, . LTECNODEC WITH RE1 300 ARM 161W
. , SO:HERA MC PHONO STAGE ASE O
•GURATION ARIA MC CARTRIDGE DOOMS
• tGURATION TEMPER MC CARTRIDGE 038 Mv
P200 PRE AMP RCA BALANCED
A1320 INTERGRATED AMP
L. OP 200 DACrPRE AMP RCA/BALANCED
05200 STEREO POWER AMP 200WPC . .
•t. AN SUPER ELF SPEAKERS INC STANDS 806E0 .
c. DYNAMICS POWER 3CABLE 6FT LONG.
DYNAMICS DAVID RCA tMIR PR
.Eu000.51100 PRE POWER NEW
LS5 SPEAKER SYSTEM •SUB NEW
, 103 EVO CO PLAYER Ex OEM
. SA 100EVO 1111 AMP 80WPC lit NEW
. LIVE AURORA GOLD 1URNIABLE NEW
.1, LtvE ENCOUNTER TONE ARM NEw
. LIVE ILLuSTRIOuS TONE ARM NEW .
. LIVE RESOLUTION TuRNTABLE NEW . . .
. 9100 INT AMP 240WPC(L4OHNS EX DEN
SP8 POWER 'OAP 200WPC4BOHNIS
..tS 1
,
48 PRE AMP INC REMOTE CONTROL ..
ARE MO TNT AMP EXCELLENT CONDITION BOXED . .
r ALPHA 6ACTIVE SUBWOOFER AS NEW .
FARK PROLDUGE ONE SPK RAN FINISH BOOED USED
RUARK VITA 100 51SPA SYSTEM INC RIMER ACTIVE SUB
FRJARH VITA 120 5.1 SYSTEM NEW.
o 464 PRELUDE 11 NEW
RANGE
.-K PROLOGUE 11 LOUDSPEAKERS NEW .. . .
:.-E ,SER RS85 WIRELESS HEADPHONES NEW
10DEL 10 TURNTABLE NEW
,E
RIES IS ARM BOXED UNUSED
EER1ES OMM NEVER USED MINT
- ' 020 TURNTABLE INC SERIES 095M
••
ARM EXCELLENT CONDITION BOXED .
. wORLD ECLIPSE REEFERENCE INT 1MIR NEW .
0.00RLD NANTIS 51 NITR INTERCONNECTS NEW
L't ORGANISATION FULL RANGE
•
wORLD EQUINOX 5FOR NNM OWNERS DIN 015 .
007,SRM007 EARSPEAXERS NEW . .
MS 2020 MK2 EARSPEAKERS NEW
,LYS 4040 SYSTEM SIGNITURE 2 NEW
• BLACKBIRD MC CARTRIDGE NEW
D PEARL MM CARTRIDGE NEW .. .
.' KO BLUE POINT SPECIAL MC NEW
102 CD PLAYER AMAZING NEW
• • 0BLUE POINT SPECIAL ea 111 MC NEW
wORLD SOLSTICE 51 MIR INTERCONNECT NEW
'AtORLO FULL RANGE OF AWARD WINNING CABLES
wORLD STARLIGHT 5HEM TNUR CABLE
1H ,CHORD 1000 POWERBLOCK NEW
TRICHORD DELPHINI MX2(NEVER CONNECTED PSU NEW
rNrCHORD DINO PSU NEW ...
,f3 CHORD REASEARCH 500 POWERBLOCK NEW
'" nRo RESEARCH DELPIIINI MK2 PHONO, LARGE PSU NEW..
- (-So Al SPEAKERS OSAD SERVICE 80)(ED .
'RS 8MTR INTERCONNECT NEW
rHE SOURCE HR 0.8 METRE NEW
4C) 00 400 HEADPHONES NEW
•:r.o FM118080 FM HEADPHONES NEW
'NORM) SOLSTICE 5SP% CABLE AWARD WINNER
- ORLO EOUINOX 5INTERCONNECT 1IATR PR
wORLD RAINBOW 5INTERCONNECT

WAS

60

1499

1899

NOTEWORTHY AUDIO
hi-fi by enthusiasts
We think we are a refreshingly different hi-fi shop,
NOW
5375
2565
2600
30
3350
3690
2500
900
3550
2350
1499
1500
1099
2450
770
2900
2531
2095
PDA
1399

95
135
150
60
597

329
1499
1400
999
1800
1900
70
95
135
37
15110
375
990
1500
3600
1250
800
595
297
810
1490
235
2400
PDX
2440
975
715
3075
3250
2690
2275
799
799
599
2499
195
459
3430
3990
6100
750
9480
13550
5100
795
1145
1249
495
440
2531
1083
2298
695

1998
975
1499
1199
1.170
970
1E70
1970
'700

SOD
995
1695
1698
900

700
295
690
2250
1195
1685
1495
1495
895
125
380
POR
POR
1199
POR
14711
970
1570
1970
1250
2250
2250
275
225
450
750
1500
ROO
FDA
1250
159
2643
1000
1400
5273
995
499
149
FDA
109
2495
349
995
589

239
69

.315
995.
35.
65
29
IS
FROM C132

199
425
1270
299
285
900
1499
20
35
20
69

AGENTS FOR, EAR. TRICHORO. AUOIONOTE, MICHELL. MYRYAO. AVI, STAY. LAT. ELAC.
RUARK. SME. PLINIUS. BLACK RHODIUM, LOBA. swam. OM GAMUT, ORIGIN LIVE,
ORELLE. WIREWORLO.TRATISFIGURATION, AURUM CANEAS, ACCUSTICS ARTS. HALO°.
STELLD, CLEARAUDID, ALOIA, SHUN NOOK, CROFT AUDIOVALVE„ VIRTUAL DYNAMICS
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Open Mon•Sun lam • 6pm Now in Northampton
,
2minutes off A508

Mobtle
Email ...
Website

you agree.

Special offers
Below is asmall selection of some of our ex demonstration
and part exchanged special offers. For more information and
photos of most items please see our website.
Turntables
Lehmann Black Cube SE phono stage
Linn Basik with Basik LVX arm ( marked lid)
Manticore Mantra/Musician in Mahogany
Michell Gyro SE, SME IV, Dynavector D2OX
Michell HR • wer su
Audio Note CD-T1 transport. Ex dem
Exposure 2010 CD player in silver. Ex dem
Rega Planet cast case version, choice of 2
Marantz DV8300 SACD/CD/DVD-A, ex dem
Sony SCD-777ES stereo SACD/CD player
Talk Electronics 3,1 CD in silver. Ex dem
Tuners
aRadio oritinal cast case version
Amplifiers
Chord CPA2200/SMP600 Pre/Power
Chord SPM3300 220w integrated
Consonance Reference 1.1 valve line pre
Exposure 2010 line level amplifier in black
Exposure XIV & IX ultra rare two box preamp
Icon Stereo 20 integrated 20w valve amp
Icon Stereo 40 integrated 40w valve amp
Magnum MP300 & 2x MF300 pre/monoblocks
Onad 99 Stereo power amplifier. Ex dem
Rega Eles integrated with MM phono stage
Rega Mira Cast case with MM stage
Rega Mala 2000 power amp in Silver. Ex dem
Sugden AmpMaster stereo power amplifier
Talk Electronics Cyclone 1in silver
'rube Tech Seer/Unisi
valve • rel•ower.
Speakers
Beauhom B2 Gold. ATD driver & Vibraplinth
BC Acoustique Tibre in cherry, ex dem
Cura CA-10 Birds eye Maple. marked
Elac Jet 310i in Wnite with matching stands
Harbeth Super HL5 in Eucalyptus
Final 700PL 1.8m tall Electrostatics. as new
JM Labs Cobalt 816 in cherry/grey
JM Labs Micro Utopia including stands
KEF Coda 70 in Maple. Ex dem. marked
Linn Kaber in Black
Piega C3 in brushed aluminium finish
Rethm ' Second Rethm' serious Lowther horn
Ruark Templar floorstanders in Black
Vienna Mozart in Gloss black (lioohtly marked
Denon DVD-Al their flagship DVD player
Nad T532 DVD player. New
Pure 601ES Processor and 5ch power amp
Stands Uni ue Fathom subwoofer in silver

Was
450

2.348
300
1.100
600
500
1.500
1.900

Now
295
175
395
1.650
210
875
475
325
995
1.275
1700
150

5.295 3.795
6,305 4.650
2,495 1,995
600
495
1.9'i 5
650
595
900
7%5
795
550
435
215
245
498
375
698
395
315
3,000 1,500
2,895
890
730
800
365
1.000
545
2000 1300
4,345 2,195
900
400
4.250 2.250
200
2.600

135
775
1.250

7.000 3.999
230
1,500
925
2,500
330
1.050

1.475
250
725
210

Isotek Cleanline 6output filter. Ex dem
lsotek Cleanline 6out ut filter. New

295
295

235
265

Cable Talk Signature interconnect cable
Audioquest Mammoth 6foot bi-wire pair

300

160
195

NOTEWORTHY DIY
-Stoetkit superb range of Valve
amplifier kits starting from £395.
-Audio Note Dac Kits from £550
-Lowther drive units
43HY-HP Drive units
-Wonder Solder
-Eichmann phono and 4mm plugs
•Furutech IEC sockets and plugs
-Inca Gold plated mains plug
-DeoxIT/Pro Gold contact cleaner
•Unsleeved 0.5mm Pure silver
wire
Visit noteworthyaudio.co.uk/diy for further details or call to receive acopy of our DIY brochure.

Clearcoyer
VVe hold what we believe are the last remaining stock from Clearcover, who sadly
ceased trading in May 2004. Whilst stocks
last we are able to offer these superb
turntable covers and bases at discounted
prices. Call for more information or visit:
www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk/clearcover to
see details of sizes and models available.

J

For further details
Tel/Fax

why not pop in, visit our web-site or call us and see if

01604 842379
07973 233380
PATRICK@HICAM.CO.UK
HICAM.CO.UK

NOTEWORTHY AUDIO
36 Buckingham Street, Aylesbury, Bucks, HP20 2LH.
Open 9.30 to 5.30 Tuesday to Saturday

Tel: 01296 422224
www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk
JANUARY 2005
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IAN 11-11AIRRISON

Eminent Audio

HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

MASSIVE SALE

Presents:

Croft Transvalven" Technorogy 2004

TRADE IN YOUR OLD MOVING COIL CARTRIDGE & SAVE UP TO 60% OFF THE RRF!
LOUDSPEAKERS
=
k
?gE
o
A
c
R
e<DIO
TURNTABLES
ORELLE
SONY
SHURE
MICHELL
AUDIO TECHNICA
IZIOZEM CLEAR AUDIO
WIZ:art:IBM g'
1
,141P
i
qE
sJ
Tti
y
GOLDRING
ASH DESIGN
TEAC
HEADPHONES OPERA
SLIMIKO
OPTIMUM
PIONEER
TRANSFIGURATION APOLLO
STAX
ELAC
LONDON (DECCA)
SOUND STYLE
BE VER
SONY
GRADO
SOUND
SENNHEISER
UligriZZM ORELLE
DENON
ORGANISATION
SONY
CREEK
1022211ffla
ORTOFON
ALPHASON
AKG
MUM. MONRIO
PESON
Mraiffl GRADO
SONY
HALCRO
CLEAR AUDIO
OED
AUDIO TECHNICA
illEgraffin GRAAF
KOETSU
TRANSPARENT =Mai CREEK
CA.T
MEZIEM BLACK RHODIUM
MOTH
GAMUT
SOUTHER
ORTOFON
TRICHORD
GRAHAM
NORDOST
SONY
MIMS'
EAR
ALOIA
EAR
MOTH
ARGENTO AUDIO
CREEK
TOM EVANS
ORELLE
PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE AAVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING, ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW 8. BOXED WITH FULL U.K GUARANTEES. NO EX-DEM OR EX-DISPLAY GOODS, NO GREY IMPORTS.
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL. SORRY. NO GENERAL CATALOGUES.
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS, BROCHURES OR PRICES.
ESTABLISHED 1986

'With ataste of the best of both tube and transistor,
this is atruly endearing power amplifier."
Haden Boardman, Hi Fi World, March 2004

411P

411110>

IMP

41116

61111110

MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, DE65 6G0
TEL: 01 283 702875 9am-9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

Introducing anew Music & Movie DVD Library Service

"The amplifier has been taking on bigger, beefier competitors and
slaughtering them, a real David versus Goliath scenario."
Ken Kessler, Hi Fi News Jan 2004
Audio Arts
Audio Classics
Definitive Audio
Five Ways Hi- Fidelity
Hicam Audio
Retro Reproductions
Sounds of Music
Stone Audio
The Cartridge Man
Zouch Audio

Now you can enjoy an endless choice of
the most highly rated Classical, Opera,
Jazz & Popular DVDs. PLUS! Top Movies
a View all the DVDs you want with no need to buy unless you want to
iii NEW! lowest hiring charges of only 45p per day saves you afortune

Special Offer to Readers of Hi-Fi Neivsfor this month only

FREE membership of the Music & Movie DVD Library Service
PLUS! Enjoy aselection of up to 4DVDs entirely free of charge

tel: +44 101 208 201 9286

CONTACT US NOW FOR FREE CATALOGUE
WILSON STEREO LIBRARY LTD PO BOX 32
+DETAILS OF ALL OUR CD & DVD SERVICES ST LEONARDS EAST SUSSEX TN38 OUZ
Long Established Supplier (
43 years) iTel: (01424) 718254 Fax: (01424) 718262
e-mail: infoewslonline.co.uk
www.ws Ion line.co.uk

tel: +44 (
0) 7792 420 266

hifisound

30b Larchfield st, Darlington - 0I325 24 I888
or e-mail us... news@hifisound.co.uk

Turntableworld - A selection from our stock

Alphason
Sonata/Alcaeus power supply - ex. black ash
Chord
Phono stage - ex, stunning
Electrocompanniet
ECP1 - ex, c/w large custom Lynwood p/s
Linn
LPI2 - Largest selection in the UK
Linn
Wok 12" - ex. black, apparently one of only 20 made
Michell
Gyrodec and Orbe - Largest selection in the UK
Michell
All Current Models - Best Trade ins
Origin Live
Rega Arm mods - Best Trade ins
Ortofon
Decent MCs - by appointment
SME
309 - nr mint
SME
V - nr mint boxed
Trichord
Dino / Plus - Best Trade ins
Wilson Benesch
Act/Act 2 - the best ever? Rare as
Digital - CD, DVD etc
Audfolab
8000 Transport and DAX - ex
AVI
S2000Reference - ex, superb
Krell
CD-DSP - ex, clear and smoked lids, remote, stunning
Micromega
T-drive and T-dac - vgc, remote, superb sound, £ 1000s new
Micromega
Trio - ex. the ultimate Micromega
Musical Fidelity
X Ray - nr mint. boxed
Naim
Cdi - ex, remote
Nairn
CDS Roksan
Atessa/DAC/DSU- ex, sweet sounding suspended set up
Rotel
RCD991AE - ex. great piece of kit

Amplifiers

Arcam
Audiolab
Audiolab
Audiolab
AVI

tel:
tel:
tel:
tel:
tel:
tell
tel:
tel:
tel:
tel:

028944 79053
01942 257525
0115 9733 222
0121 427 4740
01604 842379
0131 558 9989
01270 214143
01202 201735
0208 688 6565
01530 414128

Hendon, North London

tel: +44 (13) 121 373 1442

Five minutes from Junction 1, M1

fax: +44 MI 121 681 8772

tel/fax:

website:

+44 (0) 208 201 9286

.
2mobile: +44 WI 7952 756 881

www.eminentaudio.co.uk

email: audiognosis@eminentaudio.co.uk

MI
e website: www.audioflair.co.uk
at email: adriangaudioflair.co.uk

VINYL STORAGE SOLUTIONS

599
999
479
from 479
999
from 599
ON OEM
ON OEM
ON OEM!
449
999
ON OEM
2499
799
599
1499
799
1449
499
699
Due in
799
449

Linn
Meridian
Michell
Musical Fidelity
Musical Fidelity
Musical Fidelity
Primare
Primare
Roksan

A8S - ex, remote, silver
8000A - ex. black
80005 - nr mint
8000M - nr mint.pair monoblocks
S2000MP/S2000Iels - vgc, pre and pair monoblocks,
will drive just about anything!
LKI00 - nr mint, boxed
505s - ex, boxed pair monblocks
Alecto - ex, Monoblocks
X-A2 - nr mint, boxed integrated
X-P100 - nr mint, boxed remote pre
X-AS100 - nr mint, boxed power
A30.1 - nr mint, boxed
A20 - nr mint integrated
Caspian - nr mint, silver, boxed, remote

Acoustic Energy
Acoustic Energy
Acoustic Energy
AVI
AVI
ATC
Gallo
RA
QUAD
REL
REL
endor

AEI - ex. black grittex
395
AEI mk2 - ex, black ash c/w fluted stands
595
AE2 - ex, piano black c/w fluted stands
999
Nu Neutron - vgc, amazing baby
299
Pro Nine - vgc, original version, fast taught sound
299
SCM20 - nr mint, boxed, yew finish
799
5.1 - ex display, boxed, gorgeous ,
999
LS3/5a - brand new boxed, this is not ajoke! The best build yet!!!ON OEM
ESL63 - nr mint, unused since Quad service with new boxes
1499
Strata - ex, black
299
Storm - ex, black
349
SPI - ex, c/w stone stands
299

Speakers

N. Ireland
Wigan
Nottingham
Birmingham
Northampton
Edinburgh
Crewe
South East
Croydon
Leicester

425
229
329
799
999
299
899
899
399
399
399
799
379
399

d istems and other items
QuadMcLaren
Stax

2000 system - Ref CD. MP pre and pair monoblocks1499
66/67 system - 67Cd, 66Tuner. 66Pre, 606Power and system remote
120 - ex display, boxed
Lambda Nova Signature - nr mint, superlative quality

1199
699
699

Call 01325 24 I888 and don't be frightened of the machine.
or email: news@hifisound.co.uk
ITEMSTO SELL? CALL US - WE WILL GIVE YOU MORE COMMISSION SALESTOO!
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ACRYLIC STORAGE CUBES

OR Lfe'S AND 12".

Available in clear or blatk, both colours are fitted with 4 thick clear feet for
added support. Cubes can be stacked on top cf each other, each cube will
store approximately 100 LP's. For fuither info and order forms
call

martin on : MO

8660 5963

or

07711 572136.
wwvv.hif inews.co.uk

em.

QUALITY USED
EQUIPMENT,
THE MIDLANDS BEST USED

BOUGHT, SOLD,

EQUIPMENT SPECIALIST

PART EXCHANGED

TEL/FAX

0121 747 4246

Solutions for better music & movies

'2 price cable

Also agents for
Advantage • Acoustic Zen
•B A T • Boulder • Hovland
Kharma • Lumley • Pass labs

J.

when you buy a PowerBlock

CURRENT INVENTORY
ACCUPHASE DP7OV
ATC C2 SUBWOOFER
AUDIO LAB CDM/ DAX
AUDIO NOTE M3 LINE PRE
AUDIO NOTE TT2 REGA RB600 AN 103
AUDIO RESEARCH LS7
AUDIO RESEARCH VT200 MK11
AUDIO RESEARCH 0130
AVANTEGARDE SOLO SILVER
AVANTEGARDE DUO RED LATER SUBS
BAT 51SE PRE 6MTHS OLD
BRYSTON BP25 PRE
CLEARAUDIO REFERENCE.T01 ARM
CLEARAUDIO MAXIMUM SOLUTION, TO1 LINEAR ARM
DCS PURCELL FIRE WIRE
DCS DELIUS FIRE WIRE
DCS VERDI
DENSEN BX340 NEW
DENSEN B400XS NEW
DENSEN B200 NEW
DYNAUDIO CONTOUR 2.8 CHERRY
EAR V20
GRYPHON ADAGIO CD PLAYER
HARMONIC TECHNOLOGY MD1 DIGITAL RCA 1MTR
KIMBER 4TC 2X4 MTR BANANA'S
KRELL KAV 250A
KRELL KRC-HR KPE PHONO
LEO MISTRAL SILVER SIGNATURE INTEGRATED
LUXMAN K-351 CASSETTE DECK
MANA SOUNDFRAME
MARANTZ SC12SI SACD DVD CD
MARK LEVINSON 383 INTEGRATED AMP
MARK LEVINSON 39 CD
MERIDIAN 562V
MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 60 PIANO ROSEWOOD
MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO CENTRE PIANO ROSEWOOD
NAIM CDS 2 + XPS
NAIM CDX
NAIM 140 OLIVE
NAIM 180
NAIM 112
NAIM 92
NAIM CDS MK1 LATE MODEL
NORDOST BLUE HEAVEN 3MTR BIWIRE BANANA REV 11
PLINIUS CD LAD PRE
RED ROSE PASSION 70 WATT
REGA ELA CHERRY
REVOLVER R33 CHERRY NEW
ROKSAN XERXES X ROSEWOOD XPS5 DS1.5 NEW UNUSED
SOUNDLAB MILLENIUM 3NEW SEALED CRATES
SONUS FABER AMATI HOMAGE '
SPECTRAL MIT 350 MK11 IMTR RCA INTERCONNECT
SUGDEN MASTERCLASS CD
TANNOY DIMENSION 8
TARA LABS DECADE 2MTR BALANCED
TAND ATALLIS 5.1 NEW UNUSED
THETA PROGENY
VVADIA 861SE SILVER 6MTHS OLD
WADIA 270SE / 27IX
WILSON BENESCH ACT 2

RRP
4000
1700
N/A
3700
1585
1400
12000
2000
4700
12000
7950
1500
6020
7575
5000
6500
9000
1850
2500
1000
3200
3500
5000
400
250
3698
7639
950
N/A
175
3500
6500
5000
1300
5000
2000
6500
2500
800
1220
660
N/A
4000
650
2400
2500
800
600
2000
8295
11850
1500
2700
4000
2300
2200
1100
10400
19000
9000

NOW
1495
995
995
1795
795
695
5995
995
1995
3995
3995
895
3295
3495
3000
3995
5495
1195
1695
650
1195
1995
2695
195
150
1795
3295
495
150
95
1495
3995
2695
395
1995
795
3295
1195
295
595
395
95
1595
350
995
1195
395
295
1395
3495
7995
695
1795
2495
595
1295
295
6995
11995
3995

PLEASE CALL TONY WHEN YOU WANT TO SELL YOUR EQUIPMENT IWILL COLLECT
AND PAY UP FRONT NO MESSING ABOUT WITH COMMISSION SALES.
IAM ESPECIALLY INTERESTED IN THE FOLLOWING.

KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • MARK LEVINSON • NAIM AUDIO • LINN
MERIDIAN • QUAD • AUDIOLAB • WADIA • ACCUPHASE • TAG • CARY
THETA • SONUS FABER • MARTIN LOGAN • COPLAND • CHORD
EAR YOSHINO • DNM • NAKAMICHI • KOETSU • XLO • MICHELL • SME
ATC • STAX • PROAC • MANA • JEFF ROWLAND • DCS • NAGRA
McINTOSH • ORACLE • ROKSAN • TRANSPARENT • DYNAUDIO • Etc

Tel: 0121 747 4246
5MINUTES JCN 9M42/JCN 4ME.
Open Mon-Sun 10.00 to 8.00
Website:
E-mail:

www.centralaudio.co.uk
tony@centralaudio.co.uk

www.hifinews.co. uk

SAVE

(or PurifierBlock)

•SME • Sound lab

at

least

f49.50!

he Russ And -evvs PowerBlock
...capable of making afabulous
Iifference to clarity and stereo imagery
-hat
'1

needs to be heard to be appreciated.

ings out the best in your system;

•
•

makes adifference that can't
easily be obtained by
•

other means."
••

•

•
lkihlto
PRiit t
ICT
2001

PowerBlock £ 251
PurifierBlock
f4-01

tube

3ft Reference
PowerKordm , 1I39'

lee mt..
»MICE
*

with RA IRA plug. Other cable lengths available

Oct 2000

Offer Twins 11 Conditions: I. Cdfer ends Who'd 2005; ¿ Not to be used in
ronj Unaion with any other offer 3. If you decede ro return the Power/Pwifieribork
wohin the 60 Day Horne Triol period you most return the cable in origino' condition ro
wrns 121 10 C1,4111011) 0,(11), - 5PC WI LO1 01,-,VP.
-

-

Russ Andrews
Reference PowerKord'.

-

P
IL,.
Check out other offers online at www.russandrews.com
er ,,
d

(enter ANEWS voucher code at checkout)

o

or phone UK Local Rate

it ie4
4>

eei
eke 04.

08453451550

(
quote: ANEWS)

Russ Andrews Accees ones Ltd, Windermere Road, Stavel ey, Kendal LAS WI.
p

kjk

Int tel: + 44 1539 825500 Fax .+ 44 1539 825540
Exclusive UK retailer for 8C

KIM3ERKABLE

PRESTIGE SOUNDS LIMITED
LEEDS, WEST YORKSHIRE

Tel: Terry 0113 237 1019 or John 01274 862 411
EX DEMONSTRATION CLEARANCE ITEMS MUST GO TO MAKE WAY FOR NEW STOCK!!
NAD Silver Line Power Amp
NAD Silver Line Pre Amp

£ 1,700
£ 850

Michell Orbe Turntable
Cherry Turntable with silver wired arm

£ 2,000
£ 450

Pro-Ject 9 Turntable ( white)

£ 800

Pro-Ject 9Turntable (silver)
Nottingham Analogue Turntable (white)
Musical Technology Floor Standers ( cherry)
PSB Speakers ( model 2B's, rosewood)
Proac Tablett 2000 speakers
(birds eye maple finish)
Hi-fi Stand, 4 glass shelves, spiral black legs
Pink Triangle ' The Pip' Pre Amp
NAD C440 RDS Tuner
NAD 2155 Power Amp
NAD 524 CD Player

£ 800
£ 850
£ 250
£ 300

£ 500
f250
£ 550
£ 80
f80
f75

New kit currently in stock: NAD Silver Line Power Amp
£ 1,950
NAD Silver Line Pre Amp
£ 1,300
Michell Arm Boards
£ 25
Armboards - SME, Linn, Rega, Nemo
£ 25
Sonic Link vi
olet per metre pair
Fluidics terminated per metre

£ 65
£ 75

Leads made to order, Arm Re-Wiring.
Most record decks serviced, set up and repaired.
Demonstrations undertaken by appointment.
New and ex demonstration kit all sold with warranty.
Agents for PSB, Michell, TLC Active Monitors, Pro-Ject, Roksan,
Roth we!! Valve Amps, Supra Cable, Tom Evans, SME, Triangle,
Acoustic Energy, Audio Technica, Ortofon, Nottingham Analogue
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For sale

Monitor Audio Studio 60 £2500. Musical Fidelity CD

Audio Note Quest 300B single-ended amps £ 1200.

PRE £ 1150. Aerial Acoustics model 6 £ 1250.

Audio Note AN-CD3 CD player £650, Passion Passive

Graham Model 2tonearm with ceramic wand,

Primare D30-2 CD player £800, all excellent

pre-amp £250. The Lot £2000. Tel: 01865 275511

excellent condition, boxed with tools £ 1350 ono.

condition. For more info, tel: 020 7433 3840

(Oxford) IMA14]

Audio Innovations PI valve phono amp, excellent

[LMFOC]

Pass Aleph 3Power Amp, boxed with manual, £ 1150

condition £295 ono. Tel: 01380 831261 [ LA17]

Sonus Faber Guarneri speakers plus dedicated stands.

ono. (£2400), rated better than Levinson 383 by

Naim SBL, beech finish, passive crossover. Five years

Like new condition with full packaging. £3500 ono

Stereophile magazine; Aleph PPreamp, £ 1350 o.n.o

old, single owner from new, absolutely mint condition,

(£5350 new). 1.5 years old. 3m pair of Nordost SPM

(£3500); Graham Sloe Projects Elevator m-c Head

boxed with manuals. £850 (£2500 new). Call Geoff

speaker cable £ 1300. 4.5m Quattrofil interconnect

Amp £290 ono (£499). Check tnt-audio.com for

on 01189 698654 (home) 07770 598254 ( mobile)

with RCAs £ 1100. Tel: +353 91 637745 evenings

reviews of pre-amp and head amp. Tel: 01491

[LA171

(Eire) EME341

682910. [ MB25]

8 & W Nautilus 801, Walnut, mint £3800, Biamped 2

KEFQ5's. As new, boxed £250. Musical Fidelity DAC

Conrad-Johnson valve power amp MV55 £2300.

xChord SPM 1000B £2500. The lot £6000. Theta

A3/24 immaculate £200. Yamaha tuner D(950 £90.

Conrad-Johnson pre-amp PV10A £ 1500. Tube

Basic II and Progeny £ 1300 incl. Siltech Coax

Marantz CD Player- 5400 £90. Music Fidelity E100

Technology Fusion CD64 £ 1500. Sony Dab STD777ES

Connect . Call Norbert 020 7286 0642 evenings.

amplifier 70 watts per/ch £ 150. Arcam Delta 250

£250. Alon Lotus Elite Signature speakers £2850.

sbreisOaol.com ELA171

Transport. Arcam black box 500DAC £200 for both.

Various interconnects and cables, all boxed, all mint. Tel:

Levinson 383 integrated amp £3500 (£6000).

Tel: 01491 612883 EMA18501

01945 420710 or 07979 915992 EMB231

Townshend Isolda OCT speaker cable 4m £200

Audio Physic Virgo, maple, good condition, no box,

Marantz CD94 professionally modified highest

(£500). Ecosse MS2.2/MS2.15 speaker cable 7m

Audio Physic Yara Monitor, boxed, Ortofon Jubilee

specification, the reference standard £695. Sentec
PP9 phono pre-amplifier m-m/m-c £ 150. Technics

Biwire 100 (£746). Ecosse Reference interconnect

cartridge, light use, Adyton Opera, integrated

balanced 0.5m £ 100. Audioquest Emerald

amplifier, boxed, sound organisation, four-tier stand,

EPA 500 tonearm low medium high mass

interconnect 0.75m £50. Tel: 01299 404506

various cables. All open to offers, you may be surprised.

interchangeable arm units £ 195. Tel: 020 8951 3178

[MAFOC]

Tel: 0161 338 6249 ( Manchester) [ MA20]

[MB14]

Spendor SP1/2E Speakers. 28 months old. Cherry

Red Rose R3 loudspeakers, Ribbon tweeters and very

Nytech CT206 FM tuner £80. Moth 30 series 40w

finish in excellent condition. Packed in original boxes.

light use. Excellent condition. Boxed. Pictures

monobloks £ 100 pair. Tel: 01933 356086

Includes ' Something Solid' stands. £975. London.

available. Priced to sell at £995 (£3500 new),

(Northamptonshire) [ M614]

Phone 020 8951 0676 [ LA171

including shipping from Dublin. Contact Barry

Audio Research VT200, valve amplifier 2x200 watts,

Audio Research LS25M kl Ipre-ampl ifier £3500

(00353)872310778 ( MB171

black, European specifications, near mint, boxed

(£5999 new), mint condition, 30 months old, original

Cyrus CD7Q, black, £700, mint condition, boxed,

£3900 (£ 1100) new, trust service Escrow from

box, manual and remote. Siltech 4-80S interconnect.

one year old. Tel: 07763 925 513/07963912031

Germany free, requests: itprojecte-online,de Tel:

0.5M XLR £450 (£800 new), excellent condition,

Coulsdon, Surrey EXFOCI

0049 2204 23980 [ MB17]

outstanding classic Siltech silver cable.

Roksan Ojan speakers, rosewood finish, immaculate

Mark Levinson 23.5 dual monoaural power amplifier,

Tel or text: 07765246756;

condition £380 ono. M &KK5 speakers, black, as new

200wpc, balanced/singleended, mint, boxed £2250

email: k.booker-milburnObristoLac.uk [ LA17]

£170 ono. Nordost Flatline gold bi-wire speaker cable

(£7500 new), Sonus Faber Gravis BI subwoofer,

TactAudio 2.05 pre-amp with room correction and

3meters & 2meters £40 ono. DNM Reson Mk Il

200W, immaculate, boxed £650 (£ 1100 new) Tel:

DAC, as new, boxed £ 1500. Dynaudio Crafft speakers

speaker cable (4x3.5m) £40. Tel: 01268 887730

(07941) 102890 ( MB171

with Dynaudio stands, as new, boxed £ 1750, Z

[MB17]

dCS Verdi Transport, £4500 (£900Orrp). Chord

systems RDP1 digital pre-amp 24/96, as new £2500.

Rogers Studio 1Monitor speakers, black ash finish,

SPM1200E power amp, £3500 (£580Orrp), dCS

Tel: 07791 720602 [ LA171

boxed with stands £ 150. Revox B77 MkI IHS £ 500.

Purcell Upsampler+dCS Delius DAC ( non fw), £3500

Wilson Audio X1 Grand Slamm, last model MK II I,

Linn LP12 lttok arm, Karma cartridge £500. All mint.

for both (£8000+rrp), Nordost Valhalla 1M XLR-

Black lacquer, orig, wooden crests, mint condition.

Tel: Mike on 01383 733550 EIVIE3171

Interconnect, £ 1000 (£225Orrp).

Transparent XL Interconnect cable, XLR, Fully

Revox B215 cassette player £700 ono. Revox A77

Ben: 020 8909 2683 IMA141

balanced, orig.box, 7.5 Meters, mint condition.

R2R (with dust cover) £300 ono. Fax 01453 843598

Linn Lexus with matching stands £ 140. Inca Tech

Tel: 0049 40 229 65 70 (Germany) [ LA17]

or email: mjcm4p@hotmail.com IMA141

Claymore, offers. Mission 733 floorstanders and 75c

Plinius Odeon 7channel, immaculate £3950. Theta

ProAc Response ISC loudspeakers, mahogany with

centre £ 150. Marantz CD6OSE £45. Partington f
ive-

Dreadnought modular amplifier with 2channels,

Target stands £420 ono. Tel: 0161 368 3748

shelf rack £60. All excellent condition.

perfect £ 1950. Eclipse TD512 single driver speakers,

(Manchester) [ MA141

Tel: 020 8345 5899/01708 742345 [ MB17]

immaculate £700. VMPS RM40 award winning ribbon

Musical Fidelity Nu Vista M3 integrated amplifier,

Nordost Blue Heaven spades 2m £ 160, 3m bi-wire

hybrid speakers, perfect £2000. System Audio SA2K

No.M300408 of limited edition (£3000). Boxed as

£245. Red Dawn RCA 4m interconnects, £420.

speakers, new, £600.

new £2000. Sony SCD1 SACO player (£3000) boxed

El- Dorado 2m, £ 180. Cardas Hexl ink Golden-5C XLR

Tel: 01159 258581 [ MB21501

as new £2000. Contact: 020 8340 3235 or 07970

3m £385 (£ 1400) Tel: 020 8661 5329. email:

Audio Innovations P1000 pre-amp, re-valved, boxed

651481 or email bfdredrockOyahoo.co.uk [ MB17]

zhuo_denehotmail.com [ MB17]

£500. Dunlop System Deck, Transcription model

Nakamichi CR7E tape deck, boxed, with remote

AVI S2000 mono amps and pre-amp £975. AVI

signet arm, boxed £ 175. Marantz CD63SE, boxed

£950. Magnum-Dynalab FT101A Tuner, boxed,

S2000 C/D £385. Five-shelf rack £55. Atacama

£75. Tel: 020 8776 0044 (evenings) [ MB17]

£425. Meridian: 201 pre-amp ( boxed) and M30/Mk1

speaker stands £45. Biwire speaker cable £20. AVI

TDL Reference Monitors, Rosewood, exemplary

Active Bookshelf speakers £300.

Pro 9plus £495. All items mint, boxed, new 3years

condition £400 ono. Audiolab 8000Q, vgc, boxed,

Tel 07850 743440. ( Bristol) ( MA141

ago. Tel: Julian 07795 671932 ( Hinckley) [ MB17]

manuals £ 160. Audiolab 8000T, vgc, boxed, manuals

Ruark Paladin Speakers £400, Arcam Alpha 9Power

Audio Research VT- 100-2, Trichord Delphini Mk2/NC,

£120 ono. Panasonic 21in colour TV, remote, VSC

Amp, Alpha 9Integrated Amp, Alpha 7CD, Alpha 7

Thorens TD- 125, SME 3009, Sonus Faber Grand

£50 ono. Tel: 01403 251935 John.

Tuner £600. All immaculate and great sound.

Piano, Spendor LS/3-5A, ThorensTD-166-VIRB-250,

All items owned from new.

kathrynchrisObtopenworld.com or 01905613064

possible p/x. Tel: 01179 556555/07979 514450

Email: john501hifiman@aol.com [ MB17]

[MB17]
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The Market

Boulder L5AE pre-amp, immaculate, boxed, superb

amp, boxed £275. Arcam Delta 290 £225. Delta

Fidelity A300 dual mono power amp £ 1000, B & W

£750, cost £3500. Audio Research Interconnect,

290P195. All good condition. Tel: 07905 338232

802 Matrix series 2 £750. Tel: Mark 01258 817669
or mark@l000exup.fsnet.co.uk [AB14]

9metres WBT. Boxed £250, cost £ 1000. XL0 digital

anytime. EAC17]

cable 0.9 metres £40. XL0 digital 0.5 metres £20.

ProAc Response ISC speakers, c/w Target stands,

Usher CP6311 floor standing speakers, stunning

Items ono. Tel: Bob 01604 720122 [ MB17]

beautiful sounding 3550 complete, JPS super

looks and sound, only two months old, bargain

Quad 405-2 power amplifier 100W, mint example of

interconnects, 1metre, WBT connections, pristine

£1100, Linn Classic, silver, boxed, 1year old £645.

this classic, boxed with manual £275. Partington

£300 ( new £ 500, amazing sound, both no offers. Tel:

Tel: Julian 077956 71932 [AC17]

Dreadnaught 28in speaker stands, silver, good

01623 740872 [AC17]

Roksan Caspian integrated amplifier, boxed £400,

condition £ 119. Tel: 0141 942 3500 [A8]

Audio Synthesis Dax Discrete Variable DAC,

Roksan Caspian power amplifier, boxed £300, Epos

Krell FPB400cx power amplifier, mint and boxed with

upsamples to 706k, SACD and DVD-A compatible, 18

ES12 speakers with HNE bespoke granite stands

manuals (£ 12000) £ 7000 ovno, B&W N802

months old, mint. £3195 (£6000 new). Contact Ian

£300, all as new Tel: tom 07748 480222 (mobile)

loudspeakers cherry, mint boxed £3750, Maim

on 07941 424322. [
AB14]

01473 327525 (evenings) [AB14]

NAC52/SCAP (£6000) £3000, Naim NAP135s

FaroudjaVP400AU Quadruplet ( 960p), latest

Electrohorne Marquee 9501 Acon projector HD-GT17

£1700ovno Ash design tower 7rack maple (£550)

calibration, improves CRT projector video display

lens, extras include modules for HDTV, image shifter,

£275 Contact 01132391248 07739573495 [A8]

1,000%, brightness 125%, extends tube life

RGBHV video, Extron 109xi VGA-UXGA interface,

Krell FPB 300 £3250 (£9500) Alon IV speakers £950

threefold, as new condition with original packaging etc,

outstanding performance, excellent condition,

(£4500) Transparent musicwave plus 15ft £250

offers invited. Tel 01945 463077 [AC17)

original packing etc, offers invited. Tel: 01945

(£900). Audioquest Midnight II, 4metres £ 125

Stax Omega Mkl I
SR-007 headphones and matching

463077 EAC171

(£450) Tel: 01993 851508 (A81

SR M-007t vacuum tube output driver (energiser)

Meridian 596 superb quality DVD/CD player, scarf

Krell 300i integrated AM £ 1100, Linn lttok serviced

£1545 ono (£2995, absolutely mint and genuinely

digital outputs, mint condition with remote control

by Stereo Stereo, Glasgow, Dynavector 10 xMC,

unused. Tel: 020 8295 2715 [A8]

instructions, original packaging £970.

Trichord Dino, lightly used £ 700, Mission 782

Quad 989, fully serviced £3200, ES Lab DXS4

Tel: 01284 760757 ( Bury St Edmunds) [A8)

speakers £400, Marantz G3SE 150, all boxed

£12700, Audio Research LS3 £ 1000 Tel: 020 8317

Nakamichi Dragon £895, CR4E £400, Sonus Faber,

Tel: 01360 312132 (Glasgow) [A8]

2116/07958684247, email:

signum & stonewood stands £800, Michell Gyrodec

Audiolab 800 Transport 8000 DAC remote cables,

medwayview@hotmail.com [AB141

arm plate/Rega fit black £20, RTOR tapes 50+

boxes, manuals £845. Lumley Reference Passive pre-

Musical Fidelity A3 dual mono pre-amp £400, Musical

Classifieds may be submitted by email. Send entries to: hi-fi_ads@ipcmedia.com. For your securly, do not include acredit card number
in any email. Please call our reader ad department on 020 8726 8321 with your credit card details.

Hi-FiNews

Private ad order form:
do not phone in ads

Rates: £8 ( inc VAT) per 30-word insertion for one Issue. For two months £ 14; three months £ 17. Additional words 50p each. Box numbers £ 3extra.
Note: telephone or product reference numbers count as one word ( eg, Pioneer A400 = two words)
PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS

Please publish the above advertisement for_ insertions under the heading:
FOR SALE

I

—

WANTED 1

Box number required

1 yes

Name
Address

1 no

Cheque/postal order enclosed for £ _ _ _ ( pounds sterling) made payable to
IPC Media or please charge my AccessNisa/Diners/Amex•

Card Number

Daytime telephone number
Date of sending

Expires (date) _ _

Signature

Send to: Classified Ads, Hi Fi News, I
PC Media, Leon House, 233 High street, Croydon CR9 1HZ.

*Please indicate winch
Hi-F, News magazine. published by IPC Media, will collect personal information lo process your entry Would you like to receive e-mads from tii-ft News magazine and IPC containing
news, special oilers and Hoduct and service information and take part in tut magazine research via e-mail? It yesplease lick here J. HiFi Nee magazine and IPC would lite to contact
• No reimbursements will be due for cancellation of subsequent insertions
II We are not responsible for clerical errors

www.hifinews.co. uk

you by posl ni telephone lo promote and ask your °pigeon on our magazines and services. Eck here il you ruder MN hear from us 'J. In may occasionally pass your details to carefully
selected organisations so they can contact you by telephone or post with regards lo promoting and researching then products and services lick here il you order Rollo be tentacled J.
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The Market
sealed, suggested price £ 1995, absolute bargain at

mcfrnm phono stage £950 ono. Tel: John on 07736

7in + 10in, £50, Sound Org. wall shelf £25. Tel:

£1125. Tel: 01273 307696/07949 392607 [AC171

480263 (Watford [A8]

01474 326220 [A8]

Meridian DSP 5000 loudspeakers in ash black also

Sonus Faber Concerto Grand Pianos with slate bases,

Krell KRC HR reference pre-amp with PSU boxed,

Meridian 500 transport system in mint condition,

mint condition £950 ono Tel: 020 8764 5458 [AB14]

£3000 (f7000), plus interconnect cables terminated

including original remote, cables, manuals and boxes.

Border Patrol 3008 SE power-amplifier (4000)

with balanced X.L.R. connectors i.e. 1of pair of 3

£2600 ono Tel 01383 413695 or 07971 632162

£2000. SJS Arcadia Model One pre-amp ( 1000)

metre lengths Transparent Musiclink £ 130, 1of pair of

[AC17]

£500, Sound Organisation stand ( 120) £60, new S/H

1metre lengths, Madrigal £80, all items in mint

LFD DAC 3, reference grade D/A converter as new

LPs£1-£5, New JJ3008 valves (80) £40.

condition Tel. 01384 371586 day or evening. [AC22]

boxed with manuals £ 1750, XTC CDT- 1 ' LE' transport

Tel: 01453 544050 [A8]
Transparent Super BiWire speaker cables, 8feet or

Harbeth HL compact 7ES-2 Eucalyptus finish, vgc,

uses CDM4 mechanism, only 3years old, as new boxed

boxed inc. stands £950 Tel: 01625 502204 [A8]

£500 (also have brand new sealed box CDM4

2.4 metres long, boxed as new, £ 1250 includes post

Linn Wakonda pre phono (m-m) £500 ono, LK140

mechanism as back up included in the price), LFD

and packing. Tel: Ken on 01383 825287 ( Dalgety

power, £500 ono, boxed, manuals, no remote,

silver interconnect 0.5m very stiff top of the range,

Bay, Scotland) [AC171

Quadraspire stand, beach ash, three shelves, almost

£500. London 07791 361 620 [A18]

B & 05500 System complete incl, master control

new £ 150 ono. Tel: 0117 955 3690 ( Bristol) [AC171

Quad ESL63s perfect condition £950. Leak Stereo 70

panel and remotes, Beocord 5500 tape, Beogram 50

Audio Research Ref 2, Mk 2, Nordost Valkyrja lm XLR

amplifier, serviced by Leak never used £75. Pair

CD, Beogram 5500 títable and Beomaster 5500 amp

3600, Harmonic Technology Magic One lm XLR £00.

Celestion Dittons never used £ 100 ono, Akai stereo

plus 2702 speakers, all in top condition £300. Tel:

Stephen 07973 793892 email: srapageeyahoo.co.uk

valve tape recorder £50. Tel: 07821 762037 [A8]

01903 526598 (Worthing, Sussex) [A1050]

[AB14]

SME 10 turntable, IV arm, vDH mcs150 armwire,

Hi-fi collection for sale including AVI S2000MP,

Quad FM4 tuner, grey, late model, mint condition with

Transfiguration Spirit Mk 3cartridge. Setup by SME, 6

system remote £395, pink triangle, Linn LV-X Ortofon

original box, instructions and service manual £245,

months old, 10 hours used, warranty, mint condition,

MCIO super perfect £375, Acoustat Spectrall

audionote AN-VX interconnects, silver I
itz coax with

£2800 ono. phone 01234 302769/

Electrostatic Hybrid elegant loundspeakers £400,

silver plugs, metre £ 175. Tel: 01274 632492 [AB14]

07840 428253 [A8]

Heart Rhythm 300B single-ended power amplifier

Meridian 518 digital processor, pre-amp, resolution

Audiolab 8000C pre-amp, grey, boxed, manuals, hardly

£750, Lowther Acoustas new Dx3's Phase Equilizers

enhancing De-Jittering device, cost £ 1000, mint,

used, as new, late edition, £370, Pioneer PDS505

£500, Tag McLaren DAC 20 seven inputs, mint £495.

boxed, instructions £750. Tel: 0151 677 7386 [A8]

Precision, runs class A, equivalent to Marantz-CD-

Tel: 01363 83072 [AC2650]

Hegel H2 power amp 150 wpc 3950 (£2500),

63SEKI, manuals, mint £ 150.

Nottingham Analogue Spacedeck, latest spec. Rega

American Acoustic Developments E48, three-way,

Tel 01287 636371 evenings [A8]

RB600, Reson Eti le m-c (£ 1950) £ 1200, Living Voice

slim, floorstanding speakers £225 (£ 599), Pathos TT

Krell FPB600c amplifier £ 7900, Krell KCT pre-amp

Avatars ( 2800) £ 1500, Goertz Mi2 speaker cable

class A, hybrid integrated amplifier with phono section

£6900, Wad ia 27ix DAC & Wad ia 270 Transport

(235), Audionote ANV interconnect ( 220) £ 100. Tel:

and remote Tel: 01202 767873 ( Dorset) [AC171

£9750, Sonus Faber Amati Homage speakers,

01453 544050 [A81

Mark Levinson 390 CDS CD processor, only four

including Granite Plinths £ 7900, Marantz CD7 CD

Horning Agathon Silver Signature speakers 97dB

months old, perfect condition, UK specification C/W

player SE (champagne) £7900. Tel: 01629 814151

sensitivity, light oak finish, internally upgraded with

box, manual and balanced interconnects £4250

[AC171

silver wire, built with PM2C and DX3 drivers, separate

Tel: 07769 972227 (Godalming) [AB14]

Hovland HP- 100 line stage £2200, 18 months,

tweeter, this speaker is superb with sets and OTL's,

Wilson Audio Watt Puppy System 7, as new, still has

boxed, Tannoy D700 loudspeakers, black, new high

mint condition £ 1650 ono. Tel: 01384 271571 (West

the protective film on the cabinets, perfect condition

frequency tweeters £750, BAT VK-3iX, 3month old,

Midlands) [AB16701

comes with crates and manual, original price

mint boxed, remote control, £ 1900 (£2450), Fadel Art

Valhalla 0.8m RCAs or XLRs. £560 (£2000). Various

(£23000) £ 15995, BAT 51SE (£8000 new) £4000)

speaker cables, 8ft pair £75, Acoustic Zen Hologram-

available. Brand new 1.0m VDH First Ultimates £ 129,

Tel: John on 07960 041559 anytime [AB14]

I
Ibiwire, spades £525 (£875). Tel: 07753 700 426;

Red Dawns £ 195. 2.0m SPM speaker cables £780

Sonus Faber Amati omage speakers, excellent

fchenOnildram.co.uk EAB16501

(£2300). Isotek Cleanline

condition £7900 ono, Arcam AVR 200 surround 5.1

Krell KSA80 Class Aamplifier, will drive any

6-outlet power conditioner £235. email:

channel amp £390 ono, silver, Arcam DVD 88 plus

loudspeaker load, recent £380 service and brought up

shasha@fsmail.net Tel:01895 677714 [AC17

DVD player £690 ono, silver. Tel: 01384 877737 [A81

to spec by Absolute Sounds, condition immaculate

Red Rose Music - Rosette 1integrated amp, 50wpc

£1250. Tel: 020 8858 7616 . SE London EAFOC1

Wa nted

Class 'A' in excellent condition, Mark Levinson quality -

Sony R10 king of headphones, mint unused, boxed,

One pair Wharfedale TSR 110 hi-fi speakers,

cost £2000 but asking £750 ono. Tel: Steven 0161

very rare opportunity, offers, Revox B2605 classic

Telephone 07876 710945 [ LA17]

622 1446 ( Manchester) [A8]

tuner £300. Tel: 01745 352537 (work) 01745

Sharp GF-777 radio, twin cassette player four

Nakamichi TriTracer cassette deck ( Mk2) professional

339842 (home) [A8]

speaker stereo, big boom box ghetto blaster from

model, incorporating asophisticated and extensive

Bel Canto pre 2digital pre-amp and remote with

the 1980s, must be in excellent/mint unmarked

usage of facilities, direct drive motor system,

matching Evo4 2x380w or 4x120w digital power amp,

condition and not damaged, fully operational,

outstanding audio playback, original owner, selling due

brand new boxed, cost £7500, only power up to see if

offering £400. Telephone evenings 01865

to moving abroad, control handset, instructions, boxed

all is working, offers over £4500, Roksan Xerxes

378578 or email: fiskallen@aol.com [A13]

£570. Tel: 01895 635251 [A8]

X.10/Tabriz Arm/Corus cartridge, brand new, new used

Meridian 562, 517 DAC 500, 506, 504, power

Linn LP12 Akito K9, excellent condition £ 500, Project

or unpacked, new price £2200, offers over £ 1400,

amps 5series, 605 etc. Tel: 01243 576073

phono box £75, Arcam Delta 60 £50, Sony tuner

change of circumstances forces sale.

[AC17]

STSE500, barely used £40, Sony Walkman Pro,

Tel: Jeremy 0788 4334178 ( London) [A18]

Pair of the original Mkl Sonus Faber Grand

boxed, mint £200, Heybrook 0.5 plus Target stands

Perpetual Technologies PIA + P3A & Monolithic PSU

Pianos. Must be in as new condition. London.

£50. Tel: 01748 821634/07773 848982 ( North

£950, total hi-fi bargain, only selling due to major

Tel: 07791 361 620. EMA141

Yorks) [AB14]

upgrade. Tel: David on 020 8641 3911 (evenings,

Quad 34,405-2, FM4 or 44, 405-2, FM4 or 606,

JVC AX SD1 integrated amplifier, five-star review in Oct

Sutton, Surrey) [AC171

34 or 44, FM4, must be vgc Tel: 01474 700032

2004 edition of HiFi World, brand new, boxed and

GRAAFWFB one valve pre-amp, including valve

[A8]
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Connoisseur At cito
GUARANTEE
•

TO BEAT ANY GENUINE PART EXCHANGE OFFER YOU HAVE BEEN MADE
•

Tel : 0845-166-1249

Minimum 24 Months WARRANTY ON ALL NEW EQUIPMENT

6 MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT

Email: sales@connoisseuraudio.co.uk

•

FULL RANGE OF NEW EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE FROM:
AUDIO ANALOGUE, AUDIO PHYSIC, ANALYSIS- PLUS, BEL CANTO, BLUF;NOTE, cRovr, DYNAVECTOR. EAR/YOSI lINO. I
,
:COSs
FINAL, GRAM', LYRA. OPERA, ORIGIN LIVE, ORACLE, ORTOFON, PATHOS ACOUSTICS. PLINIUS, PS AUDIO, SUN IIKO STA.\ • FRl.NGlI
UNISON RESEARCH and others ALL WITH GREAT PART EXCHANGE DEALS!

mason

www.connoisseuraudio.co.uk
SELECTION FROM PREOWNED and EX-DEM EQUIPMENT
Please Phone or Email For Full Details/Prices
Selected Ex-Dem Equipment: Audio Physic Virgo 3, Avanti & Spark3 - Audio Analogue Maestro CD - Bel Canto DAC2 - Bluenote T/Tables & Stibbert CD - Chord Phono
£875 - Clearlight RDC Racks - Croft CGI Twinstar - EAR 509 Jubilee LE Monoblocs XLR - Ecosse Legend SE XLR - Diapason Adamantes - Lyra Argo - Opera VQuinta - Triangle
various - Pathos Logos-Classic t- Sumiko Bluepoint Spec. - Triangle Celius 202 - PS Audio P500 £2200 - Unison Research Hybrid Amp & New TEAC Mechanism Unico CD Unison Research S2k
Selected Pre-Owned :_Arcam FMJ CD23 £525 - Audio Analogue Maestro CD Processor £ 1275 - Audio Physic Virgo 2- £ 1499 - Caiy 300SEI LX-2o New Valves £2200 - Croft
Epoch Pre plus Twinstar Power £2599 - Diapason Adamantes & Stands Walnut - £3499 EAR V20 mt. £ 2495 - EAR 834L Chrome Deluxe £699 - Graaf GM20 OIL £2799 - Opera
SP2 £ 1075 - ProAc Response 1.5 Yew £999 - Pathos Classic t£ 1175 - Roksan Kandy MkIll Twin Amps £699 - Sonus Faber Musica Amp £ 1250 - Triangle Ventis £ 1949 - Unison
Research S6 £ 1249 - UR Smart 845's £2799- Unison Research Hybrid Amp £799 - YBA2 Pre & Power £ 1499 - Tag McLaren DAC20 £550 - Musical Fidelity A3.2 Cd £525 - Roksan
Caspian Amp £375 - Philosophy Cables XLR Interconnects £ 175 - Tara Labs Dig. RSC Decade XLR £375
Full Range Audio Physic, Analysis Plus, Audio Analogue, Bluenote, Bel Canto, Croft, Diapason, Dynavector, EAR/Yoshino, Final, GRAAF,
Lyra, Opera, STAX, Sumiko, Triangle, Pathos, Unison Research - Call For Great Part_Exchange Proposals

next month in Hi-Fi News
Free A\flrech Magazine!
FREE with the February issue: another
scintillating issue of AVTech, our unmissable
guide to the best in home cinema and AV,
packed with exclusive tests. In HiFi News itself,
we bring you our exclusive test on the amazing
Eclipse TD 712 loudspeaker. Plus reviews on
amplifiers ranging from the latest Krell to the
afforable Consonance 300B valve design,
speakers from Castle to Avalon, astunning new
cartridge called the Blue Angel, and much more.

Don't miss HiFi News, February issue, on sale Friday, 7January
www.hifinews.co.uk
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Opinion

Ken
Kessler
E

ver since the decision was made to dispense with a
'reissues' page in HFN, I've watched countless discs go
by that Iwould have loved to call to your attention. For

the most part, it was about the music: how many of you heard
about Hip-O's definitive disc of Howard Tate Verve sessions, the
three-on-two Dillards package? But that's never enough in our
community. If it doesn't fit into our 'audiophile discs' page by
virtue of its format, tough titty. But this one just cannot be
allowed to pass you by, especially if you adore smooth vocals.
And there's ahardware/tech-y reason to love it, too.
Charles Brown was always one of the blues' best-kept
secrets, even after he was rediscovered in the 1980s, and
championed by that fabulously classy lady, Bonnie Rant. Merely
to say that Brown's pipes were the equal of or even superior to
those of Nat ' King' Cole, Bobby

The 16 x9footage
was produced for
Japanese Satellite
Broadcasting using
an early form of
high-definition video.
The results are
simply breathtaking

indignities, like the odious reissuing of aCD with one bonus
track to coerce you into apurchase. This is the opposite: it's
generous to afault.

Bland, Mel Tormé, Jimmy

It starts with ahandsome slip-case containing asublime
booklet and the reason for purchase: a10-track performance

Rushing and Jimmy Witherspoon

from 1990, recorded live at the Lone Star Roadhouse, with

would be to perpetuate his

Brown backed by aperfectly complementary trio, performing
his masterpieces with avoice that sounds 45 years younger.

obscurity with abombastic
claim: you gotta play the music
to would-be converts. ' Superior'
doesn't even begin to cover it.
The guy was so smooth he made
Dean Martin seem like a
caffeine junkie.
Most casual R&B fans know a

Whack it into your computer, and there's a . pdf file with a
discography, as if the compiler knew that amere taste of
Brown would have you searching for more. Then you discover
the second disc... at no extra charge.
It's abonus DVD — yes, aproper video DVD, with bonus
features: wonderful photo galleries, footage of acouple of
1945 performances of Johnny Moore's Three Blazers and John

bit about Brown, his dates,

Shadrack Horace, the aforementioned diwography and two

perhaps — 1922-1999 — or,
more likely, that he was the

video interviews with Brown. But best of all, it contains the

vocalist for the definitive

And it's not just any video...

versions of ' Drifting Blues',

'Merry Christmas Baby' and
'Please Come Home For Christmas', songs covered by artists

entire video performance of the 10 audio tracks. on the CD.
It turns out that this 16 x9footage was produced for
Japanese Satellite Broadcasting using an early form of

ranging from Chuck Berry to the Eagles. They may even know

high-definition video. The detail, colour, skin tones, contrast
and clarity are simply breathtaking. Propeller heads wiil wolf

that he was agreat songwriter, aferociously clever piano player
demonstrating ablend of barrelhouse dexterity and

down the explanation contained in the booklet, and I'm
buzzing because Iinadvertently stumbled upon what will prove

post-WWII urbanity, or that he was the voice on those incredible

to be avery obscure but noteworthy footnote in the history of
high-definition video: the filmmakers used anow-obsoiete

Johnny Moore's Three Blazers recording of the late 1940s.
Alas, all too often the very music lovers who would have
adored singers in situations like that of Brown's — brilliant
entertainers lacking even amodicum of fame — learn of them
too late. With claims to neither prescience nor even good taste,
Iwas afan of Brown's from the moment Ilearned that he
voiced ' Merry Christmas Baby', an odd confession from one who
celebrates Chanukah. And I'm anewbie: I've only been a

Sony lin HDTV tape. The booklet tells you about the difficulty
in making transfers to contemporary Sony and Panasonic
formats, the rarity of the playback equipment and more. To add
further to the mystery, there are even tales of missing tapes of
other blues legends.
But we're lucky: this footage survived, was transferred

devotee for 20 years or so. Whatever, Brown was lucky enough

perfectly and was then given to us free, inside anormally
priced CD package. (Which Iordered from amazon.com.) A Life

to spend his last years knowing that he had adoring fans,
respect from his colleagues and the recognition that should

musical giant. Store it alongside the Brown 'best ofs`. tne

have ensured arich career between the 1950s and the 1980s.
Who missed out? You, the music lovin' public. But here's the
great news: an ' introductory pack' that you just will not believe.
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Charles Brown's A Life In The Blues [
Rounder 11661-2074-2,
issued in 2003] is the sort of release that makes you glow all
over, one that will even allow you to forget record ! abel
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In The Blues is breathtaking evidence that Brown was a
Johnny Moore CDs and, yes, your Dino arid Nat collectons.
Man, could Charles Brown sing.
And, hey, he was ahandsome sonovagun, too.

•
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In an age of constant hype, with too many
manufacturers enshrining their specifications (and
the misinformed sowing seeds of confusion) only a
few stand out as being capable of producing
components that are truly high fidelity.
At Symmetry, our business is the identification and

assembly of quite simply the finest audio/video
systems. To achieve this we ensure that every item
we distribute is the absolute best within its
category, an approach that leads us to source
products from across the globe.

osymmetry
t: 01727 865488
e: info@symmetry-systems.co.uk

w: www.symmetry-systems.co.uk

Symmetry is proud to be associated with many
of the world's finest manufacturers - companies
whose products and reputation have withstood
the test of time. If you share their belief that
only the best will do, contact us.

ssentials
The heart and soul of music
and film reproduction.

o

Components that do not follow style
but set the standard. In aclass by itself.

Universal Players and Transports
that define digital playback.
Hand fabricated equipment supports made from
Carbon Fibre and Aircraft Grade Stainless Steel

ESOTERIC
«Grand Prix Audi>

Individually calibrated for your system.
Moving Coil Cartridges from Japan.
Handmade and individually tuned by ear.

Three Decades of the finest equipment.
From the company that helped create ' The High End'.

The worlds finest Electrostatic Headphone Systems.
An industry standard.

The most precise Audio Cables in the world.

High Output Moving Coil Cartridges
that define affordable Analogue playback.
The worlds foremost range of Phase Coherent
and Time Aligned loudspeakers.

I
lar-1-

Levinson'

STAX
vox

~MI»
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"A little champ of price/quality ratio:
available at an affordable price, especially for a
tube amplifier of more- than-usual power."
AUDIO REVIEW Italy, July 2004, Claudio Checchi

"PrimaLuna ProLogue One is now my
'affordable reference amplifier'. With
apologies to various British and Italian
geniuses, this amplifier has to my ears-

no equals at its retail price."
HI-FI NEWS and record review, July 2004, Ken Kessler

"A refreshing change from the transistor
competition with acaptivating presentation.

Excellent finish and build quality makes
for apackage strong on value."
HI-Fl WORLD, August 2004, Dominic Todd

PrimaLuna
Music is universal gift, a pleasure that should not be denied to
anybody. So, too, the beauty of music reproduced by valves.
To make available to a wider audience the seductive, silky
sound of the vacuum tube, PrimaLuna has developed a range
of all- valve amplifiers with the construction, power and sonic
performance of high- end electronics, but with one unique,
inimitable feature: prices that can only be described as
'entry level'!
Since the arrival last year of the ProLogue One, the audio community has
been unable to contain its joy nor reign in its praise, because PrimaLuna has
revolutionized the whole concept of ' affordable audio.' Commencing with a pair of integrated amplifiers
with prices more typical of mundane, solid-state products, PrimaLuna has shown other manufacturers that
compromises in fit and finish, styling and facilities are unnecessary. And PrimaLuna has shown the music lover
that ' high end' performance and pride of ownership can be made available to aficionados on a
budget. But don't take our word for it. Audition either the ProLogue One or ProLogue Two at the
Music dealer of your choice. And prepare your wallet for a pleasant surprise.

MUSIC

58 Durham Road, London SW20 OTW
T: +44 (0)20 89 71 39 09 F: +44 (0)20 88 79 79 62
PISTOL MUSIC Is achvision ol Anmelalr Sounds Ltd

